<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2D Shapes</strong></td>
<td>L126465,SV</td>
<td>3:30 min</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode teaches how 2D shapes can be identified by their number of edges, sides, and vertices.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2D Shapes in 3D Objects</strong></td>
<td>L126466,SV</td>
<td>3:30 min</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains how 2D shapes can be identified by their properties.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Les 90 jours</strong></td>
<td>NF003137,SV</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>4742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce film raconte les différentes étapes d'une grève longue, dure et fertile en émotions, se déroulant dans une petite ville imaginaire de la province de Québec. Un document saisissant sur le syndicalisme dans l'immédiat après-guerre.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>À l'heure de la décolonisation</strong></td>
<td>NF002578,SV</td>
<td>28 min</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>4742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nul pays colonisateur n'échappa à la décolonisation et la France n'y fit pas exception. Étonnamment, à la suite de la guerre d'Algérie et de l'indépendance d'autres colonies, tels la Tunisie, le Maroc et l'Afrique noire, des liens culturels forts subsistèrent et se raffermissèrent entre la France et certains nouveaux États. Ce documentaire d'un grand intérêt fascinera le profane comme le démographe. La vérité sans fard. Images et interviews recueillies sur place.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>À*mission super frisson</strong></td>
<td>L126927,SV</td>
<td>22:30 min</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series - C'est là* Halloween et au grand âge de Charles, Chudd et Earl ont plusieurs surprises vraiment inquiétantes en stock. Tout le monde sâ* amuse comme des petits pois jusquâ* À ce que Skatoony se fasse happâ(c) par un vortex monstrueux.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em><em>À</em> qui la chance!</em>*</td>
<td>L126932,SV</td>
<td>22:30 min</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series - Une famille a la chance d'avoir là* À(c)mission diffusâ(c) en direct de chez eux mais les À(c)ections de fins de ronde provoquent des À(c)sultats inattendus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accessory Pack</strong></td>
<td>L126734,SV</td>
<td>2:50 min</td>
<td>PJ</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transform It! Series - This series teaches children how to make interesting &amp; fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode Ryan cuts out a pocket from his backpack to make an accessory pack.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ace Clamper Pays a Debt and Gets Clamped</strong></td>
<td>L121985C,SV</td>
<td>2:20 min</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megamaths - Money and Division Series - The Ace Clamper officer pays down his account at Mrs. Diamond's store with money he charged for parking violations. He counts out, adding the coins, and completes the deposit of 50p with a parking ticket on Mrs. Diamond's sheep. The Kings get their revenge by throwing wet sponges at Ace Clamper.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Addem and the Ants</strong></td>
<td>L122036A,SV</td>
<td>2:32 min</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbertime - Addition and Subtraction Series - Queen Ant has ordered a regatta, and 68 ants must be loaded into boats.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Addem and the Ants</strong></td>
<td>L122037B,SV</td>
<td>2:14 min</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbertime - Addition and Subtraction Series - It's the Queen Ant's birthday, but there are not enough candles. After counting on, the Ant Ann finds out the difference and the number needed. Addem saves the day.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Addem and the Ants</strong></td>
<td>L122038B,SV</td>
<td>2:15 min</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbertime - Addition and Subtraction Series - Addem and Ann Ant watch 100 ants in rows of 10. Ann subtracts the numbers as rows march away and return.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adding Pence at the Auction</strong></td>
<td>L121985A,SV</td>
<td>7:23 min</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megamaths - Money and Division Series - The Joker, Gareth Jones, pays 50 pence to enter the castle where an auction of Chinese items is taking place. The auctioneer adds the 10p bids as they come in. The King of Spades has 50p to spend at the auction, but his tea treats quickly add up. He must then sell some of his cakes to pay his bike parking ticket.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adding Up the Change</strong></td>
<td>L121983C,SV</td>
<td>3:35 min</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megamaths - Money and Division Series - The Queen of Spades adds up all the change that the Queen of Diamonds overpaid for the trifles she bought, paying with pounds and leaving the change. The Jack of Diamonds saves the Queen by picking up all the left change, allowing her to recoup a five pound note with the 55p in her account.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Addition and Subtraction: Difference</strong></td>
<td>L122036,SV</td>
<td>14:28 min</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbertime - Addition and Subtraction Series - Addition, subtraction, and counting on and back are shown through animations, songs, and sketches in this 1999 BBC educational television series for primary schools.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjectives</strong></td>
<td>L126524,SV</td>
<td>3:30 min</td>
<td>PJ</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Rangers Series - The Rangers discover that no one in Docvile can describe anything because the Mayor has stolen all of the adjectives.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Admit to Cheating?</strong></td>
<td>L128185F,SV</td>
<td>2:01 min</td>
<td>JIS</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChatRoom Series - Host Marc asks the panel if they would admit cheating in a relationship to the partner. The teens discuss the possibility of getting caught and the consequences of cheating in a relationship.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ako
NF002340,SV
29 min 1965 4742
Ako, jeune fille de seize ans, est employée dans une boulangerie où garçons et filles triturent des masses impressionnantes de pâte, échangent des propos découssés, des rires. Il n’y a pas de continuité dans les dialogues et les images de ce film fragmenté qui revêt le caractère insolite d’un rêve. Ako est le prototype de la jeune japonaise qui tente de vivre en liberté et d’échapper aux traditions de son pays.

Albrecht Altdorfer, Allegory
L122092C,SV
2:50 min JIS 1994 2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy discusses Albrecht Altdorfer’s Allegory, a landscape of a fairytale world that alludes to real world family ties.

Alcoholic Parent
L128189D,SV
4:59 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a drunk mom embarrassing her daughter in front of a friend. Brianna relates a personal experience regarding a friend. Alcoholic parents make it hard for kids to do things with friends. Help your friend find professional help for the parent.

Alexandra: Rope Skipping Champion
L126077,SV
0:40 min PJ 2007 2453
Don’t Sit Still Series - Julie meets Alexandra, a Rope Skipping Champion and finds out what it takes to succeed in this sport.

Alexandre
L126446,SV
4:12 min PJ 2010 2453
Mark’s Moments Series - Mark spends the day with his friend Alexandre. He suffers from hearing loss.

Algérie 1962 - Chronique d’un conflit
NF002036,SV
46 min 1962 4742

All Year Round
L126426,SV
3:30 min PJ 2009 2453
League of Super Citizens Series - The Super Citizens do a lot of volunteering at Holiday time. Professor Atlas teaches them that charities need help all year round.

Allori and Gentileschi
L122087B,SV
3:23 min JIS 1994 2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy visits the Pitti Palace and discusses Allori’s Judith and Holofernes. Sister Wendy compares Cristofano Allori’s depiction of Judith to the realism of Artemisia Gentileschi’s Judith and her Maidservant.

Allotting Money
L126591,SV
2:30 min PJ 2009 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - Prince has made a list of all the things he wants. He tells Joker that he wants to go to University, he needs to buy the Queen a birthday present, he wants to donate some money and he really wants candy. He has a pile of money beside him (bills and coins) and he and Joker discuss how he can save for everything. He ends up putting a little bit of money into 4 jars - one for each goal.

Alternate Plan
L122159B,SV
8:47 min IS 2007 2453
Warriors Series - Napoleon proposed an alternate strategy in Toulon, but the general refused to support it. Instead of yielding, Napoleon took matters into his own hands.

Ambrogio Lorenzetti
L122098C,SV
4:16 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series - In Sienna, the People’s Nine Counselors ruled from the Palazzo Publico where Ambrogio Lorenzetti painted frescos of the Allegories of Good and Bad Government and of Sienna as the Well-Governed Town and Country. Lorenzetti looked at the countryside and represented what he saw.

American Indian Contributions to the World : 15,000 Years of Inventions and Innovations
384 p. EIS 2003 5285
Presents alphabetized articles on inventions and innovations that originated with Native Americans, describing each development, presenting time periods, and including selected bibliographies for each.

Amsterdam
L122090,SV
10:25 min JIS 1994 2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - During the 17th century Golden Age of painting in Amsterdam, many great artists produced paintings of Dutch life. Sister Wendy visits the Rijksmuseum where she discusses paintings by Ter Borch and Rembrandt. She also visits the new Vincent van Gogh Museum where she muses on how van Gogh controlled his inner tumult in his paintings.

Amusement Park
L126912,SV
2:40 min P 2009 2453
Skatooey: Season 2 (English) Series - Charles’ latest scheme has the studio turned into a theme park with the biggest rollercoaster ever built, taking Chudd and the Quiz Block for the thrill of a lifetime.
New Resources

L’An un d’un festival
NF002022,SV
39 min 1953 4742
À 160 km à l’ouest de Toronto, se trouve une petite ville de 20 000 habitants. C’est Stratford. Centre industriel, ville sans histoire, où les noms de rues, la rivière, les jardins publics évoquent la ville d’Angleterre où naquit Shakespeare. Dans un tel milieu, il était inévitable que quelqu’un s’engage à organiser un festival shakespearien. Un jeune homme, Tom Patterson, fit ce grand rêve et le concrétisa en dépit de toutes les difficultés. Après deux longues années de préparatifs et d’efforts, s’ouvrait, le 13 juillet 1953, le premier festival de Stratford. C’est cette aventure culturelle que relate le film.

Anabolics
L1281969C,SV
5:38 min JIS 2013 2453
Anabolic Steroids - Teens who experiment with anabolic steroids are at risk like John and Tina Haley’s oldest son. The parents describe his changed behavior with mood swings and anger issues while he took these performance enhancing drugs. Upset after a friend died in a car accident, he attempted suicide, and the parents learned of their son’s use of steroids. Whaddyado Tips are: be aware that steroids can enlarge your heart and lead to heart disease. Steroids can affect your mind and lead to severe depression. Anabolic steroids are illegal and addictive.

Ancient Egypt 3000 BC
L1220978,SV
5:26 min JIS 1994 2453
The Parthenon statues show that the human body has become the artists’ center of interest. Greek painting only remains on vases, like the vase Achilles Kills Penthesilea, the Queen of the Amazons. Sister Wendy notes the emotion depicted in the painting. In 79 AD, Vesuvius buried Pompeii, preserving the Roman city and paintings that show the Greek interest in realism as in The Baker and His Wife. Greek Orthodox icon painting hasn’t changed.

And So To Bed
NF035789,SV
58 min 1999 1183
Peabody Award-winning director Jeff McKay takes us on an unusual odyssey into the world of the commonplace—our beds. Visit the beds of families, Nevada hookers, truckers, a murderer in his cell, artists, an undertaker, a coroner and a homeless man who remembers his mother tucking him in.

André Matisse, The Conversation
L1220948,SV
2:48 min JIS 1994 2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy visits the modern Georges Pompidou Centre and the National Museum of Modern Art where she attends a celebration for André Matisse. She discusses Matisse’s The Conversation that depicted the alienation between Matisse and his wife, a figure in the French resistance.

Animals
L126947,SV
22:30 min P 2009 2453
Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series - Skatoony devient ultramoderne quand la Grille de la terreur prend le contrâ-le de là° Â(c)mission. Mais lorsquâ elle rÂ(c)vÂ(le ses plans de mÂ(c)aniser tout ce qui bouge, il nâ y aura que Ké et son pouvoir simiesque pour lui faire sauter les plombs dans une bataille qui deviendra historique.

Animal Attack
L1281658B,SV
5:02 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - Jeff and Cathy Hayes visited Yellowstone National Park when a wild buffalo charged and injured Cathy as she photographed him while outside the car. Whaddyado Tips are: keep a safe distance from the animals when visiting national parks, follow park rules, stay still and quiet around park animals, be aware of your surroundings.

Animal Emergency
L128164C,SV
4:21 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - Dog trainer, Ron Case, gave a non-breathing dog CPR and saved his life. Whaddyado Tips are: give CPR, hold down a large dog, alternate two short breaths followed by 30 chest compressions. The boxer Sugar was diagnosed with ARVC, a type of heart disease common to boxers, and wears a heart monitor.

Animal Kingdom
L128627,SV
3:38 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about Kingdom Animalia. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Animal Skeletons
L128632,SV
3:28 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about animal skeletons. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Animals Around the World
L121979,SV
5:33 min PJ 2010 2453
Little Human Planet Series - We travel around the world to see all kinds of animals and creatures that live on our Little Human Planet.

Anne’s Diary
L121846A,SV
7:17 min JIS 1987 2453
Diary of Anne Frank Series - Introduction to Anne Frank and her family. Otto gives Anne her diary as a birthday present. Restrictions on Jews in Amsterdam increase.

Anne’s Realization
L121846C,SV
5:47 min JIS 1987 2453
Diary of Anne Frank Series - Anne realizes that the family is planning to go into hiding. Otto explains why they kept the information secret from her.
Des armes et les hommes
NF000113,SV
58 min 1973 4742
Ce film cerne le phénomène de l'agression sous un aspect bien défini, celui de l'utilisation des armes à feu dans la société contemporaine. Il montre les relations qui existent entre l'homme et l'arme. Des scènes fictives et des entrevues par Denys Arcand, Andréanne Lafond, Gilles Gendreau et André Melançon avec des militaires, policiers, prisonniers, délinquants, collectionneurs d'armes ou amateurs de chasse et de tir éclarent le sujet et invitent le spectateur à découvrir ses propres tendances vis-à-vis des armes.

Arrietty Learns to Borrow and is Seen
L121802B,SV
12:35 min PJ 1992 2453
Borrowers, The - Series 1 - Arrietty questions Pod about why they stay when all the other borrowers have gone. She longs to go outside despite the danger of the cat that ate Ekaltina. Pod decides to teach Arrietty to borrow. Arrietty had watched the field Borrowers, so when Pod takes Arrietty on her first borrowing trip, she goes outside and is seen by the boy.

Arrival of Mr. Collins
L122055A,SV
10 min IS 1979 2453
Pride and Prejudice Series - Mr. Bennett advises his family of the arrival of Mr. Collins, to whom their house is entailed. Mr. Collins announces his intention to marry one of the Bennett sisters, as advised by his much admired patroness, Lady Catherine de Bourgh.

Arrival of Mr. Dussel, the Dentist
L121847B,SV
11:39 min JIS 1987 2453
Diary of Anne Frank Series - Anne notes the changed atmosphere outside. The families greet Mr. Kleiman who arrives with supplies. Sympathizer Miep Gies tells them Kleiman is ill and cannot bring the supplies. She tells of the difficult situation outside. Anne resents her mother's insensitivity toward her father and herself. Mr. Dussel, the dentist, arrives, leaving his Catholic wife for her safety. Anne must share her room with him.
Arrival of the Van Dams
L121847A,SV
9:54 min JIS 1987 2453

Diary of Anne Frank Series - Anne Frank chatters about returning to normal life after the war. Mr. and Mrs. van Daan arrive with their son, Peter. A BBC broadcast announces the Nazi's increased punishment for Jewish sympathizers. Conflict between Anne and Mrs. Van Daan develops. They go about their daily routines, keeping still during the day and resuming life after office hours. Peter celebrates his sixteenth birthday. Winston Churchill speaks on the radio.

Arriving in South Africa
L121915D,SV
5:37 min JIS 1997 2453

Incredible Journeys Series - Swallows gather to roost at night. Nigerian villagers hunt swallows in popular roosting grounds. The swallow encounters local wildlife and finally reaches his destination in South Africa, where he meets thousands of other European swallows.

Art Bot 1 (MS)
L125363,SV
0:54 min PJ 2010 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Includes the crazy rainbow and let's go mighty shuttle.

Art Bot #1 (RF)
L125358,SV
1:04 min PJ 2010 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Includes star, spring day, and the starry night.

Art Bot 2 (MS)
L125364,SV
0:52 min PJ 2010 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Includes rocket blasting off into space and rainbowlicious.

Art Bot #2 (RF)
L125359,SV
1:05 min PJ 2010 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Includes heart but not finito, stars, and TVO Kids guess whatâ€™s your rule.

Art Bot 3 (MS)
L125365,SV
0:54 min PJ 2010 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Includes earth and lunch time.

Art Bot #3 (RF)
L125360,SV
1:02 min PJ 2010 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Includes wanted, this is sad!, and hi art bot.

Art Bot 4 (MS)
L125366,SV
0:57 min PJ 2010 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Includes KLKH and butterfly.

Art Bot #4 (RF)
L125361,SV
0:57 min PJ 2010 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Includes Jackie, red dog, and TVO Kids.

Art Bot (MS/RF)
L125362,SV
1:53 min PJ 2010 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Includes outerspace; mom, me and little brother.

Art Bot Pitch (RF - Holiday)
L125367,SV
1:42 min PJ 2009 2453

Artbot Series - Displays art created and submitted by viewers on the Artbot program on the TVOKids website. Ryan shows viewers how to use the Artbot program. Includes dust mites on carpet, Kate the Great, and I love you TVO Kids.

Art Bot Web Pitch
L125368,SV
0:56 min PJ 2009 2453

Artbot Series - Host Ryan reads viewer mail from Maria and talks about features on Artbot.

The Art of the Possible
NF013836,SV
58 min 1978 1183

In an unprecedented, behind-the-scenes look at political decision-making in the most populated of Canada's provinces, this candid study of Ontario Premier Bill Davis and his Cabinet portrays the political process to be a daily round of committee meetings--a First Ministers' Conference, preparation of a throne speech, and the tabling of the provincial budget. The film reveals, to some extent, Davis's political philosophy, one that kept the Conservatives in power in Ontario for thirty-six consecutive years.
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Artbot: Night
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Artbot: Party
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ARTBOT: Planes, Trains and Automobiles
Artbot: Portrait
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ARTBOT: Princess P
ArtBot - Rainbows
Artbot: Rainbows
Artbot: Rainbows
Artbot: Rainbows
Artbot: Red
ARTBOT: Reptiles
Artbot: Robots
ARTBOT: Robots
ARTBOT: Saving the Earth
Artbot: Saying Something
Artbot: School
ArtBot - Sea
Artbot: Sea
ArtBot - Seasons
Artbot: Seasons
ARTBOT: Seasons
Artbot: Shapes
Artbot: Shows
Artbot: Shows
Artbot: Shows
Artbot: Shows
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Artbot #1 (MS)
L125398,SV
0:55 min  PJ  2009  2453
Artbot Series - Host Mark displays drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids, including Winter at TVOKids and Shape Attack!!

ArtBot - 2 Cool
L125378,SV
1:17 min  PJ  2013  2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features cool drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot #2 (MS)
L125399,SV
1:06 min  PJ  2009  2453
Artbot Series - Host Mark displays drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids, including The Space and This Isn’t Mom’s House.

ArtBot - 3D
L125379,SV
1:12 min  PJ  2013  2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features 3D drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.
Artbot: Cars
L125433.SV
1:16 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features car drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot - Cars
L125382.SV
1:22 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features colorful drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Cars
L125435.SV
2:01 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features cool drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Cool
L125383.SV
1:12 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features cool drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Cool
L125436.SV
1:40 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features cool drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Differences
L125439.SV
1:44 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Dinosaurs
L125441.SV
1:41 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features dinosaur drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Flowers
L125446.SV
1:34 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features dog drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Drama
L125447.SV
1:38 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drama drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Dust Bunny
L125448.SV
1:43 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features dust bunny drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Families
L125450.SV
1:21 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features family drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot - Family
L125384.SV
1:17 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features family drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Family
L125451.SV
2:03 min PJ 2011 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features family drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Family
L125453.SV
1:04 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features family drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

ARTBOT: Family
L125454.SV
1:16 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features family drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Family
L125455.SV
1:08 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features family drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Farms
L125456.SV
1:24 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features farm drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

ARTBOT: Favourite Shows
L125457.SV
1:21 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of favourite shows by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Flags
L125459.SV
1:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features flag drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Flags
L125460.SV
1:21 min PJ 2013 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features flag drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Flying
L125464.SV
1:33 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features flying drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*

Artbot: Flying
L125464.SV
1:33 min PJ 2012 2453
*Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features flying drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Views</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ArtBot - Food</strong></td>
<td>L125386,SV</td>
<td>1:13 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features food drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot - Food</strong></td>
<td>L125466,SV</td>
<td>1:39 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features food drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARTBOT: Food</strong></td>
<td>L125467,SV</td>
<td>1:17 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features food drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot - Food</strong></td>
<td>L125468,SV</td>
<td>1:26 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features food drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Friends</strong></td>
<td>L125469,SV</td>
<td>1:55 min</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of friends that were sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Friends</strong></td>
<td>L125470,SV</td>
<td>1:39 min</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of friends that were sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Friends</strong></td>
<td>L125471,SV</td>
<td>1:11 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of friends that were sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Funny</strong></td>
<td>L125472,SV</td>
<td>1:26 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features funny drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot - Getting to School</strong></td>
<td>L125473,SV</td>
<td>1:27 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features school drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Great Names</strong></td>
<td>L125474,SV</td>
<td>1:52 min</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Home</strong></td>
<td>L125475,SV</td>
<td>2:05 min</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features home drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Home</strong></td>
<td>L125476,SV</td>
<td>1:23 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features home drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ArtBot - Homes</strong></td>
<td>L125387,SV</td>
<td>1:18 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of houses sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Homes</strong></td>
<td>L125477,SV</td>
<td>1:30 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features home drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Hot</strong></td>
<td>L125478,SV</td>
<td>1:13 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features hot drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Houses</strong></td>
<td>L125479,SV</td>
<td>1:07 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features house drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Imagination</strong></td>
<td>L125480,SV</td>
<td>2:10 min</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features imaginative drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ArtBot - Insects</strong></td>
<td>L125388,SV</td>
<td>0:59 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features insect drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Insects</strong></td>
<td>L125481,SV</td>
<td>1:32 min</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features insect drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Insects</strong></td>
<td>L125482,SV</td>
<td>1:27 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features insect drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Insects</strong></td>
<td>L125483,SV</td>
<td>1:32 min</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features insect drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Land</strong></td>
<td>L125484,SV</td>
<td>1:59 min</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features landscape drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Landscapes</strong></td>
<td>L125485,SV</td>
<td>1:42 min</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features landscape drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ArtBot - Let’s Party</strong></td>
<td>L125389,SV</td>
<td>0:59 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features party drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Living Room</strong></td>
<td>L125486,SV</td>
<td>1:22 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features living room drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artbot: Magical</strong></td>
<td>L125487,SV</td>
<td>1:27 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtBot Series - This ArtBot episode features magic drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New Resources

**Artbot: Media**

L125488,SV
1:49 min PJ 2012 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of media that were sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Mess**

L125489,SV
1:57 min PJ 2011 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of messes, sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Mice**

L125490,SV
2:06 min PJ 2011 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features mouse drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Mountain**

L125491,SV
1:40 min PJ 2012 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features mountain drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Myths and Fairies**

L125492,SV
1:18 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features fairy drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Myths and Monsters**

L125493,SV
1:32 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features fairy tale drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Names**

L125494,SV
1:41 min PJ 2012 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features name drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Names**

L125495,SV
1:07 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features name drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Nature**

L125496,SV
1:50 min PJ 2011 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features nature drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Nature**

L125497,SV
1:35 min PJ 2012 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features nature drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**ARTBOT: Nature**

L125498,SV
1:28 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features nature drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Nature**

L125499,SV
1:25 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features nature drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Night**

L125500,SV
1:37 min PJ 2012 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features night drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Night**

L125501,SV
1:26 min PJ 2012 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features night drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**ArtBot - Off to School!**

L125390,SV
1:11 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features school drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Outside of Canada**

L125502,SV
1:41 min PJ 2012 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids from outside of Canada.

**Artbot: Park**

L125503,SV
1:10 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features park drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**ArtBot - Party**

L125391,SV
1:22 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features party drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Party**

L125504,SV
1:34 min PJ 2011 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features party drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Patterns**

L125505,SV
1:15 min PJ 2012 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features pattern drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**ARTBOT: Planes, Trains and Automobiles**

L125506,SV
1:15 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features plane, train, and automobile drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Portrait**

L125507,SV
1:46 min PJ 2011 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features portraits sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Portrait**

L125508,SV
1:33 min PJ 2011 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features portraits sent in by TVOKids.

**ARTBOT: Portraits**

L125509,SV
1:15 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features portraits sent in by TVOKids.

**ARTBOT: Princess P**

L125510,SV
1:20 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features Princess P drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**ArtBot - Rainbows**

L125392,SV
1:14 min PJ 2013 2453

*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of rainbows sent in by TVOKids.
Artbot: Rainbows
L125511,SV
1:33 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features rainbow drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Rainbows
L125512,SV
1:14 min PJ 2012 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features rainbow drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Rainbows
L125513,SV
1:09 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features rainbow drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Red
L125514,SV
1:54 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features red drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

ARTBOT: Reptiles
L125515,SV
1:19 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features reptile drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Robots
L125516,SV
2:06 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features robot drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

ARTBOT: Robots
L125517,SV
1:16 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features robot drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

ARTBOT: Saving the Earth
L125518,SV
1:16 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures about saving the earth that were sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Saying Something
L125519,SV
1:44 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures about saying something that were sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: School
L125520,SV
1:52 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features school drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

ArtBot - Sea
L125593,SV
1:21 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of the sea sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Sea
L125521,SV
2:14 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features sea drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

ArtBot - Seasons
L125594,SV
1:06 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of the seasons sent in by TVOKids.

New Resources

Artbot: Seasons
L125522,SV
1:36 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features seasons drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

ARTBOT: Seasons
L125523,SV
1:16 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features seasons drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Shapes
L125524,SV
1:58 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features shapes drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot - Shows
L125395,SV
1:13 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of TVOKids shows sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Shows
L125525,SV
1:41 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of TV shows sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Shows
L125526,SV
1:46 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of TV shows sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Shows
L125527,SV
1:48 min PJ 2012 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of TV shows sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Smile
L125529,SV
1:56 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of smiles sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Snow
L125530,SV
1:09 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features snow drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Something to Say
L125531,SV
1:22 min PJ 2013 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures with messages sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Space
L125532,SV
2:13 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features space drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Space
L125533,SV
1:45 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features space drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Space
L125534,SV
1:31 min PJ 2012 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features space drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.
New Resources

**Artbot: Space**
L125535,SV
1:10 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features space drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**ArtBot - Sports**
L125396,SV
1:27 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features sports drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Stars**
L125537,SV
1:33 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features star drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Still Life**
L125539,SV
2:04 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features still-life drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Sunny Day**
L125540,SV
1:34 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features sunny day drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Sunny Days**
L125541,SV
1:39 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features sunny day drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Sunsets**
L125542,SV
1:57 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features sunset drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Super Heroes**
L125544,SV
1:50 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features superhero drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Sweet**
L125545,SV
1:27 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features sweet drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**ARTBOT: The Park**
L125546,SV
1:16 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features park drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: The Sea**
L125547,SV
1:23 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features sea drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Transportation**
L125548,SV
1:35 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features transportation drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Travel**
L125550,SV
1:44 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features travel drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: Trees**
L125552,SV
1:43 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features tree drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot: TVOKids**
L125553,SV
1:34 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of TVOKids sent in by TVO Kids.

**Artbot: TVO Kids**
L125554,SV
1:34 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of TVO Kids sent in by TVO Kids.

**Artbot: TVO Kids Hosts**
L125555,SV
1:42 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of TVO Kids Hosts, sent in by TVO Kids.

**Artbot - TVOKids**
L125397,SV
1:18 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of TVOKids shows sent in by TVOKids.

**Artbot - Valentine’s Day 1**
L125556,SV
1:37 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of Valentine’s Day sent in by TVO Kids.

**Artbot - Valentine’s Day 2**
L125557,SV
1:26 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of Valentine’s Day sent in by TVO Kids.

**Artbot - Valentine’s Day 3**
L125558,SV
1:30 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Artbot Series* - This ArtBot episode features drawings and pictures of Valentine’s Day sent in by TVO Kids.
Artbot: Warm
L125559.SV
1:39 min PJ 2012 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features warm drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Water
L125560.SV
1:36 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features water drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Artbot: Your Town
L125561.SV
1:34 min PJ 2011 2453
Artbot Series - This ArtBot episode features hometown drawings and pictures sent in by TVOKids.

Ask an Astronaut
For descriptions see individual titles:
Ask an Astronaut - All Work
Ask an Astronaut - Boredom
Ask an Astronaut - Go to Mars
Ask an Astronaut - Space Suits
Ask an Astronaut - Space Tricks
Ask an Astronaut - Travel to the Moon
Ask an Astronaut - Travel to the Moon 2

Ask an Astronaut - All Work
L125562.SV
0:59 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask an Astronaut Series - Captain Kent asks Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield if he has fun in space or is it all work? Hadfield answers that it's mostly work, but it's lots of fun.

Ask an Astronaut - Boredom
L125563.SV
0:59 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask an Astronaut Series - Captain Kent asks Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield how he fights boredom in space. Hadfield likes to play the guitar and look out the window.

Ask an Astronaut - Go to Mars
L125564.SV
1:15 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask an Astronaut Series - Captain Kent asks Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield if he would like to go to Mars. The answer is yes.

Ask an Astronaut - Space Suits
L125565.SV
1:20 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask an Astronaut Series - Captain Kent asks Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield why he would wear a space suit outside the ship & not inside. The answer is that there is no air outside the ship.

Ask an Astronaut - Space Tricks
L125566.SV
1:05 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask an Astronaut Series - Captain Kent asks Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield if they ever do tricks in outer space. The answer is yes, sort of. When docking the space shuttle at the space station they have to flip it over, upside down.

Ask an Astronaut - Travel to the Moon
L125567.SV
0:45 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask an Astronaut Series - Captain Kent asks Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield how long it takes to travel to the moon. The answer is 3 days.

New Resources
Ask an Astronaut - Travel to the Moon 2
L125568.SV
0:55 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask an Astronaut Series - Captain Kent asks Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield how long it takes to travel to the moon. The answer is 3 days.

Ask Sara
For descriptions see individual titles:
Bird's Egg
The difference between a Rain Forest and a Forest
Digesting Food
Do Birds Have Teeth
Do you know how and why clouds move?
How big is a human brain?
How Big is the Earth
How do boats with heavy loads float on water?
How Do Fish Drink?
How do fruits and vegetables rot?
How do whales sleep?
How do you know if an animal is nocturnal?
How do you know when you're sunburnt?
How does bright light affect your eyes?
How does hair grow?
How many bones in the body?
How many planets in our solar system?
How & Why Chameleons Change Colour
Knee Bending
Largest Bone in the Body
Lifecycle of a Frog
Stomach Growl
Two Science Questions
What is an ice cream headache?
What is at the core of the earth?
What is Static Electricity?
Where do maggots come from?
Where does dust come from?
Which way does a compass point in space?
Why are there holes on the moon?
Why are worms good for the soil?
Why can birds fly?
Why do fingers wrinkle after a bath?
Why do snakes shed?
Why do volcanoes explode?
Why do we blink?
Why do we get cavities?
Why Do We Get Dizzy?
Why do we get hiccups?
Why do we Have Snow
Why do we see rainbows?
Why does Mould Grow on Cheese
Why does my heart beat faster when I run?
Why don't space shuttles burn up?
Why is it important to brush our teeth?
Why We Sneeze

Astronaut Chris Hadfield
L126653.SV
1:34 min PJ 2010 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent just is ready to take a space walk. He takes a break to salute Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield for all his Space Mission accomplishments.
Astronaut Dave Williams
L126654,SV 1:35 min PJ 2010 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent is getting ready for the annual Space Race around the Mothership. He takes a break to salute Canadian astronaut Dave Williams for all his Space Mission accomplishments.

Astronaut Julie Payette
L126655,SV 1:10 min PJ 2010 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent is fixing the navigation system. He takes a break to salute Canadian astronaut Julie Payette for all her Space Mission accomplishments.

Astronaut Robert Thirsk
L126656,SV 1:35 min PJ 2010 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent is testing out a new anti-gravity lubricant on Robot claw. He takes a break to salute Canadian astronaut Robert Thirsk for all his Space Mission accomplishments.

Astronaut Roberta Bondar
L126657,SV 1:15 min PJ 2010 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent is trying to grow Pumpkins in space. He takes a break to salute Canadian astronaut Roberta Bondar for all her Space Mission accomplishments.

At Home: A New Lease
NF059283,SV 4 min 2012 1183
Determined to go to NYC to reconnect with a famous actor, Simon is radically altering his life. He quits hard drugs, prostitution and crime and is moving into a new apartment.

At Home: Life Isn’t Easy
NF059478,SV 5 min 2012 1183
Covering everything from bug bites to welding to drug use, Dr. Plante counsels participants with a mixture of tough love and compassion in this glimpse of her at work.

At Home: Money Changes You
NF059295,SV 5 min 2012 1183
After more than 20 years on the street, James has doubts about living indoors. Struggling to master the appliances in his new apartment, he reflects upon pizza, cockroaches and the syndromes of modern industrial society.

At Home: Not Chosen
NF059284,SV 3 min 2012 1183
For every housed participant, another remains homeless. Wandering the empty corridors of his shelter, Valère reveals his struggle with HIV/AIDS, and his longing for a home of his own.

At Home: Where I Belong
NF059282,SV 4 min 2012 1183
Lise has been living with schizophrenia for years, some of them spent in dangerous housing conditions. Now she's selling her paintings in a Moncton marketplace and celebrating her new home.

At Home: Will to live
NF059277,SV 3 min 2012 1183
After years on the edge, Hector now has a place to live, a job and a beloved dog. Shuttling farm hands to work, he remembers the life he lost and worries about his homeless son.
Aunt Gardiner Arrives from London
L122055F,SV
7:30 min  IS  1979  2453
Pride and Prejudice Series - Wickham flirts with Elizabeth and describes Georgiana as proud. Aunt Gardiner from London learns all the news from Elizabeth and warns her not to fall in love with Wickham.

Auntie Alien
L121933B,SV
2:27 min  PJI  2002  2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - Auntie Alien helps a child use multiplication to figure out how many.

Auntie Alien
L121934B,SV
2:26 min  PJI  2002  2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - Auntie Alien underlines information to solve a two-part math problem.

Auntie Alien's Problem Page
L121997B,SV
2:59 min  P  2002  2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - Auntie Alien reads an Earthling's letter with a problem about how many weeks' allowance must she save to be able to buy a doll she likes. Auntie increases the 9.99 pound doll price to an even 10 pounds, underlines the important words and numbers, then doubles the pocket money to 1 pound, and finds Olivia must save for 20 weeks.

Auntie Alien's Problem Page and Tom's Number Story
L121996B,SV
3:05 min  P  2002  2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - Auntie Alien reads an Earthling's letter about how many days his guinea pig's medicine will last. She underlines important words or numbers, calculates the milliliters taken each day, and writes the equation to solve the problem. Young Tom has drawn a number story concerning how much he and his donkey weigh together.

Aunts and ants
L126620,SV
1:04 min  PJ  2012  2453
Same But Different Series - The series is about homophones - words that sound the same but are spelled differently and have different meaning. This episode: aunts and ants

Avalanche
L128170C,SV
8:56 min  JIS  2013  2453
Wheddadoy Series - Two young friends, Bronson and Tyson, enjoy snowmobiling in the backcountry. On a trip off Hoyt's Peak, Tyson is caught in an avalanche without a beacon on. Bronson and the others search for Tyson using probes and shovels. His girlfriend, Brandy, remembers the frantic search as the 10-minute survival limit passed. Wheddadoy Tips to survive an avalanche are: ride with others, bring avalanche gear, and call your avalanche center before going.

The Influence of Ultrasim on Latin American Literature
4:47 min  ISA  2008  2453
The avant-garde made a strong impression on the region which includes Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay. The effects of Ultrasim on Argentine literature are explored and the work of Argentine poets including Jorge Luis Borges is examined.

Latin American Literature: Advent of the Avant-Garde
5:14 min  ISA  2008  2453
In the arts, the avant-garde push the limits of what is acceptable within standard definitions of culture and art. In Latin America the early 20th century was a time of upheaval and social change; effects on the arts and literature are examined.

Latin American Literature at the Dawn of the 20th Century
2:49 min  ISA  2008  2453
Latin America was vibrant with vitality at the start of the 20th century, but unrest characterized the arts. The Modernismo aesthetic movement was spreading across the continent and writers tried to make sense of progress and change.

Latin American Literature: Avant-Garde Manifestos
2:30 min  ISA  2008  2453
Latin American avant-garde movements consisted of small groups of artists who rallied around a founding member. Manifestos outlined the principles and purposes which guided their art; these manifestos often evolved into literary journals.

Latin American Literature: Avant-Garde Prose
3:40 min  ISA  2008  2453
Latin America's literary avant-garde is usually associated with poetry, but it was felt across all genres. Effects of the avant-garde on Latin American prose are discussed and the works of leading writers are examined.

Latin American Literature: Cäsar Vallejo and Avant-Garde Poetry
4:39 min  ISA  2008  2453
Cäsar Vallejo’s poems dealt with themes of anguish and pain; his relationship with the avant-garde was strained but he was an important poet of the movement. Vallejo is profiled and the style and significance of his work are examined.

Latin American Literature: Jose Carlos Mariategui and the Avant-Garde
2:19 min  ISA  2008  2453
Political philosopher Jose Carlos Mariategui was a key figure at the influential avant-garde journal "Amauta." The significance of his writing, and of "Amauta," are examined.

Latin American Literature: Pablo Neruda and Avant-Garde Poetry
3:23 min  ISA  2008  2453
Chilean poet Pablo Neruda took the Latin American avant-garde movement to a new level. The style, evolution, and significance of Neruda's work are examined.

Latin American Literature: The Contemporaneos
2 min  ISA  2008  2453
Two influential avant-garde literary groups, Stridentism and the Contemporaneos, arose in early 20th century Mexico. Leaders of the Contemporaneos, its manifesto, and its impact are examined.

Latin American Literature: The Stridentism Movement
2:36 min  ISA  2008  2453
Two influential avant-garde literary groups, Stridentism and the Contemporaneos, arose in early 20th century Mexico. The manifesto and impact of the Stridentism movement are examined.

Latin American Literature: Vicente Huidobro and Avant-Garde Poetry
3:45 min  ISA  2008  2453
The Latin American avant-garde had a major impact on the genre of poetry, where it attacked Modernismo with passion. The role of Vicente Huidobro in leading this movement, and his work, are examined.
Latin American Poets: Delmira Agustini
4:04 min ISA 2008 2453
Writers such as Delmira Agustini were able to criticize Modernismo within Modernismo. Her reaction to Modernismo and her poems of decadence and sensuality are examined.

Latin American Poets: Ramón Látapez Velarde
2:36 min ISA 2008 2453
Ramón Látapez Velarde explored themes of eroticism, sensuality, and nationalism in his poetry. Velarde is profiled and his poetry is examined.

Latin America’s Literary Avant-Garde Movements
1:37 min ISA 2008 2453
The Latin American literary avant-garde of the 1920s highlights the complex dynamics among aesthetics, politics, ethics, language, and art. Avant-garde movements addressed a variety of themes which led to later innovations.

Ruben Dario and the Attack on Modernismo
2:54 min ISA 2008 2453
An aesthetic reactionary movement against Modernismo can be traced to Ruben Dario’s 1896 work, “Profane Prose,” which infuriated some Latin American writers. Mexican writer Enrique González Martínez formulated a response to Dario’s style.

Sensuality and Eroticism in Latin American Poetry
1:48 min ISA 2008 2453
Many Latin American poets respected Ruben Dario yet sought out their own unique poetic voices. Sensuality and eroticism in the work of several early 20th century Latin American poets is examined.

Avian
L128633,SV
3:49 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about the avian digestive system. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

A B Patterns
L126463,SV
3:30 min PJ 2009 2453
Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains that AB patterns repeat, so they can help us figure out what comes next.

BÁ(c)bÁ(c)-lala tatati-tatata!
L126924,SV
22:30 min PJ 2009 2453
Skatooey: Season 2 (French) Series - Charles invites plusiers artistes pour enfants car c’est un public cible qui rapporte beaucoup d’argent. Si seulement il avait su que des monstres seraient de la partie.

Baby Western Diamondback Rattlesnakes
L121919A,SV
5:22 min JIS 2000 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - Each year, the western diamondback rattlesnake finds its way across the Arizona desert between its summer and winter homes. The young snake sheds its skin six times in its first year. Sensitive to ground vibrations, the snake uses its heat sensing organ to locate its prey, following a lizard into its tunnel.

Background to Latin America
NF011752,SV
58 min 1963 1183
From Cuba to Argentina—a review of the history of this rich sub-continent and its aspiring but impoverished people. Once vassals of Spain or Portugal, these Americans hope for better things. Why is there instability? What causes the constant ferment? The film shows the proud history of twenty republics and their growing unrest.

Backyard BBQ Party Room
L126137,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453
Jackie’s School of Dance Series - Are you attending a BBQ party or is your family planning a BBQ party? On this episode of JSD - Jackie will be mixing in a move from the Onion Room with a brand new Backyard BBQ party inspired sprinkler dance that you can try at the next BBQ party you attend. Are you ready to party? Let’s dance!

Bad Day
L121834B,SV
7:37 min JIS 1996 2453
Deutsch Plus Series - Nico answers the telephone and runs errands for his coworkers. He practices his German in the editing suite. When he returns to the office, everyone is angry.

Bad Vibrations
L127090,SV
6 min PJ 2003 2453
Deaf Planet Series - When Kendrää’s attention is diverted away from Max to her friend Hank, Max tries to get her attention in any way possible. When a dance-off between Max and Hank at Kendrää’s birthday party gets out of hand, itää’s Max who thinks quickly to save the party from all of the bad vibrations.

Baking in Ancient Egypt
L121929D,SV
4:01 min JIS 1997 2453
Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series - After watching milling and baking at the living history museum, Jamie tastes the resulting bread. He theorizes that the wind blew sand into bread during preparation, and that sandy bread is what ground down the teeth of ancient Egyptians.

Balthus
L122106G,SV
2:36 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series - Returning to France, Sister Wendy introduces Balthasar Klossowski de Rola, known as Balthus, a Polish-French modern artist. She discusses the order and dignity seen in The Painter and His Model.

Banana Room
L126128,SV
2:25 min PJ 2010 2453
Jackie’s School of Dance Series - TVOKids host Jackie English teaches kids how to flavour-up their freestyle dancing with various dance moves. the move in the banana room is called the ‘twist’ o Flex.

Band and Banned
L126621,SV
1:38 min PJ 2012 2453
Same But Different Series - The series is about homophones - words that sound the same but have different spelling and different meaning. This episode: banned and band

Banting & Best - Part 1
L126716,SV
2:20 min PJ 2011 2453
Time Trackers Series - Part One: Agent Scotty has a new assignment for the Time Tracker Agents: Banting & Best In this episode, Frederick Banting and Charles Best meet for the first time to work on an idea that will help people who have diabetes.
Banting & Best - Part 2
L126717,SV
2:15 min  PJ  2011  2453
Time Trackers Series - Part Two: Agent Scotty continues the story of Banting and Best. In this episode, Banting and Best try to find the right combination of medicine to help people with Diabetes.

Banting & Best - Part 3
L126718,SV
2  min  PJ  2011  2453
Time Trackers Series - Part Three: Agent Scotty continues the story of Banting and Best. In this episode, Banting and Best have created a medicine called insulin but they haven’t been able to make it work on a human as yet. Banting and Best continue their research to cure Diabetes with some unexpected help.

Banting & Best - Part 4
L126719,SV
2:35 min  PJ  2011  2453
Time Trackers Series - Part Four: Agent Scotty concludes the story of Banting and Best. In this episode, Frederick Banting and Charles Best receive the Nobel Prize in medicine for the discovery of insulin.

Becoming a Man - Tracking the White Reindeer
NF061113,SV
52 min  2008  5197
In the snow-covered plains of northern Mongolia, the Tsaatan nomads are a proud and free people who live off hunting and gathering. They travel on the backs of reindeer, on which they completely depend to survive in this hostile and remote land. The Tsaatan are passionate about their reindeer, who torment their breeders by regularly escaping into the forest to rejoin with their wild cousins.

Becoming a Woman in Zanskar
NF061110,SV
52 min  2008  5198
In the remote kingdom of Zanskar, in the northern Himalayas, Becoming Woman recounts the true and moving story of a friendship shattered by destiny when two young girls have to part and leave their village and their families forever... to become women!

Befriending Harriet
L121856D,SV
4:55 min  IS  1972  2453
Emma Series - Emma and Harriet spend time together.

Berlin
L122092,SV
9:38 min  JIS  1994  2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy's Grand Tour takes her to the seat of the Prussian Empire, Berlin, a city that combines the old and the new. There she visits the Gemalde Gallery to discuss paintings by Hans Baldung, Hans Burgkmair, and Albrecht Altdorfer. She points out the stories hidden until you really look at the painting.

Bernini
L122089A,SV
3:20 min  JIS  1994  2453
Sister Wendy's Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy visits Rome where she walks through the Roman Forum, passes Bernini’s fountains and squares, and visits Borghese Gallery. There she discusses the movement in Bernini’s sculpture Apollo and Daphne and tells the story depicted by the statue.

Best Team in Tumbletown
L126799,SV
4:15 min  PJ  2008  2453
Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed’s basketball team is called the Squares. They play against the Triangles and the Trapezoids.
de poing où la parole est donnée aux enfants. Des billes, des ballons et des garçons est un film bilan sur l’enfance brisée par le travail forcé, l’esclavage, la criminalité, la guerre, l’exploitation sexuelle et la bêtise humaine... Une fois adulte, que feront ces millions de garçons sacrifiés? se venger? briser les femmes ou les enfants qui les entourent? Si l’univers actuel prépare la prochaine génération, que peut-on espérer d’une société aussi injuste? Plusieurs sont détruits et orient vengeance, d’autres veulent tenter de réparer leur vie et celle de leur famille. Autour d’enfants du monde unis et liés par des jeux de billes ou des ballons, nous irons à la rencontre de nombreux garçons à qui on a volé l’enfance, mais non les rêves.

**Bioaccumulation**
L128648,SV
3:04 min PJIS 2014 2453

*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about bioaccumulation. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**Agricultural and Urban Conservation**
2:07 min JISA 2010 2453

Conservation is important for preserving plants and animals that farms and cities overtake. Designating wild areas and creating natural growth conditions allows diversity to flourish. Humans are rapidly changing the climate.

**Climate of Deserts**
2:16 min JISA 2010 2453

Most deserts cluster around the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. Others form on the west coasts of continents because of cold ocean currents. Temperature differences between night and day are extreme.

**Climate of Grasslands**
2:34 min JISA 2010 2453

Grassland plants grow and reproduce during the summer. Prairies often experience droughts; they can become dead zones. Storms and tornadoes can ravage the grasslands. Monsoons arrive yearly in the tropics.

**Climate of the Taiga**
1:54 min JISA 2010 2453

Temperatures in the taiga are can vary 180°. For most of the year, heat is deflected back into the atmosphere. The polar jet stream and the arctic water currents cool the region. Thick layers of snow insulate the soil.

**Deserts**
2:20 min JISA 2010 2453

Deserts are found in all temperature zones; the biggest are in the coldest zones. Highly specialized animals live in hot deserts. Lack of plants causes drastic temperature fluctuation. Climate change may reduce the size and number of deserts.
Cities have low biodiversity. Native and exotic animals live among plants. Weeds and small animals are farm nuisances. Only 15 species account for 96% of the Earth's agricultural products.

**Geography of Deserts**
2:10 min JISA 2010 2453
Deserts account for 30% of Earth's landmass. The Sahara is the largest subtropical desert. The Gobi is the largest continental desert. The Atacama is the largest west coast desert; it is also the driest. Polar deserts are extremely cold.

**Geography of Farms and Cities**
2:24 min JISA 2010 2453
Nutrient rich soil and sun are critical for farm placement. Cities most often start near major waterways and are near abundant resources. Farms and city landscape shapes their micro-climates. Cities create a heat island effect.

**Geography of Grasslands**
2:14 min JISA 2010 2453
Grasslands are temperate or tropical. Almost half of Africa is grassland. The prairies in North America differ from the desert. The steppes in Eurasia are the most extensive grasslands in the world. Tropical grasslands are savannas.

**Geography of the Taiga**
2:31 min JISA 2010 2453
Taiga covers approximately 11% of the Earth's land surface. Taiga is either dark or light. In the far east, the Siberian Taiga has the largest track of old growth forest. Experts identify other areas of taiga.

**Geography of the Tundra**
2:31 min JISA 2010 2453
Tundra biomes are treeless habitats that average a temperature of minus 20°F. The polar tundra is divided into the high and low arctic in the north and south pole regions; alpine tundra can grow in other regions.

**Geology of Farms and Cities**
2:02 min JISA 2010 2453
Geology influences the construction of cities; large underground rock beds can hold skyscrapers. Bedrock affects the drainage of soil for farms.

**Grasslands**
2:23 min JISA 2010 2453
Rainfall is scarce in the grasslands. Grass grows in tall stalks or hugs the ground. Grasslands exist all over the planet and are home to tough plants and animals. Impressive storms sweep the grasslands.

**History and Climate of the Tundra**
2:32 min JISA 2010 2453
Glaciers in the northern tundra are remnants of ice sheets. The tundra has long winters and short summers; it is too cold for trees. An isotherm divides tundra from taiga. Alpine tundra has a complicated climate.

**Life in Deserts**
2:01 min JISA 2010 2453
Plants and animals adapt to store water and maintain body temperatures in the desert. Cacti carefully store water and convert energy from the sun by closing their pores.

**Life in the Grasslands**
2:33 min JISA 2010 2453
Most grass species have one culm. The Big Bluestem is one of the most prominent prairie grasses. Some grasses have rhizome or stolon roots. Grasslands are full of insects, small mammals, and herbivores.

**Life in the Taiga**
2:34 min JISA 2010 2453
The taiga is mostly inhabited by birds and mammals; some reptiles make their home here. The insect population explodes when it gets warm. Fungi are critical to the biome's survival. Many places have broad leaf trees.

**Life in the Tundra**
2:15 min JISA 2010 2453
The organisms that thrive in the tundra are highly specialized. Polar bear, muskox, and caribou live in the tundra. Most plants are chamaephytes; they create micro-climates for small insects and worms.

**Temperate Forests**
2:25 min JISA 2010 2453
Temperate forests contain undiscovered life forms. Their moderate climate allows them to have four distinct seasons. Few virgin forests remain; two thirds of the US national parks are temperate forests.

**Threats to Deserts**
2:33 min JISA 2010 2453
Inefficient crop irrigation damages the desert's water supply. Air conditioning allows a large human population in the desert. Weather patterns dramatically affect biomes; especially El Niño.

**Threats to the Grasslands**
2:02 min JISA 2010 2453
Farmers are one of the grasslands biggest threats. In the US, only 3% of the prairie is left. Forest conversion, overgrazing, and climate change are also large threats to the grasslands.

**Threats to the Taiga**
1:57 min JISA 2010 2453
Many original species from the taiga are extinct because of man's hunting. Trees are in danger because of logging; tens of thousands of acres are cut at a time.

**Threats to the Tundra**
2:40 min JISA 2010 2453
Scientists believe warming will occur fastest in polar regions; the Greenland ice sheet will be gone by the end of this century. Ozone depletion can cause genetic damage to living organisms. Chemicals harm the wildlife.

**Tundra**
2:18 min JISA 2010 2453
For most of the year, the arctic tundra is inhospitable. During the summer months, plant and animal life is vibrantly active. The days and nights have extreme differences. Thriving organisms are important to science.

**Bird's Egg**
L125603,SV 1 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask Sara Series - If you touch a bird's egg, will the mother still care for it?
Birth and Youth
L1218518,SV
6:03 min IS 2004 2453

Divine Michelangelo Series - Starts with Michelangelo’s birth and ancestry—at least how he told it. Michelangelo’s father disapproved of his interest in art, but he persevered. Shows how his youth in Florence—a city of artisans—supported and inspired him. Michelangelo’s apprenticeship.

Birth of Two Boys
L122064A,SV
7:43 min JIS 1996 2453

Pride and Prejudice Series - The year is 1537. Two boys are born on the same night: one to King Henry VIII, the other to a poor woman and her drunkard husband. Father Thomas promises to teach little Tom Canty.

Birthday Party Room
L126140,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453

Jackie’s School of Dance Series - Are you attending a friends’ birthday party or even planning your very own birthday party? On this episode of JSD - Jackie will be teaching you a brand new birthday party inspired dance that you can try at the next birthday party you attend. Are you ready to party? Let's dance!

Black Coffee: Part One, The Irresistible Bean
NF061138,SV
58 min 2005 5203

Part One, The Irresistible Bean, carries us back to coffee’s origins in Ethiopia and its triumphant spread over five continents, sparking revolution, controversy, creativity, and possible responses to friends who smoke. Most smokers start before they turn 18. Some chemicals in cigarettes are poisons. Nicotine is highly addictive. The teens on the panel discuss the supposedly “cool” factor and possible responses to friends who smoke.

Blood and Water
L128182B,SV
3:43 min JIS 2012 2453

Blood and Water is a film about the coming to terms with loss. As Anton Ambrose seeks meaning in tragedy, he must re-evaluate all he has taken for granted. In so doing, he comes to understand his daughter better than he ever did when she was alive.

Blood Vessels
L126623,SV
2:40 min PJ 2010 2453

Boating Safety
L126623,SV
2:40 min PJ 2010 2453

Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids series featuring the Queen, Joker and Prince Henry. In this episode they learn about how to stay safe while in a boat.

Les Blagues de ToTo
998379,KT
A 8 ans, Toto est un gargon malicieux qui adore rajouter un grain de fantaisie à son quotidien. L’école est pour lui un lieu de retrouvailles avec les copains et un terrain de jeu.

Contenu:
L’histoire drôle
Le sot à ski
L’élève dépasse le mètre
La classe qui rit
L’as des pitre
Le maître blagueur
Tueur à gags
Sous les cahiers, la plage
La rentrée des classes
L’école des vannes

Blood and Water
NF054022,SV
78 min 2007 1183

When the 2004 tsunami hit the coast of Sri Lanka, 65-year-old Anton Ambrose’s wife and daughter were killed. “In five minutes,” he says, “I lost everything.” A year later, Anton returns to Sri Lanka. With him is his nephew, Thomas promises to teach little Tom Canty.

New Resources

Birth of Two Boys
L122064A,SV
7:43 min JIS 1996 2453

Pride and Prejudice Series - The year is 1537. Two boys are born on the same night: one to King Henry VIII, the other to a poor woman and her drunkard husband. Father Thomas promises to teach little Tom Canty.

Birthday Party Room
L126140,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453

Jackie’s School of Dance Series - Are you attending a friends’ birthday party or even planning your very own birthday party? On this episode of JSD - Jackie will be teaching you a brand new birthday party inspired dance that you can try at the next birthday party you attend. Are you ready to party? Let’s dance!

Black Coffee: Part One, The Irresistible Bean
NF061138,SV
58 min 2005 5203

Part One, The Irresistible Bean, carries us back to coffee’s origins in Ethiopia and its triumphant spread over five continents, sparking revolution, controversy, creativity, business and slavery all along the way. We see the first coffee house traditions which begin on dirt floors and evolve into more refined Arabic home versions. Venetian latté develops a cachet that is the model for Western coffee-marketing -450 years later. The French cast off the monarchy, Americans toss their tea into Boston harbor, Haitian plantation slaves rebel, all under the heady aroma of the bean.

Les Blagues de ToTo
998379,KT
A 8 ans, Toto est un gargon malicieux qui adore rajouter un grain de fantaisie à son quotidien. L’école est pour lui un lieu de retrouvailles avec les copains et un terrain de jeu.

Contenu:
L’histoire drôle
Le sot à ski
L’élève dépasse le mètre
La classe qui rit
L’as des pitre
Le maître blagueur
Tueur à gags
Sous les cahiers, la plage
La rentrée des classes
L’école des vannes
The Bodies Diner
L125642.SV
2:50 min PJ 2007 2453
*The Bodies Series* - After watching a television commercial for a fast food restaurant, (their clown mascot looks like Flex), the Bodies decide that they want to go to a restaurant. Tim and Master Control aren't sure what to do, because they haven't created a world outside of the Bodies' home. Tim decides to download a restaurant program into the Bodies World. Master Control and Tim quickly realize that the Bodies must be shown to make healthy choices at restaurants.

The Bodies Mega Mix #1: Upgrade for Bodies; Chocoholics; Brittle Bones
L125637.SV
6:57 min PJ 2007 2453
*The Bodies Series* - Healthy Boy upgrades the Bodies' digital world to include brightly colored fruits. He lets the Bodies try chocolate milk. A virus removes all milk products from the Bodies' menu. When their bones become brittle and break, he returns the milk.

The Bodies Mega Mix #2: Bodies Diner; Vitamin See; Cooking for Bodies
L125646.SV
6:58 min PJ 2007 2453
*The Bodies Series* - Healthy Boy creates a restaurant so the Bodies can learn to make good food choices. Healthy Boy doesn't see well, so he gets glasses and eats more foods with vitamin A. The Bodies get bored with their food, so Healthy Boy gives them the power to cook.

The Bodies Mega Mix #4: The Whole Grain Story; Monster Control; Supersize Me Boffo
L125640.SV
6:56 min PJ 2007 2453
*The Bodies Series* - Picasso doesn't like whole grain bread. Healthy Boy explains why whole grains are healthier than refined. Boffo infects Master Control, then super-sizes all of the Bodies' food portions.

The Bodies Mega Mix #5: Yoghurt Mania, Packing Protein, Chocoholics
L125649.SV
6:58 min PJ 2007 2453
*The Bodies Series* - A glut of yogurt leads the Bodies to have a cooking show with yogurt. Tutu has been taking fiber to balance out their digestive systems. He lets the Bodies try chocolate milk.

The Bodies Mega Mix #6: Body Woddies; Bodies School; Oh No, No Go!
L125650.SV
6:59 min PJ 2007 2453
*The Bodies Series* - Healthy Boy and Master Control create Body Woddies as a treat for the Bodies; soon they don't want to eat anything else. Healthy Boy feeds the Bodies B12 so they will learn more, then gives them more fiber to balance out their digestive systems.

Body Swap
L126900.SV
21:59 min P 2009 2453
*Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series* - Fernando uses his magic to swap bodies with other players to stay in the game, until things get out of hand and the hosts lose their cool.

New Resources

La boîte de vitesses de luxe
988390,KT
J
This kit will allow students to build, design and investigate applications of structures and movement. Contents include base plates, frames, rods, gears, pulleys, axles and an all clear motorized drive unit which operates on a "C" battery. All pieces are easily handled by young students who can investigate gear ratio, force, build vehicles, gear reductions and structures with pulleys.

Bonne fête CJ!
L126936.SV
22:30 min P 2009 2453
*Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series* - Le neveu super gâté de Charles se laisse pousser la moustache pour montrer qu'à il est grand mais elle pousse de manière démesurée ce qui entraîne la gang dans une aventure d'hibouficanfante.

Book Bag
L126733.SV
2:50 min PJ 2009 2453
*Transform It! Series* - This series teaches children how to make interesting & fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode Ryan makes a book bag from an old pair of jeans.

A Book for Every Rodent
L126773.SV
3:45 min PJ 2010 2453

Book Genres
L126525.SV
3:30 min PJ 2013 2453
*Reading Rangers Series* - The Rangers show Cookie that there are all sorts of different genres of books to read.

Born to Be Wild - Saving the Majestic Tiger
L128526.SV
15:45 min PJ 2010 2453
Tigers are one of the most revered animals on our planet. They are also one of the most endangered. Born to Be Wild - Saving the Majestic Tiger is part of IFAW's series of Animal Action thematic education packs. The Born to be Wild video and accompanying education pack explores the world of wild tigers, including their importance in the web of life and the threats they face.

Borrowers Beneath the Floorboards
L121802A.SV
16:31 min PJ 1992 2453
*Borrowers, The - Series 1* - The first scene shows Pod preparing to borrow a forgotten pocket watch while Homily worries in the kitchen of their home beneath the floor. Arrietty wants to go borrowing like her father, but when her uncle is seen and his family must leave, the Borrowers are in more danger. Arrietty wonders what happened to cousin Ekaltina. Pod is seen by a boy when he borrows a cup from the nursery doll house. Pod and Homily decide to wait and see if they must leave their home.

Borrowers, The - Series 1
For descriptions see individual titles:
Arrietty Learns to Borrow and is Seen
Borrowers Beneath the Floorboards
Borrowers, The - Series 1
Borrowers, The - Series 1-6
Borrowers Beneath the Floorboards
New Life
New Home
New Life
Rescue from the Rat Catcher
Borrowers, The - Series 1-1
L121802.SV
29:30 min PJ 1992 2453
*Borrowers, The - Series 1* - Based on the novels by Mary Norton and starring Ian Holm, Penelope Wilton, and Rebecca Callard, "The Borrowers" tells the story of the little people who live beneath the floorboards and "borrow" items from the house. Series 1-1 ends when Arrietty is seen by the boy in the garden.

Borrowers, The - Series 1-6
L121807.SV
28:36 min PJ 1992 2453
*Borrowers, The - Series 1* - When you're only 15cm high the world is a pretty frightening place! Meet Pod, Homily and Arrietty Clock - those tiny people who live under your floorboards. They exist by 'borrowing' everyday items from you that you wouldn't even miss! You will never know they're there unless they're careless and let you see them one day. That's why their lives are filled with danger and great adventures. So the next time you notice a doll's teacup missing or an old cotton reel gone astray, you might like to lift your floorboards and say hello to the Borrowers...

Borrowing From Friends
L126814.SV
3:45 min PJ 2013 2453
*Tumbletown Tales Series* - Tumbleweed keeps borrowing money from his friend Sal without ever paying him back.

Borrowing Money
L126595.SV
2:20 min PJ 2009 2453
*Royal Money Matters Series* - Prince comes in with a huge fish hanging from his fishing pole. He's very excited by his catch. The Queen asks how he likes his new fishing pole and reminds the Prince that she lent him $20 to buy it. Prince had totally forgotten but now he needs to think about how he will pay her back.

Borum Eshoj Family c 1350 BC
L122153F.SV
2:56 min IS 2012 2453
*Vikings Series* - Oliver visits the National Museum in Copenhagen where he sees the preserved Borum Eshoj Family from a 1350 BC settlement. The clothing of the mother and long hair of her son can still be appreciated. The father's robust bones suggest he was a wealthy man.

Bosque
L128574.SV
4:14 min PJIS 2014 2453
*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acción en vivo es sobre la palabra bosque. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Botticelli
L122087A.SV
3:01 min JIS 1994 2453
*Sister Wendy's Grand Tour Series* - Sister Wendy visits the Uffizi Gallery in Florence and begins her Grand Tour with the Birth of Venus by Botticelli. Sister Wendy tells the story of Venus's birth and the mythological figures Zephyr, Chloris, and Flora who accompany her.

Bottle Lanterns
L126753.SV
2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
*Transform It Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes bottle lanterns out of recycled pop bottle containers.

Boule & Bill
998382.KT
Les aventures quotidiennes d'un garçon nommé Boule et son épagnol projet de loi.

Collection de Boule & Bill contenu:
Boule & Bill en famille
Super protecteurs des animaux
Boule & Bill font la fête
Papa, maman, le chien et moi
Un amour de Cocker
Graine de Cocker
La bande à Bill
Les copains d'abord
Système Bill
Bulles et Bill
Tu te rappelles, Bill?
Bill ou face
Souvenirs de famille
Le fauve est lâché
Bill chiff modèl
Bill de match
Sieste sur ordonnance
Papa, maman, Boule...
Une vie de chien
Attention chien marrant!
Jeux de Bill
Le coquin de cocker
Carnet de Bill
Ras le Bill
Bill, nom d'un chien!
Bill est maboul
Globe Trotters
Strip-cocker
Billets de Bill
Les quatre saisons
À l'abordage!!

Bowling for Wind
L126672.SV
2:45 min PJ 2012 2453
*The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series* - Sam helps the Bickersons come up with an alternate form of energy to power their bowling alley - wind power.

Boyfriend Too Touchy
L128194B.SV
5:42 min JIS 2013 2453
*ChatRoom Series* - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows misinterpretation of signs and comments as boys and girls begin to form relationships. About half of U.S. teens have had sex by age 17. About one million U.S. teenagers get pregnant each year. The teens discuss peer pressure and gender differences.

The Boys Are Thought Mad
L122064D.SV
11:15 min JIS 1996 2453
*Pride and Prejudice Series* - Both boys are thought mad when Prince Edward confronts an irate John Canty, and Tom can't convince the Princesses of his identity. John Canty kills a man while teaching Edward to steal. Edward appreciates a mother's love. In the Palace, Lord Hertford schemes to become Regent on the death of the King. Princess Elizabeth promises the Duke of Norfolk to revenge his dismissal from court.
The Boys’ Education
L1220646,SV
5:42 min JIS 1996 2453

*Pride and Prejudice Series* - Ten years later, Tom Canty progresses in his Latin studies with Father Thomas while the Prince struggles and shows little empathy for his whipping boy, Humphrey. John Canty wants his son to beg for alms. Father Thomas teaches Tom about life in Tudor England.

**Boys, Toys and the Big Blue Marble**
NF056025,SV
52 min 2007 4997

Childhood seems more a nightmare than a playground: 180 million children work throughout the world; war has massacred 2 million, wounded 6 million and orphaned 1 million over the last five years; 100 million will never go to school and over half a billion live on less than a dollar a day. A child dies of poverty every three seconds. Girls certainly bear the brunt of most exploitation but often the boys are overlooked: they too suffer abuse. In societies where sexism, violence and discrimination are tolerated, what happens to these boys once they’re grown? Are the cruelty and injustice experienced by so many today the breeding grounds of tomorrow’s killers? In Boys, Toys and the Big Blue Marble abused and exploited youngsters all over the world speak about their lives and their amusements. They tell us of suffocating poverty as well as their hopes and dreams. This tough documentary told from the boys’ viewpoint is an appraisal of childhoods destroyed by slavery, criminality, war, sexual exploitation and human stupidity. Once they’ve grown up, what will these millions of broken boys do? Take revenge? Destroy the women and children in their lives? If the world is now preparing the next generation, what can one hope for in a profoundly unjust society? Yet while some swear to take revenge, others are trying to repair their lives and those of their families. The film examines themes such as slavery, war and criminality as experienced by boys in different countries, united by their games of marbles and soccer. Their childhood has been torn from them, but not their dreams.

**The Braun Brothers**
L126450,SV
4:12 min PJ 2011 2453

*Mark’s Moments Series* - Lucas and Zane Braun: Today on Mark’s Moments, host Mark Sykes spends the day with brothers Lucas and Zane who were born with Morquio Syndrome, a rare form of dwarfism. The boys show Mark the scooters they use as transportation, give him a tour of their accessible house and share their passion for hockey with a game of mini sticks.

**Bravery**
L126581,SV
2:59 min PJ 2009 2453

*Royal Money Matters Series* - The Joker is trying to make a coat of arms, but Prince Henry keeps zapping him with static electricity. He can’t think of a good symbol for bravery. The Queen, Prince, and Joker invite viewers to enter a coat of arms contest.

**Bravo Bollywood**
L126895,SV
22:30 min P 2009 2453

*Skatoony: Season 1 (French) Series* - Skatoony rencontre Bollywood, tandis que Chudd et Early tentent d’empêcher Attila le Hun de ra(c)tuire le studio en miettes.

**Breakfast on the Grass**
NF060800,SV
4 min 2011 5269

It is the description of a very specific society depicted realistically using dramatic structure reminiscent of a feature film. But the story is told through the medium of animation with visual jokes, metamorphoses and various styles of drawing.
Buying a Ticket
L121833B,SV  
7:12 min JIS 1996 2453
Deutsch Plus Series - After work, Elke tells Ulli that she is not interested in a romance with him. Nico goes to the train station and boards a train to Amsterdam. The man from the newspaper stand watches him.

Buying Designer
L126812,SV  
3:45 min PJ 2013 2453
Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed has to figure out a way to make extra money after spending all his earnings buying the most expensive skateboard at the Sports Store.

Buzzing Off
L127095,SV  
6 min PJl 2003 2453
Deaf Planet Series - When Max scares away the only bee in Kendra's garden, she becomes worried that her flowers may not be pollinated and grow. Thinking fast, Kendra uses the Infomatic to learn about pollination and the gang becomes bees themselves in order to keep Kendra's garden alive and well.

Canada Vignettes: Fort Prince of Wales
NF019629,SV  
1 min 1978 1183
A Canada Vignette giving a humorous animated version of the history of Fort Prince of Wales from its construction to its capture by the French.

Calculating the Birthday Cost
L122011C,SV  
2:25 min P 1996 2453
Calculating the Birthday Cost - In a last minute hunt for new contestants, Charles sends Chudd and Earl across the street to CafA(c) le Quiz, where they end up running the cafA(c), hosting the show, and saving the quizzers from the trash compactor.

Calvin
L126440,SV  
4:12 min PJ 2009 2453
Mark's Moments Series - TVOkids host, Mark, spends the day with his friend Calvin. Calvin suffers from Touretts Syndrome.

Caravaggio
L122089B,SV  
1 min 1978 1183
Conversion of St. Paul.
A Canada Vignette giving a humorous animated version of the history of Fort Prince of Wales from its construction to its capture by the French.

The Canoe
L126683,SV  
2:50 min PJ 2007 2453
Time Trackers Series - This Time Trackers series looks at the First Nations people of Canada. Episode one details the history of the canoe.

Caravaggio
L122089B,SV  
2:19 min JIS 1994 2453
Sister Wendy's Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy visits the Piazza del Popolo and the church Santa Maria del Popolo where she discusses Caravaggio and his painting Conversion of St. Paul.
The Case of the Missing Stadium Designs - Episode 2
L126485,SV
3:10 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Math Mystery Series* - Sam Sleuth is called in to solve the case of the Missing Stadium Models. She travels all over TVO Town with Buddy and the Dame to gather clues in this math curriculum based mystery. Over seven episodes, each new piece of the puzzle places Sam hot on the trail of a new nemesis named *Isosceles*. Can Sam get the stadium models back before the design contest closes? Episode 2 - Buddy writes a song about triangles.

The Case of the Missing Stadium Designs - Episode 3
L126486,SV
3:10 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Math Mystery Series* - Sam Sleuth is called in to solve the case of the Missing Stadium Models. She travels all over TVO Town with Buddy and the Dame to gather clues in this math curriculum based mystery. Over seven episodes, each new piece of the puzzle places Sam hot on the trail of a new nemesis named *Isosceles*. Can Sam get the stadium models back before the design contest closes? Episode 3 - Jigsaw Jill is also missing a stadium design.

The Case of the Missing Stadium Designs - Episode 4
L126487,SV
3:10 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Math Mystery Series* - Sam Sleuth is called in to solve the case of the Missing Stadium Models. She travels all over TVO Town with Buddy and the Dame to gather clues in this math curriculum based mystery. Over seven episodes, each new piece of the puzzle places Sam hot on the trail of a new nemesis named *Isosceles*. Can Sam get the stadium models back before the design contest closes? Episode 4 - the gang ends up at Johnny Dee’s radio station.

The Case of the Missing Stadium Designs - Episode 5
L126488,SV
3:10 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Math Mystery Series* - Sam Sleuth is called in to solve the case of the Missing Stadium Models. She travels all over TVO Town with Buddy and the Dame to gather clues in this math curriculum based mystery. Over seven episodes, each new piece of the puzzle places Sam hot on the trail of a new nemesis named *Isosceles*. Can Sam get the stadium models back before the design contest closes? Episode 5 - Al creates a triangle painting for *Isosceles*.

The Case of the Missing Stadium Designs - Episode 6
L126489,SV
3:10 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Math Mystery Series* - Sam Sleuth is called in to solve the case of the Missing Stadium Models. She travels all over TVO Town with Buddy and the Dame to gather clues in this math curriculum based mystery. Over seven episodes, each new piece of the puzzle places Sam hot on the trail of a new nemesis named *Isosceles*. Can Sam get the stadium models back before the design contest closes? Episode 6 - *Isosceles* is revealed.

The Case of the Missing Stadium Designs - Episode 7
L126490,SV
3:10 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Math Mystery Series* - Sam Sleuth is called in to solve the case of the Missing Stadium Models. She travels all over TVO Town with Buddy and the Dame to gather clues in this math curriculum based mystery. Over seven episodes, each new piece of the puzzle places Sam hot on the trail of a new nemesis named *Isosceles*. Can Sam get the stadium models back before the design contest closes? Episode 7 - the mystery is solved.
Case of the Missing Taffies
L122043B,SV
4:33 min P 1999 2453
Numbertime - Numbers up to 100 Series - In the doll house, Robot and Master Scrap prepare party bags, but 5 taffies are missing from the candy tube. Using a number chart, Shirley counts by tens to find the missing taffy wrappers in Scrap's pockets. Children add by tens.

Case of the Muddled Pages
L122041C,SV
4:04 min P 1999 2453
Numbertime - Numbers up to 100 Series - In the doll house, the robot is making apple pie, but the page adding the apples is missing. The pie is a disaster. Shirley lines up the pages in a number line and finds the missing page.

Caterpillar and Chrysalis
L121917C,SV
4:41 min JIS 1997 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - A caterpillar grows, encases herself in a chrysalis, and transforms into a butterfly. A frog tries to eat her, but discovers that Monarchs taste bad due to their diet of poisonous milkweed.

Cats, Dogs and Us
L128521,SV
18:13 min PJJ 2013 2453
Cultures around the world may vary, but one thing is common: wherever we find people, we also find cats and dogs. Cats, Dogs, and Us is IFAW's latest Animal Action Education resource that aims to educate students about the characteristics of cats and dogs and their needs as domesticated animals. The video along with accompanying education packs containing curriculum linked lessons, student reading, and activities provide more than just facts about cats and dogs. They help students understand the unique relationships these animals have shared with people for thousands of years.

Cave
L128619,SV
3:23 min PJJS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about caves. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Caves of Lascaux II
L122097A,SV
4:52 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - Twenty thousand years ago, Southern France was inhabited by our ancestors who produced cave paintings in the dark caves of Lascaux. Sister Wendy discusses the impressionistic rendering of the Mongolian horse and bison that make them more than ritualistic priest drawings for a good hunt. Sister Wendy says art changes, but it doesn't get better.

CBC News in Review
2811
This is Canada's premier current-event series for the classroom. It's the only resource that gives your students the opportunity to delve into today's most important events as they unfold. Complex international, national and regional stories are broken down and given context. Diverse communities and divergent interests are given a voice.

Top 4 CBC News stories every month, from September through April...
Each month the team of experienced CBC News producers and high school teachers hones in on the top 4 news stories and crafts a 15-minute documentary for each

CBC News in Review December 2014
998388,SV
73 min ISA 2014 2811
CBC News in Review Series - 1. Ebola: A Deadly Virus Outbreak (Length: 18:39)
Just the name Ebola strikes fear in people. This deadly virus took hold in West Africa in 2014 killing thousands of people. But in modern times, a disease doesn't stay in one place for long. This story looks at how Ebola has become a worldwide problem.

2. Sexual Harassment in the Workplace (Length: 15:34)
The recent scandal of a CBC Radio host has exposed a problem of sexual harassment in the workplace and set social media afire. Its a problem that even Parliament Hill has had to deal with after two MPs were suspended. This story looks at how to deal with the issue and why it just won't go away.

3. Justin Bourque’s Violent Rage (Length: 21:11)
In an all too common scenario, a lone gunman goes on a shooting rampage. In this situation, 24-year-old Justin Bourque killed three RCMP officers in Moncton, New Brunswick. A judge called it "one of the most horrific crimes in the history of Canada."

It was a day of chaos in an unlikely place Ottawa’s Parliament Hill. A lone gunman shot and killed one soldier before trying to expand his attack. A short time later, the gunman was killed in a hail of bullets. This story looks at how events unfolded, what motivated the gunman and how effective authorities were in containing the violence.

CBC News in Review February 2015
998426,SV
67 min ISA 2015 2811
CBC News in Review Series - 1. Sony Hack (Length: 17:02)
When cyber-terrorists hacked the computer system of one of Hollywood's largest film companies they exposed damaging emails to the public. They also demanded a stop to the release of comedy movie, The Interview, depicting the assassination of North Korea's leader. Was North Korea responsible? And what does this kind of breach mean for the security of any country?

2. Evolving Terrorism (Length: 17:40)
Deadly attacks in Paris, Australia, Canada and Pakistan show a change in the way terrorists are planning and orchestrating their offensives. How are they different and what can governments do to protect their citizens against these insidious acts?

3. The United States and Cuba: Friends Again? (Length: 16:05)
A few days before Christmas in 2014, U.S. President Barack Obama made a sudden and surprising announcement. After a 50-year freeze, the United States...
and Cuba were resuming diplomatic relations. This News In Review story looks at the reasons behind a half-century stalemate and the factors that allowed it to endure for so long.

4. Anger and Authority in the United States (Length: 17:22)

The recent deaths of Michael Brown and Eric Garner unleashed waves of anger and resentment across the U.S. These two unarmed black men died at the hands of white police officers, and in both cases, authorities declined to press charges. These events brought to the surface long standing tensions in the U.S. between police and the very people they’re expected to serve and protect.

CBC News in Review January 2015

998425,SV

64 min ISA 2015 2811

CBC News in Review Series - 1. Our Canada: Are We Racist? (Length: 17:50)

Many Canadians see their country as safe, clean and equal. But is that third notion really true? Do we actually treat each other the same regardless of skin colour? Duncan McCue sets out to answer the big question: are we racist?

2. Oil Price Plunge (Length: 16:03)

Falling oil prices this past fall may have made consumers happy as they paid far less at the gas pumps. But what does it really mean for Canadian industry and, ultimately, the economy?

3. First Nations Land Disputes (Length: 17:47)

Since Europeans first arrived in Canada, non-Natives have laid claim to lands that were once under the control of the Native population. Increasingly First Nations people are asking for their land rights to be honoured. Here are two very different cases where a land dispute could leave someone in financial ruin.

4. Canada and China Relations (Length: 14:46)

China is Canada’s second-largest trading partner but not always a political ally. This edition of News in Review looks at the complications that arise between countries when money conflicts with values.

Celestial Navigation

L126650,SV

1:59 min PJ 2010 2453

Space Trek Series - Captain Kent is lost on the way home to his Daddy's birthday party. He explains how people used celestial navigation to find their way around the globe before GPS. They used the sun, stars, moon and planets.

Challenges in Painting the Sistine Chapel

L121851E,SV

4:27 min IS 2004 2453

Divine Michelangelo Series - The health effects of painting the ceiling. The politics of working with the Pope. Michelangelo's mistakes.

Challenging Command

L122159O,SV

9:58 min IS 2007 2453

Warriors Series - Napoleon challenges powerful men in the Revolution, which leads to a new military commander in the region. Napoleon uses the new commander's ineptness to take charge.

A Changing Society: Canadian Historical Fiction #1 Grade 8

998371,LC

Grade 8, Strand B: Canada, 1890-1914: A Changing Society Historical Fiction

This kit aligns with the Grade 8 History curriculum Strand B. It will enable students to deepen their understanding of some of the significant events during this time period which helped to shape our Canadian identity.

Outcasts of River Falls by Jacqueline Guest. This sequel to Belle of Batoche is an interesting story about Canada's treatment of the Metis population following the North West Rebellion in 1885.

Broken Bones by Gina McMurchy-Barber. This is a suspenseful, humorous, and educational archeological mystery. Peggy's outspoken and sarcastic attitude and enthusiasm, combined with her very real human bias, make her afallible and believable protagonist who has the capability to change and grow throughout the story. Young readers will identify with her changing emotions and value judgments expressed through her internal thoughts and rants.

Broken Bones provides the reader with some insight into how archaeologists work and the importance of the science in understand history, social life, customs, and culture.

Dear Canada: Hoping for Home. Stories of Arrival in these eleven original stories, characters bravely face the challenges of settling into a new life. In this wonderful new short story anthology, eleven of Canada's top children's authors contribute stories of immigration, displacement and change, exploring the frustration and uncertainty those changes can bring. Told in first-person narratives, this collection features a diverse cast of boys and girls, each one living at a different point in Canada's vast landscape and history.

Unspeakable by Caroline Pignat. This is a compelling story based on the true story of the sinking of the RMS Empress of Ireland in May 1914, a disaster that lost more passengers' lives than Titanic.

Revenge on the Fly by Sylvia McNicol. It's 1912, and twelve-year-old William and his father are sailing from Ireland to Canada to start a new life. Before they left, a disease took the lives of Will's mother and sister, and it's at his new school in Hamilton that Will finds out the reason why--it's the fault of the lowly fly. Through Will's eyes we see, hear and smell his city; from its poor rooming houses to its grand mansions. Girls and boys, rich and poor, all enter the contest, pitting hardworking immigrants against the privileged few with all the prejudices, jealousies, and yearning attached to socio-economic disparity.

Deadly Distance by Heather Down. At the beginning of the nineteenth century in Newfoundland, the Beothuks, a First Nations people, have been decimated by disease, and their numbers dwindle further as they are hunted and persecuted relentlessly by European settlers. Young Mishbee, her older sister Oobata, and Oobata's baby struggle courageously on Exploits Island against tuberculosis, misunderstanding, and prejudice.

Gwen by Carolyn Pogue. From the turn-of-the-century streets of London to a welcoming home in Brantford, Ontario, twelve-year-old Gwen has many adventures along the way. Whether it's stowaways, bears, or a raging forest fire, Gwen rises to the challenge in this exuberant story of bravery and resourcefulness.

A Changing Society: Canadian Historical Fiction #2 Grade 8

998394,LC

Grade 8, Strand B: Canada, 1890-1914: A Changing Society Historical Fiction

This kit aligns with the Grade 8 History curriculum Strand B. It will enable students to deepen their understanding of some of the significant events during this time period which helped to shape our Canadian identity.

Battle Cry at Batoche by B.J. Bayle

Ben and Charity Muldoon are 15-year-old twins who find
Mable Riley is the funny, inspiring, (and reliable) record of classmates, and chapters from her own work-in-progress, Mable sends home, the poems she writes for her Goodhand Farm (where the sisters board), is as humdrum world will be full of peril and romance. But life at the Ontario, Mable is sent along too. Mable hopes her new become a schoolmistress in the small town of Stratford, becoming a writer. When her older sister leaves home to It is 1901 and Mable Riley dreams of adventure and of Romance Mable Riley: A Reliable Record of Humdrum, Peril, and Romance by Marthe Jocelyn It is 1901 and Mable Riley dreams of adventure and of becoming a writer. When her older sister leaves home to become a schoolmistress in the small town of Stratford, Ontario, Mable is sent along too. Mable hopes her new world will be full of peril and romance. But life at the Goodhand Farm (where the sisters board), is as humdrum as the one she's left behind. Composed of the letters Mable sends home, the poems she writes for her classmates, and chapters from her own work-in-progress, Mable Riley is the funny, inspiring, (and reliable) record of a young girl finding her voice, and the courage to make it heard.

The Madman of Piney Woods by Christopher Paul Curtis
Benji and Red couldn't be more different. They aren't friends. They don't even live in the same town. But their fates are entwined. A chance meeting leads the boys to discover that they have more in common than meets the eye. Both of them have encountered a strange presence in the forest, watching them, tracking them. Could the Madman of Piney Woods be real?

All Fall Down: The Landslide Diary of Abby Roberts by Jean Little
After her father dies, Abby and her family move west to live with relatives who run a hotel in the mining town of Frank, Alberta. Abby keeps busy helping out at the hotel, being chief caregiver to her little brother with Down Syndrome, and learning Morse code at the telegraph office.

When the devastating Frank Slide buries much of the town, Abby must do all she can to help. But a long-buried family secret emerged just before the disaster – and now she will have to wait for the dust to settle before getting the answers she so desperately wants.

Red Wolf by Jennifer Dance
Life is changing for Canada's Anishnaabek Nation and for the wolf packs that share their territory. In the late 1800s, both Native people and wolves are being forced from the land. Starving and lonely, an orphaned timber wolf is befriended by a boy named Red Wolf. But under the Indian Act, Red Wolf is forced to attend a residential school far from the land he knows, and the wolf is alone once more. Courage, love and fate reunite the pair, and they embark on a perilous journey home. But with winter closing in, will Red Wolf and Crooked Ear survive? And if they do, what will they find?

The Changing Surface of Earth L126638,SV
2:09 min PJ 2011 2453
Space Trek Series - Star ship Commander Captain Kent explains how the earth surface is constantly changing.

Charities L126588,SV
2:20 min PJ 2009 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - Joker is in the castle library dusting the books. Prince walks in with a pile more books. They sort through them. The Prince says the books are worth thousands of dollars. Joker suggests they have a book sale and give the money to a “Feed the Children” kind of charity.

Charlie Wilcox 996481,BK
218 p. IE 2000 3878
In 1915, fourteen-year-old Charlie, anxious to dispprove his parents belief that his club foot makes him unfit for fishing or seal hunting, stows away on a sealing vessel only to find himself on a troop ship headed for the war in Europe. This is a story of friendship, adventure, and courage. Teacher resource copy from the Classic Canadian Historical Fiction: Intermediate (996424), Historical Fiction Literature Circles Kit (996349) and Historical Fiction Literature Circles Kit #2 (996430).

ChatRoom
New Resources

ChatRoom: Friends Giving an Insult / Physical Bullying Introduction
L128188A,SV
1:05 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving insults from friends, physical bullying, and losing track of a little brother.

ChatRoom: Harassing the Lunch Lady / Parents Divorce
L128192,SV
21 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - An adult host and a panel of four young adults discuss situations that are relevant to kids’ lives. This week’s topics include teasing, divorce, and custody.

ChatRoom: Harassing the Lunch Lady / Parents Divorce Introduction
L128192A,SV
1:01 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving teasing adults, divorcing parents, cutting a friend off the team.

ChatRoom: Internet Gambling / Plastic Surgery
L128176,SV
21:34 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - This week’s topics include: a nip here and a tuck there in your teens? And internet gambling–are the odds really in your favor? If teens are thinking about it or feeling it, we’re discussing it in the ChatRoom.

ChatRoom:Internet Gambling / Plastic Surgery Introduction
L128176A,SV
1:03 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving internet gambling, plastic surgery and keeping a grade A error.

ChatRoom: Lies / Victim of Physical Abuse
L128203,SV
21 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - An adult host and a panel of four young adults discuss situations that are relevant to kids’ lives. This week’s topics include telling lies to get attention and signs of abuse.

ChatRoom: Lies / Victim of Physical Abuse Introduction
L128193A,SV
1:07 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving lying, physical abuse, and respecting other’s property.

ChatRoom: Mom’s Prejudices / Hazing to Join a Group
L128183,SV
21:33 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - An adult host and a panel of four young adults discuss situations that are relevant to kids’ lives. This week’s topics include a mother’s prejudices. And how high a price are you willing to pay to join the group?

ChatRoom: Mom’s Prejudices / Hazing to Join a Group Introduction
L128183A,SV
0:59 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving a mother’s prejudices, hazing, and telling on a teammate.

ChatRoom: Over-Protective Mom / Mean Girls
L128179,SV
21:35 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving an over protective mom, dealing with mean girls, and letting a friend borrow your paper for extra credit.

ChatRoom: Over-Protective Mom / Mean Girls Introduction
L128179A,SV
1:02 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving peer pressure and smoking, hurtful speech, and stealing from grandma.

ChatRoom: Peer Pressure for Smoking / Hurtful Speech
L128182,SV
21:33 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - An adult host and a panel of four young adults discuss situations that are relevant to kids’ lives. This week’s topics include peer pressure in the form of smoking. And spread the word–these words can hurt. Do you really need to say them?

ChatRoom: Peer Pressure for Smoking / Hurtful Speech Introduction
L128182A,SV
1 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving peer pressure and smoking, hurtful speech, and stealing from grandma.

ChatRoom: Posting Online Video / Over-Scheduled Teens
L128196,SV
21:09 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - An adult host and a panel of four young adults discuss situations that are relevant to kids’ lives. Is posting an online video really the best way to find out about your looks? And these kids are so busy that it seems they’re over-scheduled. When is enough enough?

ChatRoom: Posting Online Video / Over-Scheduled Teens Introduction
L128196A,SV
1:08 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving compliment-seeking, busy teens, and an organ donor dilemma.

ChatRoom: Relationship Abuse / Driving Distraction
L128172,SV
21:32 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - This week’s topics include: Her boyfriend is insanely jealous, and his physical and verbal abuse is just plain insane. And teen drivers have far too many things that can divert their attention from the road. If teens are thinking about it or feeling it, we’re discussing it in the ChatRoom.
ChatRoom: Teens and Credit Debt / Online Relationships and Fraud
L128180A,SV 21:33 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - This week’s topics include: Credit cards seem like easy money until the bill comes. He seems great online, but now he wants to meet. Is it a good idea? If parents are talking about it or feeling it, we’re discussing it in the ChatRoom.

ChatRoom: Teens and Credit Debt / Online Relationships and Fraud Introduction
L128180A,SV 1:06 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving teens and credit card debt, online relationships, and a “free” dream vacation.

ChatRoom: Touchy-Feely Boyfriend / Death of a Parent
L128194,SV 21:01 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - An adult host and a panel of four young adults discuss situations that are relevant to kids’ lives. This week’s topics include a touchy boyfriend and a dad dating after the death of the mom.

ChatRoom: Touchy-Feely Boyfriend / Death of a Parent Introduction
L128194A,SV 1:06 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The introduction is a preview of this ChatRoom discussion among a panel of four teens and their host, Marc, involving a boyfriend who is too touchy, the dealing with the death of a parent, and sleepover mischief.

Cheating in School
L128177D,SV 6:02 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows cheating on a pop quiz. The teens on the panel relate personal experiences with cheating on tests. Students are just cheating themselves. Cell phones and PDAs make it easier to cheat. They discuss the dilemma of turning someone in.

The Cheating Uncle?
L128184F,SV 3:03 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - Host Marc asks the panel teens what they would do if they saw an uncle dropping off a pretty girl and breaking up a marriage. The teens agree they would ask the uncle about what they saw before jumping to conclusions and breaking up a marriage.

Cherry Room
L126213,SV 2:25 min PJ 2010 2453
Jackie’s School of Dance Series - TVOKids host Jackie English teaches kids how to flavour-up their freestyle dancing with various dance moves. The move in the cherry room is called The Bounce.

Chic Justice
L126940,SV 22:30 min P 2009 2453
Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series - Charles tente de rassembler un nouveau public pour donner plus de style À “Skatoony. Mais À ‘ leur arrivé(c)e, le bon goÂ–t n’ est pas au rendez-vousÂ” heureusement que Ki rÂ(c)alice un coup dâ’ Â(c)clat.

New Resources

Chick Life Cycle Exploration Set
998373,KT P 2131
Crack open this set of 21 eggs and see the day-by-day development of a chick. No incubator required! This set features realistic illustrations of a developing chick in eggs 1-20, plastic 3-D chick inside the final egg. Invite students to make hands-on connections to life science and life cycles.

Reinforces concepts and related vocabulary. The activity guide includes definitions, chicken facts and a blackline master to copy and label.

Also included is the book Chicken and Egg by Christin Back and Jens Olesen. Watch a chick hatch from an egg. Colour photographs show how a chick grows from a tiny spot on the yolk of an egg until it is big enough to break out of the shell.

NOTE: Also available is From Egg to Chick Microslide (997745)

Childhood Obesity
L128185D,SV 5:57 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a boy warning an overweight friend about eating junk food. Andrea points out that how you were raised influences a child’s food choices. Obesity can lead to problems like diabetes and high blood pressure. Reduced physical activity among teens contributes to obesity. Media ads influence food choices. Suggest alternative activities and food choices to overweight friends.

Choosing a Cause
L126420,SV 3:29 min PJ 2009 2453
League of Super Citizens Series - The Super Citizens help Nifty Girl find a cause to support.

Choosing a College
L128187D,SV 5:12 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a stressed friend complaining about not getting an acceptance letter from his college choice. He believes he must attend a certain college to become the best engineer and become wealthy. Many teens say their parents pressure them to get into a “good” college.

Academic pressure can lead to depression, cheating and other problems.

Christmas at Moose Factory
NF011630,SV 13 min 1971 1183
Children’s crayon drawings, and the voice of a little girl telling what the pictures are about, create a charming study of life at Christmas time in Moose Factory, an old settlement, mainly of Indian families, on the shore of James Bay. Incidents big and small are illustrated and described with childish candor, conveying to the viewer a strong sense of being there.

33
Chuffed for a Chinwag
L126781,SV
3:45 min PJ 2011 2453

Tumbletown Reads Series - Tumbleweed has trouble understanding the meaning of some words. His editor tells him that in order to better comprehend a word, he should read the surrounding sentences - to put the word in context.

Chute splendide
NF060380,SV
1 min 2013 4742

Chute splendide porte sur les difficultés et les joies associées au désir de performer excessivement. Le film évoque un cirque dont les artistes font indéniablement sentir leur présence même s'ils ne sont pas vraiment visibles. Ce film a été produit dans le cadre du Hothouse, stage de formation offert aux cinéastes de la relève par le Studio d'animation de Montréal.

La Cité idéale (d’après Lewis Mumford) (1re partie) - La Vil
NF000253,SV
27 min 1963 4742

Les forces qui ont créé la ville il y a cinq mille ans et les forces qui la détruisent maintenant. Inspiré de La Cité dans l’histoire par Lewis Mumford.

Citizen Science
For descriptions see individual titles:
Citizen Science: Asparagus
Citizen Science: Big / Little Dippers
Citizen Science: Birds & Compass
Citizen Science: Broken Pencil
Citizen Science: Chlorophyll
Citizen Science: Cockroadches & Rover
Citizen Science: Cost to Send a Suitcase to Mars
Citizen Science: Dancing Raisins
Citizen Science: Diving Bell
Citizen Science: Floating Egg
Citizen Science: Floating Ping Pong Ball
Citizen Science: Fluorescent vs. Incandescent Lights
Citizen Science: Glue
Citizen Science: Ice Cream in a Bag
Citizen Science: Invisible Ink
Citizen Science: Potato Straw
Citizen Science: Rainbow Glass
Citizen Science: Ripe Fruit
Citizen Science: Seasons
Citizen Science: Snap, Crackle, Pop!
Citizen Science: Volcano
Citizen Science: Water Bag Poke
Citizen Science: Working in Space Without Gravity

Citizen Science: Asparagus
L125654,SV
1:59 min PJ 2010 2453

Citizen Science Series - Sara explains that no one knows why asparagus makes your urine smell. Some theories include sulfur compounds and how the body breaks down the vegetable.

Citizen Science: Big / Little Dippers
L125666,SV
1:42 min PJ 2009 2453

Citizen Science Series - Big / Little Dippers: Jackie and Sara talk about how to spot them / what the differences are.
Citizen Science: Fluorescent vs. Incandescent Lights
L125665,SV
1:48 min PJ 2010 2453
Citizen Science Series - Mark and Sara talk about the different forms of heat and energy that these bulbs give off.

Citizen Science: Glue
L125666,SV
3:59 min PJ 2012 2453
Citizen Science Series - Kara and Dalmar explain the science behind separating the curd from the whey in milk. Mix together milk and vinegar, which separates the curd and the whey in the milk. Pour the mixture through a cheese cloth, and squeeze out the liquid. Add some baking soda to the curd, and you have glue!

Citizen Science: Ice Cream in a Bag
L125667,SV
3:21 min PJ 2012 2453
Citizen Science Series - Kara and Dalmar explain the science behind separating the curd from the whey in milk. Mix together milk and vinegar, which separates the curd and the whey in the milk. Pour the mixture through a cheese cloth, and squeeze out the liquid. Add some baking soda to the curd, and you have glue!

Citizen Science: Invisible Ink
L125669,SV
2:05 min PJ 2012 2453
Citizen Science Series - Kara and Dalmar explain the science behind creating invisible ink. Write your message using lemon juice, which weakens the paper. When you hold the paper in front of a light source, the weakened paper burns slightly where the message was written.

Citizen Science: Rainbow Glass
L125671,SV
2:35 min PJ 2012 2453
Citizen Science Series - Kara and Dalmar explain the science behind viscosity. Fill a glass with liquids of different density, and the liquids won’t mix. This creates a visual rainbow of liquids in the glass.

Citizen Science: Volcano
L125672,SV
4:03 min PJ 2012 2453
Citizen Science Series - Kara and Dalmar explain the science behind acid/base reactions. By mixing baking soda and vinegar, you can make a volcano model that erupts. This is due to the reaction caused by mixing an acid and a base.

Citizen Science: Water Bag Poke
L125673,SV
1:57 min PJ 2012 2453
Citizen Science Series - Kara and Dalmar explain the science behind polymers. Fill a plastic bag with water, then poke a sharpened pencil through the bag. The water won’t leak out due to the stretchy molecules (polymers) sealing the area around the pencil.

Citizen Science: Working in Space Without Gravity
L125674,SV
1:10 min PJ 2007 2453
Citizen Science Series - Jackie and Sara from the science centre discuss working in space with no gravity.

Citizenship in Canada
998420,KT
J What does it mean to be a citizen of a country? What are the responsibilities of Canadian citizens? What role does government play? The books included in this kit are Citizens and Government in Canada, Rights and Responsibilities of Canadian Citizens, What is Citizenship, Federal Government and Citizen Rights and Responsibilities.

Citrus Plantation on Dominica
L121935A,SV
4:49 min PJI 1998 2453
Landmarks - Caribbean Islands Series - On the Caribbean island of Dominica, jobs include fishing, farming, and harvesting grapefruit and bananas on plantations. We visit the citrus rehab project on the farm of Cato Ferreira. Cato’s young daughter lists various citrus fruits. Her father explains that the volcanic soil and abundant rain is perfect for growing citrus. After it is packed in crates, the grapefruit is taken to a packing plant, where the fruit is sized, boxed, and trucked to the port for boat transport to other islands and for export.

Cjâ’a S Birthday
L126910,SV
22 min P 2009 2453
Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series - Charles’a spoiled nephew sports a big-boy moustache to show his maturity, which quickly grows out of control, leading the gang on some hairy adventures.

Clase
L128558,SV
3:43 min PJS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de accíon en vivo es sobre la palabra clase. El programa est́a diseñ́ado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensíon y retencíon del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotograf́as, diagramas y etiquetas y gráﬁcas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.
Weather Some extra help must be leveraged. Unfortunately, the melon is too much for even them, and melons, it’s Kendra, Max, and Wilma, to the rescue. Squashed beneath one of her own prize-winning mega Deaf Planet Series - When Kendra’s Aunt Leona is

The Clever Lever L127081,SV 6 min PJ 2003 2453 Deaf Planet Series - When Kendra’s Aunt Leona is

Clean Clothes L126571,SV 2:30 min PJ 2008 2453 Royal Money Matters Series - The Queen & Joker teach Prince Henry how to clean his clothes

Climate L121936,SV 19:02 min PJ 1998 2453 Landmarks - Caribbean Islands Series - Caribbean islands like Dominica and Trinidad and Tobago have two seasons: wet and dry seasons. The seasons influence their work, buildings, and leisure activities. The hot, dry season brings tourists and finds locals at the beach, while the rainy season sometimes brings hurricanes.

Close and Clothes L126624,SV 1:18 min PJ 2012 2453 Same But Different Series - The series is about homophones - words that sound the same but have different spelling and different meaning. This episode: close and clothes

Cloud L128559,SV 3:16 min PJIS 2014 2453 Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about clouds. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Cloud Room L126118,SV 1:59 min PJ 2009 2453 Jackie’s School of Dance Series - Jackie teaches the 7th move of a choreography.

Cloudy with a Chance of Meteors L126659,SV 2:10 min PJ 2010 2453 Space Trek Series - Captain Kent answers his Intergalactic Space Mail. He explains what causes meteors and meteor showers.

Coal L128635,SV 3:08 min PJIS 2014 2453 Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about coal. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

The Coca Cola Conquest - Part I: The Big Sell NF060962,SV 51 min 1998 5182 Coke sheds its patent-medicine image to become first the drink for young moderns and ultimately the most recognized brand name in the world, spawning numerous imitators including Pepsi, which is just another cola until it targets the (3z)3Pepsi Generation. (3y) With Pepsi launch of the Michael Jackson campaign, the Coca Wars explode.

The Coca Cola Conquest - Part II: Cola War and Peace NF060963,SV 51 min 1998 5182 During World War II, Coca-Cola becomes an essential morale booster for the troops and a worldwide symbol of the American way of life. In the US, Coke offers a Vietnam War-weary nation the ultimate commercial for world peace. And when the Berlin Wall falls, Coca-Cola is there, handing out (3z)3The taste of freedom. (3y)B

The Coca Cola Conquest - Part III: Cola-Colonization NF060964,SV 51 min 1998 5182 As Coke and Pepsi are busy conquering new markets abroad, upstart colas are nipping at their heels back home. From the jungles of Papua New Guinea to the (3z)3Coca-Cola Olympics (3y)B in Atlanta, we witness the globalization of American pop culture and the influence of corporations on the souls of nations.

Coconut Room L126124,SV 2:25 min PJ 2010 2453 Jackie’s School of Dance Series - TVOKids host Jackie English teaches kids how to flavour-up their freestyle dancing with various dance moves. The move in the coconut room is called The Wave.

Coffee and Rolls L121828,E,SV 2:31 min JIS 1996 2453 Deutsch Plus Series - After Nico returns to the office, his coworkers send him to get snacks and drinks.

Coffee Supplies L121829,B,SV 2:40 min JIS 1996 2453 Deutsch Plus Series - The office coffee service needs supplies. Nico heads out to shop for the necessities.
Collapsed and Unresponsive
L128162C,SV
4:45 min  JIS  2011  2453
*Whaddyado Series* - When his mother suffered an allergic reaction, 10-year-old Anthony used her Epipen to give her allergy medicine and called 911. Whaddyado Tips are: stay calm, call 911, and give proper information.

Collect Data
L126550,SV
1:45 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Royal Money Matters Series* - Samantha Sleuth receives a phone call from a mysterious stranger that begins a seven part mystery that can only be solved by the careful application of the scientific method. In episode three Sam visits the Joker, who tells her that the same caller called him. He also has noticed that someone has been using his printer and they left fingerprints.

Collecting Water in Mali
L121977,SV
5:20 min  PJ  2010  2453
*Little Human Planet Series* - We travel to Mali to meet three-year-old Edjongon as she helps her mother collect water from a well.

College Choices
L128189F,SV
1:37 min  JIS  2013  2453
*Whaddyado Series* - Teens worry about not getting their first choice of college. Dr. Suzy Goldstein of Childhood Solutions explains that other colleges can offer the desired program, and the individual, not the college, determines later success.

Colour and Theme Dance
L126121,SV
1:50 min  PJ  2009  2453
*Jackie's School of Dance Series* - Jackie demonstrates an original choreography, made up of a combination of moves from the coloured rooms (season 1) and the theme rooms.

Combustibles FÁ‡siles
L128576,SV
4:20 min  PJIS  2014  2453
*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acciÃ­n en vivo es sobre la palabra combustibles fÃ‡siles. El programa estÃ¡ diseñado para reforzamiento y apoyo de la comprensiÃ­n y retenciÃ­n del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografÃ­as, diagramas y etiquetas y grÃ‡ficas. Los espectadores verÃ­an y escucharÃ­n la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cÃ‡mo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Communicate
L126553,SV
1:45 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Royal Money Matters Series* - Samantha Sleuth receives a phone call from a mysterious stranger that begins a seven part mystery that can only be solved by the careful application of the scientific method. In episode six Sam visits Captain Kent and sees that he is hiding some kind of gift. Captain tells Sam, ‘all will be explained at the Junction Café(c),’

Concrete
L128636,SV
3:25 min  PJIS  2014  2453
*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about concrete. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Controlling Relationship
L128184B,SV
4:42 min  JIS  2012  2453
*ChatRoom Series* - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a girl criticizing her boyfriend’s clothes and hair. Emotional abuse includes humiliating, insulting, and manipulating someone. Maintaining self-esteem and security is important in a relationship based on mutual respect.

Cookie Sheet Memo Board
L126748,SV
2:59 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Transform It! Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes a memo board from an old cookie sheet.

Collect Data
L126550,SV
1:45 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Royal Money Matters Series* - Samantha Sleuth receives a phone call from a mysterious stranger that begins a seven part mystery that can only be solved by the careful application of the scientific method. In episode three Sam visits the Joker, who tells her that the same caller called him. He also has noticed that someone has been using his printer and they left fingerprints.

Collecting Water in Mali
L121977,SV
5:20 min  PJ  2010  2453
*Little Human Planet Series* - We travel to Mali to meet three-year-old Edjongon as she helps her mother collect water from a well.

College Choices
L128189F,SV
1:37 min  JIS  2013  2453
*Whaddyado Series* - Teens worry about not getting their first choice of college. Dr. Suzy Goldstein of Childhood Solutions explains that other colleges can offer the desired program, and the individual, not the college, determines later success.

Colour and Theme Dance
L126121,SV
1:50 min  PJ  2009  2453
*Jackie's School of Dance Series* - Jackie demonstrates an original choreography, made up of a combination of moves from the coloured rooms (season 1) and the theme rooms.

Combustibles FÁ‡siles
L128576,SV
4:20 min  PJIS  2014  2453
*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acciÃ­n en vivo es sobre la palabra combustibles fÃ‡siles. El programa estÃ¡ diseñado para reforzamiento y apoyo de la comprensiÃ­n y retenciÃ­n del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografÃ­as, diagramas y etiquetas y grÃ‡ficas. Los espectadores verÃ­an y escucharÃ­n la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cÃ‡mo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Communicate
L126553,SV
1:45 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Royal Money Matters Series* - Samantha Sleuth receives a phone call from a mysterious stranger that begins a seven part mystery that can only be solved by the careful application of the scientific method. In episode six Sam visits Captain Kent and sees that he is hiding some kind of gift. Captain tells Sam, ‘all will be explained at the Junction Café(c),’

Concrete
L128636,SV
3:25 min  PJIS  2014  2453
*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about concrete. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Controlling Relationship
L128184B,SV
4:42 min  JIS  2012  2453
*ChatRoom Series* - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a girl criticizing her boyfriend’s clothes and hair. Emotional abuse includes humiliating, insulting, and manipulating someone. Maintaining self-esteem and security is important in a relationship based on mutual respect.

Cookie Sheet Memo Board
L126748,SV
2:59 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Transform It! Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes a memo board from an old cookie sheet.

Cooking for Bodies
L125636,SV
2:49 min  PJ  2007  2453
*The Bodies Series* - The Bodies are bored with their menu. Master Control believes that they should learn to cook and suggests that they try some new recipes. The Bodies perform in their own cooking show and create Veggie Dip and Fruit Smoothies.

Cooking with Princess P
*For descriptions see individual titles:*
Princess P: Anjella's Power Drink Part 1
Princess P: Anjella's Power Drink Part 2
Princess P: Anjella's Power Drink Part 3
Princess P: Anjella's Power Drink Part 4
Princess P: Apple Sauce Part 1
Princess P: Apple Sauce Part 2
Princess P: Apple Sauce Part 3
Princess P: Apple Sauce Part 4
Princess P: Apple Wrap Part 1
Princess P: Apple Wrap Part 2
Princess P: Apple Wrap Part 3
Princess P: Apple Wrap Part 4
Princess P: Baked Apples Part 1
Princess P: Baked Apples Part 2
Princess P: Baked Apples Part 3
Princess P: Baked Apples Part 4
Princess P: Banana Boats Part 1
Princess P: Banana Boats Part 2
Princess P: Banana Boats Part 3
Princess P: Banana Boats Part 4
Princess P: Banana Bread Part 1
Princess P: Banana Bread Part 2
Princess P: Banana Bread Part 3
Princess P: Banana Bread Part 4
Princess P: Banana Hot Dog Part 1
Princess P: Banana Hot Dog Part 2
Princess P: Banana Hot Dog Part 3
Princess P: Banana Hot Dog Part 4
Princess P: Banana Kebab Part 1
Princess P: Banana Kebab Part 2
Princess P: Banana Kebab Part 3
Princess P: Banana Kebab Part 4
Princess P: Breakfast Casserole Part 1
Princess P: Breakfast Casserole Part 2
Princess P: Breakfast Casserole Part 3

New Resources
Princess P: Honey Truffles Part 3
Princess P: Honey Truffles Part 4
Princess P: Hummus Part 1
Princess P: Hummus Part 2
Princess P: Hummus Part 3
Princess P: Hummus Part 4
Princess P: Juice Pops Part 1
Princess P: Juice Pops Part 2
Princess P: Juice Pops Part 3
Princess P: Juice Pops Part 4
Princess P: Lemonade & Strawberries Part 1
Princess P: Lemonade & Strawberries Part 2
Princess P: Lemonade & Strawberries Part 3
Princess P: Lemonade & Strawberries Part 4
Princess P: Macaroni and Cheese Part 1
Princess P: Macaroni and Cheese Part 2
Princess P: Macaroni and Cheese Part 3
Princess P: Macaroni and Cheese Part 4
Princess P: Mashed Potato Volcano Part 1
Princess P: Mashed Potato Volcano Part 2
Princess P: Mashed Potato Volcano Part 3
Princess P: Mashed Potato Volcano Part 4
Princess P: Mashed Potatoes Part 1
Princess P: Mashed Potatoes Part 2
Princess P: Mashed Potatoes Part 3
Princess P: Mashed Potatoes Part 4
Princess P: Microwave Mug Brownies Part 1
Princess P: Microwave Mug Brownies Part 2
Princess P: Microwave Mug Brownies Part 3
Princess P: Microwave Mug Brownies Part 4
Princess P: Nacho Dip Part 1
Princess P: Nacho Dip Part 2
Princess P: Nacho Dip Part 3
Princess P: Nacho Dip Part 4
Princess P: Nachos Part 1
Princess P: Nachos Part 2
Princess P: Nachos Part 3
Princess P: Nachos Part 4
Princess P: No Bake Chocolate Chews Part 1
Princess P: No Bake Chocolate Chews Part 2
Princess P: No Bake Chocolate Chews Part 3
Princess P: No Bake Chocolate Chews Part 4
Princess P: Orange Princess Part 1
Princess P: Orange Princess Part 2
Princess P: Orange Princess Part 3
Princess P: Orange Princess Part 4
Princess P: Oven Fries Part 1
Princess P: Oven Fries Part 2
Princess P: Oven Fries Part 3
Princess P: Oven Fries Part 4
Princess P: Party Pinwheels Part 1
Princess P: Party Pinwheels Part 2
Princess P: Party Pinwheels Part 3
Princess P: Party Pinwheels Part 4
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 1
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 2
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 3
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 4
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 4
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 4
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 4
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 4
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 4
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 4
Princess P: Peanut Butter Cups Part 4
Princess P: Penguin Pancakes Part 1
Princess P: Penguin Pancakes Part 2
Princess P: Penguin Pancakes Part 3
Princess P: Penguin Pancakes Part 4
Princess P: Potato Pancakes Part 1
Princess P: Potato Pancakes Part 2
Princess P: Potato Pancakes Part 3
Princess P: Potato Pancakes Part 4
Princess P: Potato Skins Part 1
Princess P: Potato Skins Part 2
Princess P: Potato Skins Part 3
Princess P: Potato Skins Part 4
Princess P: Potato Soup Part 1
Princess P: Potato Soup Part 2
Princess P: Potato Soup Part 3
Princess P: Potato Soup Part 4
Princess P: Power Smoothie Part 1
Princess P: Power Smoothie Part 2
Princess P: Power Smoothie Part 3
Princess P: Power Smoothie Part 4
Princess P: Princess Pancakes Part 1
Princess P: Princess Pancakes Part 2
Princess P: Princess Pancakes Part 3
Princess P: Princess Pancakes Part 4
Princess P: Rice Crispy Treats Part 1
Princess P: Rice Crispy Treats Part 2
Princess P: Rice Crispy Treats Part 3
Princess P: Rice Crispy Treats Part 4
Princess P: Slimy Lime Dip Part 1
Princess P: Slimy Lime Dip Part 2
Princess P: Slimy Lime Dip Part 3
Princess P: Slimy Lime Dip Part 4
Princess P: Snow Cones Part 1
Princess P: Snow Cones Part 2
Princess P: Snow Cones Part 3
Princess P: Snow Cones Part 4
Princess P: Stuffed Green Frogs Part 1
Princess P: Stuffed Green Frogs Part 2
Princess P: Stuffed Green Frogs Part 3
Princess P: Stuffed Green Frogs Part 4
Princess P: Stuffed Mushrooms Part 1
Princess P: Stuffed Mushrooms Part 2
Princess P: Stuffed Mushrooms Part 3
Princess P: Stuffed Mushrooms Part 4
Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 1
Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 2
Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 3
Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 4
Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 1
Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 2
Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 3
Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 4
Princess P: Valentine Cupcakes Part 1
Princess P: Valentine Cupcakes Part 2
Princess P: Valentine Cupcakes Part 3
Princess P: Valentine Cupcakes Part 4
Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 1
Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 2
Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 3
Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 4
Princess P: Zaatar Pizza Part 1
Princess P: Zaatar Pizza Part 2
Coughing

The Cooperative Band is an exciting piece of equipment that can be used to stimulate balance, fitness, cooperative, and challenge tasks with students. The Cooperative Band can be integrated into physical education and classroom settings. It can be stretched, pushed, pulled, used as a resistance tool, and changed into multiple shapes and sizes.

Copyright Infringement

Piracy is a million-dollar problem for media producers and artists. The teenagers are surprised by the legal implications of having a pirated CD even if they did not copy it themselves.

The Coronation

Edward makes Miles Earl of Detherfield. Tom denies knowing his mother and sister as he enters Canterbury Cathedral, but is remorseful. Hendon saves Edward from John Canty and Hugo as Edward enters the Cathedral. Lord Seymour denies finding the Seal of England, but Tom admits using it to break nuts. Tom is made Sir Thomas Canty of King’s Ward, and Edward is crowned Edward VI.

Cosmetic Surgery

Teenagers seeking plastic surgery. Dr. Suzy Goldstein, a pediatrician, discusses the media that makes them feel bad about their bodies, and the unkind peer comments that contribute to this idea.

Côté coeur.

Dans Côté coeur,..., quatre femmes handicapées au vécu aussi riche que diversifié témoignent de leur vie amoureuse et sexuelle, des attitudes stéréotypées qu’entretient la société à leur endroit, du cheniment qu’elles ont fait pour apprendre à s’accepter et se valoriser. Avec énergie et détermination, elles font tomber un à un les tabous.

Coughing

Royal Money Matters Series - The Queen & Joker teach Prince Henry the importance of covering his mouth when he coughs.

A Counting Collection - Mini-Muffins and more!

Develop a multitude of math skills with mini-muffin counters! Different sorting-circle inserts boost color recognition, matching, sorting, counting, and early math skills. Included dice feature colors and numbers (0-6) allowing for group activities and game play. Squeezey Tweezers(TM) add to the fun and reinforce fine-motor skills!

Also included are a variety of picture books that you can use to reinforce these concepts.

Museum: 1-2-3 This unique counting book features works of art from around the world and throughout the ages.

10 Little Hermit Crabs Lee Fox & Shane McG. A playful counting book starring 10 little hermit crabs with a knack for getting into trouble. Can you count them all?

One Magic Box by Roger and Mariko Chouinard. Told with a humorous story line and colourful, detailed illustrations, this book makes learning to count extremely enjoyable.

Eyelike Numbers Nature is an excellent math teacher! A rabbit has 2 ears, and a clover has 4 leaves. Counting cherries helps us to multiply, and the sections of an orange demonstrate division.

Mouse Count by Ellen Stoll Walsh. Count along with these adventurous mice as they make their escape from a hungry snake.

Counting Money

Tom realizes Edward must be found before the Coronation or he will become King forever. Edward makes Miles Earl of Detherfield. Tom denies knowing his mother and sister as he enters Canterbury Cathedral, but is remorseful. Hendon saves Edward from John Canty and Hugo as Edward enters the Cathedral. Lord Seymour denies finding the Seal of England, but Tom admits using it to break nuts. Tom is made Sir Thomas Canty of King’s Ward, and Edward is crowned Edward VI.

Counting, Sorting, and Sequencing Activities

Also included are a variety of picture books that you can use to reinforce these concepts.

How Many Baby Pandas? by Sandra Markle. Readers can count the stages of a panda’s life and learn about this endangered but much-loved species.

One Too Many by Gianna Marino. One flea, plus two cows, plus three horses.....how many animals can you count?

Number Rhymes: Tens and Teens Opal Dunn. This entertaining collection of rhymes has been chosen by an expert in early childhood language to help develop numeracy skills.

Zero is the Leaves on the Tree by Betsy Franco. “Franco offers a series of evocative sensory images. Nicely composed and often quiet in tone, Arihara's gouache paintings illustrate those images with sensitivity.” * Booklist

Mother Earth’s Counting Book As we count up to ten and then all the way back down again to one earth, only one, a surprisingly full portrait of the planet emerges.


This Tree Counts! by Alison Formento. If you listen carefully to the lone tree behind Oak Lane School, it has a
story to tell, about… one owl, two spiders, three squirrels, four robins, five caterpillars, six ants, seven crickets, eight flies, nine ladybugs, and ten earthworms, all living safe and free in their tree home. What does this tree need? The children know. It needs friends!

Mouse Count by Ellen Stoll Walsh. Count along with these adventurous mice as they make their escape from a hungry snake.

Courage
L126576.SV
2:35 min PJ 2009 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - Prince Henry is afraid to play his violin for the royal talent rodeo. The Queen tells him to have courage and try something new, so he does!

Creating Canada, Grade 8 Historical Fiction Lit. Circles
998424,LC 2015

This kit aligns with the Grade 8 History Curriculum Strand A: Creating Canada, 1850-1890. It will expose students to some of the significant events during this time period which contributed to the shaping of our Canadian identity.

Contents:

I am Canada: Blood and Iron: Building the Railway
(Paul Yee)
Heen’s father and grandfather have brought their family in China to the brink of ruin with their gambling habits. To solve their money troubles, Heen and his father come to Canada to build the railway – a decision plagued by disaster.

Dear Canada: Blood Upon Our Land, The Northwest Resistance Diary of Josephine Bouvier (Maxine Trottier)
A young girl watches as the Metis life she knows is threatened by conflict and the men in her family are called to action by Louis Riel, the charismatic leader of the North West Resistance.

Belle of Batoche (Jacqueline Guest)
Belle, an 11-year-old Metis girl, and Sarah both want the coveted job of church bell ringer. An embroidery contest is held to award the position, and Sarah cheats. Before Belle can expose her, the two are caught up in the advancing forces of General Middleton and his troops as they surround Batoche in the 1885 Riel Rebellion. The church bell disappeared that day and remains missing to this day.

Crossing to Freedom (Virginia Schwartz)
An inspiring tale of fugitive slave who finds freedom in Canada, but still struggles to find a real home.

Battle Cry at Batoche (B.J. Bayle)
Ben and Charity Muldoon are 15-year-old twins who find themselves in the midst of politically charged events in the Saskatchewan River Valley in 1885. One day, as Ben is walking through a ravine, he encounters a Cree boy named Red Eagle, who quickly becomes his friend after a hair-raising rescue. Ben eventually discovers that a confrontation between the North-West Mounted Police and the Natives, led by Louis Riel and Gabriel Dumont, is imminent. As events unfold, Ben and Red Eagle witness the struggles of the Metis and Cree for recognition and the failed efforts to negotiate a settlement that ultimately lead to tragedy and war. Caught between his loyalty to Red Eagle and the authority of a Hudson’s Bay Company uncle he has never trusted, Ben must decide where his allegiance lies. But as he soon learns, when it comes to friendship, there is no taking sides.

The Loxley’s and Confederation (Alan Grant)
The story begins in 1864 and follows the Loxleys, a Canadian family living in the Niagara peninsula. Under the threat once more of an American invasion and the cancellation of the Canadian-American Reciprocity Treaty, the Canadian Colonies look to unite. We trail the Loxleys on their journey to the Charlottetown Conference and witness the events that lead to the Dominion of Canada. The story follows the characters through key historical events.

Hannah and the Spindle Whorl (Carol Anne Shaw)
When twelve-year-old Hannah uncovers an ancient Salish spindle whorl hidden in a cave near her home in Cowichan Bay, she is transported back to a village called Tl’ulpalus, in a time before Europeans had settled in the area. Through the agency of a trickster raven, Hannah befriends Yisella, a young Salish girl, and is welcomed into village life.

Goodbye Buffalo Bay (Larry Loyie)
In his last year in residential school, Lawrence learns the power of friendship and finds the courage to stand up for his beliefs. He returns home to find the traditional First Nations life he loved is over. He feels like a stranger to his family until his grandfather’s gentle guidance helps him find his way. New adventures arise; Lawrence fights a terrifying forest fire, makes his first non-Native friends, stands up for himself in the harsh conditions of a sawmill, meets his first sweetheart and fulfills his dream of living in the mountains.


Critter Corner
For descriptions see individual titles:
Giant African Millipedes

Crossing the Sahara
L121915C.SV
5:06 min JIS 1997 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - The swallow navigates the mountains and enters Spain. He enters Africa via Morocco, then passes into the Sahara—the most dangerous part of his journey. Grounded in the Sahara, the swallow narrowly escapes a monitor before finding an oasis for refueling.

Crossing the Sonoran Desert
L121919C.SV
5:26 min JIS 2000 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - In early Spring, the snakes disperse to find food. They travel by day to allow the sun to warm them. The snake senses the meadow poppies and the landmark saguaro cacti as it traverses the Sonoran Desert. After May, the snakes travel by night to escape the heat. They avoid humans who prize their skins, and thousands are killed on heated roads.

A Crude Awakening: The Oil Crash
NF061927.SV
85 min 2006 5284
Our civilization’s addiction to oil puts it on a collision course with disaster. Compelling, intelligent, and highly disturbing, the film visits with the world’s top experts and comes to a startling but logical conclusion our industrial society, built on cheap and readily available oil, must be completely re-imagined and overhauled. The world’s oil supplies are peaking and the crisis of global shortage looms; we are running out of oil and we don’t have a plan.

New Resources
Cubelets Modular Robotics
998298.KT
PJIS 2014 1678
Students of all ages enjoy creative problem solving. Whether working alone or in groups, children and adults in classes, teams, and camps all become animated when tasked with creating, solving, or competing. Cubelets offer a great platform for presenting challenges and engaging students of many ages and levels of expertise to creatively attend to answering a range of challenges that include robotics, reasoning, and design.

Cubelets Six (KT06) is the perfect tool to explore robotics. Cubelets are a groundbreaking robot construction system designed for budding innovators ages four and up. Cubelets were designed to teach the big lessons behind complex systems, design thinking, and emergence with tiny robots.

The Cubelets KT01 standard kit comes with 20 magnetic blocks that can be snapped together to make an endless variety of robots with no programming and no wires. You can build robots that drive around on a tabletop, respond to light, objects, and temperature, and have surprisingly lifelike behavior. Instead of programming that behavior, you snap the cubelets together and watch the behavior emerge like with a flock of birds or a swarm of bees.

Kit includes one KT01, six KT06, four extra drive cubelets, 2 Bluetooth cubelets, battery chargers/usb charging cable, idea cards, brick adapters to connect to brick-based construction systems

Cubitus
998377.LC
J
The series tells the story of Cubitus, a good-natured large, white dog endowed with speech. He lives in a house in the suburbs with his master, Séraphore, a retired sailor, next door to Sénéchal, the black and white cat who is Cubitus’ nemesis.

There are two variations on this kit.
Each kit contains these titles:

Toujours avec deux sucres
L’esprit égare
Chien fidèle
Les enquêtes de L’Inspecteur Cubitus
Donne la Belle Papatte
Chien sans accroc
Chat, c’est du chien!
Fait toujours le beau
Au poil près
Un bouquet Carni pour Cubitus

NOTE: The kit will contain these three titles: Tu nous fais marcher Pas de salades Remets-nous ça

or these three titles:

Quand tu nous tiens L’aime ne fait pas le moine Est-ce bien sérieux?

Cubeza
L128620.SV
3:23 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de accion en vivo es sobre la palabra cueva. El programa estiAí diseAíado para reforzar y apoyar el uso de cueva en secuencias de video, fotograAífas, diagramas y etiquetas y graAíficas. Los espectadores verAín la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cA¡mo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

A Culture of Kindness Literature Circles Kit (Intermediate - Grade 7-8)
998384.LC
I 2014 3873
Promote tolerance and acceptance with these books that support the transformative power of kindness. The kit contains multiple copies of a selection of novels for literature circles and a picture book which can be used as a read aloud to introduce the theme. Recommended for students in the intermediate grades.

Contents

Thank you Mr. Falker (Patricia Polacco)
At first, Trisha loves school, but her difficulty learning to read makes her feel dumb, until, in the fifth grade, a new teacher helps her understand and overcome her problem.

Counting by 7s (Holly Goldberg Sloan)
Twelve-year-old genius and outsider Willow Chance must figure out how to connect with other people and find a surrogate family for herself after her parents are killed in a car accident.

The Thing About Luck (Cynthia Kadohata)
Just when twelve-year-old Summer thinks nothing else can possibly go wrong in a year of bad luck, an emergency takes her parents to Japan, leaving Summer to care for her little brother while helping her grandmother cook and do laundry for harvest workers.

Undergrounders (David Skuy)
Ever since his mom died, Jonathon has been on his own living on the streets. The Underground gives him a place to sleep, but it’s not like having a real home or being a regular kid. That seems like an impossible dream.

Maxed Out (Daphne Greer)
More than anything, Max wants to play hockey like he used to. But since the death of his dad, Max has to take his special needs brother, Duncan, with him everywhere he goes. The team needs Max to win an upcoming game, but one practice with Duncan makes it clear that it’s not safe to leave him unattended on the sidelines. With only a week to figure out how he can play in the big game, Max is feeling the pressure. Will he find a way to be a good teammate, a good brother and a good son, or is it too much for one kid?

The Tiffin (Mahtab Narsimhan)
When a note placed in a tiffin is lost, young Kunai is separated from his birth mother and ends up living as a twelve-year-old slave under the thumb of his cruel foster father, Seth. A kindly old dabbawalla named Vinayak, shows him the world through the eyes of a tiffin carrier. Filled with new hope, Kunai hatches a plan that could reunite him with his mother.

The End of the Line (Sharon McKay)
Hans and Lars, brothers who work on a tram in Amsterdam during World War II, rescue a little Jewish girl
from the Nazi’s after her mother is taken from the tram by force and raised as their niece.

**A Snicker of Magic** (Natalie Lloyd)
The Pickles are new to Midnight Gulch, Tennessee, a town which legend says was once magic but Felicity is convinced the magic is still there, and with the help of her new friend Jonah the Beedle she hopes to bring the magic back.

For a Guide to Literature Circle Kits see "Literature Circles A Support Document" (997066) at http://media.dsbn.edu.on.ca.

**Cupcake Twinkle Lights**
L126752,SV
2:59 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Transform It! Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes a festive string of lights out of cupcake holders.

**Cutting a Friend from the Team**
L128192E,SV
3:02 min  JIS  2013  2453
*ChatRoom Series* - Marc asks the teens if they would cut their best friend from the team if they weren’t up to it. They agree that it would be best for the team and, ultimately, for the friend, but must be handled well.

**Cyber Bully**
L128166E,SV
2:31 min  JIS  2012  2453
*Whaddyado Series* - Dr. Suzy Goldstein of Childhood Solutions discusses the emotional pain that can be caused by a cyber-bully creating rumors. She advises ignoring the attention-seeking bully, and trust that you and your friends know who you are.

**Cyber Bullying**
L128181D,SV
5:44 min  JIS  2012  2453
*ChatRoom Series* - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows teens who are bullied online. Mean comments and rumors are common forms of cyber-bullying that are easily spread and difficult to remove. The panel suggests response options.

**Cyber scam**
L128173D,SV
5:49 min  JIS  2012  2453
*ChatRoom Series* - The panel observes a video sketch of two friends giving personal information like a social security number to win an unsolicited free laptop. Text-message scams are on the rise for people aged 20 and under. How can you protect yourself from cyber-scammers?

**Cycle de vie de la coccinelle**
998389,KT
P
This kit includes 10 ladybugs, 10 larvae, 10 eggs, 10 pupa and Life Cycle of the Ladybug Science Model. Books included are La coccinelle, Les coccinelles and La coccinelle mal lunée.

**Dad’s New Girlfriend**
L128194D,SV
5:30 min  JIS  2013  2453
*ChatRoom Series* - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a teen dealing with the death of her mom and the pressure to accept her father’s new girlfriend. Children may become jealous of a new dating interest.

**The daily 5 : fostering literacy independence in the elementary grades**
131471,BK
200 p.  ISA  2014  2770
Explains the philosophy behind the structure, and shows how to carefully and systematically train your students to participate in each of the five components.

**Dance Party Room**
L126132,SV
2:30 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Jackie’s School of Dance Series* - Are you attending a dance party or even planning your very own dance party? On this episode of JSD - Jackie will be teaching you brand new dance inspired action that you can try at the next dance party you attend. She’s also going to revisit the dance moves from the Green Room. Are you ready to party? Let’s dance!

**Dangerous Texting**
L128161F,SV
2:32 min  JIS  2011  2453
*Whaddyado Series* - Christine Hamilton notes that wireless devices are the source of most driver inattention, especially among drivers aged 16 to 24. A texting driver is as impaired as someone drinking and driving. She recommends locking the device in the glove compartment to avoid the temptation to answer phone call or text.

**Dans une galaxie loin de chez vous!!**
L126923,SV
22:30 min  P  2009  2453
*Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series* - Un soutifflA(c) ratA(c) devient explosif et prA(c)cipite les concurrents dans l'espace, qui ne trouveront leur salut que dans le pouvoir de haricots cuits à"super-gazyya".

**Daring, Courage and Compassion Literature Circles**
998397,LC
J1
This kit consists of text resources to support literacy instruction.

In order to introduce the topic, one copy of the picture book *Hands Around the Library: Protecting Egypt’s Treasured Books* by Susan L. Roth and Karen Leggett Abouraya, the inspiring true story of how the people of Egypt stood together to protect the books and the library they loved, is included.

Contents:

**When the Worst Happens: Extraordinary Stories of Survival** by Tanya Lloyd Kyi
People overcome impossible odds where others surrendered and failed. In extreme situations people can pull together, discover almost super-human skills, and survive.

What would you do if you were stranded or trapped in a situation where you had to fight for your life? When the Worst Happens is a collection of intense, true stories set in distant corners of the earth.

**At the Edge: Daring Acts in Desperate Times** by Larry Verstraete
Over twenty true-life stories about life-threatening situations and the wrenching choices made by the people facing them. In this compelling book, readers are presented with true accounts of desperate situations, and the split-second decisions that people were forced to make. Many of the stories focus on Canadian experiences, while the rest have emerged from around the world.

**Breaker Boys: How a Photograph Helped End Child Labor** by Michael Burgan
Little boys, some as young as 6, spent their long days, not
playing or studying, but sorting coal in dusty, loud, and dangerous conditions. Many of these breaker boys worked 10 hours a day, six days a week all for as little as 45 cents a day. Child labor was common in the United States in the 19th century. It took the compelling, heart breaking photographs of Lewis Hine and others to bring the harsh working conditions to light. Hine and his fellow Progressives wanted to end child labor. He knew photography would reveal the truth and teach and change the world. With his camera Hine showed people what life was like for immigrants, the poor, and the children working in mines, factories, and mills. In the words of an historian, the more than 7,000 photos Hine took of American children at work aroused public sentiment against child labor in a way that no printed page or public lecture could.

I Survived: Five Epic Disasters by Lauren Tarshis (True Stories)
Five harrowing true stories of survival, featuring real kids in the midst of epic disasters. From a group of students surviving the 9.0 earthquake that set off a historic tsunami in Japan, to a boy nearly frozen on the prairie in 1888, these unforgettable kids lived to tell tales of unimaginable destruction – and, against all odds, survival. Read their incredible stories: The Children’s Blizzard, 1888 The Titanic Disaster, 1912 The Great Boston Molasses Flood, 1919 The Japanese Tsunami, 2011 The Henryville Tornado, 2012

Paths to Peace: People Who Changed the World by Jane Breskin Zalben
With a stirring quote set within a stunning and incisive collage, Zalben sets the tone for each of the sixteen peacemakers she profiles in this book. Mahatma Gandhi, Eleanor Roosevelt, Cesar Chavez, and the Nobel Prize winner, Dr. Wangari Maathai, are some of the people she chose to represent different eras and parts of the globe. Many started down their path to peace during childhood, and all challenge us to think about improving the lives of others.

For the Guide see "Literature Circles - A Support Document" (997066) at http://media.dsbn.edu.on.ca.

Data for Decision
NF019887.SV
22 min 1968 1183
A look at The Canada Land Inventory Geo-information System, a computer system used to help manage and develop Canadian land.

Date of Death Dilemma
L128172F.SV
1:47 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - Host Marc asks the teens if they would want to know the date of their death and what they would do. The teens consider and give thoughtful answers.

David and Ingres
L122103C.SV
5:33 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - Jacques-Louis David was an active supporter of the French Revolution in art and public life. Sister Wendy discusses The Death of Marat as David's tribute to one of his heroes. David’s pupil, Jean-August Ingres, mastered classical painting, infused it with passion, and celebrated the human body.

De Medici Patronage
L121851C.SV
6:02 min IS 2004 2453
Divine Michelangelo Series - Michelangelo’s patronage by Lorenzo de Medici. Beginning of Michelangelo’s obsession with perfection and his rivalry with another artist. Michelangelo was drawn to the church by the preacher who led the Bonfire of the Vanities. Michelangelo fled Florence.

Deadly Deposits
NF030726.SV
11 min 1992 5267
A pathological detective story in which two doctors, working in an autopsy lab, investigate the cause of death of a victim found dead in his apartment. A debate ensues as to whether or not the victim died of environmental causes.

Deaf Planet
For descriptions see individual titles:
Bad Vibrations
Buzzing Off
The Clever Lever
Eye Spy
Heat
lά” m Stuck on You
The Itch
Learn or Burn
Lightning the Load
Math-O-Manic
Max Overdrive
Muscle Mania
Power Trip
Purple Hayz
Reflex Effects
See Through Me Too
Shake n’ Quake
The Silent Giant
To Air is Human
What Goes Up Must Come Down

Dear and Deer
L126625.SV
1:07 min PJ 2012 2453
Same But Different Series - The series is about homophones - words that sound the same but have different spelling and different meaning. This episode: dear and deer

Death of the King
L122064.E.SV
5:40 min JIS 1996 2453
Pride and Prejudice Series - Edward is rescued from John Canty and ruffians by soldier Miles Hendon. At the death of King Henry, Tom is pronounced King Edward VI. In Hendon’s rooms at the inn, Edward expects Hendon to serve him and makes him a knight for his assistance.

Decorated Picture Frames
L126749.SV
2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara decorates picture frames with stuff from around the house.

Decorated Picture Frames
L126767.SV
2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara decorates picture frames with stuff from around the house.

Dérangeaision
NF060383.SV
1 min 2013 4742
Dérangeaision exprime de façon abstraite ce que lon ressent lorsquon est en proie à une éruption eczématuse. Ce film a été produit dans le cadre du Hothouse, stage de formation offert aux cinéastes de la relève par le Studio danimation de Montréal.
Shows how to promote your faculty's professional growth and accountability through job-embedded learning.

Deserving Superpower
L128173C,SV 2:56 min JIS 2012 2453

Chatroom Series - Marc asks which superpower the teens would choose: invisibility, X-ray vision or the power to read minds.

Desilizamiento de Terra
L128623,SV 2:36 min PJJS 2014 2453

Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acciôn en vivo es sobre la palabra deslizamiento de terra. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, graficás, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores ven y escuchan la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Destination Moon
L128911,SV 21:59 min P 2009 2453

Skatooey: Season 2 (English) Series - Colonel Zeppo puts the Skatooey crew to work for trespassing on his moon property, literally carving the likeness of his girlfriend into an orbiting moon rock.

Destinationo*flune!
L128937,SV 22:30 min P 2009 2453

Skatooey: Season 2 (French) Series - Le colonel Zeppo oblige toute l’Acjoupe de Skatooey A* sculpter le portrait de sa petite amie dans la lune parce qu’ils ont marché sur son bout de lune.

Deutsch Plus
For descriptions see individual titles:

At the Kiosk
At the Shops
Bad Day
Busy Day
Buying a Ticket
Coffee and Rolls
Coffee Supplies
Deutsch Plus Episode 10
Deutsch Plus Episode 14
Deutsch Plus Episode 3
Deutsch Plus Episode 4
Deutsch Plus Episode 5
Deutsch Plus Episode 6
Deutsch Plus Episode 8
Deutsch Plus Episode 9
Du
Finance in Frankfurt
Following Directions
Getting out of Trouble
Graphics Wizard
In the Money
In the Money
In the Pub
In the Studio
In this Episode
Irregular verbs
Lunch
Musicians in Cologne
News Item
Non-Germans living in Germany
Room for Rent
Shopping
Start of the Day
Student Housing
Telephone Fear
Telephone Practice
Train to Amsterdam
Trouble Brewing
Weekend
Women and Work
Words for the Train Station
Deutsch Plus Episode 10  
L121835,SV  
14:24 min  
JIS 1996  
2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Reinforce your German comprehension skills with this episode of Deutsch Plus. It is lunch time at Deutsch Plus Television. Nico, who has just earned an extra 200 marks delivering a parcel, wants to go shopping. Anna offers to help him navigate the shops. Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.

Deutsch Plus Episode 14  
L121839,SV  
14:25 min  
JIS 1996  
2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Reinforce your German comprehension skills with this episode of Deutsch Plus. Nico and his friends work to get him out of trouble and to turn the drug dealer over to the police. Nico looks at a room for rent. Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.

Deutsch Plus Episode 3  
L121828,SV  
14:23 min  
JIS 1996  
2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Reinforce your German comprehension skills with this episode of Deutsch Plus. Nico learns how to do his duties and where to find people and places in the Prima Plus building.

Deutsch Plus Episode 4  
L121829,SV  
14:27 min  
JIS 1996  
2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Reinforce your German comprehension skills with this episode of Deutsch Plus. Nico begins to make friends in the office.

Deutsch Plus Episode 5  
L121830,SV  
14:32 min  
JIS 1996  
2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Reinforce your German comprehension skills with this episode of Deutsch Plus. It is Friday, and everyone is looking forward to the weekend. Nico, Ulli, and Anna make plans to get together after work. Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.

Deutsch Plus Episode 6  
L121831,SV  
14:29 min  
JIS 1996  
2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Reinforce your German comprehension skills with this episode of Deutsch Plus. Nico is nervous about using the telephone, so Elke helps him practice.

Deutsch Plus Episode 8  
L121833,SV  
14:07 min  
JIS 1996  
2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Reinforce your German comprehension skills with this episode of Deutsch Plus. Romance may be in the air at Deutsch Plus, but at the newspaper stand they're talking money. Nico agrees to pick up a package in Amsterdam for one of the men at the newspaper stand. Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.

Deutsch Plus Episode 9  
L121834,SV  
14:32 min  
JIS 1996  
2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Reinforce your German comprehension skills with this episode of Deutsch Plus. Monday Nico is delivers the package from Amsterdam and returns to work. But the day is full of problems for him. Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.

Diary of Anne Frank  
L121846,SV  
29:45 min  
JIS 1987  
2453  
*Diary of Anne Frank Series* - A poignant view of a young girl's development and her irrepressible spirit in the face of an oppressive Nazi regime.

Diary of Anne Frank Episode 2  
L121847,SV  
30:03 min  
JIS 1987  
2453  
*Diary of Anne Frank Series* - A poignant view of a young girl's development and her irrepressible spirit in the face of an oppressive Nazi regime.

Diary of Anne Frank Episode 3  
L121848,SV  
29:24 min  
JIS 1987  
2453  
*Diary of Anne Frank Series* - A poignant view of a young girl's development and her irrepressible spirit in the face of an oppressive Nazi regime.

A Diary Revelation  
L128184E,SV  
3:02 min  
JIS 2012  
2453  
*ChatRoom Series* - The panel teens discuss what they would do if they accidentally read a page in a sister’s diary that revealed she was skipping school to be with an older boy who dropped out of school.

Didn't Make the Team  
L126428,SV  
2:45 min  
PJ 2010  
2453  
*League of Super Citizens Series* - The Super Citizens try to cheer Nifty Girl up, when she doesn’t make the solar soccer team.

Diego Velazquez, Las Meninas  
L122093A,SV  
3:47 min  
JIS 1994  
2453  
*Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series* - Sister Wendy visits Madrid and the Prado Museum especially to see Las Meninas by Diego Velazquez. She discusses the prominent features of the painting and notes the red cross on Velazquez’s tunic that proclaimed him an aristocrat.

Diego Velazquez, Mars  
L122093B,SV  
1:20 min  
JIS 1994  
2453  
*Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series* - Sister Wendy discusses Velazquez’s painting of Mars, the God of War, as a defeated nude, showing the humanity even of mythological gods. Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.

New Resources
New Resources

The difference between a Rain Forest and a Forest
L125584,SV  2:26 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - Sara the scientist uses a rain forest exhibit to explain the make-up of a rain forest.

Digesting Food
L125575,SV  2:37 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How long does it take for the food we eat to get to our stomachs?

Dilemma Enforcing Team Rules
L128181E,SV  4:04 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc presents the teen panel with the question of sitting out star players for a championship game when they break team rules. The teens who coach sports agreed they would sit the stars out, even if it hurts the rest of the team, as an important lesson for all, but Mike gives another reasoned answer.

Dilemma of a Granted Wish
L128178F,SV  2:10 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens on the panel which of three possible wishes they would choose if only one wish would be granted: one million dollars, 10 extra years of life, or an end to world hunger?

Dilemma of Appropriate Punishment for Plagiarism
L128177F,SV  2:10 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Host Marc presents the dilemma facing a Student Honor Council concerning the appropriate punishment for an honor student who plagiarized work. The teens on the panel discuss the consequences and consider the student's previous school history. They agree the paper should be rewritten and the prospective college should not be informed.

Dilemma of Good Samaritan
L128192F,SV  1:38 min  JIS  2013  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks if the teens would stop for a young kid who fell off his bike if it would cause them to be late to school.

Dilemma of Informing the Authorities
L128177E,SV  3:03 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Host Marc presents the dilemma of revealing to the principal the names of students who put up a website offensive to teachers and students. The teens on the panel discuss the bullying aspect of the dilemma and prefer to let the principal discover the information for himself.

Dilemma of Involvement in Others’ Love Life
L128176E,SV  2:57 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the panel for opinions on getting involved in others’ love lives.

Dilemma of the Available Midterm Answer Key
L128180E,SV  3:20 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc presents the dilemma of cheating with the rest of the class when a teacher leaves the answer key on the desk and leaves the room. The teens on the panel relate personal experiences with similar situations and discuss the implications.

Dilemma of the Borrowed Paper
L128179E,SV  3:34 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Host Marc presents the dilemma of lending your work to a friend for an extra credit. The teens on the panel discuss the excuses for the friend not doing his own work and possible consequences for the lender.

Dilemma of the Escaping Man
L128175E,SV  2:45 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses the dilemma of informing on a frightened man apparently escaping from police officers.

Dilemma of the Undeserved Grade
L128176F,SV  2:35 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Host Marc presents the dilemma of keeping a grade error in your favor. The teens relate personal experiences and agree that honesty has its rewards.

Dilemma of the Winning Lottery Ticket
L128171F,SV  2:27 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teen panel: What would you do if you bought one lottery ticket for yourself and one for a friend—and the friend's ticket won? Marc asks if they expect payment for doing a friend a favor.

Dinner Guest
L126667,SV  2:15 min  PJ  2011  2453
The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - Sam eats a can of cold beans and discovers an unwanted dinner guest. She quickly learns the importance of biodiversity.

Dino Dig
For descriptions see individual titles:
ROM Dino Day: Armour from Ankylosaur #2

Dinosaur
L126681,SV  22:29 min  P  2009  2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (French) Series - Skatoony gets caught in a time-warp, and Chudd has to pose as a lady dinosaur to save everyone from ravaging T-Rex’ s.

Dinosaurs
L126894,SV  21:45 min  P  2009  2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (French) Series - Skatoony voyage dans le temps et Chudd est obligé de se faire passer pour une femelle dinosaure afin de sauver tout le monde des mâchoires d’un tyrannosaure.

Dip Tobacco
L128196E,SV  1:18 min  JIS  2013  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens if they ever used dip or chew tobacco. The teens say they never used it and find it disgusting.

The Disappearing Fish Tank
L126665,SV  2:15 min  PJ  2011  2453
The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - The Special Agents are called in to investigate water that is slowly disappearing from a fishtank. Are the fish drinking it or is there another explanation?

Divide by Ten Tournament
L121984F,SV  1:48 min  P  2002  2453
Megamaths - Division Series - The King of Clubs and Queen of Hearts compete in the divide by ten tournament.
Dividing into Tenths
L121984,E,SV
1:47 min  P  2002  2453
Megamaths - Division Series - Brimstone and Digit divide food into tenths.

Divine Fate
NF031353,SV
11 min  1993  1183
Divine Fate tells of a mythical universe whose existence is threatened by the arrival of unthinking and uncaring visitors. A cautionary tale with a pro-environmental theme, it is a metaphor for our times.

Divine Michelangelo
For descriptions see individual titles:
Birth and Youth
Challenges in Painting the Sistine Chapel
De Medici Patronage
Divine Michelangelo Episode 1
Divine Michelangelo Episode 2
Dome of St. Peter's
Finished Fresco
Last Judgment in the Sistine Chapel
Medici Upheaval
Michelangelo the Forger
Starting as an Architect
Who Was Michelangelo?

Divine Michelangelo Episode 1
L121851,SV
59:35 min  IS  2004  2453
Divine Michelangelo Series - Unveiling the man behind the myth. Five hundred years ago, Michelangelo created three of the art world's greatest icons: the statue of David, the painted ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican and the dome of St. Peter's in Rome. This revealing drama documentary traces his development from angry young man to pride of Rome. His prodigious talent has led people to describe him as more divine than human. Modern experts reproduce elements of his work to discover the extent of his genius. His personal life is also examined. Was art's first superstar the poverty-stricken, tortured, lonely outsider that many of us believe? Or was he a cunning spin-doctor who skilfully molded his own image? Please preview prior to use as this video contains content that may not be suitable for all ages.

Divine Michelangelo Episode 2
L121852,SV
59:32 min  IS  2004  2453
Divine Michelangelo Series - Unveiling the man behind the myth. Five hundred years ago, Michelangelo created three of the art world's greatest icons: the statue of David, the painted ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican and the dome of St. Peter's in Rome. This revealing drama documentary traces his development from angry young man to pride of Rome. His prodigious talent has led people to describe him as more divine than human. Modern experts reproduce elements of his work to discover the extent of his genius. His personal life is also examined. Was art's first superstar the poverty-stricken, tortured, lonely outsider that many of us believe? Or was he a cunning spin-doctor who skilfully molded his own image? Please preview prior to use as this video contains content that may not be suitable for all ages.

Division
L121984,SV
19:30 min  P  2002  2453
Megamaths - Division Series - MegaMaths uses comedy sketches to teach children about division and remainders.

Divorcing Parents
L128196,SV
5:45 min  JIS  2013  2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a mother denying her daughter a visit with her father in the middle of a divorce. Andrea relates her personal experience with parental divorce. She notes the feeling of helplessness as the mom decides for her, based on emotions. Fifty percent of U.S. kids come from divorced homes; many do not have a father present. Divorce may affect grades.

Do All Planets Have a Moon?
L126647,SV
1:29 min  PJ  2009  2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains that Mercury and Venus do not have moons.

Do Birds Have Teeth?
L125599,SV
1:26 min  PJ  2010  2453
Ask Sara Series - Do birds have teeth?

Do you know how and why clouds move?
L125571,SV
1:28 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - Do you know how and why clouds move?

Does the Moon Make Light or Reflect It?
L126630,SV
1:48 min  PJ  2011  2453
Space Trek Series - Ship commander Captain Kent discusses why the moon is so bright in the night sky.

Dome of St. Peter's
L121851J,SV
4:35 min  IS  2004  2453
Divine Michelangelo Series - As Michelangelo prepared to die, he destroyed art and writings that he did not think good enough to endure. Upon his death, he was the richest artist in the world. His nephew inherited everything. The dome of St. Peter's was completed years after his death.

Donation Dilemma
L128178E,SV
3:08 min  JIS  2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Host Marc presents the dilemma of donating to a needy family if part of the money goes to something illegal.

Donor Dilemma
L126196G,SV
1:52 min  JIS  2013  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc presents a situation in which you survive a car accident but need an organ transplant. Is it right for you to receive a transplant if you are not an organ donor? They discuss the reasons for becoming an organ donor.

Don't Sit Still
For descriptions see individual titles:
Alexandra: Rope Skipping Champion
Everybody Move!
Liam - Ballet Dancer

Dr. Seuss and more Book Collection
998375,KT
P
This kit contains a sampling of titles by Dr. Seuss, P.D. Eastman, and others.

Dr. Seuss
And to Think That I Saw It on MULBERRY STREET
Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!
The Foot Book
There's a Wocket in my Pocket!
Dr. Seuss

Eastman
Fox in Socks
Green Eggs and Ham
Don't Sit Still

P.D. Eastman
The Cat in the Hat Comes Back
ABC
I Can Read with My Eyes Shut!
Hop on Pop

ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a mother denying her daughter a visit with her father in the middle of a divorce. Andrea relates her personal experience with parental divorce. She notes the feeling of helplessness as the mom decides for her, based on emotions. Fifty percent of U.S. kids come from divorced homes; many do not have a father present. Divorce may affect grades.

Dr. Seuss
And to Think That I Saw It on MULBERRY STREET
Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!
The Foot Book
There's a Wocket in my Pocket!

Fox in Socks
Green Eggs and Ham

The Cat in the Hat Comes Back
ABC
I Can Read with My Eyes Shut!
Hop on Pop

Don't Sit Still

ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a mother denying her daughter a visit with her father in the middle of a divorce. Andrea relates her personal experience with parental divorce. She notes the feeling of helplessness as the mom decides for her, based on emotions. Fifty percent of U.S. kids come from divorced homes; many do not have a father present. Divorce may affect grades.

Dr. Seuss
And to Think That I Saw It on MULBERRY STREET
Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!
The Foot Book
There's a Wocket in my Pocket!
New Resources

DSBN Schools sing O' Canada
998372,DA
PJISAE 2011
The District School Board of Niagara proudly presents 'Students in the Studio', a collection of recordings from several DSBN school choirs, orchestras and soloists performing O' Canada.

Du
L121829E,SV
3:28 min
JIS 1996
2453
Deutsch Plus Series - Nico runs an errand to the editing suite. He practices his German on a computer and makes lunch plans with Elke.

Earning Money
L126594,SV
2:20 min
PJ 2009
2453
Royal Money Matters Series - Joker and Prince are talking about the Queen's birthday, they want to buy her a nice present. Joker has XX he's saved from his job. Prince asks what his job is.

Earth is the Third Planet from the Sun
L126632,SV
2:07 min
PJ 2011
2453
Space Trek Series - Star ship Commander Captain Kent discusses the fact that earth is the third planet from the sun and how important its position in the solar system is for life on earth

Earthquake
L128563,SV
3:03 min
PJJS 2014
2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about earthquakes. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Easter Story in Sand Art
L121959B,SV
4:12 min
PJ 2010
2453
Let's Celebrate Series - An artist creates the Easter tomb picture with sand and colored light as Toby tells the Easter story.

Easter Sunday
L121959C,SV
5:38 min
PJ 2010
2453
Let's Celebrate Series - Toby's family has hot cross buns for breakfast on Easter Sunday. A large cross with white shroud stands before a church where people arrive with flowers to decorate a cross. Toby gives Tia the chocolate nest, and they hunt for more chocolate eggs hidden in the church garden. The children play an egg-rolling game. Tinker and friends celebrate with a street party.

Eating Disorder
L128167B,SV
9:48 min
JIS 2013
2453
Whaddayado Series - Erin Akers was a high school freshman and type 1 diabetic who skipped her insulin to lose weight. She began to suffer dehydration, extreme fatigue and nausea, and she lied to her concerned mother and doctors. During her senior year she saw a TV program about diabulimia and found help for her condition. Whaddayado Tips are: look for sudden weight loss, extreme mood swings, and extreme fatigue. Erin is pursuing her master’s degree and has formed a non-profit organization, Diabulimia Helpline, aimed at helping type 1 diabetics who suffer from this eating disorder.
Eating For Energy
L125639,SV
2:49 min  PJ  2007  2453
*The Bodies Series* - Harmony tries to get the other Bodies to practice music with her. After a while, they are all too tired to play. Master Control tells them that they have to eat for energy and together they perform a song highlighting the important role of eating in being active.

Ectotherms
L128631,SV
3:33 min  PJ  2014  2453
*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about ectotherms. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Edward is Accused of Theft
L122064G,SV
10:58 min  JIS  1996  2453
*Pride and Prejudice Series* - Edward is framed for stealing by John Canty's accomplice, Hugo. Hendon accompanies them to the Magistrate. At the Palace, Tom is forced to make Lord Hertford a Duke to Elizabeth's scorn. Edward is sentenced to a year imprisonment despite the good intentions of the accuser. Tom convinces his servant, Humphrey, to go to the Canty house to prove his identity. Hendon convinces the sheriff to free Edward.

Efecto Invernadero
L128586,SV
2:47 min  PJIS  2014  2453
*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acostumbrar el estudiante a la palabra efecto invernadero. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Egyptian Gods
L121932C,SV
4:16 min  PJI  1997  2453
*Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series* - Jamie goes to the Karnak Temple at Luxor to find out more about Egyptian gods. Marcelle informs him that gods like Osiris and Anubis can take different forms. Some are animals, like Bastet, the cat goddess. The Pharaoh acted as a go-between between the people and the gods, and is often portrayed as Horus, the falcon god. Priests attend the temple and make offerings to the gods. Jamie finds Khephry, the scarab god of dawn. Marcelle researches the Book of the Dead that contains spells and rituals for burying the dead.

Eight and Ate
L126619,SV
0:57 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Same But Different Series* - The series is about homophones - words that sound the same but have different spelling and different meaning. This episode: eight vs ate

Elephant Never Forget
L128524,SV
1:28 min  PJI  2011  2453
*Elephants Never Forget* brings the world of elephants - from the African savannah to Asian rain forests - right into your classroom. The video, and accompanying lessons contained in IFAW's Animal Action Edication pack encourage students to examine and discuss the challenges that threaten the survival of one of the most beloved species. There are also creative activities appropriate for younger students - and fun for older ones as well. This companion video is an excellent introduction to the content, concepts and issues presented in the education pack and is appropriate for general youth audiences.
Embría
L12856,SV
2:25 min PJIS 2014 2453 Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de accién en vivo es sobre la palabra embría. El programa està diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retenciòn del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Embryo
L12856,SV
2:25 min PJIS 2014 2453 Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about embryos. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Emily Carr - Part 1
L126712,SV
2:05 min PJ 2011 2453 Time Trackers Series - Part One: Agent Scotty has a new assignment for the Time Tracker Agents: Emily Carr In this episode, we learn that Emily lived in a Victoria society where women were not encouraged to be painters. Emily does the unimaginable and leaves home to study her passionART!

Emily Carr - Part 2
L126713,SV
3 min PJ 2011 2453 Time Trackers Series - Part Two: Agent Scotty continues the story of Emily Carr. In this episode, Emily comes back to British Columbia and visits the Nootka Indian Reserve to paint - a place where no English speaking woman has dared to go.

Emily Carr - Part 3
L126714,SV
2:20 min PJ 2011 2453 Time Trackers Series - Part Three: Agent Scotty continues the story of Emily Carr. In this episode, Emily gets ready for the biggest art show of her career.

Emily Carr - Part 4
L126715,SV
3 min PJ 2011 2453 Time Trackers Series - Part Four: Agent Scotty concludes the story of Emily Carr. In this episode, an older Emily has been invited to participate in the West Coast Native Art Exhibition at the National Art Gallery of Canada. She meets Lorne Harris and A.Y. Jackson who are members of the famous Group of Seven.

Emma
L126456,SV
4:12 min PJ 2012 2453 Mark's Moments Series - Emma Evans. Today on Mark's Moments, host Mark Sykes spends the day with his friend Emma who was born with cerebral palsy. Emma shares her story with Mark, they enjoy the outdoors and she attempts to teach Mark synchronized swimming.

Emma
For descriptions see individual titles: Befriending Harriet Drawing Harriet and Mr. Elton Together Emma Episode 1 Introducing Harriet to Mr. Elton

Emma Episode 1
L121856,SV
42:40 min IS 1972 2453 Emma Series - Beautiful, clever, and rich Emma Woodhouse is convinced she is good at matchmaking after her older sister and her governess both marry suitable husbands. No matter that as Mr. Knightley drily observes, in reality, she had nothing to do with these relationships. Yet Emma, certain of her talents, plays a dangerous game as she persuades her new friend, the young, pretty, and socially inferior Harriet to reject an advantageous marriage proposal to a local farmer in favor of dashing Mr. Elton. So begins a story which challenges Emma's naivety, her social preconceptions, and her relationship with Knightley.

En pleine mer
L126934,SV
22:30 min P 2009 2453 Skatooey: Season 2 (French) Series - L'amour de Sven Strudel pour la nourriture extrêmement grasse envoie le studio de Skatooey en haute mer et ça* est Kî età*là gang qui doivent sà* y coller pour ramenter tout le monde Â* bon por

Enabling Mom
L128186F,SV
1:24 min JIS 2013 2453 Whaddyado Series - A mom offers to buy beer for her underage daughter's party. Dr. Suzy Goldstein of Childhood Solutions discusses possible responses to this situation of an enabling mom. A parent's job is to set limits and enforce them for their kids. Be good role models.

Endotherms
L128637,SV
2:39 min PJIS 2014 2453 Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about endotherms. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

L'Enfant dans le mur
NF004215,SV
58 min 1987 4742 Victime d'inceste, Shirley Turcotte remonte à contre-courant le chemin qui l'a presque menée jusqu'à la psychose. En compagnie de sa famille et d'une partie de son entourage, elle revit son enfance marquée par un père incestueux, une mère paralysée par la peur et un environnement social indifférent à sa condition d'enfant maltraitée. Sans jamais verser dans le mélodrame, L'Enfant dans le mur raconte son histoire : celle d'une petite fille qui a tenté d'échapper à son existence misérable en quittant son corps pour se réfugier entre les murs de sa prison intérieure, faite de souffrance et de culpabilité. Elle assume ici sa colère, non pas criant sa haine et son amertume, mais en réfléchissant sur son.
Epidemic Foot and Mouth Disease: Saskatchewan, 1952
NF017888.SV
16 min 1952 1183
A report on how the 1952 outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in Saskatchewan was brought under control. The film describes how the disease affects cloven-hoofed animals, then shows the destruction and burial of all infected and exposed animals, and the imposition of strict quarantine measures to prevent any escape of the highly contagious virus beyond the buffer zone. The meticulous disinfection of farms, vehicles and all potential carriers is described. Finally, before the quarantine was lifted, we see how test animals were employed to make sure that all danger of contagion had passed.

Épidémie de fièvre aphteuse
NF003861.SV
16 min 1952 4742
La fièvre aphteuse, maladie épidémique, s’attaque aux ruminants à pied fourchu comme les bovins, les moutons et les porcs. Le 23 février 1952, elle s’abattait sur le sud de la Saskatchewan, contaminant d’un coup plus de 6 000 milles carrés de territoire. Mise en quarantaine, étroitement surveillée par la Gendarmerie royale, envahie par une nuée de vétérinaires, cette région fut complètement isolée du reste du pays. On procédait à l’abattage des bêtes atteintes du virus, à la désinfection des bâtiments de ferme, etc. Le 19 août 1952, après 75 jours d’une lutte acharnée, les quarantaines étaient levées, l’épidémie définitivement mise en échec.

Equivalents of Seven
L126461.SV
3:30 min PJ 2009 2453
Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains that there are different ways to add up to the number seven.

Eric Walters - Social Justice Lit. Circles
998407.LC
I 2015
A collection of novels by Eric Walters with a Social Justice theme.

Contents:

Sketches
After fleeing her suburban home, 15-year-old Dana struggles to survive in the alleys, squats, and subway stations of downtown Toronto. This gritty, honest portrayal of street life from acclaimed author Eric Walters is a testament to the healing power of art. USE WITH SENSITIVITY AS THIS BOOK CONTAINS MATURE CONTENT

Shattered
Fifteen-year-old Ian must complete community volunteer service to pass social studies. Choosing to work at "The Club" sounds like fun, until he arrives at what turns out to be a soup kitchen for the homeless. It is here that he meets Sarge, the pipe-wielding homeless man who saved Ian from a near-mugging. His real name is Jacques, and he was a soldier in the Canadian Armed Forces. His last tour of duty was as a peacekeeper stationed in Rwanda, an African nation Ian knows little about. What he learns will change Ian's view of the world-and may just help Jacques, too.

Stuffed
When Ian and his classmates watch a documentary about the health concerns of eating fast food, Ian decides to start a boycott and stop everyone he can from eating at Frankie's, a huge fast-food chain with a questionable menu. Can Ian stand up for what he believes in? Can you take on a corporate behemoth and win?

Alexandria of Africa
When Alexandria is arrested for shoplifting, having to drag herself into court to face a judge just seems like a major inconvenience. But Alexandria has been in trouble before-and this time she can't find a way to scheme out of the consequences. Before she knows it, she's on a plane headed to Kenya where she has been ordered to work for an international charity.

Branded
The principal announces that the school is implementing uniforms, and Ian finds himself caught in a conflict. While doing research for a social-justice class, he learns that the manufacturer of the uniforms is on the top-ten list for human-rights violations. When he tells the principal this, all he gets is a reminder that the penalty for refusing to wear the uniforms is suspension, and Ian finds himself caught in a whole new conflict—one with himself.

Tell Me Why (non-fiction)
Responding to the searching questions of a thoughtful thirteen-year-old, more than twenty-five influential, inspiring figures - including Lt.-Gen. Romeo Dallaire, Robert Munsch, Marc Garneau, Lynn Johnston, Rick Hansen, and many others - have shared their wisdom, their experiences, and their convictions about how to counter suffering, cruelty, and darkness. It also profiles five amazing young people who have already found ways to help.

Eric Walters - Survival Theme Lit. Circles
998407.LC
J 2015
A collection of novels by Eric Walters with a Survival theme.

Contents:

Wave
It's December 2004 and Sam and his parents are leaving frostbitten New York City for a vacation in lush, sun-soaked Thailand. Sam's older sister Beth, is staying behind for the first Christmas because of commitments to her university swim team. She drives her family to the airport to bid them farewell, not knowing that what awaits them is a natural disaster of unimaginable proportions.

Safe as Houses
On October 15th, 1954, Lizzie Hardy walks the children she babysits home from school through the pouring rain to their new house near the Humber River in Weston, Ontario. Soon the children realize this is no ordinary rainstorm: first Lizzie notices the river rolling over its banks and into the back yard, then the McBrides call to say the roads are flooded and they are having trouble getting home. Soon the lights go out, then the phones go dead. In a few short hours, the freezing water has invaded the house - and it's rising fast! Based on true accounts of that terrifying night when Hurricane Hazel hit southern Ontario.

End of Days
The end is near as an asteroid streaks toward the earth. The collision is certain and the world and all life forms on it will end. Competing schemes, beliefs and plans swirl as one young boy unwittingly becomes a major part of one attempt to allow humanity to survive.

CampX
World War II is raging throughout Europe, but things seem calm in the sleepy little town of Whitby Ontario. Little do brothers Jack and George realize that the war is closer than they could imagine. Wandering through the bush they are confronted by armed guards who first threaten and then drive them off the property. Were they army guards, or something else - something more sinister? The boys investigate and discover a world of spies and counter-spies and become involved in an adventure where what is truth and who to trust are not so clear.
Trapped in Ice
Based on true events surrounding the ill-fated Canadian Arctic Expedition of 1913, Trapped In Ice is a riveting, fast-paced adventure, peoples with intriguing characters and set in the marvelous, brutal world of ice and snow.

Walking Home
Thirteen-year-old Muchoki, his younger sister, Jata, and mother can hardly believe what has become of their lives. Only weeks ago they lived with their family in a quiet Kenyan village, but sudden political violence has destroyed their home and forced them to flee for their lives. Now they live in a tent in an overcrowded refugee camp. Driven by further tragedy they are forced to undertake what seems like an impossible quest: to walk over a hundred miles across Kenya in search of their last remaining family. Even the longest of journeys must begin with just one step - and a bit of hope.

Ernie
NF001544,SV
88 min 1967 4742
Frais sorti d’une clinique psychiatrique, Ernie revient à la ville, sans défense et encore mal préparé à affronter la vie. Tour à tour recueilli par Donna et Gail, il multiplie les fredaines et finit par être perdant à son propre jeu. Une qualité et une poésie psychodéliques imprègnent ce film sur la jeunesse des grandes villes à la recherche de stimulants et de modes de vie nouveaux. Au générique figurent quelques-uns des meilleurs comédiens de la nouvelle école d’art dramatique de Montréal. En anglais, avec sous-titres français.

The Ernie Game
NF013753,SV
88 min 1967 1183
A mid-winter romantic feature filmed in Montréal, although the story could take place in any city where those young people live who have left their parents’ homes but still have not made homes of their own. Ernie’s alienation is far more extreme than most. For him life is a game, not because he chooses to make it so, but because he is unable to make anything more of it. But for those who befriend him and eventually turn him loose again, his game is not enough.

Erosion
L128626,SV
3:49 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about erosion. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

L’espace
998400,KT
J
L’espace de kit contient 12 livres pour aider vos élèves à explorer la science spatiale.

New Resources

Contenu:
Le ciel et l’espace
L’espace (Stephanie Ledu)
La Lune (Stephanie Ledu)
Copain du ciel (Claudine et Jean-Michel Masson)
Uranus et Neptune (Rosalind Mist)
Les astéroïdes, les comètes et les météores (Rosalind Mist)
La terre et la plantète Mars (Rosalind Mist)
Le Soleil et la Lune (Rosalind Mist)
Les planètes (Linda Aspen-Baxter et Heather Kissock)
L’espace en 30 secondes (Clive Gifford)
Planètes

Species
L128611,SV
3:07 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acciòn en vivo es sobre la palabra especies. El programa enseña a los estudiantes a comprender y retener la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas gráficas. Los espectadores verán cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Esqueleto
L128609,SV
2:07 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acciòn en vivo es sobre la palabra esqueleto. El programa enseña a los estudiantes a comprender y retener la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas gráficas. Los espectadores verán cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Estimation Song
L122038E,SV
1:45 min P 2001 2453
NumberTime - Addition and Subtraction Series - Children dance to the Approximating Song as they subtract 18 from 41, and 18 from 62.

Ethan and Gavinn
L126454,SV
4:12 min PJ 2012 2453
Mark’s Moments Series - Host Mark Sykes spends the day with brothers Ethan and Gavin who were born with Usher Syndrome, a condition that affects their hearing. The boys teach Mark about cochlear implants, play word games, and enjoy a game of baseball.

Éveil
NF060381,SV
2 min 2013 4742
Regardant une étendue deau, une pionnière du sport féminin contemple sa vie alors que chaque goutte deau renferme un souvenir amarré à tout jamais dans le lac. Ce film a été produit dans le cadre du Holthouse, stage de formation offert aux cinéastes de la relève par le Studio danimation de Montréal.
New Resources

Canada’s north - 180km more north than anyone has ever traveled in history.

**Explosion at the Pump**
L128159D,SV
4:12 min JIS 2011 2453

*Whaddyadoo Series* - On a cold and rainy night, a gas station customer had just picked up the gas pump when it exploded in flames. Store manager Ashley Taylor immediately hit the emergency shut-off switch to shut down all the gas lines. Firefighter Praria explains how static electricity can cause a gas explosion. Whaddyadoo Tips to avoid static electricity at the gas pump are: ground yourself before pumping gas, leave your cell phone in the car, and always turn off the engine when pumping gas.

**Extreme Motivator**
L128181B,SV
4:05 min JIS 2012 2453

*ChatRoom Series* - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a sports coach verbally abusing and intimidating her athletes. The teens relate personal experiences and discuss the proper role of coaches.

**Eye Spy**
L127096,SV
6 min PJ 2003 2453

*Defe Planet Series* - When Aunt Leona’s glasses are broken, Kendra suggests they make her some new ones. With a quick lesson from the Infomatic, they learn about lenses and travel off to the Crystal Caverns where they might see through a monster to find just the right lens.

**Fabric Ball Necklace**
L126746,SV
2:15 min PJ 2013 2453

*Transform It Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes a necklace from fabric-covered balls.

**Fabric Ball Necklace**
L126764,SV
2:15 min PJ 2013 2453

*Transform It Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes a necklace out of balls wrapped in fabric.

**Fairness**
L126577,SV
2:35 min PJ 2009 2453

*Royal Money Matters Series* - Prince Henry and the Joker argue about whose turn it is to clean up. The prince decrees that the Joker must do it, but the Queen says that is not fair. Andrea and Mr. Dussel. The families celebrate Hanukkah.

**Families Celebrate Hanukkah as Tensions Rise**
L121847C,SV
8:08 min JIS 1987 2453

*Diary of Anne Frank Series* - Conflicts increase between Anne and Mr. Dussel. The families celebrate Hanukkah. They get a scare when the warehouse manager notices a vacant space behind bookcase. Night bombing raids threaten the families as the Allies advance.
**Family**
L128569,SV
3:34 min PJIS 2014 2453

*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about family. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the word through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**Family Expectations**
L128178,SV
2:10 min JIS 2013 2453

*ChatRoom Series* - Host Marc presents a situation in which a teen decides that following family tradition to become a doctor is not for him. The teens agree that he must follow his own path. Passion is important in choosing a future career.

**Family Motel**
NF054475,SV
88 min 2007 1183

Heatristrong Ayan, a refugee from Somalia, has big dreams. New to Canada, she’ll show anyone she can provide for her family. Still, it’s difficult to keep it all together. On top of the soaring rent, her daughters, 16-year-old Nasrah and 13-year-old Leila, need braces. And even working two jobs as a cleaner, it's tough to find enough money to send to her anxious husband and two sons still stuck in East Africa. Ayan’s confidence is shaken when she is unexpectedly evicted for late payment of rent. It is the beginning of the summer break from school, and the city faces a severe housing shortage. Ayan and her daughters are exiled to the city’s tattered hinterland among other homeless families, hookers and unsettled souls. A vibrant and contemporary feature drama fired by a trio of remarkable debut performances, Family Motel charts one eventful summer in the lives of Ayan and her girls as they confront life on the edge. Finding inspiration in the alternative dramas pioneered at the National Film Board of Canada as well as community-based storytelling, director Helen Klodawsky and her collaborators deftly fashion a fresh and authentic tale of falling through the cracks in a land of plenty - and a stirring portrait of dignity under fire. Family Motel was produced by Ina Fichman of Instinct Films and Ravida Din of the National Film Board of Canada.

**Family Night Party Room**
L126136,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453

*Jackie’s School of Dance Series* - Are you ready to party? Let's dance! A party inspired victory dance and throwing in a move from an episode of JSD - Jackie will be teaching you a new family board game and snacks night with your family? On this Family Night Party Room Film and Ravida Din of the National Film Board of Canada as well as community-based storytelling, director Helen Klodawsky and her collaborators deftly fashion a fresh and authentic tale of falling through the cracks in a land of plenty - and a stirring portrait of dignity under fire. Family Motel was produced by Ina Fichman of Instinct Films and Ravida Din of the National Film Board of Canada.

**Farming in Ancient Egypt**
L121929,SV
6:01 min PJI 1997 2453

*Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series* - The team seeks to understand how Ancient Egyptians could have farmed in Egypt’s dry, sandy environment. When the Nile floods, it deposits rich soil perfect for agriculture. A living history museum and tomb paintings show Ancient Egyptian agriculture techniques.

**Fascinants elephants**
L128525,SV
19:28 min PJI 2011 2453

Notre plus recente trousse pedagogique s’intitule Fascinants elephants. Ce programme permettra a vos eleves de decouvrir l’univers extraordinaire des elephants - des savanes africaines aux forets pluviales d’Asie. Grace aux lecons et aux activites proposees, ils verront aussi que plusieurs dangers menacent la survie de l’elephant, un des animaux les plus aimes dans toutes les cultures humaines. Vous trouverez aussi des activites creatives qui sauront captiver les jeunes - et les moins jeunes.

**La feuille qui brise les reins**
NF001563,SV
28 min 1962 4742

Si on plante le tabac avec des machines, quand il s’agit de le récolter, il faut courber l’échine, se baisser jusqu’à terre et le ramasser. C’est ce que font chaque année les 30 000 personnes qui se déplacent pour récolter le tabac en Ontario.

**Filo**
L128600,SV
3:45 min PJIS 2014 2453

*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acciòn en vivo es sobre la palabra filo. El programa està diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores aprenderán a escuchar la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Finance in Frankfurt**
L121835,SV
2:56 min JIS 1996 2453

*Deutsch Plus Series* - TV documentary about the finance industry in Frankfurt.

**Finding Money**
L126807,SV
3:45 min PJ 2013 2453

*Tumbletown Tales Series* - Tumbleweed and his friends find an envelope of money and decide to do the right thing and find the person who lost it.

**Fingernails**
L126574,SV
2:30 min PJ 2008 2453

*Royal Money Matters Series* - The Queen & Joker teach Prince Henry how to care for his nails.

**Finished Fresco**
L121851,SV
10:22 min IS 2004 2453

*Divine Michelangelo Series* - The unveiling of the modern fresco. The pope’s reaction to Michelangelo’s fresco. Modern-day artists visit the Sistine Chapel.

**First Battle**
L122163,SV
5:27 min IS 2007 2453

*Warriors Series* - Describes an confrontation between the Crusaders and the Saracens. Richard attempted to pass by and continue to Jerusalem without fighting, but an attack from the Saracens forced him to fight back.

**The First Mayor of Tumble Town**
L126778,SV
3:45 min PJ 2010 2453

*Tumbletown Reads Series* - Tumbleweed learns how to use a reference book properly.

**First Nations and Inuit Traditional Names & Location Map**
998404,PO 2014

This map is the most comprehensive of First Nations in Canada. It utilizes the original and true tribal names for each Nation, and shows where each Nation was originally, before contact with Europeans. It includes the names of the Nations who survived this incursion, as well as those that did not.
First Nations - Full Version
L126687,SV
10:50 min PJ 2007 2453
*Time Trackers Series* - This Time Trackers series looks at the First Nations people of Canada. Episode five is a compilation of the four previous episodes - canoe, snowshoes, lacrosse, teepee.

First Nations - Part 1 (Canoe)
L126708,SV
2:59 min PJ 2012 2453
*Time Trackers Series* - Part 1: Agent Scotty has a new assignment for the Time Tracker Agents: First Nations. Hundreds of years ago First Nations people used birch bark canoes for trade and communication. The First Nations people shared their knowledge with the Europeans.

First Nations - Part 2 (Snowshoe)
L126709,SV
3:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Time Trackers Series* - Part 2: Agent Scotty continues with another First Nations invention. Snowshoes were very important to First Nations people because they allowed them to hunt for food and travel through deep snow in the winter months.

First Nations - Part 3 (Lacrosse)
L126710,SV
3:15 min PJ 2012 2453
*Time Trackers Series* - Part 3: Agent Scotty continues with a First Nations invented sport: LACROSSE. For hundreds of years, the First Nations people have been playing Lacrosse. First Nations people were the first to teach it to the Europeans when the Europeans came to North America.

First Nations - Part 4 (Teepee)
L126711,SV
3:35 min PJ 2012 2453
*Time Trackers Series* - Part 4: Agent Scotty concludes the First Nations series with another invention: TEPEE. Teepees, made of wooden poles and animal skins, were lived in and invented by the First Nations people hundreds of years ago. Teepees were portable, light, and easy to assemble which was very useful when following a buffalo migration.

New Resources

First Stirrings of Love
L1218488,SV
11:50 min JIS 1987 2453
*Diary of Anne Frank Series* - Anne has nightmares about her friend, Hanni, and dreams about her first love, Peter Schiff. Margot talks about going to Palestine. Anne is growing up, experiencing puberty and beginning to learn about sex. Rations are cut as allied bombing increases. Mr. Dussel learns that his wife is safe. Anne expresses her joy to Peter as they watch the birds from the attic. The adults listen to radio reports about the final solution of moving the Jews to concentration camps.

Fitting In
L128195D,SV
5:05 min JIS 2013 2453
*ChatRoom Series* - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a teen who overhears her friend trying to fit in by copying the "cool" kids’ talk and swagger. The teens relate personal experiences and influences like high school cliques and the media.

Flash Flood
L128571,SV
3:31 min PJJS 2014 2453
*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about floods. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the word through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts, providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Flora: Scenes from a Leadership Convention
NF013791,SV
59 min 1977 1183
A fresh, incisive look at Canadian politics, this film penetrates the surface glitter of the 1976 Progressive Conservative Party leadership convention, focusing on the campaign of Cape Bretoner Flora MacDonald, the first woman to contest her party’s leadership. (Follow-up film: Reflections on a Leadership Convention.)

Florence
L122087,SV
9:33 min JIS 1994 2453
*Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series* - After living a life of prayer for 20 years, Sister Wendy shares her love of Art on a Grand Tour of Europe. Sister Wendy visits Florence, Italy, where Renaissance artists like Leonardo, Michelangelo, and Donatello painted. She visits the Ufizi Gallery, Palazzo Pitti, and the San Marco Museum to discuss the art of Botticelli, Allori, Gentileschi, and Fra Angelico.

Flossing
L126567,SV
2:30 min PJ 2008 2453
*Royal Money Matters Series* - The Queen & Joker teach Prince Henry how to floss his teeth.

Flower Room
L126113,SV
1:50 min PJ 2009 2453
*Jackie’s School of Dance Series* - Jackie teaches the 2nd move of a choreography.

Flyers
L126792,SV
4:15 min PJ 2008 2453
*Tumbletown Tales Series* - Tumbleweed gets a job delivering flyers. In order to work faster he delivers by 5s and then 10s and then 100s.

Follow that Quiz
L126913,SV
21:59 min P 2009 2453
*Skatoooy: Season 2 (English) Series* - A failed prank sends the Quiz Block on a rolling adventure, leaving Chudd and Earl quizzing through some dangerous circumstances trying to return to the studio, and finish the game.

Following Directions
L1281828C,SV
6:47 min JIS 1996 2453
*Deutsch Plus Series* - In the office, work is already underway. Nico begins running errands. Because he is still new, he asks for directions from several other employees.
Foot Hygiene
L126568,SV
2:30 min PJ - 2008 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - The Queen & Joker tell Prince Henry how to look after his feet.

Food in the Tombs
L121929B,SV
3:45 min PJ - 1997 2453
Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series - Jamie looks at tomb images of bread, fruit, meat, and beer or wine. People also placed real bread and fruit in the tombs to sustain their loved ones in the afterlife.

Foot Hygiene
L126568,SV
2:30 min PJ - 2008 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - The Queen & Joker tell Prince Henry how to look after his feet.

Forest
L128573,SV
4:14 min PJIS - 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about forests. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the word through the use of video footage, photographs, diagrams, and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Forest of the Dancing Spirits
NF061141,SV
4 min 2013 5277
(32) In the beginning, women lived apart, unaware of the existence of men. Until one day, when the first woman, Toli, who was brave and adventurous traveled deep into the forest. Toli discovered solitary creatures with big muscles who knew how to climb trees and harvest wild honey. When Toli tasted their honey, she thought they should all live together. (3y) That is how one of the creation stories of the Aka people from the tropical rainforest of the Congo Basin goes. Akaya, Kengole, Dibota and their friends and family are hunters-gatherers (and also great story-tellers) who guide us through their world. They explain their origins, myths, and the very spiritual meaning of life. The film follows their unique community life as it unfolds over many years. We experience the practice of their spirituality in the most difficult situations. Their religion is playful and highly creative in dealing with deeply serious matters of life and death, and may be the oldest human religion practiced on earth today.

La forêt aux esprits
NF060477,SV
4 min 2013 5175
Ce documentaire est un voyage fantastique parmi les Yaka, un des derniers peuples pygmées vivant en autarcie au coeur de la forêt tropicale du Congo.

Forgery for a Friend
L128191F,SV
2:20 min JIS - 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens if they would forge a parent's signature on a note for a friend. The teens relate personal experiences, discuss options and, depending on the circumstances, say they would agree to help their friend.

Fossil Fuel
L128575,SV
4:20 min PJIS - 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about fossil fuels. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams, and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Found Money
L128174D,SV
6:01 min JIS - 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The teen panel discusses a video sketch that shows teens finding a lost wallet with money. Every state has laws requiring the return of a wallet with ID. Police return unclaimed money to the finder.

Four Times
L122006,SV
19:20 min P - 1996 2453
Megamaths - Tables Series - Megamaths Tables presents an entertaining scenario that brings the four times tables to life.

Fra Angelico
L122087C,SV
2:20 min JIS - 1994 2453
Sister Wendy's Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy visits Fra Angelico's frescoes in the San Marco Museum. She discusses the fresco Christ Mocked.

France 1400 AD
L122097E,SV
4:42 min JIS - 1996 2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - Sister Wendy stands before a medieval castle and notes the beginnings of an international style. Nonreligious themes have reappeared. A painting in the Tres Riches Heures shows the castle of the Duke of Berry, courtiers, and peasants. The artist depicts the restricted life of the courtiers and the freedom of swimming peasants.

Francisco Goya
L122103G,SV
7:10 min JIS - 1996 2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - Francisco Goya was the most profound of the Romantics. Sister Wendy discusses Goya's Charles IV of Spain and His Family, in which Goya uses the splendor of the clothes to offset the dullness of the company. Old, deaf, and ill, Goya made his Black Paintings on his walls. We see Saturn Devouring His Son. He expresses anger at human stupidity in Fight With Cudgels and despair in The Dog. The artist depicts the restricted life of the courtiers and the freedom of swimming peasants.

Francisco Goya, Third of May and Colossus
L122093C,SV
3:18 min JIS - 1994 2453
Sister Wendy's Grand Tour Series - Francisco Goya was also a court painter, but he had a dark view of humanity. Sister Wendy discusses Goya's Third of May and Colossus, which show the horrors of war. She points out various interpretations of Colossus.

Freakshow
L126909,SV
21:59 min P - 2009 2453
Skatony: Season 2 (English) Series - Chud and Earl have to learn a few new tricks to save the contestants from being the main attractions in Fernando and Xquankly's Freakshow Circus.

“Free” Laptop
L128188F,SV
1:13 min JIS - 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens what they would do if they received the bill for the laptop bought online marked paid in full when you had not yet paid. The teens experience temptation to accept the laptop free, but agree there really is no free lunch.

Free Trip Offer
L128180F,SV
2:48 min JIS - 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc presents the dilemma of accepting an all-expense paid trip to an idyllic island where you would strip the wings from endangered butterflies.
French Romantics, The: Delacroix and Gericault
L122103F,SV 1:17 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series - The French Romantic painter Delacroix celebrated the forces of nature and emotional drama in his paintings, as did Theodore Gericault in his paintings of horses.

A Friend Feels Insulted
L128188B,SV 6:23 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Host Marc points out we are our own worst critics. The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a friend feeling insulted. Most girls believe they do not measure up in some way. Low self-esteem can lead to negative issues like cutting and bulimia. Communicate with your friend and don’t react emotionally. Be supportive.

Friend Observed Stealing
L128183F,SV 2:32 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel teens discuss what they would do in a situation where they observe an acquaintance stealing sodas.

The Fruit Hunters
NF058372,SV 95 min 2012
You can find them deep in the jungles of Borneo, in the hills of Umbria and perhaps even in your own backyard. They are fruit hunters, the subjects of the new film from acclaimed director Yung Chang (Up the Yangtze, China Heavyweight). The Fruit Hunters travels across culture, history and geography to show how intertwined we are with our foods we eat. Our guides are devoted fruit fanatics. Movie star Bill Pullman's obsession leads him on a crusade to create a community orchard in the Hollywood Hills. Adventurers Noris Ledesma and Richard Campbell scour the jungle for rare mangos, hoping to intervene before the plants are steamrolled by industrialization. Pioneering scientist Juan Aguilar races to breed bananas resistant to a deadly fungus that threatens the worldwide crop. And fruit detectives including Isabella Dalla Ragione rediscover lost fruits. And, of course, there are the fruits themselves, presented in all their mouthwatering glory: cherimoyas, ice cream beans, durians and more. A cinematic odyssey through nature and commerce, The Fruit Hunters will change not only the way we look at what we eat but how we view our relationship to the natural world.

The Fruit Hunters - Defenders of Diversity (Episode 2)
NF060325,SV 44 min 2013
Narrated by Nature of Things's David Suzuki, Defenders of Diversity is the second part of a journey through the exotic, endlessly fascinating world of fruit - a story of nature, commerce, and obsession. The Fruit Hunters will change not only the way we look at what we eat but how we view our relationship to the natural world.

The Fruit Hunters - The Evolution of Desire (Episode 1)
NF060324,SV 44 min 2013
Narrated by Nature of Things's David Suzuki, The Evolution of Desire is the first part of a journey through the exotic, endlessly fascinating world of fruit - a story of nature, commerce, and obsession. The Fruit Hunters will change not only the way we look at what we eat but how we view our relationship to the natural world.

GÃ©nero
L128580,SV 3:53 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acciÃ³n en vivo es sobre la palabra gÃ©nero. El programa estÃ¡ diseÃ±ado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensiÃ³n y retenciÃ³n del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografÃ­as, diagramas y etiquetas y grÃ¡ficas. Los espectadores verÃ¡n y escucharÃ¡n la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cÃ³mo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Garage Sale
L126791,SV 4:15 min PJ 2008
Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed has a garage sale and runs into a problem when a customer gives him 50 cents for something that cost 27 cents.

Gatos, perros, y nosotros
L128523,SV 18:15 min PJ 2013
Gatos, perros y nosotros tiene como objetivo educar a los estudiantes acerca de las caracterÃ­sticas de los gatos y los perros, las relaciones Ã­nicas que tienen con las comunidades en todo el mundo, y la importante responsabilidad que tiene la gente de atender las necesidades de perros y gatos.

Gavin
L126453,SV 4:12 min PJ 2012
Mark’s Moments Series - Host Mark Sykes spends the day with 11-year-old Gavin who has Polystotic Fibrous Dysplasia (PFD), a disease that affects the bones in his leg. Gavin gets Mark to run with one shoe higher then the other so that Mark can better understand what it feels like for Gavin to play with PFD. They also get to check out Gavin’s neighborhood and play some music together.

Gamla Uppsala Burial Site
L122153I,SV 6:02 min IS 2012
Vikings Series - Oliver visits Sweden and the Gamla Uppsala Burials from 550-700 AD. Powerful leaders, perhaps a dynasty, built these mounds and what remains of a royal palace with remarkable door ironwork, revealing a centralization of power. There are disturbing reports that nine males of every living creature, including humans, were hung from trees in ritual sacrifice.

Garlic Room
L126131,SV 2:25 min PJ 2010
Jackie's School of Dance Series - TVOKids host Jackie English teaches kids how to flavour-up their freestyle dancing with various dance moves. The move in the garlic room is called Locking.

Games of Nine
L122011B,SV 2:48 min P 1996
Megamaths - Tables Series - In this segment, two children enter the castle and play a game with the court jester where they use their knowledge of multiples of nine.

New Resources
New Resources

**Genus**
L128579.SV  
3:53 min  PJIS  2014  2453  
*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about Genus. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the word through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts, providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**Geometric Patterns**
L126472.SV  
3:30 min  PJ  2010  2453  
*Math City Series* - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode shows how geometry can form patterns by using shape combinations.

**Getting Organized**
L126421.SV  
3:30 min  PJ  2009  2453  

**Getting out of Trouble**
L121839A.SV  
3:38 min  JIS  1996  2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Nico wakes up on Anna's couch, then heads out to start his day. He has coffee at the newspaper stand and makes arrangements for the next delivery with the drug dealer. When he arrives at work, Frau Weiss gets the delivery information from Nico to give to the police.

**Giant African Millipedes**
L125933.SV  
1:20 min  PJ  2007  2453  
*Critter Corner Series* - Critter Corner with Jackie Jackie speaks with Jeff about the Giant African Millipedes

**Gift Box**
L126737.SV  
2:50 min  PJ  2009  2453  
*Transform It! Series* - This series teaches children how to make interesting & fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode, Ryan makes a gift box from old file folders.

**Giorgione, The Tempest**
L122095B.SV  
2:22 min  JIS  1994  2453  
*Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series* - Sister Wendy notes the atmospheric light of Venice that has attracted artists whose greatest works are preserved in the Accademia where one can see Renaissance Art at its best. Sister Wendy discusses Giorgione’s The Tempest, notes the many explanations of the painting, and offers her own interpretation.

**Give Me Credit**
L1281808.SV  
5:02 min  JIS  2012  2453  
*ChatRoom Series* - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a teen explaining how easily she got a credit card. Teens are the number one target of credit card companies. Eighty percent of graduating college seniors have credit card debt. Prepaid or secure credit cards can be a safer option for teens.

**Giving To Charity**
L126608.SV  
3:45 min  PJ  2013  2453  
*Tumbletown Tales Series* - Tumbleweed and his friends take part in a competition to see who can collect the most food for the Tumbletown Food Drive.

**Glacier**
L128582.SV  
3:56 min  PJIS  2014  2453  
*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about glaciers. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the word through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts, providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**Glass Jar Lanterns**
L126759.SV  
2:59 min  PJ  2013  2453  
*Transform It! Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes lanterns from jars decorated with tissue paper.

**Good Winning, Good Losing**
L126429.SV  
2:45 min  PJ  2010  2453  
League of Super Citizens Series - Atomic Guy and Nifty Girl get over excited when playing laser ball and their emotions cause them to forget their sportsmanship.

**Grace Fall**
NF060374.SV  
1 min  2013  1183  
Gracefall is about the struggles and joys of trying to perform impressively well in a circus whose troupe members aren't really visible, but can certainly be perceived regardless. This short was made for the ninth edition of the NFBs animation program for emerging filmmakers, Hothouse.
Grace, Milly, Lucy des fillettes soldates

NF059467,SV
52 min 2010 4742

En 20 ans, plus de 30 000 enfants ougandais ont été enlevés par des troupes rebelles pour participer à la lutte armée. Parmi ces enfants soldats, un grand nombre de filles. Grace, Milly Lucy des fillettes raconte cette réalité méconnue. À leur retour de captivité, celles qui ont été formées pour tuer et qui souvent ont été (S0(B maniées (S1(B force à leurs fonctions doivent réapprendre à vivre sous le regard de la communauté. Accrochées à leurs rêves, Grace, Milly et Lucy tentent de redonner un sens à leur existence et de briser le silence entourant le sort d'une génération sacrifiée. Mêlant témoignages et scènes de la vie quotidienne, ce documentaire fait resurgir les échos étouffés d'un passé dououreux et ose croire en un avenir meilleur pour ces femmes unies dans une même lutte.

Grande fille!

NF059908,SV
52 min 2014 4742

Le documentaire Grande fille! de la cinéaste Hélène Choquette lève le voile sur le phénomène de la puberté hâtive. Contrairement à il y a quelques décennies, il ne pas rare aujourd'hui de voir apparaître les premiers signes pubertaires chez des fillettes dès l'âge de 9 ans. En résulte un décalage inhabituel entre leur maturité physique et affective. Loin d'être une problématique marginale, la puberté hâtive est un voie de devenir une préoccupation de santé publique mondiale. Quelques suspects se trouvent déjà au banc des accusés : lobésité et lepoxion à des perturbateurs dans l'environnement seraient-elles à -blâmer ? Bien que les causes soient encore méconnues, les répercussions physiques, psychologiques et psychosociales chez les fillettes qui entrent prématurément en puberté sont bien visibles. Grande fille ! nous place devant la nécessité de s'adapter, en tant que société, afin de minimiser les effets de ce phénomène sur nos enfants.

Graphics Wizard

L1218308,SV
4:38 min JIS 1996 2453

Deutsch Plus Series - Nico practices time on Elke's computer. He helps her put together a film trailer, which they then show to Ulli and Anna.

Grassland

L128583,SV
2:11 min PJIS 2014 2453

Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about grasslands. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the word the through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Gray Whale Nursery

L121918A,SV
6 min JIS 2000 2453

Incredible Journeys Series - The gray whale mates and gives birth in the warm waters of the Sea of Cortez. A good mother, the gray whale nurses and protects her calf, nudging him to the surface to breathe. The gray whales are protected from whaling and welcome a friendly scratch from whale watchers on their barnacled skin.

Great Pyramid at Giza

L121931C,SV
5:40 min PJI 1997 2453

Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series - Jamie returns to Giza to see the burial chamber and sarcophagus in the Great Pyramid made for King Khufu. At King Khufu's Boat Museum, Jamie hears about a boat held together by rope that was used for transporting huge building stones and obelisks. Jamie realizes that the boat was the link between the pyramids, temples, and obelisks, because it was used for transportation in this life and the afterlife. Khufu’s high priest, Hotep, speaks from the past, telling how the Nile provides transport for the pyramid and work for the people when it floods.

Greenhouse Effect

L128585,SV
2:47 min PJIS 2014 2453

Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about the greenhouse effect. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Growing Patterns

L126457,SV
3:30 min PJ 2009 2453

Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode deals with growing patterns.

Guiding Readers : Making the Most of the 18-Minute Guided Reading Lesson

131467,Sk 168 p. E 2012 0890

Discover a model for guided reading instruction that fits the 18-minute time frame and is purposeful, planned, and focused. This practical book introduces a range of specific reading strategies and processes that lead students to access increasingly sophisticated text. It includes collections of lessons for emergent, early, developing, and fluent readers, as well as struggling readers in the upper grades. Detailed and comprehensive, the book champions an integrated system of guiding readers that involves both fiction and nonfiction, as well as the texts that surround students in and out of school: websites, directions, instructions, schedules, signs, and more. New and experienced teachers will both find a wealth of valuable reproducibles, techniques, tips, and strategies that will help them put the tools for independent reading into the hands of every student.

Guitar Room

L126119,SV
1:50 min PJ 2009 2453

Jackie's School of Dance Series - Jackie teaches the 8th & final move of a choreography.

Haft Sheen Table

L121952D,SV
4:17 min PJ 2010 2453

Let's Celebrate Series - The children stamp good luck signs on their front steps and decorate them with colored chalk powder. The family puts on their new clothes and visits grandmother, who places a mark on their foreheads. At the Zoroastrian Center, the family prepares the Haft Sheen table with flowers, fruit, and the eggs and sprouts the children have prepared. They pray in the Fire Temple and give the priests sandalwood for the eternal fire.

Hair Care

L126572,SV
2:30 min PJ 2008 2453

Royal Money Matters Series - The Queen & Joker teach Prince Henry how to wash his hair.

Halloween

L126901,SV
21:59 min P 2009 2453

Skatony: Season 2 (English) Series - Itâ€™ s Halloween, and to Charlesâ€”dismay. Chudd and Earl have lined up some super scary surprises. Itâ€™ s all fun and games until Skatony gets sucked into a monstrous vortex.
Hamlet
L126679,SV
2:55 min PJ 2007 2453
*Time Trackers Series - Shakespeare outlines the tragic story of Hamlet and encourages the viewer to read the play to find out how it ends. William Shakespeare is played by Milton Barnes Shoot Date: July 2006*

Hamlet For Hire
L126810,SV
3:45 min PJ 2008 2453
*Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed gets multiple part-time jobs around Tumbletown to help pay for his ski trip.*

Hand Washing
L126570,SV
2:30 min PJ 2008 2453
*Royal Money Matters Series - The Queen & Joker teach Prince Henry the importance of washing his hands*

Hamlet, Fear of the Feminine
L122092A,SV
3:22 min JIS 1994 2453
*Sister Wendy's Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy visits Berlin, Germany, and the Gemalde Gallery to see paintings by great German artists. She tells the story of Pyramus and Thisbe, depicted by Hans Baldung, but notes that the painting tells another story if you look.*

Hans Burgkmair, Sexism in Art
L122092B,SV
2:34 min JIS 1994 2453
*Sister Wendy's Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy compares Hans Burgkmair's representation of St. Ulrich and his Saint Barbara, preferring to find them funny rather than sexist.*

Harassment on the Job
L128192B,SV
4:52 min JIS 2013 2453
*ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows students bullying the lunch lady who is walking home. Nearly 150,000 teachers report being bullied by students. Eight percent of public school teachers are threatened with injury.*

Harassment on the Job
L128164E,SV
3:15 min JIS 2012 2453
*Whaddyado Series - Dr. Suzy Goldstein of Childhood Solutions discusses how to recognize and respond to sexual harassment on the job. Know and set your limits as early as possible. Respect is essential. Speak up and tell someone. Recognize inappropriate touching.*

Harriet Tubman: Part 1
L126688,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453
*Time Trackers Series - Part One: Agent Scotty has a new assignment for the Time Tracker Agents: Harriet Tubman. In this episode, Harriet dedicates her life to the freeing of slaves with the help of the Underground Railroad. Harriet decides to help other slaves gain their freedom with the Underground Railroad.*

Harriet Tubman: Part 2
L126693,SV
2:40 min PJ 2011 2453
*Time Trackers Series - Part Two: Agent Scotty continues the story of Harriet Tubman. In this episode, Harriet searches for the underground railroad and learns that the 'Underground Railroad' is a code for something else.*

Harriet Tubman: Part 3
L126694,SV
3:30 min PJ 2011 2453
*Time Trackers Series - Part Three: Agent Scotty continues the story of Harriet Tubman. In this episode, Harriet makes it to Canada, and freedom, with the Underground Railroad.*

Harriet Tubman: Part 4
L126695,SV
2:35 min PJ 2011 2453
*Time Trackers Series - Part Four: Agent Scotty concludes the story of Harriet Tubman. In this episode, Harriet dedicates her life to the freeing of slaves with the help of the Underground Railroad.*

Harvests on the March
L122064H,SV
12:47 min JIS 1996 2453
*Pride and Prejudice Series - In the Palace, Elizabeth is guaranteed protection by King Tom. Edward accompanies Hendon to his home to find his father and brother dead, and Lady Edith betrothed to Hugh. They both deny Miles, and Hugh has Hendon whipped at the pillory. Hertford threatens Elizabeth if she won't marry Lord Seymour.*
we never thought we'd see so intimately: a high-risk
Director Barry Greenwald takes his camera into a place
that if his house is on fire he should get low, get out, go to
the family meeting spot and call 911. The burglars hear the police sirens and escape the
house. If he had practiced calling 911 with his mother.

**Hero Steps Forth, The: Giotto**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>L122098A,SV</th>
<th>4:34 min</th>
<th>JIS</th>
<th>1996</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - After centuries of
unnamed artists, the supposed shepherd boy, Giotto,
became the most famous artist in Italy c. 1300. His
frescos in the Scrovegni Chapel in Padua depict religious
stories like The Lamentation with emotions and agonizing
angels that reflect the human world and human story.

**Hi-Ho Mistahey!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NF060153,SV</th>
<th>99 min</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>1183</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fourteen-year-old Shannen Koostachin launched a
campaign to build a suitable school for the children of
the Cree community of Attawapiskat in 2008. Two years later,
tragedy struck when Shannen was killed in a car accident.
Her campaign became a national movement, bringing
people from all walks of life together to make Shannen's
Dreamthe dream of fairness in education for First Nations
children, in schools that are safe and welcoming reality.

**Hi-Ho Mistahey!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NF060154,SV</th>
<th>100 min</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>4742</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fourteen-year-old Shannen Koostachin, 14 years old, had a 
menace for the children of the community of 
Attawapiskat. She is able to arrange with 
the United Nations in Geneva, in a larger-than-life 
adventure. In February 2012, a motion on education for 
First Nations children passed unanimously in the House of 
Commons. The voice of the children had been heard, 
and construction of a new school in Attawapiskat could finally begin.

**Hi-Ho Mistahey!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NF060154,SV</th>
<th>100 min</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>4742</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

In 2008, Shannen Koostachin, 14 years old, had a menace for the children of the community of Attawapiskat. She is able to arrange with the United Nations in Geneva, in a larger-than-life adventure. In February 2012, a motion on education for First Nations children passed unanimously in the House of Commons. The voice of the children had been heard, and construction of a new school in Attawapiskat could finally begin.

**Hieronymus Bosch**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>L122098G,SV</th>
<th>4:28 min</th>
<th>JIS</th>
<th>1996</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - Superstition in
the Middle Ages fired the imagination and is especially
present in the paintings of Hieronymus Bosch, like Ship
of Fools, a metaphor for life as a voyage. Sister Wendy says
Bosch was the last great painter who saw the world in
Gothic terms.

**High Risk Offender**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NF035593,SV</th>
<th>57 min</th>
<th>1998</th>
<th>1183</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Director Barry Greenwald takes his camera into a place
we never thought we'd see so intimately: a high-risk parole office and the people whose lives it touches—prisoners guilty of everything from murder to white-collar crime; officers desperate to keep their clients out of prison and their failures off the files. What you see on-screen is the real thing: raw, revealing and utterly fascinating. Over a 10-month period, we follow six high-risk offenders and the parole officers and therapists whose job is to make sure they stay clean, stay out of trouble and stay out of jail. The offenders put up with urine tests for drugs, random curfew checks and therapy sessions. Most work at it, some feel hopeless, others just go through the motions. Their stories are at turns bizarre, tragic, disturbing and endearing. Frightening and funny, sad and troubling, High Risk Offender is a stunning documentary.

**Home Invasion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>L128170B,SV</th>
<th>4:58 min</th>
<th>JIS</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Whaddyado Series** - 12-year-old Deion Murdock was
home alone in Port Arthur, Texas, when two men broke in
through a window. We hear Deion's 911 call and the
dispatcher's questions. He hides inside his mother's
closet. The burglars hear the police sirens and escape the
house. Whaddyado Tips are: install strong doors with
deadbolt locks, install window locks, get a large dog, install
an alarm system, get neighbors involved, report any
suspicious activity, prepare your children for emergency situations.

**Home Invasion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>L128161E,SV</th>
<th>4:38 min</th>
<th>JIS</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Whaddyado Series** - 911 dispatcher with the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department who received a call from a 7-year-old boy who said guys came to the house with guns to kill his mom and dad. Carlos and his little sister hide in a bathroom, but the intruders kick the door and the children scream. The intruders hear police sirens and leave. At a press conference, Carlos describes how he had practiced calling 911 with his mother.

**Home Invasion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>L126611,SV</th>
<th>2:01 min</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Royal Money Matters Series** - A firefighter tells the Joker that if his house is on fire he should get low, get out, go to the family meeting spot and call 911.

**Hoo Loves You, Baby**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>L126878,SV</th>
<th>22:29 min</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Skatoony: Season 1 (English) Series** - Hoo falls in love with a very hairy contestant, leaves Skatoony and takes off to his jungle paradise. Chudd and Earl drive the Quiz Block, and keep the game rolling while they follow Hoo to the jungle.

**Hooray for Bollywood**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>L126882,SV</th>
<th>22:29 min</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Skatoony: Season 1 (English) Series** - Skatoony gets a Bollywood make-over as Chudd and Early try to stop Attila the Hun from smashing the studio to bits.

**Host of Doom**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>L126921,SV</th>
<th>22 min</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series** - Skatoony goes high-tech when The Grid takes over as quiz host, but as he reveals his own agenda to mechanize everything in sight, only Hoo has enough ape-power to blow the fuse in an epic battle.
Hot Pepper Room
L126122,SV
2:25 min  PJ  2010  2453
Jackie's School of Dance Series - TVOKids host Jackie English teaches kids how to flavour-up their freestyle dancing with various dance moves. The move in the hot pepper room is called The Strut.

House Fire
L128158E,SV
4:01 min  JIS  2010  2453
Whaddya do Tips are: check exhaust pipe for lint, keep lint filter clean, and make sure smoke detectors are working. The Milwaukee Fire Department's program Survive Alive teaches young people what to do when faced with fire.

House Fire
L128166C,SV
4:26 min  JIS  2012  2453
Whaddya do - Nine year old Alysia was in charge of three younger children when a clothes dryer started a house fire. She got the children out to a safe place, notified neighbors in the house and called 911. Whaddya do Tips are: check exhaust pipe for lint, keep lint filter clean, and make sure smoke detectors are working.

How to Write
L126780,SV
3:45 min  PJ  2011  2453
Tumbltown Reads Series - Tumbleweed and his friends text each other all the time and use shortcuts for words and sentences. He learns that when writing his newspaper articles he must use proper grammar, correct spelling and full sentences.

How Big is a Human Brain?
L125581,SV
2:03 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How big is a human brain?

How Big is the Earth
L125600,SV
1:52 min  PJ  2010  2453
Ask Sara Series - How big is the Earth?

How Do Boats with Heavy Loads Float on Water?
L125574,SV
2:25 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How do boats with heavy loads float on water?

How Does Hair Grow?
L125573,SV
1:44 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How does hair grow?

How Many Bones in Our Body?
L125579,SV
1:40 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How many bones do we have in our bodies?

How Many Planets in Our Solar System?
L125582,SV
1:44 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How many planets in our solar system?

How Do You Know if an Animal is Nocturnal?
L125587,SV
3 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How do you know if an animal is nocturnal?

How Do You Know When You're Sunburnt?
L125611,SV
2:38 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How do you know if you have a sunburn?

How Does Bright Light Affect Your Eyes?
L125573,SV
1:44 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How does bright light affect your eyes?

How Does Hair Grow?
L125608,SV
2:59 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How does hair grow?

How Many Bones in the Body?
L125579,SV
1:40 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How many bones do we have in our bodies?

How Many Planets in Our Solar System?
L125582,SV
1:44 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - How many planets in our solar system?

How to Count Change
L126815,SV
3:45 min  PJ  2013  2453
Tumbltown Tales Series - Tumbleweed is working at Sa's Fruit Stand and struggles with making change for paying customers.

How & Why Chameleons Change Color
L125595,SV
2:05 min  PJ  2012  2453
Ask Sara Series - Scientist Sara explains how and why chameleons change their colour.

Hue: A Matter of Colour
NF059141,SV
85 min  2013  1183
Hue, by renowned director and cinematographer Vic Sarin, is a personal, heartfelt investigation into the history and often-tragic effects of colourism-the phenomenon whereby people within the same ethnic group discriminate against each other based on differences in skin tone. Sarin travels to countries in Asia, South America, the Caribbean, South Asia and Africa to discuss this complex cross-cultural social issue with individuals whose lives it affects, including a Filipina entrepreneur whose business has flourished within the billion-dollar skin-whitening industry. Hue leads viewers on a thoughtful and surprising journey to the heart of an insidious social issue that is anything but black and white.

Human Digestive System
L128650,SV
4:23 min  PJJS  2014  2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about the human digestive system. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

New Resources
Human Skeleton
L128638,SV
2:23 min PJIS 2014 2453
*Video Vocab Series*- This live-action video program is about the human skeleton. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Hurricane
L128588,SV
3:15 min PJIS 2014 2453
*Video Vocab Series*- Este programa de video de acciÃ³n en vivo es sobre la palabra huracÃ¡n. El programa estÃ¡ diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensiÃ³n y retenciÃ³n del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografÃ­as, diagramas y etiquetas y grÃ¡ficas. Los espectadores verÃ¡n y escucharÃ±n la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cÃ³mo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Hurricane Preparedness on Dominica
L121936C,SV
6:34 min PJIS 1998 2453
*Landmarks - Caribbean Islands Series*- Dominica lies in the path of the northeast trade winds and experiences heavy rains during the wet season. School children recite a poem about hurricane frequency. The east coast and villages like Riviere Cyrque must be especially prepared. Solid houses, like Felcien's concrete block house, are converted to shelters, but windows and doors must still be secured. Ernie tells about her experience during 1995's Hurricane Marilyn, when homes and agriculture were damaged.

Hurtful Speech
L128182D,SV
5:17 min JIS 2012 2453
*ChatRoom Series*- The teens on the panel discuss a video sketch that shows the presence of marijuana at a friendly card game. Various dangerous consequences for teens smoking pot are noted. Harold mentions the influence of peer pressure.

I Don't Like Reading
L126775,SV
3:45 min PJ 2010 2453
*Tumbletown Reads Series*- Tumbleweed learns about reading things other than books.

I Spy, You Quiz
L126907,SV
21:59 min P 2009 2453
*Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series*- A simple mixup has Chudd doing double duty as quiz show host and secret agent, as he battles an evil mastermind bent on world domination.

I Stink, Therefore I Am
L126871,SV
22:29 min P 2009 2453
*Skatoony: Season 1 (English) Series*- Bigfoot gets a make-over and wins the heart of his dream girl.

I'm Stuck on You
L127087,SV
6 min PJ 2003 2453
*Deaf Planet Series*- With a pocket full of change to buy a new engine for his ship, Max heads off to the rocket wrecking yard with Kendra and WILMA. Unfortunately, a lesson in electromagnets leaves Max's plans up in the air.

Ice Cream Problem
L121997C,SV
4:10 min P 2002 2453
*Megamaths - Problem Solving Series*- At the beach, Princess Nebulous presents Mathman a problem that asks which three ice creams of identical sizes can he buy with 4 pounds. He underlines important words and numbers, visualizes, and multiplies 3 times each size to find the answer.

Identify the problem
L126548,SV
1:45 min PJ 2011 2453
*Royal Money Matters Series*- Samantha Sleuth receives a phone call from a mysterious stranger that begins a seven part mystery that can only be solved by the careful application of the scientific method. In episode one Sam Sleuth is contacted by a mysterious stranger and told to meet at the Junction CafÃ© at 6:30.

Identity Theft
L128160E,SV
2:55 min JIS 2011 2453
*Whaddyado Series*- A young woman responds to a scam artist's lure of winning a free laptop. She is asked for her social security number, personal information and a credit card number. Whaddyado Tips are: never give out your info to unknown solicitors. Identity theft is very difficult to fix. Save your money to buy the desired object.

Illegal Drugs
L128190D,SV
4:50 min JIS 2013 2453
*.ChatRoom Series*- The teens report that marijuana is the most prevalent illegal drug at parties. The panel discusses a video sketch that shows the presence of marijuana at a friendly card game. Various dangerous consequences for teens smoking pot are noted. Harold mentions the influence of peer pressure.

The Importance of Reading
L126529,SV
3:30 min PJ 2013 2453
*Reading Rangers Series*- Ranger Kara is a stranger in a town where nobody learned to read.

In the Money
L121835A,SV
3:27 min JIS 1996 2453
*Deutsch Plus Series*- Nico talks with Anna and Ulli at lunch. He wants to go shopping and asks for advice.

In the Pub
L121830C,SV
5:53 min JIS 1996 2453
*Deutsch Plus Series*- Everyone heads out of the office for the weekend. Ulli, Nico, and Anna meet in the pub. Nico stops at the newsstand afterwards, and a man follows him home.
Public, and everyone in North America is reading Life. Paris. Soon, Vanity Fair is bringing art to the general magazine in 1731 London and to the first photographs in consumerism. We go back to the emergence of the first images and fuelled the growth of both democracy and magazines have created iconic cultural and personal.

**In the Studio**  
L121828F,SV  
1:16 min  JIS  1996  2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Nico and his coworkers watch a Prima Plus segment as it is filmed.

**In this Episode**  
L121828A,SV  
0:52 min  JIS  1996  2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Explains in English who Nico is and what he does, and establishes the Prima Plus setting.

**In Your Dreams**  
L126918,SV  
22 min  P  2009  2453  
*Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series* - Chudda’s slideshow puts everyone to sleep, including himself, and the show transfers to a collective dream world where the games get weird, until Earl reminds everyone they can “live the dream”, and quiz for real.

**Incredible Journeys**  
*For descriptions see individual titles:*  
Arctic Chukchi Sea  
Baby Western Diamondback  
Rattlesnakes  
A Butterfly’s Relay  
Caterpillar and Chrysalis  
Crossing the Sahara  
Crossing the Sonoran Desert  
Gray Whale Nursery  
Marine Forest Off Santa Barbara, CA  
Monarch Eggs  
Open Sea Off San Diego, CA  
A Pack Rat Meal  
A Rattlesnake’s Tale  
Returning Home  
Returning to Winter Grounds  
Seasonal Shelter for Diamondbacks  
Second Leg of the Migration  
Start of the Migration  
Swallow Chicks  
A Swallow’s Odyssey  
Vancouver Island  
A Whale’s Voyage  
Winter Refuge  
Wrestling for a Mate

**Inquire Within : Implementing Inquiry and Argument-Based Science Standards in Grades 3-8**  
L121473,BK  
364 p.  ISE  2014  5108  
A guide to using inquiry-based instruction as a central strategy for teaching science which offers suggestions on developing teaching competencies and strategies.

**Inside la Puck**  
L126905,SV  
21:59 min  P  2009  2453  
*Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series* - Chudda learns to be careful of what you wish for, when magic has them playing the game from the inside... of Charles La Puck!

**Inside the Great Magazines - Part I: The Power of the Image**  
L1260965,SV  
48 min  2007  5182  
PART I: The Power of the ImagePart One explores how magazines have created iconic cultural and personal images and fuelled the growth of both democracy and consumerism. We go back to the emergence of the first magazine in 1731 London and to the first photographs in Paris. Soon, Vanity Fair is bringing art to the general public, and everyone in North America is reading Life.
Iona, Scotland 800 AD
L122097D.SV
2:54 min
PJ 2010
2453
Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series - Christian monks on the island of Iona created the Book of Kells and protected it from Viking raids until it was stolen and hidden. Two hundred years later it was found, but during restoration, the book was cut smaller, altering the images. Business transactions were written in, and people signed their names.

Irregular verbs
L121839C.SV
2:05 min
JIS 1996
2453
Deutsch Plus Series - Ulli tells Nico he may have found a room for him to rent. Then Nico goes down to the editing suite to help Elke. Elke helps him understand verb that have separable prefixes.

Afghanistan War
3:01 min
ISA 2012
2453
Following the 9/11 attacks, what was the appropriate level of response? Was the U.S. justified in taking military action in Afghanistan? Was regime change necessary in Afghanistan?

Amistad Revolt
2:22 min
ISA 2012
2453
What should the U.S. have done with the Africans who revolted aboard the schooner Amistad? Was morality involved, or was it a purely legal decision? Were there any valid arguments for returning the Africans to Spanish custody?

Anthracite Coal Strike of 1902
2:21 min
ISA 2012
2453
Should President Roosevelt have taken control of Pennsylvania’s anthracite mines? Can the federal government nationalize an industry in a time of crisis? Archival film footage show the violence engendered by this strike.

Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
2:42 min
ISA 2012
2453
Was dropping the atomic bomb just or unjust? Were the attacks a horrifying example of mass destruction, or were they morally justifiable given that they represented a quick end to the war?

Brown v. Board of Education
2:35 min
ISA 2012
2453
Did the Supreme Court have the right and the authority to outlaw segregation in public schools? Or, was this an issue to be determined by Congress and the states?

Chinese Exclusion Act
2:44 min
ISA 2012
2453
Was the Chinese Exclusion Act enacted to protect American workers or can it only be described as an overtly racist policy? What can we learn from history about the immigration debates of today?

Columbus’s Voyages to the New World
2:03 min
ISA 2012
2453
How should his legacy be assessed? Was Columbus a ruthless invader or a bold, innovative explorer? Viewers consider opposing points of view.

Constitutional Convention
2:50 min
ISA 2012
2453
Did the compromises that took place in 1787 get it right? Did we effectively balance a strong national government with states’ rights?

Cuban Missile Crisis
2:31 min
ISA 2012
2453
When Fidel Castro overthrew Cuba’s existing government and adopted communism, the threat of communism was at America’s door. To what extent should the U.S. have used force to remove Soviet missiles from Cuba?

DDT Ban
2:53 min
ISA 2012
2453
Should the DDT ban gone into effect? Do the economic and industrial benefits of a new technology outweigh the potential threats it poses to the environment?

Feminist Movement
2:37 min
ISA 2012
2453
Can the decades-old debate over the Equal Rights Amendment be reduced to simple pros and cons? If the ERA had been ratified, would American society be any different today?

Indian Removal
2:10 min
ISA 2012
2453
Was the Indian Removal Act of 1830 the best way to end violent conflicts between Native Americans and white settlers?

Jamestown Settlement
2:37 min
ISA 2012
2453
Why did the first permanent English settlement in America flounder? Was collectivism to blame? To what extent was the Jamestown Company responsible?

League of Nations
2:30 min
ISA 2012
2453
What were the pros and cons of U.S. membership? Should America have joined the League?

Mexican-American War
2:53 min
ISA 2012
2453
Was the conflict a justified response to Mexican aggression or an unscrupulous land grab fueled by the pioneer spirit of the day?

New Deal: Social Security Act
2:54 min
ISA 2012
2453
A critical element of the President’s New Deal was the Social Security Act. Was Social Security the best approach to providing income to retired and unemployed people? Should the federal government have pursued a more radical approach? Should the government have done nothing?

Reconstruction
2:41 min
ISA 2012
2453
In the aftermath of the Civil War, America faced the difficult task of bringing rebellious states back into the fold. Should reconstruction have been radical or lenient? Was it accomplished in the right way?
### Rise of Organized Labor

2:55 min | ISA | 2012 | 2453

Are labor unions necessary to ensure fair negotiations between workers and employers? Or, do they harm U.S. industry and threaten the rights of business owners? Archival film footage brings these issues alive.

### Salem Witch Trials

2:13 min | ISA | 2012 | 2453

Did the witch hunts spring from a genuine belief in witchcraft or were other sociological factors at work? What was really behind the witch trials?

### Scopes Trial

2:31 min | ISA | 2012 | 2453

William Jennings Bryan and Clarence Darrow, argued the case. Did Scopes have a right to intellectual freedom and to teach evolution? Did the state have the right to mandate teaching of biblical creation?

### Secession of the Southern States

2:17 min | ISA | 2012 | 2453

Was secession justified, or was such an action illegal? Preserve the Union or allow a self-determining Confederate nation to form? >What was the right course to take?

### Slavery and the American Revolution

2:17 min | ISA | 2012 | 2453

Did the American Revolution significantly improve the condition and status of black Americans, or was it a lost opportunity?

### Space Race

3:04 min | ISA | 2012 | 2453

Did the U.S. have its priorities right when it aimed for a manned lunar mission? Was the moon landing an event worthy of the money and effort put into it? Could American resources have been better spent?

### Spanish-American War

2:28 min | ISA | 2012 | 2453

Was the war an imperialist adventure or a humanitarian conflict? Did the United States have a valid reason to enter the war between Spain and Cuba?

### Transatlantic Slave Trade

2:31 min | ISA | 2012 | 2453

How was the world’s most inhumane practice viewed in earlier centuries? Why did it begin and why was it tolerated for so long? Was the idea legitimately more reasonable in the 1500s and 1600s?

### It Could Be You

L126906,SV

21:59 min | P | 2009 | 2453

Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series - One lucky family gets Skatoony broadcasting from their living room, where the end-of-the-round ejections elicit some surprisingly strong results.

### Itch

NF060377,SV

1 min | 2013 | 1183

Itch is an abstract expression of what it feels like to experience an eczema flare-up. This short was made for the ninth edition of the NFBs animation program for emerging filmmakers, Hothouse.

### The Itch

L127082,SV

6 min | PJ | 2003 | 2453

Deaf Planet Series - With the professor suffering from an incurable itch, Kendra, Max, and WILMA agree to be shrunk down to investigate the problem. Are they ready for anything? They are shocked with what they discover at the source.

### Jackson Pollock

L122106A,SV

5:04 min | JIS | 1996 | 2453

Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series - In New York, Sister Wendy notes the American influence on art since the 1950’s with large paintings by Jackson Pollock who dribbled and dripped paint onto his canvas, as in Lavender Mist. Sister Wendy discusses Pollock’s life and method of painting. She points out that the artist’s movements and ideas are apparent in his painting.

### Jasper Johns

L122106E,SV

2:07 min | JIS | 1996 | 2453

Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series - Sister Wendy asks when conceptual art is great art. Jasper Johns uses American iconography, maps, the flag, letters, and numbers in his art. Sister Wendy says Johns has influenced the minimalists of the sixties.

### Je pue, donc je suis

L126884,SV

22:20 min | P | 2009 | 2453

Skatoony: Season 1 (French) Series - Bigfoot, complâtement transformâ(c) grââce aux soins de Earl, râ(c)ussit À* gagner le coeur de la fille de ses râ(ves).

### Jersey Pillow

L126732,SV

2:50 min | PJ | 2009 | 2453

Transform It! Series - This series teaches children how to make interesting & fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode Ryan makes a pillow from an old shirt.
J’espère, donc je te quizz!
L126933.SV
22:30 min P 2009 2453
Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series - À* la suite d’une erreur d’identité(c), il incombe À* Chudd de pr(A)cisenter la* À*mision tout en menant une mission dà* espionnage oÀ* il devra lutter contre un savant fou qui veut rÀ*cgner sur la planÀ*te.

Charles, l’alter ego du cinéaste, n’arrive pas à saisir même des mains pour l’amener à se rappeler ce nom. Mais Charles et son ancienne gardienne, qui font des pieds et des personnalités (S1(B animées, sans compter la mère d’Américain Password, le film présente une (S0(B brochette inconscient. Inspirée de la célèbre émission de télé d’une troublante incursion dans les méandres de l’inconscient, une maladresse assez fréquente en société, le court métrage oscarisé Ryan, utilise dans Jeu de l’inconscient une maladresse assez fréquente en société, Charles luttait avec cette redoutable question : (S0(B Bon sang, film vous incitera à vous pardonner, lorsque vous lorgnerez. Le malaise senclenche à la vue d’un vieux 10 min 2013 4742

Jeu de l’inconscient
NF059910.SV
10 min 2013 4742
Perdu dans la foule d’un bar, Charles sent monter langoureuse. Le malaise s’encroûne à la vue d’un vieux copain oui, son vieil ami ce type Voyons, comment s’appelle-t-il, déjà...Le réalisateur Chris Landreth, qui signe le court métrage oscarisé Ryan, utilise dans Jeu de l’inconscient une maladresse assez fréquente en société, Charles luttait avec cette redoutable question : (S0(B Bon sang, film vous incitera à vous pardonner, lorsque vous lorgnerez. Le malaise senclenche à la vue d’un vieux 10 min 2013 4742

Jewish Purim
L121956A.SV
4:55 min PJ 2010 2453
Let’s Celebrate Series - Thomas Tinker introduces the program on the Jewish festival of Purim. Twins Eden and Lulu try on costumes to wear to school on Purim. The children fashion noise makers from plastic bottles and prepare bags with cookies and special triangle treats, Hamantaschen, for family and friends.

Ji t’aime bÀ(c)bÀ(c)
L126891.SV
22:08 min P 2009 2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (French) Series - Ki tombe amoureux d’un candidat très poilu. Il quitte l’À(c)mision et s’enfuit à la suite d’une erreur d’identité(c), il incombe À* Chudd de pr(A)cisenter la* À*mision tout en menant une mission dà* espionnage oÀ* il devra lutter contre un savant fou qui veut rÀ*cgner sur la planÀ*te.

Jigsaw Jill
For descriptions see individual titles:
Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Nature Carton Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Nature Carton Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Noise Maker Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Noise Maker Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Noise Maker Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Noise Maker Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Octopus Holder Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Octopus Holder Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Octopus Holder Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Octopus Holder Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Paper Sunpllasses Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Paper Sunpllasses Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Paper Sunpllasses Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Paper Sunglasses Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Pasta Bugs Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Pasta Bugs Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Pasta Bugs Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Pasta Bugs Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Pinata Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Pinata Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Pinata Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Pinata Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Pompo Caterpillar Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Pompo Caterpillar Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Pompo Caterpillar Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Pompo Caterpillar Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Popsicle Stick Cabin Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Popsicle Stick Cabin Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Popsicle Stick Cabin Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Popsicle Stick Cabin Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Reading Worm Night Light Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Reading Worm Night Light Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Reading Worm Night Light Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Reading Worm Night Light Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Sandwich Bag Monster Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Sandwich Bag Monster Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Sandwich Bag Monster Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Sandwich Bag Monster Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Sanika’s Pencil Holder Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Sanika’s Pencil Holder Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Sanika’s Pencil Holder Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Sanika’s Pencil Holder Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Silly Scarecrow Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Silly Scarecrow Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Silly Scarecrow Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Silly Scarecrow Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Sock Puppet part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Sock Puppet part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Sock Puppet part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Sock Puppet part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Souvenir Holder Part 1
Jigsaw Jill: Souvenir Holder Part 2
Jigsaw Jill: Souvenir Holder Part 3
Jigsaw Jill: Souvenir Holder Part 4
Jigsaw Jill: Thasha’s Popsicle Stick Frame Part 1

New Resources
Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 1  
L126142,SV  
0:42 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 2  
L126143,SV  
1:30 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 3  
L126144,SV  
1:39 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 4  
L126145,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 1  
L126146,SV  
0:58 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 2  
L126147,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 3  
L126148,SV  
1:30 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 4  
L126149,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 1  
L126142,SV  
0:42 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 2  
L126143,SV  
1:30 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 3  
L126144,SV  
1:39 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 4  
L126145,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 1  
L126146,SV  
0:58 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 2  
L126147,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 3  
L126148,SV  
1:30 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 4  
L126149,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 1  
L126146,SV  
0:58 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 2  
L126147,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 3  
L126148,SV  
1:30 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 4  
L126149,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 1  
L126142,SV  
0:42 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 2  
L126143,SV  
1:30 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 3  
L126144,SV  
1:39 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Accordion Puppet Part 4  
L126145,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 1  
L126146,SV  
0:58 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 2  
L126147,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 3  
L126148,SV  
1:30 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 4  
L126149,SV  
1:14 min  PJ 2011 2453

Jigsaw Jill Series - Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 2 Jill starts off with oranges and cloves, and reminds that safety comes first! She pushes the cloves into the orange.

Jigsaw Jill Series - Jigsaw Jill: Air Freshener Part 3 Jill introduces the craft. On today’s Jigsaw Jill show I will show you how to make a nifty accordion puppet.

Jill adds strings to her guitar. Well thank you Joanna for your lovely percussion instrument, and together with this guitar, why I almost have a band. A one woman band. Yodelahoe hoo!!! Thanks for watching the Jigsaw Jill show!
to make and customize your own party crown. Like here is one for Princess P with little cupcakes, or one can customize them to the occasion. Or to the person. Invited to a party or throwing a party, which happens a fair Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. When I'm making paper sunglasses, and we are gonna try it out. Don't go anywhere, after this next show, I'll be making Jacob's Paper Sunglasses, right here on the Jigsaw Jill show.

Ok, so the important part of making sunglasses is being able to see through them, so we cut out oval shapes a bit bigger than your eye. We also have to make sure they fit round the head. Cuz everyone's head size is different. Next step is to make them cool, so watch this show, c'mon on back and we will finish up the paper sunglasses.

Jigsaw Jill: Paper Sunglasses Part 2
L126302,SV
1:12 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill cuts out the shape of the glasses. Ok, so the important part of making sunglasses is being able to see through them, so we cut out oval shapes a bit bigger than your eye. We also have to make sure they fit round the head. Cuz everyone’s head size is different. Next step is to make them cool, so watch this show, c’mon on back and we will finish up the paper sunglasses.

Jigsaw Jill: Paper Sunglasses Part 3
L126304,SV
1:49 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill personalizes the sunglasses. Let’s make these Paper Sunglasses as personal as possible, we are gonna put shiny stickers all the way around the outside. Or you can decorate them any way you like. Time to try them on... fancy! Thanks Jacob for sending in your craft, and thanks to all y'all for watching the Jigsaw Jill show!

Jigsaw Jill: Paper Sunglasses Part 4
L126305,SV
0:58 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recap's the craft and pitches for more ideas. I'm not wearing my safety glasses right now, I'm wearing my paper sunglasses. Feels like I'm flirting with danger.

Jigsaw Jill: Party Crown Part 1
L126306,SV
1:01 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. When I'm invited to a party or throwing a party, which happens a fair bit I might add, I make it fun by making party crowns. You can customize them to the occasion. Or to the person. Like here is one for Princess P with little cupcakes, or one for me with safety goggles. Don’t go anywhere, after this next great show on TVO Kids weekends, I’ll show you how to make and customize your own party crown.

Jigsaw Jill: Party Crown Part 2
L126307,SV
1:29 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill makes the crown out of construction paper. You’ll notice I’m wearing the crown that I’m teaching you how to make. And that it feels like a party. But its time to get serious. So off with the crown, and on with the safety goggles! First step is to make the crown so that it is the right size for your head, and decorate.

Jigsaw Jill: Party Crown Part 3
L126308,SV
1:18 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill decorates the crown. To finish the crown, add pipe cleaners and decorations. You’ll notice that depending on what you put on the end of the crown, the party flavour is different.

Jigsaw Jill: Party Crown Part 4
L126309,SV
1:18 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft. On today's Jigsaw Jill show we made party crowns! See? Nothing brings the party like a Party Crown!

Jigsaw Jill: Pasta Bugs Part 1
L126310,SV
1:23 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. So you're mamma probably told you not to play with your food. I know my mamma did. And she is of course absolutely right. When you are at the dinner table. In the workshop, its a whole different ball game. Its not so playing with food, as fooding with play. Or whatever. Listen to this craft by Joanne, 6, Toronto Get a one cup of pasta 2. Soak your pasta in warm water until soft. 2. Then you shape your pasta into the shape of your favorite bug. 3. You let it dry. 4. Paint it the colour of your choice. 5. Mount your completed bug on a cardboard paper and hang it on the wall. It is when they are an expression of your creativity. Like now with pasta. This is one bug you don't wanna squoosh.

Jigsaw Jill: Pasta Bugs Part 2
L126311,SV
2 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill molds the pasta into the shape of a bug. Alright so here we have some cooked pasta. You know its cooked enough if it feels like brains when you touch it. Or at least what you think brains might feel like. I hope none of you have actually touched any. But before I touch anything that reminds me of brains, you know me. Safety first. Gonna get some safety gear on.

Jigsaw Jill: Pasta Bugs Part 3
L126312,SV
1:47 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill paints the pasta bug. The irony of this craft is that the only time you really want bugs around is when they are an expression of your creativity. Like now with pasta. This is one bug you don’t wanna squoosh.

Jigsaw Jill: Pasta Bugs Part 4
L126313,SV
1:10 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft, and pitches for more ideas. Jill is cooing over her bug pet... she notices the camera and recovers her self.
New Resources

Jigsaw Jill: Pinata Part 2
L126315,SV
1:27 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill covers a balloon with paper machier. Jill has a big, blown up balloon. She explains how to make up the machier glue mixture, and begins covering it strips of newspaper.

Jigsaw Jill: Pinata Part 3
L126316,SV
1:32 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill decorates her pinata. Jill decorates the pinata with colourful paper.

Jigsaw Jill: Pinata Part 4
L126317,SV
1:06 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft, and pitches for more ideas.

Jigsaw Jill: Pompon Caterpillar Part 1
L126318,SV
0:53 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. You know I like to do crafts on the weekend... but it doesn’t hurt if the craft has a practical purpose. And if there is one thing that irks me its drafts. Not drafts of screenplays, but draft under doorways. So on today’s show we are going to make your very own pompon caterpillar that will block any draft.

Jigsaw Jill: Pompon Caterpillar Part 2
L126319,SV
2:12 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill makes the pompons using cardboard and yarn. First step of craft is making the pompons. Put two piece of doughnut shaped cardboard together with a slit and wind the wool around. This can take a while* but once you are done it looks like *this*. Wind the wool around the middle, and cut along the edge. Now you are going to want a few pompoms of different colours, and may even a couple of small ones for the tail. The more pompons, the longer the caterpillar and you need it to reach across the doorway.

Jigsaw Jill: Pompon Caterpillar Part 3
L126320,SV
1:07 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill ties all the pompoms together and adds some eyes. Tie the middles of the pompoms together and add some eyes. Use small pompoms for the tail.

Jigsaw Jill: Pompon Caterpillar Part 4
L126321,SV
0:58 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps her craft, and pitches for more ideas. Cooking is up next on TVO Kids weekend after this next show.

Jigsaw Jill: Popsicle Stick Cabin Part 1
L126322,SV
1:06 min  PJ  2012  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. A classic crafting item is the Popsicle Stick. Now you can get these by eating an awful lot of popsicles, hanging out with people who eat a lot of popsicles, or from a store. Send in by Julia, age 5. Toronto Get a small cardboard box (about 3”x3”). Glue popsicle sticks to the four sides of the box. Colour popsicle sticks with marker, or decorate creatively as you like. Get a piece of thick poster or card stock paper, fold it in half - this will be used to make a peaked roof. Glue the paper to sides of the house. Use your house for small toys or dolls.

Jigsaw Jill: Popsicle Stick Cabin Part 2
L126323,SV
1:19 min  PJ  2012  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill glues the sticks to the box. First step of craft is to use your wood glue to glue the popsicles sticks. The first step is a lot like the second, third and forth steps. Regardless, before I do any steps you know me safety first, gotta get my safety goggles on. And when wood is involved, you’d better get that helmet on too.

Jigsaw Jill: Popsicle Stick Cabin Part 3
L126324,SV
1:43 min  PJ  2012  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill adds a roof, and shows another way to make a house. Finish off the craft. Well thank you Julia for your suggestion. Thanks for watching the Jigsaw Jill show!

Jigsaw Jill: Popsicle Stick Cabin Part 4
L126325,SV
1:21 min  PJ  2012  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft and pitches for more ideas. Show off different ways to use popsicle sticks. Now if only I could find a popsicle big enough to make a real cabin with. Now that would be a craft and a half!

Jigsaw Jill: Reading Worm Night Light Part 1
L126326,SV
1:20 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Now watching all the great shows here on TVO Kids weekend is certainly a blast... but what happens at 4pm when it’s over? You go and do something active? Spend time with your family? There is lots to do... so what happens at the end of the day when you are tuned in your bed and realize that you didn’t do any reading? You need a reading light! It is no doubt for this very reason that Nahiyon has sent in a Reading Worm Nightlight Craft.

Jigsaw Jill: Reading Worm Night Light Part 2
L126327,SV
1:30 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill covers a flashlight in newspaper. First step in turning a flashlight into a caterpillar is to use newspaper and glue to cover the body of the flashlight. Before I do any of that... Jigsaw Jill says safety first! Got to get my safety goggles on! This is not unlike paper-mâché(c)... except that we don’t have to worry about structure, because the flashlight is most sturdy. Alright, so I’ve finished the messy part, but its going to need a moment to dry.

Jigsaw Jill: Reading Worm Night Light Part 3
L126328,SV
1:44 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Now watching all the great shows here on TVO Kids weekend is certainly a blast... but what happens at 4pm when it’s over? You go and do something active? Spend time with your family? There is lots to do... so what happens at the end of the day when you are tuned in your bed and realize that you didn’t do any reading? You need a reading light! It is no doubt for this very reason that Nahiyon has sent in a Reading Worm Nightlight Craft.

Jigsaw Jill: Reading Worm Night Light Part 4
L126329,SV
0:55 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Now watching all the great shows here on TVO Kids weekend is certainly a blast... but what happens at 4pm when it’s over? You go and do something active? Spend time with your family? There is lots to do... so what happens at the end of the day when you are tuned in your bed and realize that you didn’t do any reading? You need a reading light! It is no doubt for this very reason that Nahiyon has sent in a Reading Worm Nightlight Craft.

Jigsaw Jill: Sandwich Bag Monster Part 1
L126330,SV
0:53 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Well I don’t like monsters under my bed. But on my bedside tableSo on today’s Jigsaw Jill show we are going to make an sandwich bag monster. And as a bonus... you get to reuse these weird sandwich bag boxes.
New Resources

Jigsaw Jill: Sandwich Bag Monster Part 2
L126331,SV
2:08 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill papers the box, and adds feet and a tail. Alright, there is more to this cute little monsters, so lets watch this next great show here on TVO Kids weekends, then we will finish off the sandwich bag monster here on the Jigsaw Jill show.

Jigsaw Jill: Sandwich Bag Monster Part 3
L126332,SV
1:43 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill adds the final touches to the monster. Finish off the monster. Add egg carton bumps with dots in them as eyes, and add white teeth along the sandwich bag opening. Now no one will touch your stuff.

Jigsaw Jill: Sandwich Bag Monster Part 4
L126333,SV
1:13 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft. We welcome to the Jigsaw Jill show here. We add an egg carton mouth, two eyes and white teeth along the sandwich bag opening. Now no one will touch it, because only I am brave enough to reach inside a monster's mouth. Kidding a' course.

Jigsaw Jill: Sanika's Pencil Holder Part 1
L126334,SV
1:05 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Welcome to the Jigsaw Jill show here on TVO Kids Weekends. I'm Jigsaw Jill. Now we live in a multi-media world... but nothing gives me the ol' fashioned warm and fuzzies like a piece of snail mail. And I have one right here. This is a craft sent in by Sanika, she says will you please make my pencil holder. Well I sure can, and I sure will. On todays Jigsaw Jill show we are going to make Sanika's pencil holder. And I have a surprise twist.

Jigsaw Jill: Sanika's Pencil Holder Part 2
L126335,SV
1:36 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill molds clay into the shape of the holder. First step of is using air-drying clay to shape the holder. Before we do any clay shaping, Jigsaw Jill says Safety first! You want it to be tall enough so that the pencil's don't fall out. Its all about the walls being taller than the mid-point on the pencil.

Jigsaw Jill: Sanika's Pencil Holder Part 3
L126336,SV
1:22 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill decorates the clay with pipe cleaners and eyes. Alright so once the clay is shaped... you Sanika suggests we use pipe cleaners and googly eyes to decorate. That's one thing that Sanika and I have in common... we love the googly eyes. They just make me giggles! So if your a special halloween twist, we can decorate it with angry eyebrows and orange pipe and you have a seasonal things... make it a little bigger and it can hold your door candy.

Jigsaw Jill: Sanika's Pencil Holder Part 4
L126337,SV
1:04 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft and pitches for more ideas.

Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 1
L126338,SV
0:45 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 1 Jill introduces the craft.

Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 2
L126339,SV
0:54 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 2 Jill starts off with a box and tapes down the top. She covers the box with paper and begins cutting the box so it opens.

Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 3
L126340,SV
1:35 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 3 Jill shows how you open your secret box, and decorates it with a nice cover.

Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 4
L126341,SV
0:43 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jigsaw Jill: Secret Box Part 4 Jill recaps the craft and pitches for kids to email in with their craft ideas.

Jigsaw Jill: Silly Scarecrow Part 1
L126342,SV
1:22 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Now don't get me wrong, I love animals... horses, tigers, frogs... my husband Jim. Just kidding a corse. But sometimes animals can be a pest too... so when I plant a crop of corn or something' and the crows come screeching in to eat all up... I need to scare em away. That's called a scare crow. Which is the inspiration behind today's craft sent in by Emma, 7 Chatham. You will need crayons, scissors, glue, paper, string, black marker and a hole punch. What to do: First take the paper and draw the body parts separately (2 arms, 2 legs, 1 shirt, 1 pair of shoes, 1 pair of pants, 1 head) and colour. Then you cut them out. Next glue it all together*** and after that with the black marker make a face. Finally, hole punch and tie a string. That is how you make a silly scarecrow puppet.

Jigsaw Jill: Silly Scarecrow Part 2
L126343,SV
1:39 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill cuts out the body parts. First step of craft is to cut out each part of of the scare crow, but before I do any cutting, you know me safety first, gotta get my safety goggles on. Now what we do is we cut out the pocket, making sure we go outside the stitching so that it stays together. Come on back y'all and we will decorate and mount it. But first this great show on the weekend. Oh the weekend. End of the week... beginning of wonderful shows.

Jigsaw Jill: Silly Scarecrow Part 3
L126344,SV
1:51 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill cuts out the body parts. First step of craft is to cut out each part of the scare crow, but before I do any cutting, you know me safety first, gotta get my safety goggles on. Now what we do is we cut out the pocket, making sure we go outside the stitching so that it stays together. Come on back y'all and we will decorate and mount it. But first this great show on the weekend. Oh the weekend. End of the week... beginning of wonderful shows.

Jigsaw Jill: Silly Scarecrow Part 4
L126345,SV
1:04 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill cuts out the body parts. First step of craft is to cut out each part of the scare crow, but before I do any cutting, you know me safety first, gotta get my safety goggles on. Now what we do is we cut out the pocket, making sure we go outside the stitching so that it stays together. Come on back y'all and we will decorate and mount it. But first this great show on the weekend. Oh the weekend. End of the week... beginning of wonderful shows.
Jigsaw Jill: Snow Globe Part 1
L126346,SV
1:18 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Ushnah, age 10 has sent in a mail to tvokids.com asking me to make a snow globe. And I have to admit, I’m really excited by the prospect. Mostly because when I was growing up in the south that was the only place there was snow. Was in my snow globe. Sorry. Didn’t mean to get all emotional on the Jigsaw Jill show. Just a little nostalgia is all.

Jigsaw Jill: Snow Globe Part 2
L126347,SV
1:31 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill glues the figurine to the inside of the lid of the jar. First step in making a snow globe is getting creative. Need to think about what figurine will be the star of the snow show. But first thing’s first and that’s safety! So before I make any creative decisions, Jigsaw Jill says safety first! Got to get my safety goggles on. This here is my husband Jim’s favourite figurine... so its perfect for a snow globe. I’m going to glue it (or plasticine it) to the inside of the lid of the jar. Next step is to make it snow! But first another great show is playing on TVO Kids Weekends. So let’s watch and then we will finish off the snow globe.

Jigsaw Jill: Snow Globe Part 3
L126348,SV
1:17 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill fills the jar with water and glitter. So the glue is dry... you can shake this lid and the figurine stays on there nice and tight. Time to turn it into a snow globe. Fill the jar with water... add the snow... some sparkles will do. Fasten the lid âº f and there you go! Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow! Thanks Ushnah for sending in your craft, and thanks to all y’all for watching the Jigsaw Jill show!

Jigsaw Jill: Snow Globe Part 4
L126349,SV
1:10 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill pitches for more craft ideas... I can’t stop making it snow.... feels like I have harnessed the power of mother nature. Maybe next time I’ll make a rain globe.

Jigsaw Jill: Sock Bug Part 1
L126350,SV
0:52 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. On today’s show I’m going to make a craft that Princess P sent in, “Dear Jill... I need a wonderful friend and decoration for my kitchen. Can you make me one?” A friend and a decoration? I have just the thing. A lovable Sock Bug! They are cute and cuddly, just like the princess.

Jigsaw Jill: Sock Bug Part 2
L126351,SV
1:55 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill stuffs a sock with polyfill. First step in making a sock bug is to take off your socks! Just kidding, you will want to use unwanted socks for this craft. But one thing I never kid about is safety... safety goggles on! Cut out the end of the sock and stuff it with polyfill. Cut like so to make the arms and the legs.

Jigsaw Jill: Sock Bug Part 3
L126352,SV
1:58 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill adds the eyes and legs to the bug. Add the feathered boa, and the chenille sticks and the eyes. Now let’s see what happens when you put it in your workspace. Awww... I feel the love from the bug. Thanks Princess for such a great request! And thank you for watching the Jigsaw Jill show!

Jigsaw Jill: Sock Bug Part 4
L126353,SV
1:35 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft, and pitches for more ideas! Phone call with Princess. Next time I’m going to make a tougher sock bug for my workshop. This one is too pastel for the room.

Jigsaw Jill: Sock Puppet part 1
L126354,SV
0:47 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Jill introduces the puppet version of Jigsaw Jim to the viewers!

Jigsaw Jill: Sock Puppet part 2
L126355,SV
1:52 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill adds a tongue to the puppet. Jill glues some features onto a sock. Jill shows different ways to create a puppet out of a sock. She adds eyes, hair and a nose.

Jigsaw Jill: Sock Puppet part 3
L126356,SV
1:48 min  PJ  2011  2011
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill adds a tongue to the puppet. Jill glues some features onto a sock. Jill shows different ways to create a puppet out of a sock. She adds eyes, hair and a nose.

Jigsaw Jill: Sock Puppet part 4
L126357,SV
1:16 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft, and pitches for more ideas.

Jigsaw Jill: Souvenir Holder Part 1
L126358,SV
1:03 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill says how she and Jigsaw Jim like to go to the beach together and collect things. She introduces her beach bowl craft.

Jigsaw Jill: Souvenir Holder Part 2
L126359,SV
1:22 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill begins with a glass jar, and begins taping pictures to the inside of the jar and filling it with sand.

Jigsaw Jill: Souvenir Holder Part 3
L126360,SV
1:10 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill has finished filling the jar with sand, and sticks a photo on a twig into the sand. She then covers the top of the sand with various shells.

Jigsaw Jill: Souvenir Holder Part 4
L126361,SV
1:37 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft and pitches for more craft ideas.

Jigsaw Jill: Thasha’s Popsicle Stick Frame Part 1
L126362,SV
1:01 min  PJ  2011  2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Welcome to the Jigsaw Jill show here on TVO Kids Weekends. I’m Jigsaw Jill. Now I spend a lot of time in my workshop, so I like to have pictures of people and things that are important to me so that I remember to leave once in a while. Here is a picture of my husband Jim for example. Gotta make sure I go home to him once in a while. On today’s Jigsaw Jill show, I will be making the craft that Thasha sent me to tvokids.com... its a lovely picture frame made outta popsicle sticks! Yup. A classic. And I’m gonna spice it up so watch this next show and come on back.

New Resources
Jigsaw Jill: Thasha's Popsicle Stick Frame Part 2
L126363,SV
1:29 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill sizes the frame and begins gluing sticks together. First step is to size the frame. Safety first! Before we do any sizing, Gotta get my safety glasses on. Once we know how big the frame needs to be its time to glue it up. Today I'm going to spice up the frame. Come on back.

Jigsaw Jill: Thasha's Popsicle Stick Frame Part 3
L126364,SV
1:30 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill decorates the frame with pine cones and leaves. Now there are lots of ways you can decorate a frame... today I'm going to take some pine cones, dry leaves and other fall type stuff and glue it on the frame. See, doesn't Jim look handsome now?

Jigsaw Jill: Thasha's Popsicle Stick Frame Part 4
L126365,SV
1:07 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft and pitches for more ideas. On today's show Thasha suggested I make a popsicle stick frame, and I did. Next time it could be your craft that I make!

Jigsaw Jill: Tic Tac Toe Part 1
L126366,SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces her craft. Now I know when you look at me, you think å“that Jigsaw Jillå” s a fun gal. I bet she knows how to party,å“ And youå” d be absolutely right. I like playing games, which is why on todayå” s Jigsaw Jill show å“ ll show you how to make a tic tac toe game out of little sticks and stones you can find anywhere. That way, even if you are stuck in the woods, camping, or on a desert island, you can still play a fun game!

Jigsaw Jill: Tic Tac Toe Part 2
L126367,SV
1:21 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill forms the game out of wood and stones for a more rugged look. You can also use burlap and twine for a more delicate look. Or you can use burlap and twine for a more delicate look. Now you are ready to play. Want a gaminå° trick? If you are going first, put your piece in the corner.

Jigsaw Jill: Tic Tac Toe Part 3
L126368,SV
1:25 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill makes the game pieces using small twigs and stones. Make the little xå° s and find some flat stones for oå° s. Now you are ready to play. Want a gaminå° trick? If you are going first, put your piece in the corner.

Jigsaw Jill: Tic Tac Toe Part 4
L126369,SV
1:02 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps her craft, and pitches for more ideas. Canå° t wait for my husband to come back from wool gathering to play my new game with meå° f Cooking is up next on TVO Kids weekend after this next show.

Jigsaw Jill: Tussie Mussie Part 1
L126370,SV
1:16 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Now take a deep breath. In. What do you smell? I smell sawdust, glue, creative juices. And I smell a Tussie Mussie! A what you say? A tussie mussie! This thing-a-ma-jig right here. A hundred years ago people used them to pretty up the smell of a place, and it works just as well today.

Jigsaw Jill: Tussie Mussie Part 2
L126371,SV
1:38 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill mixes up a combination of scented herbs and spices. First step of craft is to select some fine smelling herbs, rosemary, Lavender and sage. You may want to crush them a bit to bring out the sent. Now before I do any herb crushing, you know me, safety first. Got to put my safety goggles on! Now that it smells nice, we have to make it pretty so watch this next show, come on back and we will finish off tussing this mussie.

Jigsaw Jill: Tussie Mussie Part 3
L126372,SV
1:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill wraps the herbs in a doily and ties it off with a ribbon. Finish the tussie mussie by wrapping it in a doily and tying it with ribbon. Or you can use burlap and twine for a more rugged look.

Jigsaw Jill: Tussie Mussie Part 4
L126373,SV
1:07 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft and pitches for more ideas. Deep inhale! Smells like sawdust, creative spirit and sage. Cooking is up next on TVO Kids weekend after this next show.

Jigsaw Jill: Wacky Drum Part 1
L126374,SV
1:22 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill introduces the craft. Now when my friends get together to talk about me, and you know people do love to talk. They say Jigsaw Jill I... now there is a gall who marches to the beat of her own drum . By Thurga, 10, Toronto To make a wacky drum you'll need 4 strong wooden blocks. Then glue gun them in to a square and then take clear duck tape and put it all around so when you poke it with your finger it does not break. For the stick you take a wooden cylinder and a clothes-making tape and rubber bands. So you take your stick and make a stick with the masking tape on the top then put the cloth on. Then where the masking tape is you put the rubber band so on then you get a wack sound when you hit your drum!

Jigsaw Jill: Wacky Drum Part 2
L126375,SV
2:10 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill forms the drum out of wood and tape. But before I make anything... you know me. Safety first. Gotta get those safety goggles on. And because this is a noisy craft, its is also important to have adequate ear

Jigsaw Jill: Wacky Drum Part 3
L126376,SV
1:43 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill makes the drumsticks. Let's give it a whirl by giving it a wack! Its a wacky drum for 2 reasons... cuz you wack it. And cuz its a crazy idea. Thanks for watching the Jigsaw Jill show!

Jigsaw Jill: Wacky Drum Part 4
L126377,SV
1:22 min PJ 2012 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft and pitches for more ideas. Lets test it out for rhythm by trying a little country rap: Jigsaw Jill in the workshop y'all Making crafts like its playin' ball Crafts is my game Jill is my name Go against the grain, don't be tame, its lame Work it (drum solo)
can't wait to show him how well this works. The family, when his thumbs are bandaged up that is. So I have more ideas. My husband Jim is the real green thumb in the Jigsaw Jill Series.

Jigsaw Jill: Watering Can Part 4
L126384,SV
1:49 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill punches holes into the top of the can. First step of craft is use a hole-punch to put some holes in the top of the can. Its good to spread them out. The first step is done, but we're not done yet. Lets sit back and enjoy another great show her on TVO Kids weekends, and c'mon back to the Jigsaw Jill show.

Jigsaw Jill: Watering Can Part 3
L126385,SV
1:09 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft, and pitches for more ideas. My husband Jim is the real green thumb in the family, when his thumbs are bandaged up that is. So I can't wait to show him how well this works.

Jigsaw Jill: Walnut Critter Part 4
L126389,SV
1:05 min PJ 2011 2453
Jigsaw Jill Series - Jill recaps the craft, and pitches for more ideas. My husband Jim is the real green thumb in the family, when his thumbs are bandaged up that is. So I can't wait to show him how well this works.

New Resources

Jingle Bell Rocks!
NF061144,SV
46 min 2013 5278
Starring an eclectic cast of characters musicians, DJs, composers, collectors & critics plus two dozen amazing & original songs, Jingle Bell Rocks! is a trippy, cinematic sleigh ride into the strange & sublime universe of alternative Christmas music. Featuring: Run DMC, The Flaming Lips, Bob Borrough and Miles Davis, and many more!

Jingle Bell Rocks!
NF061145,SV
93 min 2013 5278
Jingle Bell Rocks! is un voyage musical et cinématographique dans le monde de la musique de Noël alternative et underground.Pourquoi, lorsqu'arrive Noël, sommes-nous condamnés à réécouter continuellement les mêmes standards éculés des classiques de Noël ? N'existe-t-il pas quelque part des vinyles oubliés, des chansons méconnues, originales, capables de dépoussiérer la musique de Noël ?Le réalisateur canadien Mitchell Kezin, documentariste et collectionneur fou de musique Pop, Rock et Jazz, est parti à la recherche de ces trésors musicaux, des artistes qui les ont composées, et des passionnées qui les dénichent. A travers les témoignages d’artistes tels que le cinéaste John Waters, le jazzman Bob Borrough, collaborateur de Miles Davis et compositeur de la chanson (S0(B Blue Xmas (To Whom It May Concern) (S1(B Wayne Coyne, le leader des Flaming Lips, ou encore Joseph (S0(B Rev Run (S1(B Simmons de RUN DMC, Jingle Bells Rocks! est un pèlerinage musical, humoristique et nostalgique à travers la culture Pop qui réinvente la bande sonore de Noël.
John A. MacDonald - Part 1
L126720,SV
2:05 min PJ 2011 2453
*Time Trackers Series* - Part One: Agent Scotty has a new assignment for the Time Tracker Agents: John A. MacDonald. In this episode, John A. MacDonald believes that Canada would be a stronger nation if all the colonies were united. He decides to go to the colonies to find out what they think about a stronger Canada.

John A. MacDonald - Part 2
L126721,SV
2:45 min PJ 2011 2453
*Time Trackers Series* - Part Two: Agent Scotty continues the story of John A. MacDonald. In this episode, John A. MacDonald wants the Maritime provinces to join with the province of Canada. He believes that if they join - then a whole country could be born.

John A. MacDonald - Part 3
L126722,SV
2 min PJ 2011 2453
*Time Trackers Series* - Part Three: Agent Scotty continues the story of John A. MacDonald. In this episode, John A. MacDonald has become the first Prime Minister of Canada. He still feels that the nation could be bigger and rallies the remaining province to join Canada.

John A. MacDonald - Part 4
L126723,SV
3:20 min PJ 2011 2453
*Time Trackers Series* - Part Four: Agent Scotty concludes the story of John A. MacDonald. In this episode, John A. MacDonald feels that a railroad, that goes across Canada, should be built. This railroad would finally unite all the provinces in Canada.

John Constable
L122103D,SV
3:33 min JIS 1996 2453
*Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series* - The British painter John Constable painted the English countryside where he lived as it was before the Industrial Revolution. Sister Wendy discusses the nostalgia of "The Hay Wain."
new resources

just like you: burns as told by three children
L128707.SV
7:55 min PJIS 2007 2453
just like you series - just like you - burns as told by three children is an award winning film showcasing the stories of child burn survivors. Kids are curious. They have questions. And, a kid with a burn scar definitely raises questions. When these questions are left unanswered, it can lead to fear of the unknown - that may cause kids to lash out or ostracize classmates. Just Like You is a nonprofit entity that answers kids' questions. JLY films EDUCATE kids about the unknown while working to ILLUMINATE human ties they have to each other allowing them to look past labels and ACCEPT people for who they are.

just like you: cancer as told by three children
L128706.SV
16:21 min PJIS 2010 2453
just like you series - in "just like you - cancer as told by three children", Hope, Bryndon and Carrie look straight into the camera and tell what it feels like to battle cancer. Loss of hair, nausea, weight gain and loss, exhaustion, susceptibility to illness explained only as a kid going through it can - with straight forward candor and even a little bit of humor.

just like you: down syndrome
L128705.SV
13:37 min PJIS 2012 2453
just like you series - just like you - down syndrome - explores the life, hopes, challenges and dreams of three kids living with Down syndrome. Elyssa, Rachel and Sam share personal stories to help viewers better understand their condition and why they wish to be treated just like you. Each of our stars has their own talents, characteristics, strengths and challenges. Down syndrome is just one part of who they are and this film identifies how to handle and accommodate differences while celebrating the many similarities our friends with Down syndrome have with their peers.

just like you: I care for a child burn survivor
L128708.SV
33:02 min PJIS 2009 2453
just like you series - what can I do to give my child the best chance for a happy, fulfilled life after a burn?â€“ After a burn accident, all caregivers desperately search for an answer to this question. In "Just Like You", parents of child burn survivors respond. They open their hearts and share their stories of fear, anger, guilt and love. They let caregivers of burned children know that they are not alone in their struggle with complicated emotions. As in the first film, the families' stories are delivered in uniquely creative format and are set to the soothing melodies. Carol Duboc donated her somberly beautiful piano pieces and it feels as though Grammy Award nominated K.T. Tunstall's is speaking directly to the caregivers in her donated song "Heal Over".

just like you: Sindrome de Down (Spanish version)
L128709.SV
13:37 min PJIS 2012 2453
just like you series - JUST LIKE YOU -DOWN SYNDROME - explores the life, hopes, challenges and dreams of three kids living with Down syndrome. Elyssa, Rachel and Sam share personal stories to help viewers better understand their condition and why they wish to be treated just like you. Each of our stars has their own talents, characteristics, strengths and challenges. Down syndrome is just one part of who they are and this film identifies how to handle and accommodate differences while celebrating the many similarities our friends with Down syndrome have with their peers.

just like you: Sindrome de Down, traducao Portugues (Portuguese version)
L128710.SV
13:37 min PJIS 2012 2453
just like you series - JUST LIKE YOU -DOWN SYNDROME - explores the life, hopes, challenges and dreams of three kids living with Down syndrome. Elyssa, Rachel and Sam share personal stories to help viewers better understand their condition and why they wish to be treated just like you. Each of our stars has their own talents, characteristics, strengths and challenges. Down syndrome is just one part of who they are and this film identifies how to handle and accommodate differences while celebrating the many similarities our friends with Down syndrome have with their peers.

just the facts
L126784.SV
3:45 min PJ 2011 2453
tumbleweed reads series - tumbleweed learns not to clutter his writing with unnecessary observations. If he sticks to the facts, the important information will be clear.

Kainayssini Imanistaisiwa: The People Go On
NF051161.SV
70 min 2003 1183
Windswept prairies, sloping coulees and stretches of open sky - this is the home of the Kainai Blood Indians, in the heart of southern Alberta. Filmmaker Loretta Sarah Todd takes viewers on a visually lush journey, exploring the significance of land, memory and knowledge in Kainai life. The catalyst for this expressionistic journey is the return of belongings of the Kainai, collected by Europeans during colonial times and kept in distant museums. As the community's elders examine the objects and share stories first-hand, they reveal how the rich threads of Kainai life thrive from one generation to the next. From their traditions and language to their sacred beliefs, this is a powerful continuum of culture that cannot be contained in a glass exhibit case. Stylistically blending sound, colour, light and words, this film explores the collective memory of the Kainai that resonates so deeply in their land and their storytelling traditions. Intertwining past, present and future, Kainayssini Imanistaisiwa: The People Go On is an eloquent testament to Kainai history, governance and existence.

Karen
L126438.SV
4:12 min PJ 2009 2453
mark's moments series - TVOKids host Mark spends time with his friend Karen, who is an anaphylactic. She tells him what it's like to live with severe food allergies.

Kassie
L126445.SV
4:12 min PJ 2010 2453
mark's moments series - Mark spends the day with his friend Kassie. She suffers from Juvenile Arthritis.

Kati with an I
NF060975.SV
86 min 2010 5274
In three tumultuous days, the future of one Alabama high school senior is cast into doubt.

Kellen
L126449.SV
4:12 min PJ 2011 2453
mark's moments series - Mark spends the day with Kellen, who has Cerebral Palsy. Kellen and Mark ride their bikes, swing at the park, and play street hockey.
and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**Knee Bending**
L125578,SV
2:22 min  PJI  2011  2453
*Ask Sara Series* - Why do our knees bend only one way?

**Knight and Night**
L126626,SV
0:59 min  PJI  2012  2453
*Same But Different Series* - The series is about homophones - words that sound the same but have different spelling and different meaning. This episode: knight and night.

**Knights and Daze**
L126675,SV
2:29 min  P  2009  2453
*Skatony: Season 1 (English) Series* - Chudd has his hands full as he tackles the challenges presented by magic gone awry, a spoiled princess, a jealous knight, and a quiz-block-eating contestant.

**Know the Rules**
L126430,SV
2:45 min  PJI  2010  2453
*League of Super Citizens Series* - Nifty Girl and Fly Girl play a game of laser ball and start to make up their own rules when they each start to lose.

**Knowing to Learn**
NF010810,SV
71 min  1966  1183
A far-ranging round-up of all that is new in technology in the classrooms of North America, demonstrating, among other approaches, the new roles of computer, tape recorder and television in the learning process. The film was produced with the assistance of many institutions and individuals in the United States engaged in experiment and research into all forms of education from infancy to adulthood.

**Kyle**
L126443,SV
4:12 min  PJI  2010  2453
*Mark’s Moments Series* - Mark spends the day with his friend Kyle. Kyle suffers from severe asthma.

**La Bâ**tte et le Baveux**
L126928,SV
2:30 min  P  2009  2453
*Skatony: Season 2 (French) Series* - On fait appel d’animer d’un trou dans le plancher du studio.

**A la caverner du quiz**
L126889,SV
2:36 min  P  2009  2453
*Skatony: Season 1 (French) Series* - La compâ(c)tion fait rage quand des candidats provenant d’Âcoles rivales participent à l’Âmission que Chudd est forçâ(c) mission que Chudd doit ramasser des d’achets mais ils en font trop et donne un look a**recyclâ(c)â* Â* Skatonyo.

**La Plage**
NF000892,SV
3 min  1978  4742
Une plage. Un soleil accablant. Le ressac de la mer. Deux joueurs de dés. Un homme devant un verre, à une table voisine. Un voilier au loin sur la mer. Le spectateur parcourt des yeux cette plage et est l’unique témoin d’un accident. Quels sont donc les liens mystérieux et insaisissables qui unissent alors les personnages, en un éclair et à leur insu, dans le temps et dans l’espace?
New Resources

**A la poursuite du quiz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skatony: Season 2 (French) Series - Une blague ratée entraîne le décor dans une aventure fond de train, exigeant de Chudd et d'Earl d'animer le jeu au mois de leur vie tout en essayant de retourner au studio et de finir la partie.</td>
<td>L126939,SV</td>
<td>22:30 min</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**La Puck est cassée**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skatony: Season 2 (French) Series - Charles est sur la paille et c'est donc toute l'équipe de Skatony qui finit dans la rue à la recherche de solutions mais ils sont chassés très loin de la ville et ce sera un groupe d'habitants qui les aidera à s'en sortir.</td>
<td>L126943,SV</td>
<td>22:30 min</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Labrador Lemon Logs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - Sam helps Buddy figure out why his dessert recipe isn't working. They discover that mixing lemon (acid) with baking soda (base) causes foaming.</td>
<td>L126669,SV</td>
<td>2:45 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lack of Support**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warriors Series - Shows how a lack of support from military leadership undermined Napoleon's ability to fight the British.</td>
<td>L122159C,SV</td>
<td>8:02 min</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lacrosse**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time Trackers Series - This Time Trackers series looks at the First Nations people of Canada. Episode three details the history of lacrosse.</td>
<td>L126400,SV</td>
<td>2:56 min</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Absorb**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - absorb.</td>
<td>L126390,SV</td>
<td>1:47 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Accelerate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - accelerate.</td>
<td>L126391,SV</td>
<td>1:40 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Admirable**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - admirable.</td>
<td>L126392,SV</td>
<td>1:45 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Authentic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the song of the day - authentic.</td>
<td>L126393,SV</td>
<td>1:45 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Bashful**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - bashful.</td>
<td>L126394,SV</td>
<td>1:26 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Clever**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - clever.</td>
<td>L126395,SV</td>
<td>1:22 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Climate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - climate.</td>
<td>L126396,SV</td>
<td>1:22 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Convince**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - convince.</td>
<td>L126397,SV</td>
<td>1:28 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Delight**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - delight.</td>
<td>L126398,SV</td>
<td>1:40 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Determination**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - determination.</td>
<td>L126399,SV</td>
<td>1:35 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Dynamic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - dynamic.</td>
<td>L126401,SV</td>
<td>1:36 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Elevate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the song of the day - elevate.</td>
<td>L126402,SV</td>
<td>1:45 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Enthusiastic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - enthusiastic.</td>
<td>L126403,SV</td>
<td>1:31 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Equator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - equator.</td>
<td>L126404,SV</td>
<td>1:22 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Experiment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - experiment.</td>
<td>L126405,SV</td>
<td>1:51 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Fierce**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - fierce.</td>
<td>L126406,SV</td>
<td>1:56 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Humble**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - humble.</td>
<td>L126407,SV</td>
<td>1:52 min</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lady Vocab: Infectious**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lady Vocab Show Series - Lady Vocab sings about the song of the day - infectious.</td>
<td>L126408,SV</td>
<td>1:45 min</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New Resources

Lady Vocab: Maintain
L126409,SV
1:28 min PJ 2012 2453
*The Lady Vocab Show Series* - Lady Vocab sings a song about the word of the day - maintain.

Lady Vocab: Mischief
L126410,SV
1:46 min PJ 2012 2453
*The Lady Vocab Show Series* - Lady Vocab sings a song about the word of the day - mischief.

Lady Vocab: Necessary
L126411,SV
1:45 min PJ 2013 2453
*The Lady Vocab Show Series* - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - necessary.

Lady Vocab: Nonsense
L126412,SV
1:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*The Lady Vocab Show Series* - Lady Vocab sings a song about the word of the day - nonsense.

Lady Vocab: Ponder
L126413,SV
1:45 min PJ 2013 2453
*The Lady Vocab Show Series* - Lady Vocab sings about the song of the day - ponder.

Lady Vocab: Protest
L126414,SV
1:52 min PJ 2012 2453
*The Lady Vocab Show Series* - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - protest.

Lady Vocab: Prowl
L126415,SV
1:45 min PJ 2013 2453
*The Lady Vocab Show Series* - Lady Vocab sings about the song of the day - prowl.

Lady Vocab: Several
L126416,SV
1:49 min PJ 2012 2453
*The Lady Vocab Show Series* - Lady Vocab sings a song about the word of the day - several.

The Lady Vocab Show
For descriptions see individual titles:
Lady Vocab: Absorb
Lady Vocab: Accelerate
Lady Vocab: Admirable
Lady Vocab: Authentic
Lady Vocab: Bashful
Lady Vocab: Clever
Lady Vocab: Climate
Lady Vocab: Convince
Lady Vocab: Delight
Lady Vocab: Determination
Lady Vocab: Distance
Lady Vocab: Dynamic
Lady Vocab: Elevate
Lady Vocab: Enthusiastic
Lady Vocab: Equator
Lady Vocab: Experiment
Lady Vocab: Fierce
Lady Vocab: Humble
Lady Vocab: Infectious
Lady Vocab: Maintain
Lady Vocab: Mischief
Lady Vocab: Necessary
Lady Vocab: Nonsense
Lady Vocab: Ponder
Lady Vocab: Protest
Lady Vocab: Prowl
Lady Vocab: Several
Lady Vocab: Vibrant

Lady Vocab: Vibrant
L126417,SV
1:45 min PJ 2013 2453
*The Lady Vocab Show Series* - Lady Vocab sings about the word of the day - vibrant.

Lake Safety
L126602,SV
2:40 min PJ 2010 2453
*Royal Money Matters Series* - TVOKids series featuring the Queen, Joker and Prince Henry. In this episode they learn about how to stay safe while playing at and swimming in the lake.

Landmarks - Ancient Egypt
For descriptions see individual titles:
Baking in Ancient Egypt
Egyptian Gods
Farming in Ancient Egypt
Food in the Tombs
Great Pyramid at Giza
King Tutankhamun's Treasure and Mummification
The Nile, Food and Farming
Pharaohs and Gods
Pyramids and Temples
Quarrying an Obelisk at Aswan
Scarab Amulet
Step Pyramid Near Memphis
Tomb of King Tutankhamun
What Ancient Egyptians Ate

Landmarks - Caribbean Islands
For descriptions see individual titles:
Citrus Plantation on Dominica
Climate
Hurricane Preparedness on Dominica
Mountain Chicken
Tobago Climate and Tourism
Trinidad and Tobago
Trinidadians Enjoy the Dry Season
Work

Landmarks - Tropical Rainforests
For descriptions see individual titles:
Landmarks - Tropical Rainforests 2
Middle Layer
Rainforest Canopy
Rainforest Floor
Rainforest Overview

Landmarks - Tropical Rainforests 2
L121938,SV
19:37 min PJI 1990 2453
*Landmarks - Tropical Rainforests Series* - Describes the tropical rain forest climate, conditions, and population. Explains how the different plants and creatures live in balance.

Landslide
L128622,SV
2:36 min PJIS 2014 2453
*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about landslides. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the word through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Largest Bone in the Body
L125598,SV
1:30 min PJ 2010 2453
*Ask Sara Series* - What is the largest bone in the human body?
**Last Judgment in the Sistine Chapel**
L1218511,SV
6:10 min IS 2004 2453

*Divine Michelangelo Series* - Turbulent times for the Catholic church influenced Michelangelo's next work. He was commissioned to paint a final panel at the Sistine Chapel. The Last Judgment, behind the altar. Despite his age and poor health, Michelangelo was commissioned by the pope to rebuild a glorious Rome. He took on the done of St. Peter's Basilica.

**Late Night Call**
L128189E,SV
2:14 min JIS 2013 2453

*ChatRoom Series* - Marc asks the teens what they would do if they were alone at night and received a call asking for help from an unknown person. The teens discuss options.

**Laugh Out Loud Junior Literature Circles**
998408,LC
J 2015 3988

Prepare to laugh out loud with this collection of humorous fiction books. It includes 2 picture books which may be used as read alouds to introduce students to this genre of fiction and 6 novels (6 copies of each) at varying reading levels.

**Contents:**

- **This is Not My Hat** (Jon Klassen) (1 copy)
  A tiny fish wearing a blue hat hopes not to wake up the trouble that might be following close behind.

- **The Cat, the Dog, Little Red, the Exploding Eggs, the Wolf, and Grandma** (Diane and Christyan Fox) (1 copy)
  Cat tries to read the story of Little Red Riding Hood aloud, but Dog keeps interrupting with silly questions.

- **Chomp** (Carl Hiassen)
  The difficult star of the reality television show, "Expedition Survival," disappears on location in the Florida Everglades, where they were filming animals from the wildlife refuge run by Wahoo Crane's family, and Wahoo and classmate Tuna Gordon set out to find him, but they must avoid Tuna's gun-happy father.

- **I Funny: A Middle School Story** (James Patterson)
  Jamie Grimm tries to win the Planet's Funniest Kid Comic Contest, while also dealing with his stepfamily, friends, and a school bully.

- **Remarkable** (Lizzie K. Foley)
  Ten-year-old Jane Doe, the only student average enough to be excluded from the town of Remarkable's School for the Remarkably Gifted, is joined at her public school by the trouble-making Grimlet twins, who lead her on a series of adventures involving an out-of-control science fair project, a pirate captain on the run from a mutinous crew, a lonely dentist, and a newly constructed bell tower that endangers Remarkable's most beloved inhabitant--a skittish lake monster named Lucky.

- **The Awesome, Almost 100% True Adventures of Matt & Craz** (Alan Silberberg)
  A weird web site provides Kilgore Junior High students and best friends Matt and Craz the opportunity to make their cartoons become real, which has some unexpected and dire consequences.

- **Manners: Staying Out of Trouble with David Mortimore Baxter** (Karen Tayleur)
  Tired of getting in trouble for his bad manners, David Mortimore Baxter uses his experiences to write a guide about etiquette, discussing neighbors, embarrassing moments, eating, the bathroom, and much more.

- **Desmond Pucket Makes Monster Magic** (Mark Tatulli)
  Meet Desmond Pucket--master of mayhem! Will his monster-y special effects pranks get him kicked out of middle school before the class trip to Crab Shell Pier? Or will Desmond be able to keep his monster magic in check?

**Excuses: Survive and Succeed with David Mortimore Baxter** (Karen Tayleur)
David Mortimore Baxter tells about his experiences rationalizing why he shouldn’t do things such as homework, chores, and eating food he doesn’t like, and shares some excuses that he has heard from adults.

For a Guide to Literature Circle Kits see "Literature Circles A Support Document" (997066) at http://media.dsbn.edu.on.ca.

**Laugh Out Loud Primary Literature Circles**
998396,LC
P 3988

Prepare to laugh out loud with this collection of humorous picture books and introductory novels.

**Contents:**

- **The Book with No Pictures** (B.J. Novak)
  In this book with no pictures, the reader has to say every silly word, no matter what. **There is 1 copy of this imaginative book.**

- **A Perfectly Messed-Up Story** (Patrick McDonnell)
  Louie becomes angry when the story in which he appears is ruined by messes from jelly, peanut butter, and other things that do not belong in books. **There is 1 copy of this humorous picture book.**

- **Mr. Wuffles!** (David Wiesner)
  Mr. Wuffles ignores all his cat toys but one, which turns out to be a spaceship piloted by small green aliens. When Mr. Wuffles plays rough with the little ship, the aliens must venture into the cat's territory to make emergency repairs.

- **Shh! We Have a Plan** (Chris Haughton)
  Four friends creep through the woods, and what do they spot? An exquisite bird high in a tree! ‘Hello birdie,’ waves one. ‘Shh! We have a plan,’ hush the others. They stealthily make their advance, nets in the air. Ready one, ready two, ready three, and go! But as one comically foiled plan follows another, it soon becomes clear that their quiet, observant companion, hand outstretched, has a far better idea.

- **Children Make Terrible Pets** (Peter Brown)
  When Lucy, a young bear, discovers a boy lost in the woods, she asks her mother if she can have him as a pet, only to find him impossible to train.

- **Nine Words Max** (Dan Bar-el)
  Maximilian, a prince who loves to talk, is placed under a spell that limits him to speaking only nine words at a time.

- **I Dare You Not to Yawn** (Hélène Boudreau)
  A little boy tries not to yawn before his bedtime.

- **Jasper John Dooley Not in Love** (Caroline Adderson)
  Jasper John Dooley is not happy to be paired with Isabel, who really likes him, for a reading partner, but when he goes to her house and plays on the trampoline, he begins to change his mind.

- **Alvin Ho: Allergic to Birthday Parties, Science Projects, and Other Man-Made Catastrophes** (Lenore Look)
  When second-grader Alvin Ho is invited to a birthday party given by a girl, his fear of everything causes him to dread going.

For a Guide to Literature Circle Kits see "Literature Circles A Support Document" (997066) at http://media.dsbn.edu.on.ca.
Le Seuil
NF035628,SV
8 min 1998 4742
Touchante introspection sur le thème du départ, ce film d’animation pose un regard poétique sur un jeune homme qui s’apprête à quitter la maison de sa mère, hésitant devant la commode ou le vieux coffre à jouets. Les objets font basculer le temps, lui rappellent son enfance, le départ de son père, son adolescence. La mère aussi se souvient, en observant par la porte entrebâillée de la chambre. Franchira-t-il le seuil pour aller à la rencontre de l’autre ? Un film d’animation conçu par petites touches. Un souffle, parfois, des pas qui hésitent avant le geste définitif. Quelques notes de piano. Un tremblement. L’émotion est là. Film sans paroles.

Leadership in Disarray
L122163E,SV
8:48 min IS 2007 2453
Warriors Series - One day out from Jerusalem, Richard saw Saladin’s army and realized they could not take the city. Angry, the French leadership refused to continue under Richard’s command. The Crusaders retreated and made several other attempts, each of which failed. Political intrigue in England distracted Richard from his goal.
Voici une suggestion de scénario pédagogique. Vous pouvez le trouver en ligne au ifaw.org/education. Il s'agit d'une série de vidéos, des leçons, des exercices et d'autres ressources qui permettront aux élèves de mieux connaître les chiens et les chats. Les jeunes découvrent également que des liens très forts unissent les humains aux chiens et aux chats depuis des millénaires.

Les chevaux, les chats, et nous

Ce programme a pour objectif de faire découvrir aux élèves les tigres sauvages, les dangers qui les menacent, de même que les solutions mises de l’avant dans le monde pour les protéger et préserver leurs habitats. Il comprend des lectures adaptées à l’âge des élèves et des leçons correspondantes, ainsi que différentes ressources complémentaires (disponibles sur le DVD d’accompagnement ou en ligne au ifaw.org/education). Voici une suggestion de scénario pédagogique.

Les Vikings

Un équipage Viking capture l’Arc en ciel et les participants de Skatoony juste pour le plaisir avant de se livrer au pillage du bloc et là-être envoyé dans la Légendaire et sinistre rivière des requins qui nagent tout habillés de requins.

New Resources

Let it Bee

The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - Sam convinces Manny that bees are important to the lifecycle of plants and he shouldn’t try to kill them with insecticide.

Let’s Celebrate

For descriptions see individual titles:

At the Zoroastrian Center
Easter Story in Sand Art
Easter Sunday
Haft Sheen Table
Iranian Myth of Jamshid
Jewish Purim
Let’s Celebrate 2
Let’s Celebrate 6
Let’s Celebrate 9
Nowruz Celebration
Preparations for Easter Sunday
Purim Celebrations
Spring Cleaning for Nowruz
Story of Esther

Let’s Celebrate 2

An Iranian family celebrates the Zoroastrian New Year’s festival of Nowruz with spring cleaning, special preparations for the Haft Sheen table, new clothes, and family visits. The story of Jamshid who saved mankind from the killer winter has similarities to the story of Noah. The final celebration takes place at the Zoroastrian Center where priests attend the eternal fire.

Let’s Celebrate 6

Jewish children celebrate the festival of Purim to remember how Queen Esther saved her people from the wicked plans of the King of Persia’s vizier. Children wear costumes, fashion noise makers, and prepare bags of treats like Hamantaschen cookies to exchange with friends. They hear the story of Esther in the synagogue and make a lot of noise.

Let’s Celebrate 9

Christian children celebrate Easter with traditions that include visits with baby animals, a miniature Easter Garden as the tomb of Jesus, chocolate eggs, Easter egg hunts, and games. A sand artist recreates the story of the Resurrection, and children process into the church with their flower-covered cross.

Let’s Find Out! : Building Content Knowledge with Young Children

Provides guidance for teachers to use students natural curiosity to develop language, concepts, and basic literacy skills.

Lewis Mumford on the City, Part 1: The City: Heaven and Hell

An outline of the opposed natures—creative and destructive—of the city in history. In this film, the focus is on the elements that created the first cities about five thousand years ago, and the forces that now threaten our "most precious collective invention."
The teens discuss the liar's motives and comment on her friends' critical reactions. Chronic lying can be a sign of a psychological disorder. The panel talks about what a white lies is.

Lewis Mumford on the City, Part 3: The City and Its Region
NF011183,SV
28 min 1963 1183
History shows that cities thrive best when they live in harmony and balance with the countryside. How can this balance be maintained or restored in today's sprawling metropolitan regions?

Lewis Mumford on the City, Part 4: The Heart of the City
NF011194,SV
28 min 1963 1183
A study of the growing sterility, dullness and congestion that is destroying the vitality, variety and breadth that once made cities physically attractive and humanly creative.

Lewis Mumford on the City, Part 5: The City as Man's Home
NF011172,SV
28 min 1963 1183
Slums, giant public housing complexes, mass suburbs, anonymous and bleak luxury apartments—almost everywhere in our cities communal standards of living are falling as personal living standards rise. How did this happen and what can cities now do?

Lewis Mumford on the City, Part 6: The City and the Future
NF011228,SV
28 min 1963 1183
An inevitable and urgent choice must be made between low-grade urban sprawl and a new kind of regional city. This last film of the series examines prospects for the city and ways to restore its role.

Liam - Ballet Dancer
L126106,SV
0:55 min PJ 2010 2453
Don’t Sit Still Series - This series looks at different ways that kids in Ontario stay active. This episode: ballet

Liberation
NF060378,SV
1 min 2013 1183
Tormented forms struggle to break free of their bonds in this abstract animated short. This film was made for the ninth edition of the NFBs animation program for emerging filmmakers, Hothouse.

Libération
NF060384,SV
1 min 2013 4742
Des formes tourmentées se débattent pour rompre leurs attaches. Ce film a été produit dans le cadre du Hothouse, stage de formation offert aux cinéastes de la relève par le Studio danimation de Montréal.

Library
L126526,SV
3:30 min PJ 2013 2453
Reading Rangers Series - Cookie now has an insatiable appetite for books, he learns the Library is the ultimate literary buffet.

Lies
L128193B,SV
5:59 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a girl lying to her friends and their reactions. The teens discuss the liar’s motives and comment on her friends’ critical reactions. Chronic lying can be a sign of psychological disorder. The panel talks about what a white lie is.

New Resources

Life Outside
L121807A,SV
6:35 min PJ 1992 2453
Borrowers, The - Series 1 - Spiller helps Arrietty, Pod, and Homily survive outside.

Lifestyle of a Frog
L125593,SV
2:17 min PJ 2012 2453
Ask Sara Series - Scientist Sara explains the lifestyle of a frog

Light Pollution
L126641,SV
1:30 min PJ 2009 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains that densely populated areas cause light pollution and make it difficult for scientists to chart the skies.

Light Travels in a Straight Line
L126637,SV
1:46 min PJ 2011 2453
Space Trek Series - Star ship Commander Captain Kent teaches crew mate 32 how light travels

Lightning Strikes
L128164B,SV
4:58 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - Teenager Austin is struck by lightning while resting on a lookout peak after jogging and recording an approaching storm. He is rescued by another storm watcher, Jessie Kilby, who calls 911 and covers him with a blanket. Austin relates his symptoms. Whaddyado Tips are: during a lightning storm, stay inside, away from electrical conductors like computers, TV, water faucets. If outside, avoid open areas and tall trees.

Lightning the Load
L127084,SV
6 min PJ 2003 2453
Deaf Planet Series - Continuing on their quest to repair Maxâ’s ship, Kendra and Max head out in their hoverpod in an attempt to harness the power of lightning. Always looking to have fun while they learn, what better way than to fly a kite in a thunderstorm?

Little Big Girls
NF060554,SV
52 min 2014 1183
The documentary Little Big Girls by director Hélène Choquette sheds light on the phenomenon of early-onset puberty. Today, it isn't unusual to see the earliest signs of puberty in girls younger than the age of 9, though this was not the case a few decades ago. The result, inevitably, is a disconnect between the girls physical and emotional maturity. Far from being a marginal issue, early-onset puberty is fast becoming a worldwide public health concern. A number of causes are suspected: Could obesity and exposure to environmental contaminants, for instance, be to blame? While the causes may still be misunderstood, the physical, psychological and psychosocial repercussions on young girls going through this change so early are all too visible. Little Big Girls alerts us to the need to adapt, as a society, so as to minimize the impact of this phenomenon on our children.

Little Human Planet
For descriptions see individual titles:
Animals Around the World
Collecting Water in Mali
Helping and Playing
Living in Ethiopia and North Canada
Living on the Ocean Malaysia
Little Human Planet Series - The team travel to two locations: first the mountains of Ethiopia to meet Maza, then North Canada to meet Eva. The two six-year-old girls have very different lives.

Living on the Ocean Malaysia
L121973,SV
5:35 min  PJ  2010  2453
Little Human Planet Series - We travel to the Pacific Ocean to see how the Bajau Laut families live on their boats.

Les livres d’interêt général, Set 11
PJ
8 livres dans cette trousse.
Contents:
Zathura
Une histoire à quatre voix
Le Balai Magique
Une Figue de Rêve
Jumanji
J’ai entendu le savant astronome
Boréal - Express
La Reine du Niagara Où est Spot, mon petit chien?; Un zoo à la maison; Canard! Lapin!; Bear takes a trip/ LOurs Borréal - Express
J’ai entendu le savant astronome

London School, The: Francis Bacon and Lucian Freud
L122106H,SV
5:06 min  JIS  1996  2453
Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series - Figurative painter Francis Bacon of the London School produces dark and haunting images like the screaming Head VI reminiscent of Velasquez’s Portrait of Pope Innocent X. Lucian Freud is known for his thick impastoed paint and figure paintings. Sister Wendy discusses Freud’s Painter Working Reflection (nude). Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.

Los Canadienses
NF011879,SV
58 min  1976  1183
Between 1936 and 1939, over forty thousand volunteers from around the world fought to save Spain’s constitutionally elected government. Los Canadienses is about the 1 200 Canadians in the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion who joined that struggle. More than half of them never returned. Emotional, the film never lapses into sentimentality. Respectful, it is committed to the memory of those who truly believed in the cause of the Republic.

Lost in the Cold
L128160B,SV
8:16 min  JIS  2011  2453
Whaddyado Series - Christine Hamilton presents the story of 13 year old Matthew who went sledding apart from the others of his family. He lost his way back and his family sought help. Matthew kept walking, but lost his shoe. He waved his jacket, but was unseen by the helicopter. Searchers found parts of Matthew’s clothing, but not the boy after 16 hours. When found, Matthew was non-responsive but recovers. Whaddyado Tips are: stay in one place, walk in small circles to stay warm, and dress properly.

Lost in the Woods
L128158B,SV
5:05 min  JIS  2010  2453
Whaddyado Series - Christine Hamilton presents the story of how 9-year-old Grayson Wynne used what he saw on television to survive while lost in the woods. Tips for survival are: stay calm, do something to attract attention, be fully prepared. On a hike, take a whistle, charged cell phone, compass, tin cup and a trash bag.

Lost Little Brother
L128188E,SV
2:11 min  JIS  2013  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens what they would do if they lost their little brother at the mall. They present several excuses, and call mall security.

Lunch
L128183F,SV
2:34 min  JIS  1996  2453
Deutsch Plus Series - Nico meets Elke, Dieter, and Annette for lunch. Ulli watches wistfully from a distance before returning to work.

Lutek’s Lesson
L122129B,SV
5:26 min  P  2010  2453
Tellytales Series - Lutek bought new clothes, ate until he couldn’t eat more, and went to the Opera, but couldn’t think how to spend all the money. When he gave the rest of the money to a beggar, the Princess appeared and changed Lutek back to a poor man. The beggar said not money, but good health and hard work make you happy. They shared the rest of the money and were happy, singing and dancing.

M.C. Escher: Sky and Water 1
NF035581,SV
3 min  1998  4742

M.C. Escher: Sky and Water 1
NF035495,SV
3 min  1998  1183
The art of M.C. Escher (Dutch printmaker) never fails to fascinate and astound. M.C. Escher: Sky and Water 1/M.C. Escher : l’air et l’eau 1 mixes traditional and computer animation -accompanied by a stunning soundtrack -to playfully explore and deconstruct the optical illusion within one of the artist’s most famous works. A fitting homage to a master on the 100th anniversary of his birth. A film without words.

The Machine Which Makes Everything Disappear
NF060971,SV
1 min  2012
A kaleidoscopic view of life for young adults in the contemporary Republic of Georgia.

Madrid
L122093,SV
9:16 min  JIS  1994  2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy visits Madrid, Spain, where the Hapsburg Kings and Court built palaces with formal gardens. In the Prado Museum, Sister Wendy discusses Diego Velazquez’s Las Meninas and Mars Resting. She also points out how Francisco Goya paints the horrors of war in the Third of May and Colossus. Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.
Make Conclusions
Royal Money Matters Series - Samantha Sleuth receives a phone call from a mysterious stranger that begins a part mystery that can only be solved by the careful application of the scientific method. In episode five Sam visited the Super Citizen Headquarters because they wear gloves. Captain Kent calls and discusses the party. Sam plans to visit Captain Kent for more information.

Make Your Own Pizza
Royal Money Matters Series - All 3 characters are hungry and think it would be a great idea to order a pizza. The Queen checks her royal purse for money, Joker checks his hat and Prince his pockets. Between them they only have $6.25. They decide that instead of spending money, they could make their own pizza.

Making Change Tournament
Megamaths - Money and Division Series - At the Making Change Tournament, the King of Diamonds and the Queen of Hearts compete to make change from 50p as price tag acrobats come before them. The gargoyles make change, and Goyle tries to pass off a 10p as a new 25p coin. The cast sings look after those pennies, and the pennies will look after you.

Marianne is Devastated by Willoughby’s Removal
Sense and Sensibility Series - Marianne finds a fellow romantic in Willoughby as they share poetry and opinions on the Middletons, Mrs. Jennings, and Colonel Brandon to Elinor’s disapproval. When Colonel Brandon is called away from the outing, Willoughby spirits Marianne away, leaving Elinor to walk home. Marianne is distraught when Willoughby is sent to London by his aunt and leaves without a commitment to Marianne.

Marianne’s Illness
Sense and Sensibility Series - Mrs. Jennings, Charlotte and her baby, and the Dashwood sisters arrive at Cleveland. Marianne is very ill, and Colonel Brandon goes for Mrs. Dashwood.
Deux jeunes parisiennes de la classe bourgeoise souffrent toutes deux d’un manque de tendresse de la part de leurs parents. Elles ont seize ans. Pour elles, l’amour n’est rien d’autre que le sexe. Véronique, cependant, sert à un certain point de contre-partie à Marie-France : elle incarne une certaine jeunesse qui veut être lucide mais croire, malgré tout, à quelque chose; à la dignité, peut-être... Leur chaude amitié s’évanouit lorsque Marie-France devient modèle pour un photographe.

Marine Forest Off Santa Barbara, CA
L121918C,SV
5:19 min JIS 2000 2453
"Incredible Journeys Series" - The giant marine forest off Santa Barbara lures the whales back to the coast where they rest amid sea lions, kelp, and garibaldi fish. Pumping oil rigs can confuse the whales’ navigation, and some become entangled in fishing nets.

Marisma
L128592,SV
4:26 min PJIS 2014 2453
"Video Vocab Series" - Este programa de video de accion en vivo es sobre la palabra marisma. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Mark Rothko
L122106C,SV
3:10 min JIS 1996 2453
"Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series" - Sister Wendy discusses Mark Rothko’s use of color. Not even a title comes between the viewer and the paint. Rothko’s family had to flee from the Russian invasion of Latvia. Sister Wendy discusses a Rothko painting designated Untitled.

Mark’s Moments
For descriptions see individual titles:
Alexandre
The Braun Brothers
Calvin
Caroline
Emma
Ethan and Gavin
Gavin
Joshua
Karen
Kassie
Kellen
Kyle
Layla
Maygan
Mikayla
Natalie
Nicole
Palmer
Skye
Sophie
Sydney
Tara

Marsh
L128591,SV
4:26 min PJIS 2014 2453
"Video Vocab Series" - This live-action video program is about marshes. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the word through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts.
The Mystery of the Twinkle Twins
- Episode 3
The Mystery of the Twinkle Twins
- Episode 4

Math-O-Manic
L127085,SV
6 min PJ 2003 2453
Deaf Planet Series - A glitch in the repair process activates the auto-destruct function on Maxa’s ship. Max and Kendra must quickly hone their multiplication skills to disarm the system and save their skins.

Mathematics Formative Assessment: 75 Practical Strategies for Linking Assessment, Instruction, and Learning
131475,BK
This book provides teachers with guidance and suggestions for using formative assessment to improve teaching and learning in the mathematics classroom, and identifies and describes practical techniques teachers can use to build a rich repertoire of formative assessment strategies. The acronym, FACT, is used to label the techniques included in this book. FACT stands for Formative Assessment Classroom Technique. Through the varied use of FACTs, explicitly tied to a purpose for gathering information about or promoting students’ thinking and learning, teachers can focus on what works best for learning and design or modify lessons to fit the needs of the students.

Mathsman Solves a Hedgehog Problem
L121996A,SV
6:06 min P 2002 2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - Mathman flies into the RSPCA animal shelter to continue his training in problem solving with Princess Nebulous. She presents a problem concerning how much weight the hedgehog must gain to be released into the wild. Mathsmans underlines important words or numbers, then pictures the problem and writes the equation. A Handy Hint reminds us to ignore unimportant information.

Mathsman Solves the Cat Food Problem
L121996C,SV
4:48 min P 2002 2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - Mathman and Princess Nebulous solve the problem that asks how many cats can be fed with 8 tins of food. Mathsmans removes unimportant information, underlines important words or numbers, visualizes the problem, and uses doubles to solve the problem, but Princess Nebulous points out a problem with the doubling method.

Matière et matériaux
998421,KT
PJ
This kit contains books which discusses the properties of liquids and solids and the properties and changes in matter.

Titles include:
Matiere et materiaux (2 copies)
La matiere et les materiaux 10 experiences
La matiere, 36 experiences
Chaud et froid

Max Overdrive
L127086,SV
6 min PJ 2003 2453
Deaf Planet Series - While examining new guidance systems, Max realizes hea I have to learn to sign to steer a ship on Deaf Planet. Â“In his quest to avoid another hoverpod crash, he learns how sign language was introduced into his favourite sport â“ baseball.

New Resources

Maygan
L126444,SV
4:12 min PJ 2010 2453
Mark’s Moments Series - Mark spends the day with his friend Maygan who has Alopecia (hair loss).

Mean Girls
L128163E,SV
2:33 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - Dr. Suzy Goldstein of Childhood Solutions discusses the damaging effects of being excluded by “mean girls.” She recommends speaking up, realizing they are not real friends and finding better friends who are a reflection of you.

Mean Girls
L128179D,SV
5:19 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows some mean girls in high school verbally abusing, excluding and bullying another girl. Movies and TV shows portray mean situations as funny. Technology enables bullies. Bystanders are afraid to speak out.

Measure - Mass and Capacity
L121996,SV
14:29 min P 2002 2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - In this 2002 BBC program about Maths and Problem Solving, Mathman comes to Earth to train in problem solving with Princess Nebulous. Concepts of measurement, mass, and capacity are addressed.

Measurements of Time
L126464,SV
3:30 min PJ 2009 2453
Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains that time can be measured and has its own unique units.

Medical Emergency
L128163C,SV
4:53 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - When 6-year-old Robby found his mother having a seizure, he called 911 and calmly gave important information to the dispatcher. Whaddyado Tips are: call 911, don’t panic, give address and emergency information, and teach young children the 911 procedure.

Medici Upheaval
L121851H,SV
11:21 min IS 2004 2453
Divine Michelangelo Series - After political upheaval, the Medicis sought to kill Michelangelo. He hid until the Medici pope guaranteed his safety so he could continue work on a tomb for the family. He ultimately left this tomb unfinished as well. He deserted the tomb to serve a nobleman he fell in love with.

Mediterranee Sempre - Mediterranean Forever
NF050243,SV
72 min 2000 1183
Leaving behind the shores they would never forget, Italians crossed the Atlantic in two waves of immigration: first, at the start of the 20th century, and then in the years following the Second World War. Ever since, the Mediterranean has lived on in the memories and dreams of the Italians who made Montreal their home. Starting from a village in Calabria, the director recounts their saga and presents a chapter from the history of his own community. Wherever the tides of immigration carried the Medici, the exiled descendants of Leonardo and Michelangelo have re-created a Mediterranean of the heart, to which they turn to reconnect with their roots. Through their words we witness the Italian spirit, marked by a history of families uprooted yet contributing so much to Quebec society. This is a film of lively historical and human interest, set against a backdrop of images depicting eternal Italy.
Meeting Harriet
L1218568,SV
5:15 min 1972 2453
Emma Series - Emma meets Harriet and seeks to befriend her. Emma plans a party.

Megamaths - Division
For descriptions see individual titles:
Divide by Ten Tournament
Dividing into Tenths
Division
Multiplication and Division
Relationships
Table Mountain Challenge
Tailor Made
Ten Times Table

Megamaths - Money and Division
For descriptions see individual titles:
Ace Clamper Pays a Debt and Gets Clamped
Adding Pence at the Auction
Adding Up the Change
Brimstone's Challenge
Brimstone's Challenge
Dress the Ace Challenge
Dress the Ace Challenge
Making Change Tournament
Making Change Tournament
Money to 50p
Money to One Pound
Why Do We Have to Have Change?

Megamaths - Problem Solving
For descriptions see individual titles:
Auntie Alien
Auntie Alien
Auntie Alien's Problem Page
Auntie Alien's Problem Page and Tom's Number Story
Ice Cream Problem
Mathsman Solves a Hedgehog Problem
Mathsman Solves the Cat Food Problem
Measure - Mass and Capacity
Money
Number Story
Number Story
One Step Problems
Problem-Solving at the Farm
Problem Solving on the Beach
Two Step Problems
Two-Step Problems
Visualization
Visualization

Megamaths - Tables
For descriptions see individual titles:
Calculating the Birthday Cost
Four Times
Games of Nine
Multiples of Four
Multiples of Nine
Nine Times
Nine Times Tournament
Product
Tall Orders
Tips for Nine Times Table
Tournament

Mémoire ONF - André Melançon
NF060824,SV
6 min 2014 4742
Après avoir écumé les salles obscures de son Abitibi natale, suivant l'étoile de Fellini, il dérive doucement vers l'ONF à l'époque où tout peut arriver par accident. Le réalisateur Clément Perron lui propose un rôle dans Taureau (1973). Puis, on lui offre de réaliser un film pour enfants ; il n'y connaît rien. Son talent inné avec les enfants s'impose avec force n'est-il pas d'abord psycho-éducateur ! Méorable année 1978 : le documentaire Les vrais perdants fait grand bruit et les critiques proclament comme les six doigts de la main Meilleur long métrage québécois. La guerre des tuques consacre la renommée de Melançon dans le genre florissant des films pour enfants. Après plusieurs longs métrages, séries télévisuelles et mises en scène théatrales, le cinéaste revient aux sources avec l'émouvant documentaire Printemps fragiles (2005), mettant l'enfance au centre de ses préoccupations.

Mémoire ONF - Jacques Giraldeau
NF060814,SV
6 min 2014 4742

Mémoire ONF - Marcel Carrière
NF060817,SV
7 min 2014 4742
Marcel Carrière est sans doute au son ce que Michel Brault est à l'image. Entre 1958 et 1964, l'art et la technique vivent une vraie histoire d'amour. Les artisans transforment les outils du cinéma pour modifier à jamais notre regard sur la réalité. Avec son entêtement inventif, Carrière cherche à parfaire la prise de son synchrone, à délivrer son magnétophone des câbles et de la caméra. La liberté qu'a gagnée le preneur de son, c'est grâce à lui. Il est de presque tous les tournages marquants de cette folle aventure du direct à l'ONF, de l'an zéro avec le film Les raquetteurs (1958) à celui qui récolte les fruits de ces avancées techniques, le chef-d'œuvre Pour la suite du monde (1962). Carrière se lance dans la réalisation. Documentaires et fictions se succèdent, imprégnés d'un humour généreux, d’un ton bienveillant, à son image.

Mémoire ONF - Michel Brault
NF060816,SV
8 min 2014 4742
Sister Wendy visits the Pieta of Michelangelo. She discusses Michelangelo's loss of his mother.

Michelangelo the Forger
L121851D,SV
7:39 min IS 2004 2453
Divine Michelangelo Series - He traveled and sculpted in Bologna, but eventually returned to Florence. Michelangelo sculpted a sleeping cupid for immediate sale. A friend's comment that an antique would be more valuable led Michelangelo to become a forger. Modern-day artists attempt to recreate Michelangelo's sculpture and process of forgery. After selling the sculpture, Michelangelo is summoned to Rome by the buyer.

Middle Ages, England
L122097F,SV
3:45 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - The Middle Ages in England was a turbulent time with wars, plague, and the Peasant Rebellion. Sister Wendy talks about the Wilton Diptych painted for the deposed King Richard II of England, who found solace in his belief in the Divine Right of Kings.

Middle Layer
L121938C,SV
3:17 min PJ 1990 2453
Landmarks - Tropical Rainforests Series - Description of creatures and plants that populate the middle layer of the rainforest.

Mikayla
L126447,SV
4:11 min PJ 2012 2453
Mark's Moments Series - TVOKids host Mark Sykes spends the day with his friend Mikayla, an 8-year-old Little Person. Viewers and Mark get a tour of Mikayla's house which has been given a revamp to adjust to her height, but that's not all she has planned for Mark! We see if Mark can keep up with her on the dance floor and find out how Mikayla really feels about being a Little Person.

Million Ways to Move
For descriptions see individual titles:
Million Ways to Move: Allstar Weekend
Million Ways to Move, behind the scenes
Million Ways to Move: Dalmar Floor Ball
Million Ways to Move: Globetrotter Slick
Million Ways to Move: How Do You Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Dalmar Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Drew Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Kara Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Paul Rosen Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 1 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 10 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 11 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 12 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 13 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 14 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 15 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 16 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 17 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 18 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 2 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 3 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 4 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 5 Move?
Million Ways to Move: How Does Streeter 6 Move?

If you would like more information about this document, please let me know!
Million Ways to Move Streeter 7
Million Ways to Move Streeter 8
Million Ways to Move Streeter 9

Million Ways to Move: Allstar Weekend
L126514,SV
0:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Allstar Weekend band members like yoga, swimming, surfing, jumping rope, dancing and cycling.

Million Ways to Move, behind the scenes
L126513,SV
0:28 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Meet the kids who worked on the Million Ways to Move music video.

Million Ways to Move: Dalmar Floor Ball
L126515,SV
0:20 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Dalmar watches a game of floor ball and tells kids to log their minutes at tvokids.com

Million Ways to Move: Globetrotter Slick
L126516,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Harlem Globetrotter Slick Willie Shaw shows TVOKids how he likes to move with a basketball.

Million Ways to Move: Globetrotter Tiny
L126517,SV
0:15 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Harlem Globetrotter Tiny shows the TVOKids how he likes to move with a basketball.

Million Ways to Move: How Do You Move?
L126518,SV
0:20 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Dalmar and friends ask: how do you move?

Million Ways to Move: How Does Dalmar Move?
L126519,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Dalmar likes to play soccer.

Million Ways to Move: How Does Drew Move?
L126520,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Drew likes to ride his bike.

Million Ways to Move: How Does Kara Move?
L126521,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Kara likes to skip rope.

Million Ways to Move: Kratt Brothers
L126522,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Martin and Chris, the Kratt Brothers, tell the TVOKids how they like to move -- like animals!

Million Ways to Move: Paul Rosen
L126523,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Olympic gold medalist Paul Rosen talks about how he likes to stay active swimming, walking his dog, playing tennis, and playing hockey.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 1
L126495,SV
0:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Jacob and Mary like to run and jump.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 10
L126496,SV
0:20 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Kayla and Cody like soccer and pretending to be a helicopter.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 11
L126497,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Zachary, Anton and Alexis like soccer and swimming.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 12
L126498,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Kids like skipping, soccer, swimming, and playing airplane and helicopter.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 13
L126499,SV
0:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Kids like running, jumping, dancing, skipping, playing tag and helicopter.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 14
L126500,SV
0:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Kenneth and Laura like dancing and running.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 15
L126501,SV
0:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Christopher, Wendy and Gilbert like scooters, skating and cycling.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 16
L126502,SV
0:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Dale, Victor and Alyssa like soccer, running and walking.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 17
L126503,SV
0:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Gilbert, Laura and Kenneth like cycling, running and dancing.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 18
L126504,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Dale, Christopher, Victor and Alyssa like tag, soccer and scooters.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 2
L126505,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Alba and Agim like to dance and play baseball.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 3
L126506,SV
0:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Donna and Tomaso like to play soccer.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 4
L126507,SV
0:25 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Kids like to jump, dance and play soccer.

Million Ways to Move Streeter 5
L126508,SV
0:30 min PJ 2012 2453
*Million Ways to Move Series* - Ben and Madeline like to dance and play tag.
for her on his bike. He notices a car driving oddly, as if lost. He spots a child who fits the description inside the car and gives chase until the driver stops and lets the girl out. Police arrest the abductor. Whaddyado Tips are: teach your child to be wary of strangers, have a safe place to run to if threatened, keep a close eye on children.

### Missing Numbers
L122041,SV
14:27 min P 1999 2453
NumberTime - Numbers up to 100 Series - Missing numbers from a 100's number chart and number lines are filled in by counting on numbers up to 100, using animations, songs, and sketches in this 1999 BBC educational television series for primary schools.

### The Missing Sculptures
L126666,SV
2:15 min PJ 2011 2453
The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - The Special Agents are called to an art gallery to investigate the mystery of the missing sculptures.

### Mistaken Identity
L122064C,SV
10:21 min JIS 1996 2453
Pride and Prejudice Series - The King is dying and instructs Prince Edward to take the Seal of England. John Canty learns the Priest took Tom to see Westminster Palace where Prince Edward invites Tom in. The boys compare their lives and exchange clothes. When Prince Edward goes to alert Father Thomas, he is mistaken for Tom, thrown out of the Palace, and seized by John Canty.

### The Mists of Time
L122097,SV
30:11 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - Sister Wendy Beckett discovers masterpieces from the time of the cavemen.

### Mom's Computer
L128193E,SV
2:35 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens what they would do if a friend asked to use their mother's off-limits computer. The friend says the mom will never know. The teens discuss consequences and how to reject your friend's request.

### Mom's Prejudices
L128183B,SV
5:35 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a mother's prejudice affecting her daughter's choice of school friends. The teens consider responses to an observed situation that involves racism. Step in and speak up. Younger generations are challenging old racist attitudes.

### Monarch Eggs
L121917B,SV
3:25 min JIS 1997 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - Shows Monarch caterpillars hatching and growing. The mother butterfly travels on to Missouri, where she dies.

### Money
L121997,SV
14:26 min P 2002 2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - In this 2002 BBC program about Maths and Problem Solving, Mathsmans solves money problems with the help of Princess Nebulous.
grows root crops to sell. She prepares the mountain village, Maggie Fontaine talks about her farm where she all over the island come to sell their wares. Back in her Giant Ditch Frog. At the Roseau Market, producers from youths are hunting at night for mountain chicken, or the we move into the mountains of Dominica where three.

**Money Equivalents**

L126460,SV 3:30 min PJ 2009 2453

*Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains different ways to make $2.00 in change.*

**Money to 50p**

L121985,SV 19:15 min P 1997 2453

*Megamaths - Money and Division Series - In this 1998 BBC program about Maths, the Joker and a cast of playing card suits introduce English money concepts and addition through song, humorous dramatic representations, and challenges that can be reproduced in the classroom.*

**Money to One Pound**

L121983,SV 19:35 min P 1997 2453

*Megamaths - Money and Division Series - In this 1998 BBC program about Maths, the Joker and a cast of playing card suits introduce English money concepts and addition through song, humorous dramatic representations, and challenges that can be reproduced in the classroom.*

**Monogastric**

L128639,SV 3:27 min PJIS 2014 2453

*Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about the monogastric digestive system. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.*

**Monster Control**

L125644,SV 2:49 min PJ 2007 2453

*The Bodies Series - Boffo re-programs Master Control into Monster Control so that he doesn’t remember the correct daily servings of milk & milk products.*

**Moon Origins**

L126642,SV 1:37 min PJ 2009 2453

*Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains that the moon was created from a massive meteor impact with the Earth.*

**Moral Dilemma**

L128174C,SV 1:55 min JIS 2012 2453

*ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens on the panel if they would turn in a rule-breaking friend.*

**Mother Hover**

L128179B,SV 4:33 min JIS 2012 2453

*ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows an over protective mom embarrassing her son in front of his friends. Hovering can instill fear of failure in children.*

**Mountain Chicken**

L121935B,SV 6:35 min PJ 1998 2453

*Landmarks - Caribbean Islands Series - From the coasts we move into the mountains of Dominica where three youths are hunting at night for mountain chicken, or the Giant Ditch Frog. At the Roseau Market, producers from all over the island come to sell their wares. Back in her village, Maggie Fontaine talks about her farm where she grows root crops to sell. She prepares the mountain chicken with vegetables from her garden.*

**New Resources**

**Movie Party Room**

L126141,SV 2:29 min PJ 2011 2453

*Jackie's School of Dance Series - Are you attending a movie party or even planning your very own movie night? On this episode of JSD - Jackie will be teaching you a brand new jazz inspired dance that you can try at the next movie party you attend. Are you ready to party? Let's dance!*
Buddy invite $henanigan$ to participate in a battle of the "stolen" musical melody. In this episode Sam Sleuth and Math Mystery Series - 2:15 min PJ 2012 2453
Music Mystery Episode 5
L126475,SV
2:15 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Basic concepts of musical theory are explored as Sam Sleuth tries to solve the case of the "stolen" musical melody. In this episode Sam Sleuth and Buddy Berry investigate Buddy’s studio to see if $henanigan$ could have possibly heard his song.

Music Mystery Episode 3
L126474,SV
2:15 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Basic concepts of musical theory are explored as Sam Sleuth tries to solve the case of the "stolen" musical melody. In this episode Sam Sleuth questions Buddy Berry about how the pop singer $henanigan$ stole the melody of his song.

Music Mystery Episode 4
L126476,SV
2:15 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Basic concepts of musical theory are explored as Sam Sleuth tries to solve the case of the "stolen" musical melody. In this episode Sam Sleuth and Buddy Berry visit Jigsaw Jill to discuss where she may have played Buddy’s song as the ringtone on her phone.

Music Mystery Episode 5
L126477,SV
2:15 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Basic concepts of musical theory are explored as Sam Sleuth tries to solve the case of the "stolen" musical melody. In this episode Sam Sleuth and Buddy Berry visit the Joker to ask him if $henanigan$ heard the song at the radio station.

Music Mystery Episode 6
L126478,SV
2:15 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Basic concepts of musical theory are explored as Sam Sleuth tries to solve the case of the "stolen" musical melody. In this episode Sam Sleuth and Buddy invite $henanigan$ to participate in a battle of the bands to determine the author of the "songs" melody.

Music Mystery Episode 7
L126479,SV
2:15 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Basic concepts of musical theory are explored as Sam Sleuth tries to solve the case of the "stolen" musical melody. In this episode The Battle of Bands commences. The Joker determines that both Buddy and $henanigan$ stole the melody—it is "Pop goes the weasel."

Musicians in Cologne
L121839D,SV
1:21 min JIS 1996 2453
Deutsch Plus Series - Documentary about musicians and a music festival in Cologne.

My Community Helpers
998374,KT
This kit contains three different activities.

Community Helpers contains 45 laminated pictures which can be used to explore 15 different community helpers. Show students colour photographs with helpers in uniforms and help them to match the tools of the job.

Lakeshore Community Block Play People No city or town is complete without community workers! From a painter to a doctor to a chef, the block play figures feature tons of realistic details, and represent a variety of occupations, ages and ethnicities.

My Community Sorting Center Students sort picture pieces into the matching community buildings, then check their answers on the back!

*Also includes Community Helpers from A to Z by Bobbie Kalman

My Friend Dolly
L126662,SV
2:15 min PJ 2011 2453
The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - Sam Sleuth gets her groceries home with the help of an eager Girl Scout and her friend Dolly.

Mystery Clue Episode 1
L126559,SV
0:20 min PJ 2011 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - In episode 1 of the TVO Science Mystery, Sam Sleuth asks what she should do next in the Case of the Runny Nose Princess Pea Portrait. Should she a) check the temperature, b) get the portrait some tissues, or c) go back to bed?

Mystery Clue Episode 2
L126560,SV
0:22 min PJ 2011 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - In episode 2 of the TVO Science Mystery, Sam Sleuth asks what she should do next in the Case of the Runny Nose Princess Pea Portrait. Should she a) test her hypothesis, b) go back to sleep, or c) buy tickets to the art show?

Mystery Clue Episode 3
L126561,SV
0:27 min PJ 2011 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - In episode 3 of the TVO Science Mystery, Sam Sleuth asks what she should do next in the Case of the Runny Nose Princess Pea Portrait. What is causing the portrait’s runny nose? Is it a) the portrait is sick, b) the curator is a cheat, or c) something is in the air?
Mystery Clue Episode 4
L126562.SV
0:15 min PJ 2011 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth thanks the viewers for helping her solve the TVO Science Mystery. Viewers can go online to print up their own mystery badge and watch the mystery again.

Mystery Lit. Circles Grade 4-6
998410.LC J 2015 3873
Inspire a sense of intrigue and wonder in your students with this collection of fiction novels recommended for students in the junior grades.

Contents:

The Metro Dogs of Moscow (Rachelle Delaney) JR (short for Jack Russell) is an embassy dog. His human, George, works in embassies around the world and so they both travel. A lot. Now George is working at the Canadian Embassy in Moscow. While George loves the globetrotting life, he doesn’t think JR needs any more excitement than hanging out at the park with the other embassy dogs. JR, however, has had quite enough of leashes and perfectly manicured parks—not to mention the boring embassy dogs. Inspired by seeing a stray dog steal a coil of sausages, JR sneaks out of his apartment to do a little exploring on his own and soon meets up with the wily stray and some of his friends. This is the life: amazing city smells! Mouthwatering stuffed potatoes! And best of all, the freedom to travel on the Moscow subway. But then JR’s new friends mysteriously start to disappear. When an embassy dog goes missing as well, JR knows he must use everything he’s learned about his new home to solve the mystery of Moscow’s missing dogs.

The Night They Stole the Stanley Cup (Roy MacGregor) Travis, Nish, and the rest of the Screech Owls must come up with a plan to save the Stanley Cup after they overhear two men plotting to swipe the priceless trophy from the Hockey Hall of Fame.

Neil Flambé and the Tokyo Treasure (Kevin Sylvester) Celebrity teenaged chef Neil Flambé heads to Japan to solve his next mystery when news arrives that his cousin Larry, a manga comic book writer visiting Tokyo, has died in a boating accident.

The Dead Kid Detective Agency (Evan Munday) 13-year-old October Schwartz is new in town, short on friends and the child of a clinically depressed science teacher. She spends most of her time in the Sticksville Cemetery, which borders her back garden, and just happens to be the home of five dead teenagers, each from a different era of the past. Soon October befriends the five kids and together, using October’s smarts and the dead kids’ ability to walk through walls, they form The Dead Kid Detective Agency, committed to solving Sticksville’s most baffling mysteries.

Randi Rhodes Ninja Detective: The Case of the Time-Capsule Bandit (Octavía Spencer) Twelve-year-old Randi, unhappy about moving from Brooklyn to Deer Creek, Tennessee, after her mother’s death, soon finds new friends and a case to solve surrounding a stolen time capsule and rumors of a centuries-old treasure.

The Ride that was Really Haunted (Steve Brezenoff) The Haunted House ride at Fun City is rumored to be haunted by the ghost of someone who died there, and when Samantha “Sam” Archer and her friends get trapped inside they need to find the truth.

Hocus Pocus Hotel: Out the Rear Window (Michael Dahl) When Charlie Hitchcock, the smartest kid at school, gets a note from the school bully, Tyler Yu, demanding a meeting he fears the worst—but it turns out that Tyler wants him to solve the mystery of the missing magician at the Abracadabra Hotel.

For the Guide to Literature Circle Kits see “Literature Circles - A Support Document” (997066) at http://media.dsbn.edu.on.ca

Mystery Meet?
L128180D.SV
5:52 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a teen warning her friend not to meet a guy she only corresponded with online. Profile information online could be false. Some teens over-share personal facts like their address. Have a buddy with you. Have a video chat first. Use precautions for the first meeting.

The Mystery of the Twinkle Twins - Episode 1
L126480.SV
3:35 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Sam Sleuth is hired to find the long-lost singers Harmony & Melody Twinkle - The Twinkle Twins. In this episode Sam teaches Dame Manager how to harmonize.

The Mystery of the Twinkle Twins - Episode 2
L126481.SV
3:35 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Sam Sleuth is hired to find the long-lost singers Harmony & Melody Twinkle - The Twinkle Twins. In this episode Buddy Berry teaches Sam & Dame Manager about multi-tracking.

The Mystery of the Twinkle Twins - Episode 3
L126482.SV
3:35 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Sam Sleuth is hired to find the long-lost singers Harmony & Melody Twinkle - The Twinkle Twins. In this episode everybody learns about dissonance.

The Mystery of the Twinkle Twins - Episode 4
L126483.SV
3:35 min PJ 2012 2453
Math Mystery Series - Sam Sleuth is hired to find the long-lost singers Harmony & Melody Twinkle - The Twinkle Twins. In this episode, the mystery is revealed.

Transform It! Series - This series teaches children how to make interesting & fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode Ryan makes table napkins from an old shirt.

Napkins
L125729.SV
2:50 min PJ 2009 2453
Napkin T wins. In this episode the mystery is revealed.

Napoleon
L122159.SV
49:41 min IS 2007 2453
Warriors Series - Lavish, all-action dramatic spectacles based on the lives of six men who shaped the world around them, either by sheer force of will, genius, courage or even greed. Powerful, magnetic personalities who have earned their place in the world’s imagination, all prepared to die for what they believed in - whether it was God or gold, the pursuit of power and glory or a magnificent ideal. From Spartacus, the gladiator who brought Rome to its knees, to the audacious military genius Napoleon, this series combines absorbing drama with CGI to ask what were the motives, the strengths and even the weaknesses that drove these men to achieve what no one else had dared. The amazing stories of Hernan Cortez, Attila the Hun, Tokugawa Ieyasu, and Richard the Lionheart are also included.
Enzo and his friends have a crack at the base of a large spruce tree near the house. Enzo's father barely escaped with the cars from the garage when the tree collapsed. Whaddyado Tips are: consult a tree specialist about large trees near the house, regular pruning and maintenance is important.

Mark's Moments Series - Natalie McDonald. Today on Mark's Moments, host Mark Sykes spends the day with 10-year-old Natalie who was born with Spinal Muscular Atrophy, a disease that causes muscle deterioration. Living in a wheelchair is normal for Natalie. She explains to Mark how she travels to school, gets around her classroom and shares her love of race car driving.

Need vs Want Pt. 1
L126586.SV
4:20 min PJ 2009 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - The Prince and the Joker are playing video games. They've played the game hundreds of times and they're bored. The Queen comes in and they tell her how much they want a new video game. Much begging and pleading ensues. The Queen tries to tell them the difference between a want and a need.

Need vs Want Pt. 2
L126587.SV
2:30 min PJ 2009 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - Queen is reading off her list of all the things she needs; broccoli, milk, a new roof. Shot widens to reveal a bucket with water dripping into it. Prince reads off his list of things he needs including a CD of his favourite band, "The Crowned Jewels". They argue about whose needs are more important.

Netherfield Ball
L122055C.SV
6:43 min IS 1979 2453
Pride and Prejudice Series - Elizabeth anticipates dancing with Mr. Wickham at the Netherfield ball, but in his absence dances with Mr. Collins and Mr. Darcy, to whom she refers the injustice done to Wickham. Darcy overhears Mrs. Bennett gossiping about the relationship between Jane and Mr. Bingley.

The Never Ending Story
L122106.SV
29:50 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - A focus on the art world that developed in America after the Second World War. Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.

New Home
L121807C.SV
6:27 min PJ 1992 2453
Borrowers, The - Series 1 - Arrietty and her parents challenge the notion that Borrowers cannot be friends with humans. Their relatives find them a new home.

New Life
L121807D.SV
3:52 min PJ 1992 2453
Borrowers, The - Series 1 - Arrietty decides that she doesn't want to live in a house anymore, so she says goodbye to her parents and sets off on her own.

News Item
L121826D.SV
1:14 min JIS 1996 2453
Deutsch Plus Series - A news report about a new express rail track and its financial and ecological costs.

NFB Memories - André Melançon
NF061575.SV
8 min 2013 1183
Having fallen under the spell of Fellini in the movie theatres of his native Abitibi, André Melançon wandered into the NFB at a time when anything could happen. He nabbed a role in Clément Perron’s Taureau (1973), a gig that led to another offer—to direct children’s films. With no directing experience, he forged ahead, drawing upon his natural ease with kids and previous experience as a school counsellor. 1978 would be a banner year: Melançon’s documentary Les vrais perdans earned widespread praise and Comme les six doigts de la main was hailed as the year’s best Quebec feature film. La gruer des tuques (1984) consolidated his stature in the growing genre of children’s film. He went on to direct other features, along with TV series and theatrical productions, returning to the theme of childhood with the touching documentary Printemps fragiles (2005).

NFB Memories - Edouard Davidovici
NF059290.SV
4 min 2012 1183
Edouard Davidovici, former chief editor at the NFB, reflects on various approaches and changes in post-production.

NFB Memories - Marcel Carrière
NF061564.SV
7 min 2013 1183
Marcel Carrière is to sound what Michel Brault is to image. Between 1958 and 1964, art and technology were interacting in exciting new ways at the NFB, and young filmmakers like Carrière embraced the creative possibilities with energy and imagination, transforming the language of cinema. With a determined sense of invention, Carrière refined the art of sound recording, liberating soundmen from bulky and unwieldy technology. He collaborated on many of French Program’s early Direct Cinema films, beginning with Les raquetteurs (1958) through the masterful Pour la suite du monde (1963). He went on to direct his own films, working in both documentary and fiction, and infusing every project with characteristic humour and good will.

NFB Memories - Michel Brault
NF061562.SV
8 min 2013 1183
Back in 1947, while still making amateur movies with Claude Jutra, could Brault have known that he would mark film history? His defiant experimentalism shook things up at the NFB, and films like Les raquetteurs (1958) would launch an irreversible movement. Alongside US filmmakers such as Richard Leacock, the young Québécois was at the forefront of the Direct Cinema revolution—and his “walking camera” would influence Jean Rouch. He collaborated with Pierre Perrault and the inhabitants of Île-aux-Coudres on the landmark film Pour la suite du monde (1963), a key moment in vérité cinema. Restlessly creative, Brault continued investigating both reality and fiction. His own feature, Les ordres (1974), honoured at Cannes, remains ingrained in Quebec’s collective memory. Children’s cinema today looks to the legendary films like Mon Oncle Antoine and Les bons débarras. It is impossible to imagine Quebec cinema without him. Michel Brault died in 2013 at the age of 85.
One life, many chapters! Blais began his working life as a wartime artist in Europe. Returning to Canada in 1945, he was recruited to the NFB by Grierson himself. Blais would develop enormous respect for the famous Scot, and his last film, Monsieur John Grierson (1974), is dedicated to his memory. Among the few early francophone directors at the NFB, Blais defended his right to work in his own language. Named executive producer of Studio F, the so-called French Unit, in 1954, he argued for a fully fledged independent French-language program. Following a remarkably prolific career at the NFB, he moved on to an impressive set of new challenges leading a UN anthropology mission to New Guinea, running the audiovisual department for Expo 67, and more. He died in 2012 at the age of 95.

The term (3z(Bpioneer(3y(B has rarely been so appropriate: Roger Racine was the first francophone cinematographer at the NFB, the first French Canadian to direct photography on a feature film, and a member of the very first TV crew at Radio-Canada. Hired by John Grierson in 1942, Racine would assist cinematographer Boris Kaufman, a newly arrived refugee from occupied France. Noted for his masterful work on Jean Vigo's La Atalante (1934), Kaufman would influence Racine's early work on Le curé du village (1949) and La petite Aurore lentant martyre (1951). Feature films released during the ultra-conservative Duplessis years. Racine worked as a director at Radio-Canada from 1952 to 1964, and went on to found his own production company, Cinémétres, now run by his son Christian.

No Sew Hat
L126728,SV
2:50 min PJ 2009 2453
Transform It! Series - This series teaches children how to make interesting & fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode Ryan makes a hat from an old sweatshirt.

No Sew T-Shirt Bag
L126738,SV
2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode Kara makes a tote bag from an old t-shirt - no sewing involved.

No Sew T-shirt Bag
L126754,SV
2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode Kara makes a tote bag from an old t-shirt - no sewing involved.

Non-Germans living in Germany
L121829D,SV
1:57 min JIS 1996 2453
Deutsch Plus Series - A news report about non-Germans living in Germany.

Non-Traditional Fairy Tales, Primary
998393,KT
P
Introduce your students to new perspectives and unexpected twist and turns with this collection of non-traditional fairy tales.

Contents:

The Three Little Pigs and the Somewhat Bad Wolf by Mark Teague
Three little pigs, a somewhat bad wolf, sody-pop, chips, hay, mortar, bricks, and some huffing and puffing!

Fairly Fairy Tales by Esme Raji Codell
Would you eat spaghetti made with gummy worms? Would you wear your clothes backwards all day? Sometimes the answer is "yes" and sometimes it's "no"—but the fun is in the asking.

Splinters by Kevin Sylvester
Hockey, the horrible Blister sisters, a "wicked" Mrs. Blister, and a magical Fairy Goal tenderer... couldn't ask for anything more!

Dangerously Ever After by Dashka Slater
Not all princesses are made of sugar and spice–some are made of funnier, fiercer stuff. Princess Amanita laughs in the face of danger. Brakeless bicycles, pet scorpions, spiky plants—that's her thing. So when quiet Prince Florian gives her roses, Amanita is unimpressed... until she sees their glorious thorns!

The Three Bully Goats by Leslie Kimmelman
When Gruff, Ruff, and Tuff, bully their way across a bridge and into a meadow – teasing a kind ogre and butting small
animals along the way. The ogre, frustrated that being friendly and polite didn’t work, hatches a plan to teach the “bully” goats a lesson.

No Kidding, Mermaids are a Joke!
OF COURSE you think I was a lousy, no-good guy for breaking the little mermaid’s heart. You don’t know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you...

Once Upon a Golden Apple by Jean Little
In this hilarious fractured fairy tale, everything seems to go wrong. Goldilocks lives with the seven dwarfs, a princess kisses a reluctant dragon, and she and her prince rescue the Wicked Witch of the West...until all mischief is sorted out and everyone lives happily ever after.

No Lie, I Acted Like A Beast!
OF COURSE, you think I was a filthy, nasty beast, terrorizing poor Beauty and her father. You don’t know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you...

Seriously, Snow White was so Forgetful!
OF COURSE, you think Snow White was the most perfect girl in the world. You don’t know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you...

Believe Me, Goldilocks Rocks!
OF COURSE you think Goldilocks was a brat who broke in and trashed our house. You don’t know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you...

Super Red Riding Hood by Claudia Davila
Ruby loves red berries, her red boots and especially the red cloak her grandma made for her. “When Ruby puts on her red cloak, she becomes SUPER RED RIDING HOOD!” Sent by her mother to collect some raspberries from the clearing in the woods, Ruby reminds herself that she isn’t frightened by the chill from the darkness, the loud tapping of the woodpecker or the snapping of a twig underfoot, because “SUPER RED RIDING HOOD is never scared!”

Very Little Red Riding Hood by Heapy & Heap
This is the story of the Very Little Red Riding Hood. Very Little Red Riding Hood is little. Very little. She’s off to her Grandmama’s for a sleepover, and she won’t let anything stand in her way. Not even a Wolf.

Cinderella’s Big Foot by Laura North
Cinderella’s fairy godmother grants her wish to go to the ball. She meets the prince but Cinderella does not behave like a princess at all! The fairy godmother must teach her a lesson.

After Happily Ever After: Red Riding Hood Takes Charge by Tony Bradman
Little Red Riding Hood is worried about her Granny. Granny’s recovered from her scare with the Big Bad Wolf, but she’s lonely. Thankfully Little Red Riding Hood is on the case! She is ready to find her Granny some new hobbies and some new friends.

Sleeping Beauty - 100 Years Later by Laura North
What happens when Sleeping Beauty really does sleep for a hundred years? She finds the world a very different place when she finally wakes up!

Wanted Prince Charming by A.H. Benjamin
Princess Reverie is always daydreaming about meeting her prince charming. But, she never seems to find him. Will her attempts to find true love ever work?

Rumpelstiltskin Returns by Maggie Pearson
A funny little man with a very familiar name is rescued from under a stone - Rumpelstiltskin! He’s so grateful he promises to do all of his rescuer’s work. Sounds great, but how do you make him stop?

Cinderella: The Terrible Truth by Laura North
Everyone knows the famous story about Cinderella, but that story is just a big cover-up. Find out what really happened at midnight on the night of the royal ball...

The Big Bad Wolf and the Robot Pig by Laura North
The Big Bad Wolf is desperate to eat the Three Little Pigs for dinner. But he can’t find a way to get into their houses. He can’t catch them, but maybe a Robot Pig can!

The Princess and the Frozen Peas by Laura North
A princess is horrified when a cranky, old king arrives at the palace intending to marry her. She must first pass the frozen peas test to prove she is a real princess. But does she want to?

The Three Little Pigs and the New neighbor by Andy Blackford
The Three Little Pigs are terrified when they find out who their new neighbor is! They have met his kind before. Will they all get eaten up by the Big Bad Wolf?

Nonfiction Writing Power : Teaching Information Writing with Intent and Purpose
131468,BK
184 p. E 2014 0815
Adrienne Gear addresses the close link between reader and writer. This book shows teachers how to help students recognize that they write because they have something to say. It argues that writing nonfiction well means considering the writer’s intent and purpose, and choosing the most appropriate form among the various nonfiction genres.

Norse Gods
L122153H,SV
4:37 min IS 2012 2453
Vikings Series - Viking ships and culture allowed the Vikings to terrorize the Christian world. Their Norse gods defined their Viking spirit. The sagas relate the actions of Thor, with his hammer and girdle of might, and Odin. Reputation was paramount.

Northern Lights
L126646,SV
1:15 min PJ 2009 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains that when solar wind from the sun comes into contact with the Earth’s magnetic field it causes glowing colours in the sky.

Not Tipsy?
L128177,B,SV
5:14 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a teen driver who seems tipsy after a party. Her passenger wants to call a cab, but she insists she’s not drunk. Alcohol is the most abused drug among teens. Five thousand kids ages 12-21 die each year due to underage drinking. The teens on the panel relate personal experiences and discuss options if they see their driver drinking at a party. Find another way to get home.

Nouns
L126533,SV
3:30 min PJ 2013 2453
Reading Rangers Series - The Mayor needs to raise more funds for a statue so she decides to tax everything that is a noun.

Nowruz Celebration
L121952,E,SV
2:16 min PJ 2010 2453
Let’s Celebrate Series - People gather at the Zoroastrian Center in Iran for the celebration with food and good friends. Ticker and friends celebrate with a street party.
she had around 30 eggs stolen. She arranges the pirates' eggs before the robbery and 22 afterwards. She estimates
Sweet Shop. Pirates deny taking the eggs. Doreen had 51 reports on the robbery of chocolate eggs at Doreen's
Numbertime - Addition and Subtraction Series -
L122039C,SV
2:10 min P 2001 2453
Numbertime - Addition and Subtraction Series - Brad reports on the Numberline Wall Climbing Team as they change places to change a subtraction equation to an addition equation in an inverse relation.

Numbertime - Numbers up to 10
For descriptions see individual titles:
Bill and Bernie
Bill and Bernie and Tens of Bees
Bill and Bernie Count in Tens
Case of the Missing Number
Case of the Missing Taffies
Case of the Muddled Pages
El Nombre
El Nombre Counts by Tens
Missing Numbers
Patterns of 10

O Canada
NF054136,SV
2 min 1997 1183
O Canada comes alive through the use of contemporary and archival footage combined with a stunning rendition of the national anthem performed by a 57-piece orchestra.

O Canada #1: National Anthem: "With Glowing Hearts"
NF020013,SV
1 min 1979 1183
A short film on the theme of Canada with music from the 1976 Olympics version of O Canada.

Observer
NF060376,SV
2 min 2013 1183
Smartphones cannot feel, smell or taste, yet they are not without their own senses. Using raw data from the low-level sensors of a cell phone, this film offers a unique point of view on the world as it might appear to our increasingly aware mobile devices. This short was made for the ninth edition of the NFBs animation program for emerging filmmakers, Hothouse.

Observer
NF060382,SV
2 min 2013 4742
Bien que les ordiphones ne puissent rien ressentir, goûter ou sentir, ils ne sont pas dépouvus de sens pour autant. Utilisation des données brutes provenant des capteurs de faible puissance dun téléphone cellulaire pour générer une singulière perspective du monde tel qu'il pourrait être perçu par nos appareils mobiles de plus en plus sensibles. Ce film a été produit dans le cadre du Hothouse, stage de formation offert aux cinéastes de la relève par le Studio danimation de Montréal.

Octagon Tables
L126795,SV
4:15 min PJ 2008 2453
Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed orders new tables for the diner where he works. The tables that arrive are octagons, but they are not shaped like stop signs. Instead they have 8 sides of all different lengths.

Off the Grid
L128195F,SV
1:44 min JIS 2013 4742
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens if they would go off the grid on a deserted island for six months to earn a million dollars.
**Ojibway Heritage**
131476,BK  
171 p.  
EIS 1976  1009
Basil Johnson sets forth the broad spectrum of the Ojibway mythology with stories, legends and beliefs.

**Old Woman’s Promise of Wealth**
L122129A,SV  
3:41 min  
P  2010  2453
_Tellytales Series -_ The young Polish shoemaker named Lutek was kind and hard-working but poor. He dreamed of a better life. An old woman told Lutek he could become rich by finding the Princess who had been changed into a Golden Duc. Lutek was brave and the Princess gave him 100 coins to spend only on himself.

**Once upon a Prime Time**
NF010836,SV  
17 min 1966  1183
A zany spoof with plenty of violence borrowed from the very source it seeks to parody, this film is about a housewife who has lost her family to the television set. Characters spring from the screen to invade her home and take over her life. She is saved by Buck the cowboy, who shoots everyone dead and rides off with her. Sam, her husband, witnesses the departure on his TV set.

**The One and Only Liquid Water**
L126631,SV  
2:23 min  
PJ  2011  2453
_Space Trek Series -_ Star ship Commander Captain Kent discusses the importance of water and why it makes our planet so unique

**One Dead Indian : The Premier, the Police, and the Ipperwash Crisis**
131477,BK  
291 p.  
ES 2003  1009
After covering the tragedy from the beginning, journalist Peter Edwards examines the circumstances surrounding the death of Anthony George and asks a number of pointed questions.

**One of Many–Dr. Nhan**
NF015464,SV  
17 min 1983  1183
Dr. Nahn, an ethnic Chinese refugee from Vietnam, is one of the many “boat people” who emigrated to Canada in the late 1970’s. When she arrived in Vancouver she learned that although she had practiced acupuncture in Saigon for many years, British Columbia law would not recognize her profession. One of Many describes Dr. Nahn’s life and career prior to her arrival in Canada and documents her efforts to overcome the obstacles that prevent her from using her knowledge. The film leaves no doubt about Dr. Nahn’s commitment to people and medicine, and her determination to one day practice acupuncture in her new country.

**One Saved Item**
L128173F,SV  
1:47 min  
JIS 2012  2453
_ChatRoom Series -_ Marc asks the teens what three things they would rescue from a fire.

**One Step Problems**
L121933,SV  
14:26 min  
PJ  2002  2453
_Megamaths - Problem Solving Series -_ Megamaths uses comedy sketches to teach children how to use visualization in math.

**Onion Room**
L126127,SV  
2:25 min  
PJ  2010  2453
_Jackie’s School of Dance Series -_ TVOKids host Jackie English teaches kids how to flavour-up their freestyle dancing with various dance moves. The move in the onion room is called House.
Order & Astronomy
L126639,SV 1:52 min PJ 2009 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains the difference between a solar system & a galaxy.

Origin of Life on Earth
NF014096,SV 3 min 1972 1183
This animated film presents a theory on the origin of the Earth, its transformation into a life-supporting planet, and the evolution of the first simple life forms.

The Origins of Weather
NF011212,SV 12 min 1963 1183
Illustrates, from the vantage of off-the-Earth observation, the factors that produce the climate we know. Animation shows the Earth's dynamic heat exchange—the effect of the sun's heat, the movement of air masses. Resulting weather is then shown.

Out of Fashion
L128185E,SV 2:28 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The teens on the panel talk about whether they would continue to wear the unfashionable sweater their grandmother knitted for a Christmas present while going out with friends that night. They agree to set a new fashion trend and honor their grandmother's creation.

Out to Sea
L126908,SV 21:59 min P 2009 2453
Skatooey: Season 2 (French) Series - Sven Strudelâ€™s love of greasy foods sends the studio sliding into deep water, and itâ€™s up to Hoo and the gang to get everyone safely back to dry land.

PÅ(c)pÅ(c) NoÅ<1
L126925,SV 22:30 min P 2009 2453
Skatooey: Season 2 (French) Series - Charles dÅ(c)icide d'inviter le pÅre NoÅ<1 comme concurrent durant la saison creuseÅ°; ce dernier est quelque peu confus. Tout le monde met tout en œuvre pour lui faire croire que NoÅ<1 est en juillet.

A Pack Rat Meal
L121919D,SV 4:52 min JIS 2000 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - Rattlesnakes use heat imagery to negotiate rough terrain and allow them to recognize landmarks. The rattle warns peccaries to keep away. The snake enters a pack rat's home and waits for its owner's return. The snake stretches its jaw muscles to swallow the paralyzed rat. This meal will sustain the snake for two weeks.

Packing Protein
L125641,SV 2:49 min PJ 2007 2453
The Bodies Series - Tutu is active and always hungry. Her need to always eat is hindering her dancing. Master Control suggests that if she ate more protein than she wouldn't be as hungry all the time, because protein helps keep you going by filling you up. Tim and Master Control add some protein rich foods to her diet. Soon all of the Bodies are eating meals packed with protein.

Padding a Resume
L128182E,SV 3:49 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The teens discuss padding a resume and lying about community service on a college application.

Painted T-Shirt
L126739,SV 2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode Kara transforms an old T-Shirt into a painted work of art!

Painted T-shirt
L126741,SV 2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara paints a design on a t-shirt.

Painted T-Shirt
L126756,SV 2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara paints a design on a t-shirt.

Palmer
L126435,SV 4:12 min PJ 2009 2453
Mark's Moments Series - Host Mark spends the day with Palmer, who suffers from Alstrom Syndrome. This affects his hearing and sight.

Paper Bracelets
L126743,SV 2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes bracelets from paper.

Paper Bracelets
L126743,SV 2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes bracelets from paper.

Paris
L122094,SV 9:42 min JIS 1994 2453
Sister Wendy's Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy's Grand Tour takes her to Paris, City of Love, but also of monuments and memories. There she visits the Musee D'Orsay, the Pompidou Centre, National Museum of Modern Art, and the Louvre. She discusses paintings by Cezanne, Matisse, and Watteau.

Paris c. 1750
L122103B,SV 3:58 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - Unlike the British, French aristocrats delighted in fantasy and sensuality, playfully demonstrated in the Rococo style. Sister Wendy discusses Antoine Watteau's Island of Love and Chardin's House of Cards that seem to foreshadow the French Revolution.

Park Safety
L126601,SV 2:40 min PJ 2010 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids series featuring the Queen, Joker and Prince Henry. In this episode they learn about how to play safely at the playground.
Passe-moi La Puck!
L126931,SV
22:30 min  P  2009  2453

Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series - Chudd apprend Àªse mÀ(c)lier de ses vÀ<x, car suiteÀªÀª un sort tout le monde se retrouve Àª jouer Àª lÀª intÀ(c)rieurÀªf de Charles La Puck Àª!

Patterns of 10
L122043,SV
14:22 min  P  1999  2453

Numbertime - Numbers up to 100 Series - Addition, subtraction, and patterns of 10 are presented using animations, songs, and sketches in this 1999 BBC educational television series for primary schools.

Patterns of Subtraction
L122037,SV
14:26 min  P  2001  2453

Numbertime - Addition and Subtraction Series - Addition, subtraction, and numerical place patterns are shown through animations, songs, and sketches in this 1999 BBC educational television series for primary schools.

Paul Cezanne, The Bathers
L122094A,SV
2:44 min  JIS  1994  2453

Sister Wendy's Grand Tour Series - In Paris, Sister Wendy begins her tour at the Musee D'Osay, housed in a former Beaux-Arts railway station, where French masterpieces of the 19th century can be seen. Sister Wendy visits the Paul Cezanne Gallery and discusses The Bathers.

Peace
L122163G,SV
4:05 min  JIS  2007  2453

Warriors Series - Despite vastly outnumbering the Crusaders, Saladin's forces turned away from confrontation. Saladin and the Crusaders compromised and made peace.

Peace Room
L126112,SV
1:59 min  PJ  2009  2453

Jackie's School of Dance Series - Jackie teaches the first move of a dance.

Pedestrian Safety
L128162E,SV
4:50 min  JIS  2011  2453

Whaddyado Series - Andy Hamilton, Regional Director of America Walks, explains the human cost of road design that makes our streets unsafe for pedestrians. Whaddyado Tips are: look both ways before crossing a street, wear light-colored clothing at night and consider using reflectors. Drivers must obey the speed limit and be aware of surroundings like public buses. San Diego makes streets more pedestrian-friendly.

Pelts: Politics of the Fur Trade
NF019806,SV
56 min  1989  1183

The fur trade is Canada's oldest industry, but today some people challenge the morality of killing animals for their fur. This film examines the public relations war raging between the industry and its opponents and takes an objective look at the ethical, environmental and economic issues raised by the debate. The struggle to win over public opinion has been joined by Canada's Native peoples who fear that their way of life will be jeopardized if the fur industry is destroyed. The cycle of the industry is followed from the trapper's bush camp and the fur ranch to the final sale of a coat in the furrier's salon. Throughout the film, the conflicting opinions of fur industry representatives, animal rights activists and Native people challenge the viewer to consider all aspects of this complex debate.

Pencil Holder
L126730,SV
2:50 min  PJ  2009  2453

Transform It! Series - This series teaches children how to make interesting & fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode Ryan turns an old can & some fancy paper into a pencil holder.

The Perfect Candidate?
L128194E,SV
3:26 min  JIS  2013  2453

ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens which of three candidates from world history they would elect. He describes the three before revealing them as Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, and Adolf Hitler.

The Perplexing Poster Problem
L126783,SV
3:45 min  PJ  2011  2453

Tumbletown Reads Series - Tumbleweed and his friends plan a car-free day on Main Street. However the information on their poster is unclear. He learns how to prioritize the information so people can understand.

Pharaohs and Gods
L121932,SV
19:47 min  PJ  1997  2453

Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series - Jamie visits the Cairo Museum, the tomb of Tutankhamun, and the Temple of Karnak as he unravels the reason for a scarab buried with the mummy. Marcelle talks with Egyptologist Dr. Rosalie David about the mummification process and researches the Egyptian gods. She also investigates funeral rituals in the Book of the Dead.

Phylum
L128599,SV
3:45 min  PJ  2014  2453

Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about Phylum. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Physical Abuse
L128193D,SV
5:03 min  JIS  2013  2453

ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a girl noticing her friend's frequent injuries. The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a girl noticing her friend's frequent injuries. Almost three and a half million U.S. children witness domestic abuse each year. Fifty percent of men who abuse their wives also abuse their children. Abused teens often feel helpless and confused.

Physical Bullying
L128188D,SV
5:26 min  JIS  2013  2453

ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a playground bully extracting money from two friends. The teens relate personal experiences and their solutions to the threat of bullies. Stand up for yourself. Don't believe what a bully might say about you.

Pineapple Room
L126126,SV
2:25 min  PJ  2010  2453

Jackie's School of Dance Series - TVOKids host Jackie English teaches kids how to flavour-up their freestyle dancing with various dance moves. The move in the pineapple room is called Whacking.
Bryophytes

Bryophytes occur as mosses, liverworts, and hornworts. These fungi have a symbiotic relationship with the plants. They reproduce using seed cones.

Fixing Carbon and the Carbon Exchange Rate

Two essential reactions in photosynthesis include carbon fixation and the carbon exchange rate. Detailed illustrations define and explain these concepts.

Flowering Plants: Angiosperms

These angiosperms are those plants whose seeds develop within a surrounding layer of plant tissue, called the carpel, with seeds attached around the margins. They reproduce through pollination.

Fungi/Mychorrhizae

Most plants rely on mychorrhizae, special relationships with certain fungi in the soil that help keep plants wet and transfer organic material from their soil to their roots. These fungi have a symbiotic relationship with the plants.

Leaves & Transpiration

Most leaves have two purposes: photosynthesis and water management. Transpiration is the process by which water evaporates from the leaves and pulls water and nutrients up into the leaves.

Life Cycles and Life History of Plants

Plants invest their energy in different ways to optimize survival and reproduction. Plants "choose" strategies that devote energy to rapid maturity and reproduction, or to persistence.

Non-Flowering Seed Plants: Gymnosperms

Gymnosperms are non-flowering seed plants that tolerate harsh climates such as the boreal forest. Examples include gingkoes, cycads, and conifers. They reproduce using seed cones.

Photoperiodism & Biological Clocks

Photoperiodism is a response to the duration timing of light and dark periods. Circadian, or biological, clocks have a 24-hour cycle and "wake up" the processes that make plants operate properly.

Photosynthesis

Plants synthesize food for themselves by using energy from the photons in sunlight. Oxygen is the byproduct of photosynthesis. Vocabulary includes mesophyll cells, chloroplasts, thylakoids, lumen, ATP, and more.

Plant Cells

A comprehensive look at plant cells includes concepts and vocabulary such as cell membrane, DNA, mitochondria, chloroplast, photosynthesis, vacuole, nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum, and more.
Plant Hormones
2:31 min JISA 2011 2453
Through hormones, plants can react to their environments. A hormone binds to its receptor on a specific target cell. Five plant hormones control different aspects of cell germination and growth.

Plant Nutrients
2:39 min JISA 2011 2453
Plants make their own sugars and nutrients from air, soil, and light. Macronutrients are required in large amounts. Micronutrients are needed in smaller amounts. Nutrients work together for maximum plant benefit.

Plant Reproduction
2:28 min JISA 2011 2453
Insects like bees and other pollinators carry male gametes to female gametes. They fuse to form a zygote that ultimately becomes a seed. Some plants, like bamboo, reproduce asexually.

Plant Roots
2:56 min JISA 2011 2453
Roots anchor plants in the soil; they absorb water and nutrients from the soil, which they then send to the plant; roots may also store food. Vocabulary includes gymnosperm, monocot, mucigel, cortex, vascular cylinder, and more.

Plant Seed Dispersal
2:20 min JISA 2011 2453
Abiotic plant dispersal uses wind power and physical characteristics that function like helicopters and parachutes. Germination occurs in the presence of water, temperature, and light.

Plant Stems
2:37 min JISA 2011 2453
Plant stems transport water and nutrients to leaves. They provide structural support, transportation between the root and leaves, and a location for food storage. They hold the leaves up toward the light to facilitate photosynthesis.

Plant Tissues
3:18 min JISA 2011 2453
The tissues of a plant are organized into three tissue systems: the vascular tissue system, the dermal tissue system, and the ground tissue system.

Polyploid Plants
2:40 min JISA 2011 2453
Polyploidy is the heritable condition of possessing more than two complete sets of chromosomes.

The Rhizosphere
2:31 min JISA 2011 2453
The rhizosphere is where plant roots live and grow. This includes water, air spaces, and other organisms. Soil particles are either organic or inorganic.

Seedless Vascular Plants
2:35 min JISA 2011 2453
Seedless vascular plants have a vascular structure of xylem and phloem that permits the transport of water and nutrients. Non-flowering vascular plants are divided into lycophytes and moniliphytes.

Seeds & Germination
2:50 min JISA 2011 2453
A plant embryo uses endosperm for food. This starchy or oily food also provides humans with food such as olive oil. Before germination, the seed must have water, oxygen, and a temperature between 69-77 degrees Fahrenheit.

Transport of Water and Nutrients
2:44 min JISA 2011 2453
Dermal root cells collect and store water. Water pressure forces it up into the plant, seeming to defy gravity. Xylem and phloem are critical to the water conduction system.

Tropisms & Photomorphogenesis
2:14 min JISA 2011 2453
A tropism is how a plant moves or grows in response to stimuli such as light, gravity, and movements towards water and certain chemicals. Responses vary. Photomorphogenesis describes how light influences a plant's development.

Plastic Bottle Lanterns
L126751,SV
2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes lantern shades from plastic water bottles.

Plastic Bottle Patio Lanterns
L126758,SV
2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes lantern shades from plastic water bottles.

Playing Shakespeare; MacBeth
L126680,SV
2:55 min PJ 2007 2453
Time Trackers Series - Shakespeare outlines the tragic story of MacBeth and encourages the viewers to read the play to find out how it ends. William Shakespeare is played by Milton Barnes Shoot Date: July 2006

Playing Shakespeare; Midsummer Night’s Dream
L126682,SV
2:55 min PJ 2007 2453
Time Trackers Series - Shakespeare outlines the story of the comedy A Midsummer Night’s Dream and encourages the viewers to read the play to find out how it ends. William Shakespeare is played by Milton Barnes Shoot Date: July 2006

Playing Shakespeare; Romeo & Juliet
L126681,SV
2:55 min PJ 2007 2453
Time Trackers Series - Shakespeare outlines the romantic story of Romeo & Juliet and encourages the viewers to read the play to find out how it ends. William Shakespeare is played by Milton Barnes Shoot Date: July 2006

Plus and Minus
L122039,SV
14:30 min P 2001 2453
Numberline - Addition and Subtraction Series - Addition, subtraction, plus and minus, and counting in tens are presented using animations, songs, and sketches in this 1999 BBC educational television series for primary schools.

Poetry Book Collection for Intermediate Students
998387,KT
I 2014 3873
Share the joy of words and rhythm with your students with this fabulous collection of poetry. This kit includes a selection of books and anthologies which may be used to expose students to the genre of poetry. The poems in this collection reflect a variety of forms and stylistic elements.

Contents:
Steady Hands: Poems About Work (Tracie Vaughn Zimmer)
An illustrated collection of free-verse poems that celebrate work and workers.

To This Day: For the Bullied and Beautiful (Shane Koyczan)
A poem in which the author describes his experiences of being bullied as a child.

A Poke in the I: A Collection of Concrete Poems (Paul Zimmer)
Desiderata for Horse Lovers: A Guide to Life & Happiness (Max Ehrmann)
Each line of the poem Desiderata is accompanied by a color photograph of a horse or horses on the opposite page.

The Tree That Time Built: A Celebration of Nature, Science, and Imagination (Mary Ann Hoberman)
A collection of over one hundred poems from various authors that explore the worlds of nature, science, and the imagination, and includes an audio CD of poets performing their own work.

In Flanders Fields: The Story of the Poem by John McCrae (Linda Granfield)
Presents the context for the writing of the famous poem by the Canadian medical officer who attended injured soldiers in Flanders during the First World War.

Harlem: A Poem (Walter Dean Myers)
A poem celebrating the people, sights, and sounds of Harlem.

I and I: Bob Marley (Tony Medina)
A biography in verse about Jamaican reggae musician Bob Marley, offering an overview of key events and themes in his life, including his biracial heritage, Rastafarian beliefs, and love of music.

The Elements in Poetry: Poems about Air (Andrew Fusek Peters)
A collection of poems for elementary students about the science of air, including oxygen, wind, hurricanes, and tornadoes.

Poetry Basics: Haiku (Valerie Bodden)
An introduction to haiku that discusses its origins in ancient Japan; and includes examples with analysis of various elements.

Poetry Basics: Concrete Poetry (Valerie Bodden)
An introduction to concrete poetry that discusses its origins in ancient Greece and includes examples with analysis of various elements.

Blue Lipstick: Concrete Poems (John Grandits)
Concrete poems about a girl named Jessie whomocks the school which she attends.

Poetry Collection for Junior Students 9988386,KT
J 2014 3873
Share the joy of words and rhythm with your students with this fabulous collection of poetry. This kit includes a collection of poems and anthologies which may be used to expose students to the genre of poetry. The poems in this collection reflect a variety of forms and stylistic elements.

Contents:

Everything Is a Poem: The Best of J. Patrick Lewis (J. Patrick Lewis)
A wide-ranging poetry collection taken from previously published and new works by American poet J. Patrick Lewis and illustrated by Italian artist Maria Cristina Pritelli.

Firefly July: A Year of Very Short Poems (Paul B. Janeczko)
An illustrated collection of classic short poems by Emily Dickinson, Langston Hughes, Charlotte Zolotow, and others.

A River of Words: The Story of William Carlos Williams (Jen Bryant)
An illustrated biography of American poet William Carlos Williams, who studied to become a doctor, but still found time to write poetry.

A is Amazing: Poems about Feelings (Wendy Cooling)
Contains thirty-three poems that explore feelings from argumentative to zestful.

Lasso the Wind: Aurelia’s Verses and Other Poems (George Elliott Clarke)
Presents a collection of illustrated poems that looks at the joys and pains of growing up.

This is Just to Say: Poems of Apology and Forgiveness (Joyce Sidman)
A collection of poems written by a number of sixth-grade student characters who wrote poems of apology to someone, and a collection of responses in poetry form.

Follow Follow: A Book of Reverso Poems (Marilyn Singer)
A collection of poems in which characters from familiar tales relate their side of the story.

Mirror Mirror: A Book of Reversible Verse (Marilyn Singer)
A collection of short poems which, when reversed, provide new perspectives on the fairy tale characters they feature.

Hip Hop Speaks to Children: A Celebration of Poetry with a Beat (Nikki Giovanni)
A collection of fifty-one children’s poems that features selections from Nikki Giovanni, Queen Latifah, and the Sugarhill Gang; and contains an audio CD with thirty performances.

Hoops (Robert Burleigh)
Illustrations and poetic text describe the movement and feel of the game of basketball.

Every Thing On It (Shel Silverstein)
A collection of more than 130 original, never-before published poems and drawings by Shel Silverstein.

Amber was Brave, Essie was Smart: The Story of Amber and Essie Told Here in Poems and Pictures (Vera B. Williams)
A series of poems tells how two sisters help each other deal with life while their mother is working and their father has been sent to jail.

My Teacher Dances on the Desk (Eugene Gagliano)
A collection of humorous poems about elementary school activities, such as going to see the school nurse, recess, and helping the teacher.

Four books from the Read, Write, Recite series: Nursery Rhymes, Limericks, Free Verse Poems, and Narrative Poems. Budding young poets will enjoy learning how to brainstorm, write, revise, and perform their own original poems.

Poetry Collection for Primary Students 9988385,KT
P 2014 3873
Share the joy of words and rhythm with your students with this fabulous collection of poetry. This kit includes a selection of books and anthologies which may be used to expose students to the genre of poetry. The poems in this collection reflect a variety of forms and stylistic elements.

Contents:

Rah, Rah, Radishes!: A Vegetable Chant (April Pulley Sayre)
Rhyming text and colourful illustrations describe the taste, scents, and appearance of different vegetables.

Farmyard Beat (Lindsey Craig)
The sheep and other animals, unable to sleep, join in a giant farmyard dance, but they may have gone too far when the frolic wakes Farmer Sue.
**New Resources**

**Ponytail Necklace**
L126745,SV  
2:59 min  PJ  2013  2453  
*Transform It! Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes a necklace out of old ponytail beads.

**Ponytail Necklace**
L126763,SV  
2:59 min  PJ  2013  2453  
*Transform It! Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes a necklace out of old ponytail beads.

**Pool Haul**
L126794,SV  
4:15 min  PJ  2008  2453  
*Tumbletown Tales Series* - Tumbleweed buys a swimming pool and has to set it up. He outlines the shape of a triangle, then a square & then an oval with the same length of rope. The oval shape is the largest area that can be covered with the same perimeter.

**Pop Art: Andy Warhol**
L122106D,SV  
4:04 min  JIS  1996  2453  
*Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series* - Sister Wendy notes that abstract expressionist artists wanted to find inspiration within, but others wanted to show the cultural objects that surrounds us in Pop Art. Sister Wendy discusses Warhol's Marilyn Diptych. She notes his use of repetition and celebrity.

**Power Trip**
L127097,SV  
6 min  PJ  2003  2453  
*Deaf Planet Series* - When Maxa's insistence that there's plenty of power to go around causes a power outage, he risks losing the information on his ship that's needed to return to Earth. With precious little time, Max, Kendra and Wilma seek out a form of energy that won't run out and learn that power is fleeting if not conserved.

**Praderas**
L128584,SV  
2:11 min  PJJS  2014  2453  
*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de accion en vivo es sobre la palabra praderas. El programa esta diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprension y retencion del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografias, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo usar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Pre-School Problem**
L126898,SV  
21:59 min  P  2009  2453  
*Tumbltown Tales Series* - Charles brings on preschool entertainers cause the big money is in a younger audience, if only he knew about the monsters.

---

**Poetrees** (Douglas Florian)  
A collection of poetry and colourful drawings by American artist Douglas Florian in which he explores the world of trees in a humorous and whimsical manner.

**Stanza** (Jill Esbaum)  
Stanza the dog and his two rotten brothers terrorize the streets by day, but at night Stanza secretly writes poetry.

**Dogku** (Andrew Clements)  
Tells a story through haiku about a dog named Mooch and the many things it does, such as riding in a car, barking at the neighbours, and chewing on dirty socks.

**Poem-Mobiles: Crazy Car Poems** (J. Patrick Lewis and Douglas Florian)  
Presents thirteen poems about wacky, imaginative cars.

**Poem Depot: Aisles of Smiles** (Douglas Florian)  
An illustrated collection of silly nonsense poems about topics kids care about: talents, avoiding homework, friends and more.

**The Poem That Will Not End: Fun with Poetic Forms and Voices** (Joan Bransfield Graham)  
Ryan O'Brian is riding a wave of inspiration with no shoreline in sight—he can't STOP writing poetry. In the cafeteria with french fries. In the bathroom with toothpaste. Even on the soccer field with mud!

**Toes in My Nose and Other Poems** (Sheree Fitch)  
A collection of thirty-six poems describing various aspects of childhood.

**My Village: Rhymes from Around the World** (Danielle Wright)  
A collection of poems and nursery rhymes from around the world, including such countries as China, Ireland, Zimbabwe, and Iran, and provides the English translations along with the rhymes in their original languages.

**Policieresa: en mission de paix**  
NF052119,SV  
54 min  2004  4742  
Ce documentaire saisissant suit deux policières canadiennes qui se joignent à la police civile des Nations Unies au Timor oriental. Depuis la capitale Dili jusqu’aux villages éloignés, le film retrace leur expérience en combattant entre autres personnes, gros plans sur la vie des gens et extraits de journal intime. Regard fascinant sur la reconstruction d'une nation et sur les profondes transformations que l’expérience entraîne chez les deux femmes, tant du point de vue personnel que professionnel.

**Polish Dance**  
NF018826,SV  
10 min  1944  1183  
Traditional music and dances are performed by the Polish-Canadians of Manitoba.

**Political Machinations**  
L122159E,SV  
6:30 min  IS  2007  2453  
*Warriors Series* - A new, competent commander gives Napoleon the leadership role he desires. Both are undermined by the politics of the Revolution. Napoleon’s mother encourages him to do what he has to do.

**Polliwogs & Frogs**  
L126663,SV  
2:15 min  PJ  2011  2453  
*The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series* - Sam Sleuth is asked by a little league coach to investigate why he has frogs when he clearly ordered polliwogs from a pet store.
Precipitation
L128603,SV
2:52 min PJ 2010 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about precipitation. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Precipitaciones
L128604,SV
2:52 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acción en vivo es sobre la palabra precipitaciones. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Predict, Observe, Explain: Activities Enhancing Scientific Understanding
131474,BK
320 p. ISE 2010 2904
Contains teaching resources and instructions for over one hundred activities that focus on scientific concepts, explaining the Predict, Observe, Explain (POE) strategy, and covering such topics as force and motion, pressure, floating and sinking, and light.

Preparations for Easter Sunday
L121959A,SV
4:05 min PJ 2010 2453
Let’s Celebrate Series - Toby and his friend Tia are getting ready for Easter Sunday. Easter celebrates the Resurrection of Jesus and the new life of Spring. The children visit baby animals on a farm where they see baby chicks and lambs. Toby picks flowers for the church’s miniature garden that represents the tomb of Jesus, and he makes chocolate nests of cornflakes and melted chocolate with miniature eggs and chicks in the nests.

Pride and Prejudice
For descriptions see individual titles:
Arrival of Mr. Collins
Aunt Gardiner Arrives from London
Birth of Two Boys
The Boys are Thought Mad
The Boys’ Education
The Coronation
Death of the King
Edward is Accused of Theft
Hendin’s Identity is Denied
King Tom Shows Mercy
Mistaken Identity
Mr. Collins Proposes to Charlotte
Mr. Collins Proposes to Elizabeth
Netherfield Ball
Pride and Prejudice Episode 2
Prince and the Pauper
Restoration of Identities and Roles
Trip to Meryton
Pride and Prejudice Episode 2
L122055,SV
53:35 min IS 1979 2453
Pride and Prejudice Series - In the second part of Jane Austen’s “Pride and Prejudice,” Mr. Collins arrives and proposes to Elizabeth who rejects him, to Mrs. Bennett’s dismay. Elizabeth forms an acquaintance with militia officer Wickham, who relates his mistreatment by Darcy. At the Netherfield Ball, Darcy becomes aware of the expectation that Jane and Charles Bingley will marry. Mrs. Bennett is distraught when Mr. Collins proposes to Charlotte Lucas, who accepts, and the Bingleys leave Netherfield. Caroline’s letter convinces Jane that Bingley is intended for Darcy’s sister, Georgiana, while Elizabeth is warned by her aunt Gardiner about falling in love with Wickham.

Primary ETFO Arts Resource
989409,KT
P 2015 3988
Primary ETFO Arts is a practical resource for primary teachers that uses ten picture books to support the integration of dance, drama, music, and visual arts in the classroom. The ten picture books are a springboard for arts experiences and learning as they invite young children into the story world where they are challenged to look, listen, connect, think, question, and respond.

Contents:

Chalk (Bill Thomson)
A wordless picture book about three children who go to a park on a rainy day, find some chalk, and draw pictures that come to life.

I’m Here (Peter H. Reynolds)
In a crowded park, a boy makes an airplane out of a piece of paper carried to him by a gentle breeze, sends it on its way, and watches a new friend bring it back to him.

The Magic Beads (Susin Nielsen-Fernlund)
NOTE: Please use with sensitivity as this title addresses family violence.
Lillian gets more and more nervous as each day approaches her day for show and tell because she has nothing to present since she and her mother moved into a shelter.

Those Shoes (Maribeth Boelts)
Jeremy, who longs to have the black high tops that everyone at school seems to have but his grandmother cannot afford, is excited when he sees them for sale in a thrift shop and decides to buy them even though they are the wrong size.

The Little Hummingbird (Michael Yahgulanaas)
A little hummingbird refuses to flee with the other animals when their forest home catches fire, and continues to fly back and forth to the stream, bringing one drop of water at a time to put on the blaze.

One (Kathryn Otoshi)
Red picks on Blue while Yellow, Orange, Green, and Purple wonder what they can do until One unites the colors and helps everybody learn about acceptance, tolerance, and boundaries amidst bullying while the reader learns numbers and primary and secondary colors.

The Magic Paintbrush (Julia Donaldson)
When the greedy emperor hears about Shen’s magic brush, all he can think about is gold. Shen, however, is determined to only paint food for the hungry and clothes for the needy. How can a little village girl match an emperor’s mighty power?

Big Red Lollipop (Rukhsana Khan)
Having to take her younger sister along the first time she is invited to a birthday party spoils Rubina’s fun, and later when that sister is asked to a party and baby sister wants to come, Rubina must decide whether to help.

Little Black Crow (Chris Raschka)
A boy thinks about the life of a little black crow that he sees, wondering where it goes in the snow, where it sleeps, and whether or not it worries like he does.

Migrant (Maxine Trottier)
Anna, the child of Mennonites from Mexico who travel north to harvest fruit and vegetables, compares herself to...
various animals that share some of her behaviors, and wonders what it would be like to be a tree with deep roots as opposed to a feather in the wind.

This kit includes the Teacher resource Primary ETFO Arts: Introducing Dance, Drama, Music, and Visual Arts in the Primary Grades.

**Princess and the Pauper**
L122064,SV
105:36 min JIS 1996 2453
*Pride and Prejudice Series* - You'll feel the chill in the castle air and smell the foetid London streets in this richly atmospheric tale of Tudor England. Mark Twain's story of mistaken identities stars Keith Michell, who re-creates the role that made him famous (King Henry in the classic BBC series The Six Wives of Henry VIII). Street urchin Tom Canty could be Prince Edward's identical twin brother. When they get mixed up, no one will believe their stories. Filmed on location.

**Princess P: Anjella's Power Drink Part 1**
L125675,SV
1:14 min PJ 2011 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P introduces her recipe and ingredients. This was sent in from Anjella age 12 to TVOKids.com - she writes: How to make your own power drink: First, you choose some veggies like broccoli or carrots or even tomatoes and then you choose some of your favourite fruits like strawberries, mangos, bananas. Once you cut, slice or chop the fruits and veggies you plop them in the blender. In any second you should have your power drink. In no time. Oh yeah I almost forgot when you drink your power drink you won't even taste the veggies, isn't that amazing or what? Be creative with your power drinks.

**Princess P: Anjella's Power Drink Part 2**
L125676,SV
0:56 min PJ 2011 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P plops her fruits and veggies into the blender. Anjella has given me specific instructions to plop them into the blender so here I go - plop - plop - plop! Next step of course - we blend! So I'm going to plop a few more things into this blender and when we come back we'll blend away!

**Princess P: Anjella's Power Drink Part 3**
L125677,SV
1:05 min PJ 2011 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P adds flax seed and blends everything in the blender. Anjella let us know that we won't even taste the veggies - I've added flax seed (we should have some left over from banana muffins) or another veggie like broccoli) look at that! I can hide all sorts of things in here! Time to blend 3-2-1 - smoothie magic!

**Princess P: Anjella's Power Drink Part 4**
L125678,SV
0:50 min PJ 2011 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P recaps her recipe, and pitches for more ideas. Today we made Anjella's power drink - full of fruits, vegetables and vitamins we need to get us through the day - let's have a little taste - magical! I feel the vitamin power going directly to my muscles.

**Princess P: Apple Sauce Part 1**
L125679,SV
0:45 min PJ 2012 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients.

**Princess P: Apple Sauce Part 2**
L125680,SV
0:55 min PJ 2012 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P peels the apples and directs viewers to cut up and cook the apples.

**Princess P: Apple Sauce Part 3**
L125681,SV
1:02 min PJ 2012 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P mashes the apples and adds cinnamon.

**Princess P: Apple Sauce Part 4**
L125682,SV
0:55 min PJ 2012 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Time to taste the applesauce!

**Princess P: Apple Wrap Part 1**
L125683,SV
0:54 min PJ 2011 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. I love after school snacks. I almost like snacks more than I like meals. Let's face it, I just love food! Today we are making a snack sent in by Kara who's 9 from London, Ontario - we're making her delicious Apple wraps! Here are the ingredients: apples (1 is fine) Peanut butter Whole wheat wrap yogurt

**Princess P: Apple Wrap Part 2**
L125684,SV
0:54 min PJ 2011 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P spreads peanut butter on the wrap. First things first - spread the base! Take one whole wheat wrap, and spread peanut butter. Okay next, cut up some apples! I'm going to chop away, you pass the time with these next great shows!

**Princess P: Apple Wrap Part 3**
L125685,SV
0:59 min PJ 2011 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P adds chopped apples. First we spread peanut butter on the wrap and chopped an apple. Next place apple slices in an artful way...lovely presentation! Next we wrap it all up and pop it in the microwave. Up next, we test! But first these next excellent programs!

**Princess P: Apple Wrap Part 4**
L125686,SV
0:57 min PJ 2011 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Time to taste! Welcome back TVOKids, you've been watching the weekend and cooking with me, Princess P, and today we're making Kara's apple wraps. I'm so glad you could join me, but I'm even happier to be testing out delicious apple wraps - Kara suggested we dip the wrap into yogurt, let's try it then... If you have a recipe....tooties! see you soon!

**Princess P: Baked Apples Part 1**
L125687,SV
0:46 min PJ 2012 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: apples, butter, brown sugar, cranberries, and raisins.

**Princess P: Baked Apples Part 2**
L125688,SV
1:06 min PJ 2012 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P cores the apples and scoops out the seeds with a melon baller.

**Princess P: Baked Apples Part 3**
L125689,SV
0:54 min PJ 2012 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P mixes the remaining ingredients together, then fills the apples with the mixture. She tells viewers to bake at 400 until soft, about 30 minutes.

**Princess P: Baked Apples Part 4**
L125690,SV
0:59 min PJ 2012 2453
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Time to taste the baked apples!


Princess P: Banana Boats Part 1  
L125691,SV  
0:40 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today we’re making my friend Princess Emily’s camping recipe. Banana boats! But we’re make it right here in my magic oven. Here are the ingredients: Bananas, Tin foil, Chocolate chips, marshmallows. It’s a very easy recipe but oh so delicious! I’m going to prep these little boats, you prep for these next fantastic programs!  

Princess P: Banana Bread Part 1  
L125695,SV  
1:10 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients.  

Princess P: Banana Bread Part 2  
L125696,SV  
0:56 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P mixes the bananas, sugar and egg. She adds melted butter, and the dry ingredients.  

Princess P: Banana Bread Part 3  
L125697,SV  
0:51 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P pours the batter into mini muffin tins and puts them in the oven.  

Princess P: Banana Bread Part 4  
L125698,SV  
0:50 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P recaps the recipe, and pitches for more ideas.  

Princess P: Banana Hot Dog Part 1  
L125700,SV  
0:42 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. I love to trick my friends into thinking they’re eating something else. However it’s never yucky, its always yummy! Today the Jill and the Joker are coming over for a snack and I’ve told them we’re making hot dogs - but what we’re really making is banana hot dogs! Here are the ingredients: Hot dog bun, Bananas. Spreads: cream cheese, jam, Raisins (or other seeds to sprinkle)  

Princess P: Banana Hot Dog Part 2  
L125701,SV  
0:47 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P spreads cream cheese, jam on her bun. So first things first - we need to pick our hot dog condiments. Instead of ketchup and mustard though - think sweet - like cream cheese and jam - I think I need some spreading music! I’m going to dress these a bit more you address these next programs!  

Princess P: Banana Hot Dog Part 3  
L125701,SV  
0:59 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P adds the banana and sprinkles! They look like your average hotdog - but underneath it’s a healthy snack of banana and various dressings and dollops of loveliness! We’ve spread our spreads and now its time for the banana! It needs something else, raisins! The best part of this tricky treat is that you can add others - like flax seeds and pine nuts and maybe even some chocolate chips!  

Princess P: Banana Hot Dog Part 4  
L125702,SV  
0:46 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P recaps her recipe and pitches for more. Today we made a tricky treat - banana hot dogs. I can’t wait to show my friends - but first maybe I can sneak one for me - it’s time to taste!  

Princess P: Banana Kebab Part 1  
L125703,SV  
0:39 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today we are making my friend Gayasha’s recipe. Gayasha is 12 years old from Vaughan and she sent me a delightful little recipe for banana kebabs! Here are the ingredients: 2 Bananas, Variety of chopped nuts, Chocolate chips, Peanut butter, Bamboo skewers.  

Princess P: Banana Kebab Part 2  
L125704,SV  
0:54 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P spreads peanut butter on the banana. The first thing we need to do, and maybe a grown up can help you, but first we need to skewer the banana. So carefully hold the banana, and precisely push it through! Next, we’re going to make sure the banana is sticky so it can be dipped in delicious things - so we have to roll it and cover it with peanut butter. Yum!  

Princess P: Banana Kebab Part 3  
L125705,SV  
0:49 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P rolls the banana in nuts and chocolate chips. We’ve skewered the bananas and covered them with peanut butter! If you are allergic to peanuts I’m sure jam would be just as delicious! And instead of covering the banana in nuts, you could use seeds or raisins! So I’m covering the prepped bananas with chocolate chips and nuts!  

Princess P: Banana Kebab Part 4  
L125706,SV  
0:52 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Time to taste! Today we made Gayasha’s amazing Banana kebabs. Now its time for my favourite part - the taste test!!!  

Princess P: Breakfast Casserole Part 1  
L125707,SV  
0:44 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: bacon, eggs, hash browns, and cheddar cheese.  

Princess P: Breakfast Casserole Part 2  
L125708,SV  
0:54 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P fries the bacon and hash browns.  

Princess P: Breakfast Casserole Part 3  
L125709,SV  
0:54 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P beats the eggs and adds them to the pan. When they are cooked, she will add the cheese on top and cook until it melts.  

Princess P: Breakfast Casserole Part 4  
L125710,SV  
0:50 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Time to taste the breakfast casserole!  

Princess P: Brussels Sprouts Part 1  
L125711,SV  
0:56 min  PJ  2011  2453  
_Cooking with Princess P Series - _Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: brussels sprouts, bacon, and a lemon.  

New Resources
Princess P: Brussels Sprouts Part 2
L125712,SV
1:10 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P fries bite-sized pieces of bacon, then quarters the brussels sprouts into smaller pieces.

Princess P: Brussels Sprouts Part 3
L125713,SV
1:15 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P has added brussels sprouts to the pan with the bacon. She seasons the mixture with lemon.

Princess P: Brussels Sprouts Part 4
L125714,SV
0:56 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the brussels sprouts!

Princess P: Campfire Cinnamon Rolls Part 1
L125715,SV
0:51 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: brown sugar, cinnamon, butter, and tortillas.

Princess P: Campfire Cinnamon Rolls Part 2
L125716,SV
1:01 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P spreads butter on the tortillas.

Princess P: Campfire Cinnamon Rolls Part 3
L125717,SV
1:15 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P sprinkles cinnamon and sugar on the tortillas and rolls them up. She tells viewers to warm the rolls slightly in the oven, microwave, or campfire before eating.

Princess P: Campfire Cinnamon Rolls Part 4
L125718,SV
0:59 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the campfire cinnamon rolls!

Princess P: Carrot Fingers Part 1
L125719,SV
0:42 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. I love to organize a festive and spooky party for all my friends and family. This recipe is a real crowd pleaser - or should I say - spooker? I call it - carrot finger food - here are the ingredients: Vegetable dip Sliced almonds By the end, the dip will appear to have a spookly carrot hand crawling out of it! Making fun out of food! Well you enjoy these next programs, I will prepare for our petrified party!

Princess P: Carrot Fingers Part 2
L125720,SV
0:59 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P prepares the dip and peels the carrots. First things first fill a bowl with delicious veggie dip, mmmm! Next to prepare the pointers - get a grown up to help you with this one - peel the carrots and cut them to size...Next put a fingernail notch on the end of each, this is so you can rest the almond nail on it. Okay you prepare for these next programs - and I'll keep preparing this frightful, freaky fresh snack on TVOKids weekend!

Princess P: Carrot Fingers Part 3
L125721,SV
1:01 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds the almond nails. Now time to add the ghoulish part to our dip - the fingers trying to escape the bowl! So we've added a notch to each of our carrot fingers, now take a dab of cream cheese, it will act as a glue. Put a bit in the notch, then gently place the almond nail. Then after that arrange to look like a hand is emerging from the dip abyss.

Princess P: Carrot Fingers Part 4
L125722,SV
0:47 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste! If you're hosting a spooky party - this will please the most picky little goblins - carrot fingers in dip! Now time to taste test - mmm! Frightful, fresh and a bit scary ooo! I better save some from my party - because there's nothing scarier than running out of dip at a party!

Princess P: Chicken Ranch Wraps Part 1
L125724,SV
0:53 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds veggies and chicken to the wrap.

Princess P: Chicken Ranch Wraps Part 2
L125725,SV
0:52 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds the ranch dressing, then shows how to fold the wrap to keep everything inside.

Princess P: Chicken Ranch Wraps Part 3
L125726,SV
0:52 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the chicken ranch wraps!

Princess P: Chickpea Salad Part 1
L125727,SV
0:43 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: chick peas, olive oil, lemon juice, cucumber, and basil.

Princess P: Chickpea Salad Part 2
L125728,SV
0:52 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes all the vegetables together.

Princess P: Chickpea Salad Part 3
L125729,SV
1:23 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P makes the dressing and adds it to the salad.

Princess P: Chickpea Salad Part 4
L125730,SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the chickpea salad!

Princess P: Chocolate Chip Cookies Part 1
L125731,SV
1:14 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today's recipe was emailed in by Andrew who's 5. 2 1/4 cups flour 1 tsp Baking Soda 1 tsp Salt 1 cup Brown Sugar 1/2 Cup white sugar Mix Together... 1 Cup Melted Butter 2 Eggs 2 tsp Vanilla Mix Wet ingredients with dry ingredients along with 1 cup of chocolate chips until just mixed. Drop from spoon and bake in preheated oven for 18/20 minutes.
Princess P: Chocolate Chip Cookies Part 2
L125732,SV
1:17 min PJ 2011 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P mixes together all the ingredients. Today we’re making Andrew’s chocolate chip cookies. First, mix the dry ingredients together. Now mix the wet ingredients. Now I have to introduce the wet and dry ingredients to each other, and mix it up well!

Princess P: Chocolate Chip Cookies Part 3
L125733,SV
0:53 min PJ 2011 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P spoons the batter onto a cookie sheet. Now its time to put them on our greased cookie sheet. Use a spoon and make little.

Princess P: Chocolate Chip Cookies Part 4
L125734,SV
0:49 min PJ 2011 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P recaps the recipe and pitches for more. TVOKids Chefs, hope you’re having a great weekend. I am especially because I’ve been cooking Andrew’s awesome chocolate chip cookies!

Princess P: Chocolate Covered Cookie Balls Part 1
L125735,SV
0:45 min PJ 2012 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: chocolate chips, Oreo cookies, and cream cheese.

Princess P: Chocolate Covered Cookie Balls Part 2
L125736,SV
1:04 min PJ 2012 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P puts the cookies in a plastic bag, then crushes them with a rolling pin. She tells viewers to mix the smashed cookies and cream cheese in a bowl. Then roll the mix into little balls.

Princess P: Chocolate Covered Cookie Balls Part 3
L125737,SV
1:04 min PJ 2012 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P sticks toothpicks into the balls, then dips them in the melted chocolate chips. She tells viewers to put the cookie balls into the refrigerator until they harden.

Princess P: Chocolate Covered Cookie Balls Part 4
L125738,SV
0:59 min PJ 2012 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Time to taste the chocolate-covered cookie balls!

Princess P: Chocolate Popcorn Part 1
L125739,SV
0:50 min PJ 2013 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: popcorn, chocolate squares, and butter.

Princess P: Chocolate Popcorn Part 2
L125740,SV
1:15 min PJ 2013 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P pops the popcorn. She then microwaves the chocolate and butter together to make the chocolate sauce.

Princess P: Chocolate Popcorn Part 3
L125741,SV
1 min PJ 2013 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P pours the chocolate-butter sauce over the popcorn and stirs to mix thoroughly.

Princess P: Chocolate Popcorn Part 4
L125742,SV
0:58 min PJ 2013 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Time to taste the Choco-Covered Popcorn!

Princess P: Christine’s Deviled Eggs Part 1
L125743,SV
0:37 min PJ 2011 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today’s recipe was sent in from Christine age 10 from Brampton - We’re going to make her special deviled eggs! Here are the ingredients: Boiled eggs (2-3) Mayo (1 cup max) Bowl Butter knife Spoon “PP addition: paprika

Princess P: Christine’s Deviled Eggs Part 2
L125744,SV
0:58 min PJ 2011 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P halves the eggs and removes the yolks. The trick to opening the boiled egg perfectly in half. Make sure the eggs aren’t too hot, maybe a grown up can help you with this part - crack the egg and carefully peel back the shell. Now, cut the egg in half. Next, you need to loosen the middle yellow yoke a bit with a spoon, and then pop! Pop it out into the bowl like that! Careful not to break the whites.

Princess P: Christine’s Deviled Eggs Part 3
L125745,SV
1:52 min PJ 2011 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P makes the filling. First, we boiled the eggs, popped out the egg yolks. Next we make the devil filling. I usually add a little mayo at a time till I get a good consistency, not too much now! Perfect. Then I add herbs and spices - salt, pepper, dill or paprika - or all four! Mmm! Then you filled the little devil egg cups back up with the mixture. Delish! I can’t wait - I’m going to finish these little packs of protein, you finish up with these next programs here on TVOKids Weekend!

Princess P: Christine’s Deviled Eggs Part 4
L125746,SV
0:53 min PJ 2011 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Time to taste! Now its time for my favourite part - the taste test. Mmm! Devlishly delicious Christine, thanks for sending in your recipe! If you have a recipe...Okay, now to take these to my princess picnic, they’re perfect - enjoy the rest of your weekend TVOKids!

Princess P: Chunky Monkeys Part 1
L125747,SV
0:53 min PJ 2013 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: banana, peanut butter, raisins, a tortilla wrap, and honey.

Princess P: Chunky Monkeys Part 2
L125748,SV
1:02 min PJ 2013 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P spreads peanut butter and sprinkles raisins on a wrap.

Princess P: Chunky Monkeys Part 3
L125749,SV
1:15 min PJ 2013 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Princess P puts the banana on the wrap and drizzles it with honey. She wraps the tortilla around the bananas.

Princess P: Chunky Monkeys Part 4
L125750,SV
1:07 min PJ 2013 2453

**Cooking with Princess P Series -** Time to taste the chunky monkeys!
Princess P: Cinnamon Toast Part 1
L125751,SV
1 min  PJ  2013  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: bread, cinnamon, sugar, and butter.

Princess P: Cinnamon Toast Part 2
L125752,SV
0:50 min  PJ  2013  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P mixes the cinnamon and sugar and toasts the bread.

Princess P: Cinnamon Toast Part 3
L125753,SV
1:16 min  PJ  2013  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P butters the toast and sprinkles on the cinnamon-sugar mixture. She then cuts the toast with a cookie cutter.

Princess P: Cinnamon Toast Part 4
L125754,SV
1:05 min  PJ  2013  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Time to taste the cinnamon toast.

Princess P: Coconut Truffles Part 1
L125755,SV
1:09 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients.

Princess P: Coconut Truffles Part 2
L125756,SV
0:49 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P mixes the condensed milk and coconut flakes, and lets it sit.

Princess P: Coconut Truffles Part 3
L125757,SV
1:05 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P puts an almond in the centre of each truffle, then rolls them in more coconut flakes. She puts them in the fridge to harden.

Princess P: Coconut Truffles Part 4
L125758,SV
0:48 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P recaps the recipe, and pitches for more ideas.

Princess P: Cookie Crumble Blizzard Part 1
L125760,SV
1:04 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces her recipe and ingredients. Julia 8 years old sent us this recipe: start with a bowl put vanilla ice cream in the bowl. Crunch up chocolate cookies and sprinkle them on top. Then take a banana and cut it into little pieces and put that on top too. Then do it again - I’m guessing she meant if you’re having friends over!

Princess P: Cookie Crumble Blizzard Part 2
L125761,SV
0:53 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P crumbles the cookies. First I put the vanilla ice cream in the glass. Then I get to crunch up cookies and put them on top - I like to really crunch them up good - oh this is looking lovely - like layers of the earth almost. Except sweeter and more delicious!

Princess P: Cookie Crumble Blizzard Part 3
L125762,SV
0:53 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P layers the ingredients in a glass. We’ve already put our vanilla ice cream and crumbled cookies on top! Its time to add more layers! Julia suggests bananas - luckily I had some extra fruit leftover so I could add a little something that packs a lot of vitamins on top of our blizzard treat!

Princess P: Cookie Crumble Blizzard Part 4
L125763,SV
1:06 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces her recipe and pitches for more ideas.

Princess P: Coconut Truffles Part 3
L125764,SV
1:18 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P mixes the cucumber and garlic.

Princess P: Creamy Cucumber Sauce Part 1
L125765,SV
0:49 min  PJ  2012  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: cucumber, yogurt, salt, lemon juice, dried mint, mayonnaise, garlic, and pepper.

Princess P: Creamy Cucumber Sauce Part 2
L125766,SV
1:03 min  PJ  2012  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P adds the yogurt, mayo, salt, garlic, mint, and pepper to the cucumber and garlic.

Princess P: Creamy Cucumber Sauce Part 3
L125767,SV
1:18 min  PJ  2012  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today’s recipe was sent in by Wajiha, age 12. Today we’re making cucumber sandwiches! One of my favourite tea party foods. Here are the ingredients - Cucumbers, bread, 2 bowls and other fixings you would like to put into the sandwiches Peel and slice your cucumber and put all the slices in the first bowl. Then take two slices of bread and put at least 2 slices of cucumber and roll it up. If you want, add whatever you’d like. Try to be creative!

Princess P: Creamy Cucumber Sauce Part 4
L125768,SV
0:56 min  PJ  2012  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today’s recipe was sent in by Wajiha, age 12. Today we’re making cucumber sandwiches! One of my favourite tea party foods. Here are the ingredients - Cucumbers, bread, 2 bowls and other fixings you would like to put into the sandwiches Peel and slice your cucumber and put all the slices in the first bowl. Then take two slices of bread and put at least 2 slices of cucumber and roll it up. If you want, add whatever you’d like. Try to be creative!

Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 1
L125769,SV
0:52 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today’s recipe was sent in by Wajiha, age 12. Today we’re making cucumber sandwiches! One of my favourite tea party foods. Here are the ingredients - Cucumbers, bread, 2 bowls and other fixings you would like to put into the sandwiches Peel and slice your cucumber and put all the slices in the first bowl. Then take two slices of bread and put at least 2 slices of cucumber and roll it up. If you want, add whatever you’d like. Try to be creative!

Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 2
L125770,SV
1:13 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today’s recipe was sent in by Wajiha, age 12. Today we’re making cucumber sandwiches! One of my favourite tea party foods. Here are the ingredients - Cucumbers, bread, 2 bowls and other fixings you would like to put into the sandwiches Peel and slice your cucumber and put all the slices in the first bowl. Then take two slices of bread and put at least 2 slices of cucumber and roll it up. If you want, add whatever you’d like. Try to be creative!

Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 3
L125771,SV
0:55 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today’s recipe was sent in by Wajiha, age 12. Today we’re making cucumber sandwiches! One of my favourite tea party foods. Here are the ingredients - Cucumbers, bread, 2 bowls and other fixings you would like to put into the sandwiches Peel and slice your cucumber and put all the slices in the first bowl. Then take two slices of bread and put at least 2 slices of cucumber and roll it up. If you want, add whatever you’d like. Try to be creative!

Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 4
L125772,SV
0:55 min  PJ  2011  2453
_Cooking with Princess P Series_ - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today’s recipe was sent in by Wajiha, age 12. Today we’re making cucumber sandwiches! One of my favourite tea party foods. Here are the ingredients - Cucumbers, bread, 2 bowls and other fixings you would like to put into the sandwiches Peel and slice your cucumber and put all the slices in the first bowl. Then take two slices of bread and put at least 2 slices of cucumber and roll it up. If you want, add whatever you’d like. Try to be creative!
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: watermelon, feta cheese, olive oil, mint, and basil.

**Princess P: French Toast Part 2**
L125772,SV  
1:02 min PJ 2012 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P chops the watermelon into cubes.

**Princess P: French Toast Part 3**
L125773,SV  
1:13 min PJ 2012 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P adds the feta, olive oil, basil, mint, salt, and pepper to the watermelon.

**Princess P: French Toast Part 4**
L125774,SV  
1:03 min PJ 2012 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Time to taste the feta-watermelon salad!

**Princess P: Feta Watermelon Salad Part 1**
L125775,SV  
0:48 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P introduces her recipe and ingredients.

**Princess P: Feta Watermelon Salad Part 2**
L125776,SV  
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P cracks the eggs into a bowl and scrambles them up.

**Princess P: Feta Watermelon Salad Part 3**
L125777,SV  
1:15 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P adds all of her ingredients to her tortilla and wraps it up!

**Princess P: Feta Watermelon Salad Part 4**
L125778,SV  
0:47 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P recaps her recipe and pitches for more recipes.

**Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 1**
L125779,SV  
0:49 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today our recipe is from Wajiha’s amazing cucumber sandwiches! Let’s do the final taste test and see which one is better - time to taste! I can’t decide - you try it at home and tell me!

**Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 2**
L125780,SV  
1:04 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P dips the bread into the egg mixture. To start we need to make our French mixture or mâchéange as the French say! In a bowl we are adding our beaten eggs, milk and any other special spices like cinnamon or vanilla to our mixture.

**Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 3**
L125781,SV  
0:58 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P fries the bread. We’ve coated our bread now we fry it up! Make sure you get a grown up’s help with this one, its already smelling delicious! Make sure you watch over it carefully don’t want it to burn!

**Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 4**
L125782,SV  
0:54 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Time to taste! Now comes my favourite part - the taste test of Patricia’s Parisian toast. Let’s see here! Divine Patricia! Puckerific and perfect thank you so much - if you have a recipe...

**Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 1**
L125783,SV  
0:51 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today my friend Shannon, age 10 from Merrickville sent me in a healthy snack. Today we’re going to be making frozen saucers! Here are the ingredients: A container Any flavour of yogurt (a small tub) Rice Krispies cereal Shannon says: Get a container, fill the bottom with rice krispies, about one centimeter. Next, pour any flavour of yoghurt into the container, over the rice krispies. After that close the lid of the container and put it in the freezer for about an hour or until pretty hard. Take it out, wait a bit for it to become mushy, then eat it!

**Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 2**
L125784,SV  
0:51 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P measures out the Rice Krispies. Today we’re making a healthy fun frozen treat - Shannon’s frozen saucers! All it takes is a little yogurt, some rice krispies and freezing time. Shannon was very specific, so I’m only adding 1 centimeter of rice krispies. Okay, wait the instructions said ABOUT 1 centimeter. I think we’re good. Next add the yoghurt! But first, these Punctual programs!

**Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 3**
L125785,SV  
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Princess P adds the yogurt and puts in the freezer. We’ve added 1 cm of rice krispies to a container. Now we add the yoghurt. You know - to make this even healthier you can add fruit or seeds on top! Beautiful. Now I have to close the lid and put it into my magic freezer. You watch these next Pleasant programs and when you’re done it’ll be time to taste test Shannon’s frozen saucers!!

**Princess P: Cucumber Sandwiches Part 4**
L125786,SV  
0:56 min PJ 2011 2453  
*Cooking with Princess P Series* - Time to taste! Today we made Shannon’s frozen saucers. Time for my favourite part - the taste test! Here we go frozen saucers perfect! Krispie and frozen fruity and full of flavour! Thanks Shannon for sending me your recipe.
Princess P: Fruit Lassi Part 1
L125787,SV
0:44 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today's recipe was sent in by Shah, who's 6 years old - she sent me a recipe for Lassi - here are the ingredients: 1 cup of yoghurt 3 tablespoons of sugar 3 cups of water (add fruit!) Shah says (picks up email) Mix all together and then drink! Well Shah, to your recipe I will add fruit, because I always like to try to get in 4-5 servings a day! This is a drink that's drunk in hot countries and is a healthy treat. Shah I cannot wait to start whipping up your lassi - first we'll whip up these next excellent programs!

Princess P: Fruit Lassi Part 2
L125788,SV
0:49 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes the yogurt, sugar and water. Today we're making Shah's simple lassi - but to Princess it up I'm adding some of my favourite fruit. So All we need to do is add yoghurt, sugar (a few tablespoons to taste) and some water to make it more like a drink. Perfect - you know this is a great and easy breakfast treat as well, yogurt in the morning is a great way to start the day with dairy - and next pump up the fruit! We're going to make this lassi the perfect treat! You stay tuned for these next perfectly plump programs!

Princess P: Fruit Lassi Part 3
L125789,SV
0:52 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds the fruit and blends. Today we're making Shah's lassi. We've added yoghurt, sugar, water and now for the fruit because I love it, it makes the lassi sweet and tasty. Plain lassi is often consumed in hotter countries, in Europe, the middle east and India. It's good to eat with something spicy. Okay - in you go fruit, now for a quick blend! Perfection! When we come back we'll do a taste test - but first test out these next programs!

Princess P: Fruit Lassi Part 4
L125790,SV
0:58 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps the recipe and pitch for more ideas. Welcome back - I'm having a pleasant TVOKids weekend - how about you? You're cooking with me, Princess P - and today I've made Shah's Lassi and added fruit. Time for my favourite part of the day - taste test!

Princess P: Fruit Salad Part 1
L125791,SV
0:48 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: apple, orange, banana, strawberries, and grapes.

Princess P: Fruit Salad Part 2
L125792,SV
0:52 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P has already washed and chopped up all of the fruit but the bananas. She combines the fruit in a bowl.

Princess P: Fruit Salad Part 3
L125793,SV
1:13 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P peels and chops the banana, then adds it to the salad.

Princess P: Fruit Salad Part 4
L125794,SV
0:41 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the fruit salad!

Princess P: Gazpacho Part 1
L125795,SV
0:57 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: olive oil, lemon, cucumber, fresh basil, onion, garlic, tomatoes, and spices.

Princess P: Gazpacho Part 2
L125796,SV
0:58 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P chops the vegetables.

Princess P: Gazpacho Part 3
L125797,SV
1:31 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P puts all of the ingredients into a blender, then processes it until mostly smooth. Then she puts it in the refrigerator until it is cool.

Princess P: Gazpacho Part 4
L125798,SV
1:09 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the gazpacho!

Princess P: Ghost Toasts Part 1
L125800,SV
0:45 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. This morning I woke up BORED with eating toast again. So I thought to change it up, we'd cut a shape and give it a face! You could make animals - but today I'm going to make ghost toasts! Here are the ingredients! 1 slice of bread per ghost Whipped cream cheese Raisins or currants All you have to do is toast, cut, spread and dress! These are going to be lovely spooky little breakfast treats I cannot wait, but first you must watch these next shows on TVOKids weekend.

Princess P: Ghost Toasts Part 2
L125801,SV
1:07 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P creates the ghost shape. So first, we've toasted our bread, now its time to cut the ghost shape out. If you have a cookie cutter great! If not, follow this general shape - round head and then no arms and cut a jagged bottom for the bottom of the ghost - simple as that!

Princess P: Ghost Toasts Part 3
L125802,SV
1:15 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P decorates the ghost shapes. We've already cut out the ghost shapes from the toast - like so! Next We spread our room temperature cream cheese and cover it in a ghost like fashion...Okay, and finally the eyes and mouth - you can use practically anything!

Princess P: Ghost Toasts Part 4
L125803,SV
0:40 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste! Today we made haunting breakfast food - ghost toast - time for the taste test - *GHOST SOUND* did you hear that? Maybe I should just eat this ghost...these are terrifyingly delicious! If you have a recipe.

Princess P: Grilled Cheese Part 1
L125804,SV
0:40 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Bread Butter Cheese slices seasoning 1. two slices of bread 2. butter one side of each slice 3. place buttered side of bread of one slice into the frying pan 4. Places slices of cheese on top of that bread slice 5. Place other slice of bread (butter side on top) grill each side lightly. And serve

New Resources
Princess P: Grilled Cheese Part 2
L125804,SV
1:02 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P butters the bread, and adds the cheese. Today we're making one of my favourite dishes - grilled cheese! First some butter on our bread, slap it on there. I'm going to assemble my grilled cheese first and then fry it up on the griddle. So we have our buttered bread. Next is the cheese - get creative and use different cheeses. I'm going to add some herbs or salt and pepper. There are many tricks to making grilled cheese unique so be inventive! After it all assembled its time to go on the griddle. I'm going to heat the griddle, you position yourselves in front of these next programs!

Princess P: Grilled Cheese Part 3
L125805,SV
0:37 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P grills the sandwiches. The secret is NOT burning the bread! Its got to be nice and golden... Okay we're going to let them sit and then when we come back my favourite part - the taste test!

Princess P: Grilled Cheese Part 4
L125806,SV
1:06 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps the recipe, and pitches for more ideas. Welcome back TVOKids, hope you've been enjoying the weekend, you've been cooking with Princess P, me, and today we made grilled cheese! Time for my favourite part - the taste test! Here we go - cheesetastic!

Princess P: Grilled Tomatoes Part 1
L125807,SV
0:51 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: tomatoes, Italian dressing, parmesan, mozzarella, and basil. She prep's the tomatoes.

Princess P: Grilled Tomatoes Part 2
L125808,SV
1:18 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P cuts the tomatoes in half, then drizzles the cut sides with dressing, mozzarella, parmesan, and basil. She tells viewers the tomatoes must next go into the toaster oven.

Princess P: Grilled Tomatoes Part 3
L125809,SV
1:05 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P takes the tomatoes out of the toaster oven. She dances while she waits for them to cool, but they are still too hot.

Princess P: Grilled Tomatoes Part 4
L125810,SV
1:09 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the grilled tomatoes.

Princess P: Holiday Short Bread Part 1
L125811,SV
0:46 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today we're making my mother the Queen's famous holiday shortbread. Here the ingredients 1-1/2 cups flour 1 stick butter 3/4 cup sugar It's a very easy recipe but oh so delicious! I'm going to prep this shortbread, you prep for these next fantastic programs!

Princess P: Holiday Short Bread Part 2
L125812,SV
0:52 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes all the ingredients. First things first, we've got to work and combine all the ingredients. We take the flour first and work the butter into that - there you go! That was easy.

Princess P: Holiday Short Bread Part 3
L125813,SV
1:05 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P presses the mixture into a pan. Welcome back TVOChefs, today we are making my mum, the queen's, famous shortbread. I just love shortbread it smells like the holidays to me! Next, you might need a grownup's help, we preheat the oven to 350 degrees. Next, in a greased pan, we press our mixture very very firmly into the bottom of the pan. VERY firmly. This is what makes shortbread stick together! I'm going to pop this into my magic oven for about 30 and then its time to taste test!

Princess P: Holiday Short Bread Part 4
L125814,SV
0:52 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste! Welcome back everyone! You've been cooking with me, Princess P - and I hope you've enjoyed TVOKids Weekend. Its time for my favourite part - the taste test - mmmm! Scrumptious shortbread thanks for recipe mummy! If you have a recipe...

Princess P: Honey Bars Part 1
L125815,SV
0:57 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: cereal, honey, coconut, and sunflower seeds.

Princess P: Honey Bars Part 2
L125816,SV
1:05 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes the honey and cereal together.

Princess P: Honey Bars Part 3
L125817,SV
1:42 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P tightly packs the mixture into a lined container, then tops with coconut and seeds. The container needs to go into the freezer.

Princess P: Honey Bars Part 4
L125818,SV
1:09 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the honey bars!

Princess P: Honey Truffles Part 1
L125819,SV
0:57 min PJ 2013 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: walnuts, honey, and chocolate chips.

Princess P: Honey Truffles Part 3
L125821,SV
1:05 min PJ 2013 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P rolls the honey-walnut mixture into balls, then dollops each ball with melted chocolate. Next they need to go into the refrigerator.

Princess P: Honey Truffles Part 4
L125822,SV
1:01 min PJ 2013 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the honey truffles!
Princess P: Hummus Part 1
L125823,SV
1:06 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients.

Princess P: Hummus Part 2
L125824,SV
1:04 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds chickpeas, minced garlic, and lemon juice to the blender.

Princess P: Hummus Part 3
L125825,SV
0:54 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P blends the ingredients into a paste.

Princess P: Hummus Part 4
L125826,SV
1:03 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe, tastes the hummus, and pitches for more recipes.

Princess P: Juice Pops Part 1
L125827,SV
1:07 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. Today’s recipe was sent in by Chrissy age 10. First get any kind of juice and pour it into a cup. Then put plastic warp on top, then poke a popsicle stick in it. Lastly put it in the freezer for 2 hours.

Princess P: Juice Pops Part 2
L125828,SV
0:54 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P pours the juice into the cups. First step: choose the juice! The first one will be orange. The next will be fruit juice.

Princess P: Juice Pops Part 3
L125829,SV
1:05 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P puts the popsicle sticks into the cups. Chrissy suggested we seal them with plastic wrap which makes themes cleaner when eating like this. The next step is to stick a popsicle stick in them. I’m going to pop Chrissy’s juice pops into my magic freezer of power and wonders and by the time you’re done watching these excellent programs we’ll have a frozen treat to eat!

Princess P: Juice Pops Part 4
L125830,SV
1:06 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps the recipe and pitches for more. Thanks to my freezer o’ power and wonders, I can try these - mmmmm - delicious pops that pack a fruit punch!

Princess P: Lemonade & Strawberries Part 1
L125831,SV
0:57 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the lemonade recipe.

Princess P: Lemonade & Strawberries Part 2
L125832,SV
1:06 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P squeezes the lemons and adds sugar, water, ice cubes and mint.

Princess P: Lemonade & Strawberries Part 3
L125833,SV
1:20 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the chocolate covered strawberries recipe. She melts the chocolate and dips the strawberries.

Princess P: Lemonade & Strawberries Part 4
L125834,SV
0:52 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps the recipes, and pitches for more ideas.

Princess P: Macaroni and Cheese Part 1
L125835,SV
0:47 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: whole wheat pasta, butter, milk, flour, and cheese.

Princess P: Macaroni and Cheese Part 2
L125836,SV
1:14 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P has already boiled the pasta. She melts the butter, then adds milk and flour. When that is combined and smooth, she adds cheese a little at a time to make the sauce.

Princess P: Macaroni and Cheese Part 3
L125837,SV
1:03 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds the sauce to the drained pasta.

Princess P: Macaroni and Cheese Part 4
L125838,SV
1 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the macaroni and cheese!

Princess P: Mashed Potato Volcano Part 1
L125839,SV
1:32 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. She explains how potassium is good for keeping warm! She starts to peel the potatoes.

Princess P: Mashed Potato Volcano Part 2
L125840,SV
1:15 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P has already peeled and boiled her potatoes, so she has a big bowl of mashed potatoes. She spoons a pile of potato onto her plate and molds it into a volcano.

Princess P: Mashed Potato Volcano Part 3
L125841,SV
1:25 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds the tomato sauce and broccoli to her volcano to create lava and trees.

Princess P: Mashed Potato Volcano Part 4
L125842,SV
0:58 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe and pitches for kids to email in their recipe ideas.

Princess P: Mashed Potatoes Part 1
L125843,SV
1:19 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the ingredients: potatoes, butter, chives, and milk. She peels the potatoes and plans to put them in a pot.

Princess P: Mashed Potatoes Part 2
L125844,SV
1:34 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds milk and butter to her cooked potatoes and mashes them. She does the dance "The Mashed Potato" because it helps with mashing.

New Resources
Peppers (Jalepeno)

Cheese

Here are the ingredients: 1 bag tortilla chips, Salsa.

Thought fiesta and today we're making Nachos!!! Andale - I had a hard time thinking about what to bring - and then I

spicy! And saucy and ready for a party! Jill invited me but you're cooking with me - Princess P - and today I'm feeling

the recipe and ingredients. Hi everyone happy weekend - Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces

two minutes. 

the ingredients in a mug. Next she will microwave it for

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds the

mashed potatoes.

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P combines the

the ingredients in a mug. Next she will microwave it for

two minutes.

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P sprinkles

some toppings onto the brownie.

Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the

microwave mug brownie!

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces

the recipe and ingredients: cream cheese, sour cream,
taco seasoning mix, salsa, shredded lettuce, and shredded

Cheddar cheese.

Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the

microwave mug brownie!

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P combines

the cheeses and seasoning.

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds the

salsa and toppings.

Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the nacho
dip!

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces

the recipe and ingredients. Hi everyone happy weekend -
you're cooking with me - Princess P - and today I'm feeling

spicy! And saucy and ready for a party! Jill invited me but I had a hard time thinking about what to bring - and then I

thought fiesta and today we're making Nachos!!! Andale - here are the ingredients: 1 bag tortilla chips Salsa

Peppers (Jalepeno) Cheese

New Resources

Princess P: Nachos Part 2 L125856,SV
0:58 min PJ 2011 2453

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P lays out the chips, and tops them with salsa and peppers. Today we're

making feisty fiesta nachos! We have to start by laying out the tortillas over the plate, make sure you get good

coverage. Next, let's start adding our toppings! You can get creative but today I'm sticking with salsa and Peppers

for a little extra zing! Wow these nachos are starting to look like a well dressed party!

Princess P: Nachos Part 3 L125857,SV
0:45 min PJ 2011 2453

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds the cheese and puts them in the microwave. We've already

laid the fiesta ground work, added salsa and peppers. Now for the cheese! Mmm - I like to shred mine so that the

melting happens evenly. Okay now into my magic microwave and when you come back - we'll do my

favourite part - the taste test!

Princess P: Nachos Part 4 L125858,SV
0:56 min PJ 2011 2453

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps the recipe, and pitches for more ideas. Welcome back to

TVOKids weekend - you're cooking with me - Princess P - and today we're making feisty fiesta nachos. I can't wait -

my favourite part has come - the taste test! Mmm - it's a fiesta in my mouth ole! I can't wait to take these to Jill's

party they're such to be a hit. A real pinata hit! If you have a recipe.

Princess P: No Bake Chocolate Chews Part 1 L125859,SV
0:45 min PJ 2011 2453

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces

the recipe and ingredients.

Princess P: No Bake Chocolate Chews Part 2 L125860,SV
1:03 min PJ 2011 2453

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P melts the

chocolate, and adds the remaining ingredients.

Princess P: No Bake Chocolate Chews Part 3 L125861,SV
1:02 min PJ 2011 2453

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P spoons the

mixture onto waxed paper, then places it all in the

refrigerator.

Princess P: No Bake Chocolate Chews Part 4 L125862,SV
1 min PJ 2011 2453

Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the

No-Bake Chocolate Chews!

Princess P: Orange Princess Part 1 L125863,SV
0:44 min PJ 2011 2453

Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces

the recipe and ingredients. Welcome to TVOKids weekend, you're cooking with me - Princess P - and today we're
going to make a cool, refreshing ice cream treat I want to call the orange princess. Here are the ingredients: Orange
rind, vanilla ice cream and whole oranges! Whew! That's what I call packing a vitamin c punch! All you need to
do is cut and scoop the oranges, mix up all the ingredients and you're done! I'm going to prep these citrus
delights - you prep for these next phenomenal programs!
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes the orange juice with ice cream. Today we're making citrus vanilla delights, the orange princess. I've gutted the oranges, squeezed them out of their juices and now it's time to make a mixture. Add the orange juice, the rind, and the ice cream, now use your mixing muscles and turn these into orange princesses.

Princess P: Orange Princess Part 4
L125886,SV
0:59 min PJ 2011 2453
Princess P mixes the orange juice with ice cream. Today we're making citrus vanilla delights, the orange princess. I've gutted the oranges, squeezed them out of their juices and now it's time to make a mixture. Add the orange juice, the rind, and the ice cream, now use your mixing muscles and turn these into orange princesses.

Princess P: Orange Princess Part 3
L125885,SV
1:04 min PJ 2011 2453
Today's recipe comes to us from Erin, age 9 from Chatworth...we're making Erin's princess peanut butter cups! Here are the Ingredients: 1 tbsp canola/olive oil 1 cup chocolate chips (I'm guessing sweetened) peanut butter cupcake baking cups I love the season for parties - and these peanut party cups are the perfect recipe for plenty of fun with friends. I'm going to prep these party cups - you prep for these next programs!

Princess P: Party Pinwheels Part 4
L125874,SV
0:40 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes the orange juice with ice cream. Today we're making citrus vanilla delights, the orange princess. I've gutted the oranges, squeezed them out of their juices and now it's time to make a mixture. Add the orange juice, the rind, and the ice cream, now use your mixing muscles and turn these into orange princesses.

Princess P: Party Pinwheels Part 3
L125873,SV
0:50 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes the orange juice with ice cream. Today we're making citrus vanilla delights, the orange princess. I've gutted the oranges, squeezed them out of their juices and now it's time to make a mixture. Add the orange juice, the rind, and the ice cream, now use your mixing muscles and turn these into orange princesses.

Princess P: Party Pinwheels Part 2
L125872,SV
1:06 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes the orange juice with ice cream. Today we're making citrus vanilla delights, the orange princess. I've gutted the oranges, squeezed them out of their juices and now it's time to make a mixture. Add the orange juice, the rind, and the ice cream, now use your mixing muscles and turn these into orange princesses.

Princess P: Party Pinwheels Part 1
L125871,SV
0:46 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes the orange juice with ice cream. Today we're making citrus vanilla delights, the orange princess. I've gutted the oranges, squeezed them out of their juices and now it's time to make a mixture. Add the orange juice, the rind, and the ice cream, now use your mixing muscles and turn these into orange princesses.
Princess P: Potato Pancakes Part 4
L125882.SV
0:57 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe and pitches for kids to email in their recipe ideas.

New Resources
Princess P: Power Smoothie Part 4
L125894.SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P pours her smoothies, and pitches for more recipes.

Princess P: Potato Skins Part 1
L125883.SV
0:46 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. She forks the potatoes and microwaves them while the kids watch the next show.

Princess P: Potato Skins Part 2
L125884.SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P has microwaved, and scooped out the potatoes. She brushes them with oil, dusts them with salt and puts them in the oven to bake.

Princess P: Potato Skins Part 3
L125885.SV
0:51 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P fills her potato skins with cheese and chives before putting them back into the oven.

Princess P: Potato Skins Part 4
L125886.SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe and pitches for kids to email in their recipe ideas.

Princess P: Potato Soup Part 1
L125887.SV
0:44 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients.

Princess P: Potato Soup Part 2
L125888.SV
0:48 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P shows off the chopped veggies and starts mixing the ingredients in the pot.

Princess P: Potato Soup Part 3
L125889.SV
0:48 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P adds broth to the pot.

Princess P: Potato Soup Part 4
L125890.SV
1 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe and pitches for kids to email in their recipe ideas.

Princess P: Power Smoothie Part 1
L125891.SV
0:48 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces her recipe and ingredients.

Princess P: Power Smoothie Part 2
L125892.SV
1:01 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P puts all the ingredients in a blender and adds some honey for sweetening.

Princess P: Power Smoothie Part 3
L125893.SV
0:54 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P blends everything together!
Green fruit to match the dip to dip: Granny Smith apple slices, sliced kiwi, green grapes, honeydew melon slices. 1. In a mixing bowl with an electric mixer (get a grown up's help) beat together the cream cheese and limeade concentrate until smooth. Stir in the grated lime peel, and serve with green fruit dippers.

Princess P: Snow Cones Part 4
L125910,SV
0:09 min  PJ  2011  2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste! Welcome back TVOKids, you're cooking with me, Princess P, and today we're making Khansa's snow cones. Well, we've already froze them in my magic freezer (1 hour's worth) and now its time to scoop and enjoy! Mmm! These are the perfect treat for a party – if you have a recipe...

Princess P: Snow Cones Part 4
L125910,SV
0:09 min  PJ  2011  2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste! Welcome back TVOKids, you’re cooking with me, Princess P, and today we’re making Khansa’s snow cones. Well, we’ve already froze them in my magic freezer (1 hour's worth) and now its time to scoop and enjoy! Mmm! These are the perfect treat for a party – if you have a recipe...

Princess P: Stuffed Green Frogs Part 1
L125914,SV
1:13 min  PJ  2012  2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P makes the frog face on the dip. She adds cucumber slices for eyes, half a cucumber slice for a smile, and olives for pupils.

Princess P: Stuffed Green Frogs Part 4
L125914,SV
1:13 min  PJ  2012  2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the stuffed avocado frog!

Princess P: Stuffed Mushrooms Part 1
L125915,SV
0:48 min  PJ  2012  2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: mini bella or button mushrooms, olive oil, basil pesto, bread crumbs, and parmesan cheese.

Princess P: Stuffed Mushrooms Part 2
L125916,SV
0:43 min  PJ  2012  2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P uncaps the mushrooms and brushes them with a little bit of olive oil.

Princess P: Stuffed Mushrooms Part 3
L125917,SV
1:07 min  PJ  2012  2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes up the stuffing and fills the mushrooms. She sprinkles the mushrooms with parmesan cheese.

Princess P: Stuffed Mushrooms Part 4
L125918,SV
0:54 min  PJ  2012  2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Time to taste the stuffed mushrooms! Princess P explains the time and temperature for baking the mushrooms.

Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 1
L125919,SV
0:50 min  PJ  2011  2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. I find that dainty snacks just don't satisfy my dinosaur sized hunger - so today I'm making a snack that really packs a protein punch - tuna celery bites! Here are the ingredients: Celery (2 long ribs) Tuna salad: (1 can), 2 tbsp of mayo, 1 tbsp of chopped parsley, A½ cup finely chopped celery
Princess P introduces her recipe and ingredients. This recipe was sent in by Princess P Series - 0:52 min PJ 2011 2453

Valentine cupcakes!
Princess P: Valentine Cupcakes Part 4
L125922,SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients. She has already made the cupcakes, and prepares to ice them.

Princess P decorates the cupcakes.
Princess P: Valentine Cupcakes Part 2
L125928,SV
1:26 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P ices the cupcakes.

Princess P spreads the tuna with celery, lemon and mayo and mixes it up.
Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 3
L125925,SV
1:21 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe and ingredients.

Princess P mixes up the tuna mixture onto her English muffin, sprinkles some cheese on top and puts it into the toaster oven.
Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 4
L125926,SV
1:21 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe and ingredients.

Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 4
L125922,SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P spreads the tuna mixture onto the celery. Now for the precision task, spreading the tuna into the celery bites! I need my special spread goggles to protect my peepers. So scoop - a little - then spread. Very precise!

Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 4
L125926,SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P prepares the tuna with celery, lemon and mayo and mixes it up.

Margaret, age 10 ingredients 1 package of cream cheese, softened 1/2 cup of milk 1 tsp of sugar 2 tbsp pure vanilla extract 1. Place everything in a bowl together 2. Get a grown-up’s help here and use an egg-beater or a stand-up mixer and whip everything together until smooth 3. Taste the cream Take a trip to Heaven!!
Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 2
L125932,SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P puts all of the ingredients into a bowl. Everything into the bowl, come on - in you go, don’t be shy - I guess I have to help everything into the bowl so we’ve got cream cheese, milk, sugar, vanilla oh this cream cheese is so thick so much fun to squeeze into the bowl! I wonder how all this is going to turn into creamy delicious pudding, next step is to blend!

Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 3
L125924,SV
0:56 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P prepares the tuna mixture onto her English muffin, sprinkles some cheese on top and puts it into the toaster oven.

Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 3
L125925,SV
1:21 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe and ingredients.

Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 4
L125934,SV
0:56 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe, and pitches for more ideas.

Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 3
L125933,SV
0:47 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P uses a hand blender to mix all the ingredients. Today we’re making Margaret’s vanilla pudding - a trip to heaven. Okay all the ingredients went into the bowl - cream cheese, milk, sugar and vanilla - now its time to make pudding! We’ve got to use a hand mixer until everything is like pudding - smooth and free of tiny chunks. 3 2 1 - blend! Take a look! Its starting to look just like pudding!

Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 2
L125932,SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes up the recipe and pitches for more ideas.

Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 1
L125923,SV
0:48 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces her recipe and ingredients.

Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 2
L125924,SV
0:56 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P spreads the tuna mixture onto her English muffin, sprinkles some cheese on top and puts it into the toaster oven.

Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 2
L125920,SV
0:58 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces her recipe and ingredients. She has already made the cupcakes, and prepares to ice them.

Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 3
L125921,SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P spreads the tuna mixture onto the celery. Now for the precision task, spreading the tuna into the celery bites! I need my special spread goggles to protect my peepers. So scoop - a little - then spread. Very precise!

Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 3
L125925,SV
1:21 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe and ingredients.

Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 4
L125922,SV
0:55 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P spreads the tuna mixture onto the celery. Now for the precision task, spreading the tuna into the celery bites! I need my special spread goggles to protect my peepers. So scoop - a little - then spread. Very precise!

Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 3
L125924,SV
0:56 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P prepares the tuna with celery, lemon and mayo and mixes it up.

Princess P: Tuna Cheddar Apple Melts Part 4
L125926,SV
1:21 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe, and pitches for more recipes.

Princess P: Valentine Cupcakes Part 1
L125927,SV
0:56 min PJ 2012 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P introduces the recipe and ingredients: cupcakes, icing, and sprinkles. She has already made the cupcakes, and prepares to ice them.

Princess P puts all of the ingredients into a bowl. Everything into the bowl, come on - in you go, don’t be shy - I guess I have to help everything into the bowl so we’ve got cream cheese, milk, sugar, vanilla oh this cream cheese is so thick so much fun to squeeze into the bowl! I wonder how all this is going to turn into creamy delicious pudding, next step is to blend!

Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 3
L125933,SV
0:47 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P uses a hand blender to mix all the ingredients. Today we’re making Margaret’s vanilla pudding - a trip to heaven. Okay all the ingredients went into the bowl - cream cheese, milk, sugar and vanilla - now its time to make pudding! We’ve got to use a hand mixer until everything is like pudding - smooth and free of tiny chunks. 3 2 1 - blend! Take a look! Its starting to look just like pudding!

Princess P: Vanilla Pudding Part 4
L125934,SV
0:56 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P recaps her recipe, and pitches for more ideas.

Princess P: Tuna Celery Bites Part 2
L125920,SV
0:58 min PJ 2011 2453
Cooking with Princess P Series - Princess P mixes up the recipe and ingredients. This recipe was sent in by
The familiar picture of the alcoholic to the insecurities and inner motivations that cause people to lean on alcohol. The doctor to whom he finally turns was sent to earth to teach Mathsmans about problem-solving. They meet at a childrens farm to practice visualization. In this segment, we return to the court where the Queen and the carpenter try and find the correct account number. The pop-ups wont stop. The Blue Brain of Super Citizens finds a way to shut down the "pop ups" and reminds the gang to never give out personal information over the net and use a "nickname".

New Resources

Problem-Solving at the Farm
L121933A,SV
6:51 min  PJ  2002  2453
*Megamaths - Problem Solving Series -* Princess Nebulous has been sent to earth to teach Mathsmans about problem-solving. They meet at a childrens farm to practice visualization.

Problem Solving on the Beach
L121997A,SV
6:39 min  P  2002  2453
*Megamaths - Problem Solving Series -* Mathsmans lands on an Isle of Wight beach. He and Princess Nebulous solve a holiday makers money problem that asks what he can buy with change from his 5 pounds after spending 3.50 pounds. In a Handy Hint, Princess Nebulous says add pounds first, then pence.

Profile of a Problem Drinker
NF011744,SV
29 min  1957  1183
In telling the story of David Spear this film looks beyond the familiar picture of the alcoholic to the insecurities and inner motivations that cause people to lean on alcohol.

Product
L122006C,SV
5:08 min  P  1996  2453
*Megamaths - Tables Series -* In this segment, we return to the court where the Queen and the carpenter try and find the best way to calculate just how many legs they will need. In this animated scenario, we learn that a product is the result of when numbers are multiplied.

Profile of a Problem Drinker
NF011744,SV
29 min  1957  1183
In telling the story of David Spear this film looks beyond the familiar picture of the alcoholic to the insecurities and inner motivations that cause people to lean on alcohol. Liquor became so important to David that it threatened his job and his home life. The doctor to whom he finally turns explains the medical and other resources available to him and helps him to an understanding of the real reasons behind his uncontrolled drinking.

Pronouns
L126532,SV
3:30 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Reading Rangers Series -* Ranger Drew writes a song about the Mayor and has to substitute pronouns

Protective Eyewear
998370,KT
PJIS
This protective eyewear is available to use with physical education classes to reduce the possibility of serious eye injury. The kit contains 12 sets of protective eyewear.

Care instructions: Clean lenses with warm water and dry with a clean cloth or tissue. Do not use chemical cleaners as these are polycarbonate lenses.

For use with Speed Badminton (998361).

Pseudo-Ruminant
L128642,SV
3:16 min  PJIS  2014  2453
*Video Vocab Series -* This live-action video program is about the pseudo-ruminant digestive system. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Punctuation
L126527,SV
3:30 min  PJ  2013  2453
*Reading Rangers Series -* The Mayor enlists Ranger Drew to help her fix the punctuation on her re-election campaign posters.

Purim Celebrations
L121956C,SV
5:34 min  PJ  2010  2453
*Let's Celebrate Series -* At school on Purim, the children model their costumes and go to the synagogue to hear the story of Esther. Whenever they hear the name of the vizier, Haman, they make lots of noise. Then they visit their friends homes to exchange treat bags. Tinker and friends celebrate with a street party.

Purple Hayz
L127091,SV
6 min  PJ  2003  2453
*Deaf Planet Series -* After a lesson from the Infomatic teaches the gang about complementary colours they get word that a confused Moggle Bear is attacking Aunt Leonaa’s house. Thinking quickly, the gang uses the colour wheel to help the Moggle Bear get over its confusion and save the house.

Puzzle 1: Nouns
L125615,SV
3:50 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Big Escape Series -* Kitty and Theo find the Safari Room and go "hunting" for nouns with Safari Shirley. Dr. Know-it-all sends in Robbie-Cog to stop them.

Puzzle 10 - Digraphs
L125624,SV
3:50 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Big Escape Series -* Dr. Know-it-all asks the Clock Maker to create some new maids. Kitty & Theo help by using digraphs. They learn about the sounds ch and sh.

Puzzle 11 - Words Inside Words
L125625,SV
3:50 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Big Escape Series -* Dr. Know-it-all is renovating the mansion. Kitty, Theo, & Wilson lend a hand by dividing up finding little words inside bigger words.

Puzzle 12 - Public Speaking
L125626,SV
3:50 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Big Escape Series -* Dr. Know-it-all is invited to give a speech. The Town Crier holds a speech contest with Kitty & Theo to show him how to make a correct speech.

Puzzle 13 - Haiku
L125627,SV
3:50 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Big Escape Series -* Dr. Know-it-all's Accountant tells him they have been using too many syllables, so everyone must speak only in Haiku.

Puzzle 14 - Spelling
L125628,SV
3:50 min  PJ  2012  2453
*Big Escape Series -* Theo & Kitty spend a day at the mansion day care with nanny Spelly Moppins. In song, she teaches them tips to become better spellers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 15 - Commas</th>
<th>L125629,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - Kitty &amp; Theo learn from the Master Writer the story of Dr. Know-it-all and how his life was changed by the incorrect use of commas.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 16 - Vowels</th>
<th>L125630,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - Kitty &amp; Theo play a game of Wheel of Misfortune and learn about vowels.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 2: Pronouns</th>
<th>L125616,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - While Dr. Know-it-all keeps a close eye on them, Kitty and Theo learn the importance of correct pronoun usage as they find themselves inside the Master Writer's story.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 3: Verbs</th>
<th>L125617,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - &quot;Verb is the word&quot; as Kitty and Theo meet the Town Crier. Kitty's and Theo's fate is determined by a verb themed card game.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 4: Adjectives</th>
<th>L125618,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - Kitty and Theo find themselves entered into the Miss Adjective pageant. To win the diary pages they need to win the title.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 5: Punctuation</th>
<th>L125619,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - Kitty and Theo enter the music room and have to add punctuation to a phonograph recording of a &quot;really run-on sentence.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 6: Conjunctions</th>
<th>L125620,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - Kitty and Theo meet a Plumber in the maintenance room and help her connect the pipes with conjunctions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 7: Capitalization</th>
<th>L125621,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - Kitty and Theo meet a newspaper reporter, who only writes and talks using capitals. They help her to use capitals effectively and stop shouting!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 8: Spelling Bee</th>
<th>L125622,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - Kitty and Theo enter a spelling bee and use spelling rules to win diary pages.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle 9 - Quotes</th>
<th>L125623,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Escape Series</strong> - The Newspaper Writer teaches Kitty &amp; Theo about the correct use of quotations and quotation marks when writing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle Room</th>
<th>L126114,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jackie’s School of Dance Series</strong> - Jackie teaches the 3rd move of a choreography.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pyramids and Temples</th>
<th>L121931,SV</th>
<th>PJ</th>
<th>1997</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series</strong> - Jamie Theakston visits the monuments of Giza, Luxor, and Aswan while Marcelle Duprey researches in the data bank. They learn about the importance of the Nile to Ancient Egypt and investigate the development of pyramids, the quarrying of obelisks, the importance of temples, and the link between those three.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quick Fix Surgery</th>
<th>L128175F,SV</th>
<th>JIS</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ChatRoom Series</strong> - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows teens’ self-image influenced by the media and their decision to have a tummy tuck. Nearly 80,000 teens have had cosmetic surgery in the past year, and most procedures are done in response to bullying. Plastic surgery has risks. The panel agrees you should embrace your imperfections that make you who you are.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quit One Modern Convenience</th>
<th>L128189B,SV</th>
<th>JIS</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ChatRoom Series</strong> - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a high schooler trying to convince his friend not to drop out of school. Over a third of all dropouts have trouble keeping up in 9th grade. Dropouts earn significantly less than high school graduates. Talk to someone. High school gives you time to develop and figure out who you are.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiz to the Future</th>
<th>L126916,SV</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series</strong> - In a time travel adventure gone wrong, the Quiz Block gets stuck in a future world where quizzing is banned, and Chudd faces off with the reconfigured Safe Grid of Good Fortune.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiziatori Gladihost</th>
<th>L126879,SV</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skatoony: Season 1 (English) Series</strong> - Charles changes the game by holding auditions for a new host by way of gladiatorial combat, leaving Chudd to fend for himself.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiziatori Gladihostz</th>
<th>L126892,SV</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skatoony: Season 1 (French) Series</strong> - Charles change les rÂ¿gles du jeu et organise des auditions sous forme de combat de gladiateurs afin de trouver un nouvel animateur, laissant Chudd se dÃ©fendre tout seul.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New Resources

Quizoo
L126877.SV
22:29 min　P　2009　2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (French) Series - Chudd et Earl secretly struggle to free the animals Charles is keeping captive, while keeping the quiz moving.

Quizoo
L126890.SV
23:06 min　P　2009　2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (English) Series - Chudd and Earl essai secretment de libérer les animaux sauvages retenus captifs par Charles tout en continuant d’animer l’mission.

Rainforest Canopy
L121938D.SV
5:57 min　PJI　1990　2453
Landmarks - Tropical Rainforests Series - Depicts the rainforest canopy and its varied population. Explains the interdependence of creatures and plants.

Rainforest Floor
L121938E.SV
3:35 min　PJI　1990　2453
Landmarks - Tropical Rainforests Series - Closer examination of several rain forest creatures that live on the forest floor.

Rainforest Overview
L121938F.SV
6:03 min　PJI　1990　2453
Landmarks - Tropical Rainforests Series - Discussion of rainforest climate, conditions, and the creatures that live there. Shows where tropical rain forests can be found. Explains how and why the forest grows and decays quickly.

Rainy Day Party Room
L126133.SV
2:30 min　PJ　2011　2453
Jackie’s School of Dance Series - Stuck indoors because of a big rain storm and not sure what to do? On this episode of JSD - Jackie will be teaching you how to twirl like an umbrella the next time the rain keeps you trapped inside the house and you decide to have a rainy day party. You ready to party? Let’s dance!

Randi Rhodes: Ninja Detective : The Case of the Time-Capsule Bandit
998422.BK
202 p.　J　2013　3873
Twelve-year-old Randi, unhappy about moving from Brooklyn to Deer Creek, Tennessee, after her mother’s death, soon finds new friends and a case to solve surrounding a stolen time capsule and rumors of a centuries-old treasure. Teacher resource copy from the "Mystery Lit. Circles Kit, Grade 4-6" (998410).

Rapid Fire Questions
L128173E.SV
3:51 min　JIS　2012　2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions: are teens more at risk for carpal tunnel syndrome? Does smoking kill more people than other risky behaviors combined? Was the cigarette lighter invented before the match? Was Eggs Benedict named after Benedict Arnold? Is yawning contagious? Who was the first ex-movie actor to become U.S. President?

Rapid Fire Questions
L128174E.SV
3:48 min　JIS　2012　2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about causes of bad breath, George Washington’s false teeth, pregnant goldfish, Alexander Graham Bell’s mother, emotional turmoil in adolescence, and our peanut farmer ex-president.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128175C.SV
4:48 min　JIS　2012　2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about the daily cost of shoplifting in the U.S., the origin of the term “buck” for a dollar, Albert Einstein’s childhood learning problems, the high teenage pregnancy rate, the influence of extra-curricular activities on teen dropout rate, and the state known as the “Treasure State.”

Rapid Fire Questions
L128176C.SV
4:18 min　JIS　2012　2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about the web as a resource for diagnosing medical problems, teenage sleep, dietary requirements for teens, and lifestyle changes that could help a teen lose weight.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128177C.SV
3:57 min　JIS　2012　2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about the youngest U.S. president, the fingerprints of identical twins, anniversary presents, the 100-Year War, the teddy bear, and the sound barrier.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128178C.SV
4:28 min　JIS　2012　2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about the first ex-movie actor to become U.S. President; the Gallaudet University team huddle; the energy boost of apples; alligators and trees; the number of players on sports teams; and a talk show host who was also a mayor.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128179C.SV
4:41 min　JIS　2012　2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about the “Great Lakes State,” the meaning of GOP, insect legs, the origin of pasta, babies’ kneecaps, and smokers’ teeth.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128180C.SV
3:23 min　JIS　2012　2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about cockroaches, polar bears, Australia, the origin of the term “red tape,” the Extraterrestrial Highway, and Friday the 13th.
Rapid Fire Questions
L128181C,SV
4:25 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about the French language, mosquitoes, Babe Ruth, the number of pints in a gallon, Mother’s Day, and the number of days in a fortnight.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128182C,SV
3:28 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about baseball, inventions, French doll faces, U.S. states, and violin strings.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128183C,SV
4:42 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about octopuses, frogs, Walt Disney, left-handed people, Charlie Chaplin, and pearls.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128184C,SV
3:53 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about sharks, elephants, stamps, Madonna, common letters, and Thomas Jefferson.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128185C,SV
5:20 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about cream, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, lepidopterism, the human brain, Elvis Presley, and germs.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128187C,SV
4:39 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about cats and dogs, deadly sports, Madonna, common letters, and Thomas Jefferson.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128188C,SV
3:30 min PJ 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about the invention of the elevator, starfish, the Jedi religion, Portuguese, Albert Noble, and Benjamin Franklin.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128189C,SV
5:08 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about red cars, sunburned plants, the Beehive State, Anchorage, the Gulf of Mexico, and Mount Rushmore.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128190C,SV
4:42 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about snakes, elephants, stamps, Alaska, and the strongest human muscle.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128190C,SV
5:08 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about red cars, sunburned plants, the Beehive State, Anchorage, the Gulf of Mexico, and Mount Rushmore.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128191C,SV
4:13 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about English, Antarctica, chimpanzees, penguins, mixing colors, and Henry VIII.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128192C,SV
4:38 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about Mickey Rourke, the Arctic, chimpanzees, penguins, mixing colors, and Henry VIII.

Ocean, the planet Venus, the praying mantis, and the most-spoken world language.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128193C,SV
3:47 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about Madeleine Albright, the king of hearts, dust, Thomas Jefferson, the male brain, and octopuses.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128194C,SV
3:22 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about Venezuela, the lungs, parachutes, the human brain, Alaska, and the Black Plague.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128195C,SV
4:24 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about the Great Wall of China, new teachers, early computer use, flamingos, palindromes, and Ulysses S. Grant.

Rapid Fire Questions
L128196C,SV
4:27 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Teams compete to correctly answer rapid-fire questions about toothpicks, Geraldine Ferraro, Dan Quayle, chocolate, and U.S. states that begin with B.

Ratting on a Teammate
L128183E,SV
2:58 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel teens discuss if they would tell a good friend that her new boyfriend dates several girls at the same time. They agree they would alert the friend.

A Rattlesnake’s Tale
L121919,S
29:30 min JIS 2000 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - Follows a western diamondback rattlesnake across the Sonoran Desert to its winter hibernation cave as it uses heat imagery to negotiate rough terrain.

Read Around It
L126528,S
3:30 min PJ 2013 2453
Reading Rangers Series - A puddle problem plagues Docville, as Cookie struggles with words he doesn’t understand in new cake recipe.

Reader’s Block
L126779,S
3:45 min PJ 2011 2453
Tumbletown Reads Series - Tumbleweed is having trouble writing so his editor suggests that he go out and read different things to help get his creativity going again.

Reading Rangers
For descriptions see individual titles:
Adjectives
Book Genres
The Importance of Reading
Library
Nouns
Pronouns
Punctuation
Read Around It
Verbs
Words Spelled Differently Than
They Sound
Whaddyado Series - 4:20 min JIS 2012 2453
L128165E,SV
Reckless Driving

Teacher safety at recess: make sure your shoe laces are tied, don’t go head first down the slide, don’t go anywhere without a teacher.

Recess Rules
L126604,SV
1:43 min PJ 2010 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - The Joker learns rules for safety at recess: make sure your shoe laces are tied, don’t go head first down the slide, don’t go anywhere without a teacher.

Reckless Driving
L128165E,SV
4:20 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - A high speed chase puts everyone on the road in danger. Officer Tim Flohrschutz chased a speeding and weaving van. The officer assumed the driver was inebriated but found a 12-year-old driver with three underage passengers. Whaddyado Tips are: don’t drive without a license, you will be liable for all damages, you could face jail time or delay in obtaining your license, and parents should secure keys from offenders.

Recognizing Opponents
L126431,SV
2:45 min PJ 2010 2453
League of Super Citizens Series - Atomic Guy doesn’t think that Nitty Girl should socialize with members of the other hover basketball team. Professor reminds him that part of good sportsmanship is recognizing your opponents.

Record Room
L126115,SV
1:50 min PJ 2009 2453
Jackie’s School of Dance Series - Jackie teaches the 4th move of a choreography.

Recovery and Willoughby’s Confession
L122084C,SV
10:21 min IS 1980 2453
Sense and Sensibility Series - The doctor gives them no hope for Marianne’s recovery, but the crisis passes. Willoughby comes to ask Marianne’s forgiveness and declare his suffering.

A Rectory for Edward Ferrars
L122084A,SV
5:36 min IS 1980 2453
Sense and Sensibility Series - Colonel Brandon offers a living at the Delaford rectory to Edward Ferrars, who has been disinherited by his family for honorably acknowledging his previous youthful engagement to Lucy Steele. Elinor delivers the offer in a painful meeting with Edward.

Recycle to Charity
L126422,SV
3:30 min PJ 2009 2453
League of Super Citizens Series - Enviro Girl gathers old & used items around Headquarters to donate to charity.

Red Blood Cells
L128643,SV
2:05 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about red blood cells. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Reino
L128590,SV
4:30 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acciòn en vivo es sobre la palabra reino. El programa estαι disearado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensiòn y retenciòn del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografas, diagramas y etiquetas y gràficas. Los espectadores veran y escucharan la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cama utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Reino Animalia
L128628,SV
3:38 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acciòn en vivo es sobre la palabra Reino Animalia. El programa estαι disearado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensiòn y retenciòn del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografas, diagramas y etiquetas y gràficas. Los espectadores veran y escucharan la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cama utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Reino Hongos
L128578,SV
3:29 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acciòn en vivo es sobre la palabra Reino Hongos. El programa estαι disearado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensiòn y retenciòn del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografas, diagramas y etiquetas y gràficas. Los espectadores veran y escucharan la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cama utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Reino MÁ†niera
L128596,SV
2:46 min PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acciòn en vivo es sobre la palabra Reino MÁ†niera. El programa estαι disearado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensiòn y retenciòn del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografas, diagramas y etiquetas y gràficas. Los espectadores veran y escucharan la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cama utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.
contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de escuchar cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Reino Plantae**

L128606,SV

4 min PJIS 2014 2453

*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acerca de en vivo es sobre la Reino Plantae. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores aprenden y escuchan cómo utilizar la palabra en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Reino Protista**

L128606,SV

2:32 min PJIS 2014 2453

*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acerca de en vivo es sobre la palabra reino protista. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores aprenden y escuchan cómo utilizar la palabra en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Relationship Abuse**

L128172B,SV

5:40 min JIS 2012 2453

*ChatRoom Series* - Host Marc asks the teen panel what makes a good partnership and shows a video sketch of a jealous boyfriend who reacts with anger. Early warning signs of controlling behavior and abuse are noted. The teens discuss their personal experiences and what to do about that situation. They discuss trust in a relationship, communication and zero tolerance for abusive behavior.

**Relative Size**

L126462,SV

3:30 min PJ 2009 2453

*Math City Series* - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains that size is relative.

**Rembrandt**

L122090B,SV

2:18 min JIS 1994 2453

*Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series* - Sister Wendy passes by Rembrandt’s The Night Watch before discussing the Jewish Bride, in which Sister Wendy sees Rembrandt’s depiction of the ideal marriage that he was denied.

**Rembrandt**

L122102B,SV

6:30 min JIS 1996 2453

*Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series* - Rembrandt experimented with expressions and attire as he painted his many self-portraits. All the color and interest is concentrated on the face. He became the top painter in Amsterdam where he married and lived well until Saskia died and he went bankrupt. Sister Wendy discusses Bathsheba at Her Bath and the human vulnerability and strength that Rembrandt captures in his paintings.

**Rencontres à Mitzic**

NF.002993,SV

27 min 1963 4742

Reportage fouillé qui met en présence des Africains inquiets et le jeune instituteur montréalais Gilles Gervais qui séjourna à Mitzic, au Gabon. En Côte-d’Ivoire, on ne veut pas tellement se faire endoctriner; on sollicite une aide pratique, une assistance technique. Film très humain où l’humour ne manque pas et qui revêt un intérêt particulier pour les Canadiens à cause de la présence de monsieur Gervais.

**Rescue from the Rat Catcher**

L121807B,SV

9:56 min PJ 1992 2453

*Borrowers, The - Series 1* - Spiller and George team up to rescue Arrietty and her parents from the rat catcher.

**Researching a Purchase**

L126805,SV

3:45 min PJ 2012 2453

*Tumbletown Tales Series* - The printer breaks down at the office and Tumbleweed is charged with replacing it. He conducts some research on the internet before making his purchase and discovers how to best spend his money.

**Respect**

L126579,SV

2:35 min PJ 2009 2453

*Royal Money Matters Series* - Prince Henry and the Joker are making fun of the Queen and misusing her stuff. They apologize for disrespecting her.

**Respect the Coach**

L126432,SV

2:45 min PJ 2010 2453

*League of Super Citizens Series* - Professor Atlas appoints Blue Brain as the Coach of the sonic hockey team. The Players have reservations about his athleticism, but Blue Brain proves that brains are more important than brawn.

**Respect Your Equipment**

L126433,SV

2:45 min PJ 2010 2453

*League of Super Citizens Series* - The Super Citizens are about to hit the field when Coach Blue Brain discovers that no one has a complete set of equipment to play.

**Respecting Opponents**

L126434,SV

2:45 min PJ 2010 2453

*League of Super Citizens Series* - Nifty Girl and Atomic Guy’s “friendly” flash football rivalry gets out of hand as their taunts start to take the fun of the game.

**Responding to Observed Racism**

L128179F,SV

2:23 min JIS 2012 2453

*ChatRoom Series* - Marc presents the teen panel with this question: What would you do if you saw a school friend refuse to serve a customer because of his race or dress? The teens respond instantly that they would confront their friend and call out his racism.

**Responsibility**

L126580,SV

2:35 min PJ 2009 2453

*Royal Money Matters Series* - Prince Henry and the Joker are looking for their missing pet spider. They argue about who was responsible for his escape.

**Restoration of Identities and Roles**

L122064J,SV

7:52 min JIS 1996 2453

*Pride and Prejudice Series* - King Edward sends for Miles Hendon, allows him to sit, returns his inheritance, and releases Lady Edith from her betrothal to Hugh. Edward restores Tom to his mother and sister and promises them protection. King Edward has learned about the injustices of the legal system and will strive to correct them.

**Retreat and the Siege of Jaffa**

L122163F,SV

6:21 min IS 2007 2453

*Warriors Series* - Richard headed back to England to put down a rebellion led by his brother. With Richard out of the way, Saladin attacked Jaffa. Richard turned back to support the Christians at Jaffa. The Crusaders took Saladin’s forces by surprise and regained the city.
lies and one where everyone always tells the truth. The traveler wants to go to the truth-telling village. What is his question?

Ride With a Stranger
L128178B,SV
4:33 min  JIS  2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows two girls deciding whether to accept a ride from someone they’ve seen but don’t know. A “good guy” could be a terrible driver. There could be things in the car that incriminate them if they are pulled over.

Rijksmuseum, Ter Borch
L122090A,SV
3:53 min  JIS  1994 2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy notes the many great artists that painted during the Golden Age of Amsterdam, producing portraits and still lifes and relishing the ordinariness of Dutch life with its moral meanings. Sister Wendy tells the story of a change in interpretation from The Paternal Admonition to a brothel scene in Ter Borch’s painting. She warns the viewers to use their eyes rather than the title to judge the meaning in paintings.

Rise and Fall of Versailles - Countdown to Revolution, Louis
NF061134,SV
52 min  2007 5201
A lavish drama-documentary chronicling the final days of the Bourbon dynasty under the ill fated Louis XVI and his Queen Marie Antoinette. Unlike his highly sexed forebears, it takes Louis seven years to consummate his marriage. And his performance as ruler of France is no more distinguished than his efforts in the royal bed chamber. The French people are starving but the aristocracy is too busy partying inside the gilded palace of Versailles to take much notice. Louis tries to make a difference but his every attempt at reform is blocked by his greedy relatives. Marie Antoinette gets much of the blame for the excesses of the rich, even if she never uttered the famous words Let Them Eat Cake. As he drifts into depression and madness, Louis and his Queen attempt to stave off a revolution. Spoiler alert: they don’t succeed.

Rise and Fall of Versailles - The Dream of a King, Louis XIV
NF061135,SV
52 min  2007 5201
Versailles, 1649. A simple hunting lodge on the top of a windswept hill surrounded by forests and stinking marshland. This is the landscape where a child known as the (3z(BRising Sun(3y(B used to come hunting with his father, Louis XIII.

Rise and Fall of Versailles - The Palace of Pleasure, Louis
NF061136,SV
52 min  2007 5201
A tragedy in three acts: how a young king, popular with the people and receptive to the artistic and intellectual ferment of his times (the Age of Enlightenment) will end his reign in decline and hatred. The story of an enlightened monarch, fond of freedom, who cuts himself off from his subjects, as his libertine outlook leads to repression and corruption to impotence. Fifteen years after his death, the French Revolution breaks out.

Rock Animals
L126769,SV
2:59 min  PJ  2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes cute rock animals.
New Resources

**Rock Boat**
L126673,SV
2:45 min PJ 2012 2453
*The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series* - Applying the principle of buoyancy, Sam helps Randy Roadie figure out why his boat won’t float.

**Rock Clock...Pigeon!**
L126664,SV
2:15 min PJ 2011 2453
*The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series* - The Special Agents discover that something has jammed the gears of the nearby clock tower. Will the bells ever ring again?

**Rock Dominoes**
L126768,SV
2:50 min PJ 2013 2453
*Transform It! Series* - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes a domino set from painted rocks.

**Rock Star or Self**
L128174F,SV
2:27 min JIS 2012 2453
*ChatRoom Series* - Marc asks the teens which star they would rather be: movie star, rock star, sports star or yourself.

**Roger van der Weyden**
L122098F,SV
2:46 min JIS 1996 2453
*Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series* - Tax collector Chancellor Rolin sought to redeem his sins by building a hospital for the dying where we see the Last Judgment by Roger van der Weyden who captures the emotion of his subjects with no devil in sight.

**Roll On**
NF060976,SV
27 min 2011 5275
This film provides a glimpse of the everyday lives of families living with neuromuscular disorders.

**ROM Dino Day: Armour from Ankylosaur #2**
L126041,SV
0:54 min PJ 2007 2453
*Dino Dig Series* - Jackie and Kevin from the Royal Ontario Museum look at the armour from an Ankylosaur dino.

**Romantic Attraction**
L1220808,SV
8:25 min IS 1980 2453
*Sense and Sensibility Series* - Sir John Middleton recommends Willoughby to the Dashwoods, but notes his fortune depends on inheriting from his aunt. Willoughby and Marianne enjoy one another's company, but Elinor urges Marianne not to accept Willoughby’s gift of a horse. Colonel Brandon is made aware of Willoughby’s attentions to Marianne and invites them all to an outing. Colonel Brandon mentions a young girl like Marianne who met with misfortune.

**Romantic Biting**
L128165F,SV
2:39 min JIS 2012 2453
*Whaddyado Series* - Romantic vampire movies have influenced a recent fad of biting on the neck that can lead to dangerous infections. Dr. Suzy Goldstein of Childhood Solutions comments on the dangers of this neck-biting fad.

**Rome**
L122089,SV
9:38 min JIS 1994 2453
*Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series* - Sister Wendy visits Rome, Italy, where she discusses Bernini’s Apollo and Daphne in the Borghese Gallery, Caravaggio’s Conversion of St. Paul in Santa Maria del Popolo, and Michelangelo’s Pieta in the Vatican.

**Rome c.1650 Nicolas Poussin**
L122102D,SV
5:10 min JIS 1996 2453
*Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series* - The French Golden Age happened in Rome, where French artists Nicolas Poussin and Claude Lorine painted the Classical World. An intellectual and poetic artist, Poussin paints Eleazar and Rebecca at the well, capturing different reactions of the women while hinting at what Rebecca must face if she trusts in Isaac’s offer of marriage.

**Room for Rent**
L121839E,SV
3:44 min JIS 1996 2453
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Ulli and Nico go to see a room where Nico might rent. Georg gives them a tour of the house.

**Royal Money Matters**

For descriptions see individual titles:
- Allotting Money
- Baseball
- Bathing
- Bicycle Safety
- Boating Safety
- Borrowing Money
- Bravery
- Brushing Teeth
- Charities
- Clean Clothes
- Collect Data
- Communicate
- Coughing
- Courage
- Earning Money
- Experiment
- Fairness
- Finger nails
- Flossing
- Foot Hygiene
- Hair Care
- Hand Washing
- Home Safety
- Identify the problem
- Lake Safety
- Make Conclusions
- Make Your Own Pizza
- Matches and Lighters
- Mystery Clue Episode 1
- Mystery Clue Episode 2
- Mystery Clue Episode 3
- Mystery Clue Episode 4
- Need vs Want Pt. 1
- Need vs Want Pt. 2
- Optimism
- Park Safety
- Pizza Party
- Planning for Purchase
- Recess Rules
- Respect
- Responsibility
- Returning a Lost Wallet
- Royal Words
- Royals Winter Sports Safety - Downhill Skiing
- Royals Winter Sports Safety - Hockey
- Royals Winter Sports Safety - Ice Fishing
- Royals Winter Sports Safety - Ice Skating
- Royals Winter Sports Safety - Snowboarding
- Royals Winters Sports Safety - Cross Country Skiing
- Safety Gear
- Saving Money
- School Bus Rules #1
- School Bus Rules #2
- School Rules
The Joker and Prince Henry decides to try the sport.

They encourage viewers to enter the coat of arms contest.

Rubens
L122088A,SV
2:59 min
JIS 1994 2453
Rubens
Sister Wendy visits Vienna, Austria, where she admires the monuments and palaces and notes the great composers who were inspired here. Home of the Hapsburg Emperors, Vienna was an Imperial City. Sister Wendy visits the Rubens room in the Kunsthistorisches Museum where she discusses Angelica and the Hermit.

Rubens
L122091B,SV
1:48 min
JIS 1994 2453
Rubens
Sister Wendy visits the Royal Museum of Fine Arts where she discusses Rubens' Venus Frigida, interpreting the story shown in the painting.

Ruminant
L128644,SV
3:46 min
PJIS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Les (S0)BCanadienses(S1)
NF000927,SV
58 min
1976
Entre 1936 et 1939, les Brigades internationales, constituées de 40 000 volontaires provenant de 27 pays, vinrent se battre en Espagne afin d’y arrêter la montée du fascisme. La crise économique de 1929 ainsi que la grande sécheresse dans l’Ouest canadien avaient créé un exode vers les villes où les ouvriers arrivaient par trains entiers. Le travail manquant. L’assurance chômage était inexistante et les soupes populaires ainsi que les camps de secours n’arrivaient pas à subvenir aux besoins. En Espagne, la guerre civile éclata. Le haut taux de chômage ainsi que la solidarité ressentie envers la cause ouvrière espagnole incitèrent certains Canadiens à s’engager dans le bataillon Mackenzie-Papineau. Seulement la moitié des 1 200 volontaires retournèrent au pays. Des vétérans nous racontent leur histoire.

New Resources

Royal Words
L126583,SV
2:59 min
PJ 2009 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - The Queen works on a crossword puzzle while the boys work on the coat of arms. They encourage viewers to enter the coat of arms contest.

Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes a memo board with rubber bands.
The Joker's game console is broken so he and his friend Twiggy decide they will each buy a new one. Twiggy purchases his on a credit card while Tumbleweed decides to save up money and buy later.

### Saving vs Borrowing

**Save vs Borrowing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saving vs Borrowing</strong></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3:45 min</td>
<td>Tumbleweed's game console is broken so he and his friend Twiggy decide they will each buy a new one. Twiggy purchases his on a credit card while Tumbleweed decides to save up money and buy later.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Scam Scandal

**Scam Scandal**

- **T真相** - Oliver visits the Hjortspring Boat in Denmark from 350 BC with its iron frame, perfect for war, with prows at each end and packed with shields and swords. Scandinavian tribes learned to fight by fighting each other. The Roman Empire’s northern advance was halted in 9 AD by Germanic tribes, but trade continued. We see the Hoby Burial Hoard, including Roman goods from 40 AD. Rome also brought literacy and law, ending Europe’s pre-history, but the Scandinavians were left alone.

### Scandinavian Isolation

**Scandinavian Isolation**

- **Vikings Series** - Oliver visits the Hjortspring Boat in Denmark from 350 BC with its iron frame, perfect for war, with prows at each end and packed with shields and swords. Scandinavian tribes learned to fight by fighting each other. The Roman Empire’s northern advance was halted in 9 AD by Germanic tribes, but trade continued. We see the Hoby Burial Hoard, including Roman goods from 40 AD. Rome also brought literacy and law, ending Europe’s pre-history, but the Scandinavians were left alone.

### The Scarecrow Family

**The Scarecrow Family**

- **Tumbletown Reads Series** - Tumbleweed TW learns the difference between fiction & non-fiction.

### School Bus Rules #1

**School Bus Rules #1**


### School Bus Rules #2

**School Bus Rules #2**

- **Royal Money Matters Series** - The Joker learns rules for safety inside the school bus: no running in the halls, hold the railing on the stairs, don’t bully.
**Deaf Planet Series**
- 6 min PJI 2003 2453
- L127093,SV
- See Through Me Too

**Tumbletown Tales Series**
- 4:15 min PJ 2008 2453
- L126790,SV
- Secret Rodent Club

**Incredible Journeys Series**
- 3:59 min JIS 1997 2453
- L121917D,SV
- Second Leg of the Migration

- 4:29 min JIS 2000 2453
  - Incredible Journeys Series - Red-tailed Hawks threaten the diamondback as it travels back to its winter cave. The snake will make the journey from its winter cave to its summer nest every year.

**Seasonal Shelter for Diamondbacks**
- L121919F,SV
- 4:29 min JIS 2000 2453
  - Incredible Journeys Series - Another butterfly emerges and travels northward. When she pauses to eat milkweed flowers, she meets a male butterfly and mates. She continues toward Canada, laying her eggs along the way. She is captured by an orb spider.

**Second Leg of the Migration**
- L121917D,SV
- 3:59 min JIS 1997 2453
  - Incredible Journeys Series - Another butterfly emerges and travels northward. When she pauses to eat milkweed flowers, she meets a male butterfly and mates. She continues toward Canada, laying her eggs along the way. She is captured by an orb spider.

**Secret Rodent Club**
- L126790,SV
- 4:15 min PJ 2008 2453
  - Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed wants to build a clubhouse but is confused about the number of bricks to be used. The plans call for 312 but he reads it as 213 and then 123.

**See Through Me Too**
- L127093,SV
- 6 min PJ 2003 2453
  - Deaf Planet Series - When Aunt Leonāť s bird, Blinky, is trapped in an underground cave Max and Kendra volunteer to help rescue it. They realize that Blinky is hiding and must be lured out with its favourite food, the palooka root. With the help of the Infomatic, they learn how to find the translucent palooka root and lure Blinky to safety.

---

**New Resources**

**Seeds 4 Life**
- L126793,SV
- 4:15 min PJ 2008 2453
  - Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed orders 1 bag of seeds per day, then decides he wants 2 bags per day. He ends up with far more seeds than he is able to eat and his house is overflowing.

**Selva Tropical**
- L128621,SV
- 4:49 min PJIS 2014 2453
  - Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acción en vivo es sobre la selva tropical. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Sense and Sensibility**
- L122080,SV
- 26:10 min IS 1980 2453
  - Sense and Sensibility Series - Episode 2 of Jane Austen's "Sense and Sensibility" finds the Dashwoods at Barton Cottage in Devonshire where Marianne rejects Colonel Brandon's interest and finds a kindred romantic in John Willoughby, only to be devastated when he returns to London.

**Sense and Sensibility 2**
- L122082,SV
- 26:50 min IS 1980 2453
  - Sense and Sensibility Series - Episode 4 of Jane Austen's "Sense and Sensibility" finds the Dashwoods at Barton Cottage in Devonshire where Marianne desperately writes to Willoughby. She is humiliated by his rejection at a party, and Colonel Brandon reveals to Elinor Willoughby's betrayal of Eliza.

**Sense and Sensibility 4**
- L122084,SV
- 26:50 min IS 1980 2453
  - Sense and Sensibility Series - Episode 4 of Jane Austen's "Sense and Sensibility" finds the Dashwoods at Barton Cottage in Devonshire where Marianne desperately writes to Willoughby. She is humiliated by his rejection at a party, and Colonel Brandon reveals to Elinor Willoughby's betrayal of Eliza.

**Sense and Sensibility 6**
- L122086,SV
- 26:50 min IS 1980 2453
  - Sense and Sensibility Series - Episode 6 of Jane Austen's "Sense and Sensibility" finds the Dashwoods at Barton Cottage in Devonshire where Marianne desperately writes to Willoughby. She is humiliated by his rejection at a party, and Colonel Brandon reveals to Elinor Willoughby's betrayal of Eliza.
New Resources

**Sequía**
L128530,SV
2:21 min  PJIS  2014  2453

**Video Vocab Series** - Este programa de video de accióndeja en vivo es sobre la palabra sequía. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Sewn T-Shirt Bag**
L126740,SV
2:59 min  PJ  2013  2453

**Transform It Series** - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara sews a tote bag from an old t-shirt.

**Sewing T-Shirt Bag**
L126755,SV
2:59 min  PJ  2013  2453

**Transform It Series** - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara sews a tote bag from an old t-shirt.

**Sexting**
L128171C,SV
4:44 min  JIS  2012  2453

**ChatRoom Series** - The teens on the panel agree they text and use social media a lot. Marc asks their opinions about a racy text message in the video. A fifth of all teens say they have sexted; one in seven do so with someone they’ve met only online. More than half of girls who “sex” do it as a “gift” to boyfriends even though it’s common among teens to share the messages with others. The panel agrees you should consider the consequences before hitting send.

**Sexual Harassment**
L128174B,SV
6:17 min  JIS  2012  2453

**ChatRoom Series** - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a situation of possible workplace sexual harassment. Young people often underreport cases of sexual harassment for fear of losing their jobs. The teens discuss personal experiences and how they resolved the harassment. You are often underreport cases of sexual harassment for fear of losing their jobs. The teens discuss personal experiences and how they resolved the issue.

**Shake n’ Quake**
L127098,SV
6 min  PJI  2003  2453

**Deaf Planet Series** - While out in the hoverpod to fix a broken piece of art, Max, Kendra, and WILMA decide to take a break on a mountain top. Unfortunately, they are placed in danger by an earthquake and must act quickly to avoid being splattered onto a canvas themselves.

**Shapes in Everyday Objects**
L126471,SV
3:30 min  PJ  2010  2453

**Math City Series** - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode shows how geometry exists in everyday objects.

**Shapes within Shapes**
L126468,SV
3:30 min  PJ  2010  2453

**Math City Series** - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains how all objects contain different shapes.

**Sharing With My Friends**
L126811,SV
3:45 min  PJ  2013  2453

**Tumbletown Tales Series** - While shopping for a birthday gift for his friend Sal, Tumbleweed realizes that sometimes it's more important to share with your friends than to get things for yourself.

**Shopping**
L121835B,SV
5:38 min  JIS  1996  2453

**Deutsch Plus Series** - Nico and Anna go to a department store. She helps him find a shirt, a CD, and jewelry.

**Shrink Your Ecological Footprint Non-Fiction**
998402,KT

**J**  2015  2453

Raise awareness about complex and often mystifying environmental issues. This non-fiction literature circles kit will inspire your students to shrink their ecological footprint by taking action.

It is recommended to support the grade 5 Science: Conservation of Energy and Resources unit.

A selection of picture book mentor texts have been included to help build background on the topic and several supplementary non-fiction texts will assist students in digging deeper into the content.

**Non-Fiction Texts**

This resource includes a collection of 5 titles from the Orca Footprints series.

Kids today inhabit a world full of complex—and often mystifying—environmental issues. The Footprints series aims to help kids answer their questions about the state of the natural world with well-researched, simply-expressed information and powerful images. With topics such as food production, water, cycling and sustainable energy, these books will inspire kids to take action.

- Take Shelter: At Home Around the World
- Every Last Drop: Bringing Clean Water Home
- Brilliant!: Shining a Light on Sustainable Energy
- Pedal It: How Bicycles Are Changing the World
- Down to Earth: How Kids Help Feed the World

**Supplementary Non-Fiction**

Green Homes
Gaia Warriors
You are the Earth
Our Earth: How Kids are Saving the Planet
Not Your Typical Book About the Environment
Catch the Wind Harness the Sun
Reducing Your Footprint: Farming, Cooking, and Eating for a Healthy Planet
Our House is Round: A Kid’s Book About Why Protecting Our Earth Matters

**Picture Book Mentor Texts**

- **Who Will Save My Planet** by Maria Cristian Urrutia
- **Brother Eagle, Sister Sky** by Susan Jeffers
- **Wangari’s Trees of Peace** by Jeanette Winter
- **The Last Polar Bear** by Jean Craighead George
- **Just a Dream** by Chris Van Allsburg

**Graphic Novel** - *Walu* by Emilio Ruiz

**Sick and Thin**
L128175B,SV
4:48 min  JIS  2012  2453

**ChatRoom Series** - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows teenage girls' preoccupation with self-image. They suspect one girl of bulimia. Athletes and dancers are vulnerable to suffer eating disorders. The panel agrees that media images influence the self-perception of
impressionable teens. The constant vomiting associated with bulimia can cause stomach and kidney damage. The teens consider how to respond to a friend’s problem with bulimia.

The Sidekick Search
L126668,SV
2:45 min PJ 2012 2453
The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - Sam decides she needs a sidekick to help with her detective work. After learning about the lifecycles of a butterfly and a bird, she decides to get a goldfish.

The Silent Giant
L127089,SV
6 min PJ 2003 2453
Deaf Planet Series - While exploring the Rubber Jungle, Kendra, Max, and WILMA come across an angry Silent Giant. Using the laws of inertia and the natural aide of their elastic surroundings, they must calm the giant to silence its threat.

Simone Martini
L122098D,SV
3:14 min JIS 1996 2453
Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting Series - Sister Wendy visits the Basilica di S. Francesco of Assisi, decorated by all the best Gothic painters of Italy. Sister Wendy points out the restrained drama Simone Martini represents in the painting St. Martin Lays Down His Weapons.

Singing Competition
L128193F,SV
2:27 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens how they would handle a situation in which they were competing with their best friend for a lead role in the spring musical.

Sister Wendy's Grand Tour
For descriptions see individual titles:
Albrecht Altdorfer, Allegory
Allori and Gentileschi
Amsterdam
Andre Matisse, The Conversation
Antoine Watteau, Gilles or Pierrot
Antwerp
Berlin
Bernini
Botticelli
Bruegel's Mad Meg
Caravaggio
Diego Velazquez, Las Meninas
Diego Velazquez, Mars
Florence
Fra Angelico
Francisco Goya, Third of May and Colossus
Giorgione, The Tempest
Hans Baldung, Fear of the Feminine
Hans Burgkmair, Sexism in Art
Jordaens
Madrid
Mantegna
Michelangelo
Paris
Paul Cezanne, The Bathers
Rembrandt
Rijksmuseum, Ter Borch
Rome
Rubens
Rubens
Titian, Entombment
Venice
Veronese
Vienna
Vincent van Gogh
Vittore Carpaccio, St. George and the Dragon

Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting
For descriptions see individual titles:
Ambrogio Lorenzetti
Ancient Egypt 3000 BC
Ancient Greece 500 BC
Balthus
British Artists of the 18th Century
Bruges c. 1430 Jan van Eyck
Caves of Lascaux II
Claude Lorrain
David and Ingres
France 1400 AD
Francisco Goya
French Romantics, The: Delacroix and Gericault
A Hero Steps Forth
Hero Steps Forth, The: Giotto
Hieronymus Bosch
Iona, Scotland 800 AD
J M W Turner
Jackson Pollock
Jasper Johns
John Constable
London School, The: Francis Bacon and Lucian Freud
Madrid c. 1650
Maesta Duccio
Mark Rothko
Middle Ages, England
Minimalists, The: Frank Stella and Agnes Martin
The Mists of Time
The Never Ending Story
Paris c. 1750
Pop Art: Andy Warhol
Rembrandt
Revolution
Roger van der Weyden
Rome c.1650 Nicolas Poussin
Simone Martini
Three Golden Ages
Three Golden Ages: The Netherlands
Willem de Kooning

The Sisters Go to London
L122082A,SV
6:11 min IS 1980 2453
Sense and Sensibility Series - Mrs. Jennings has invited Elinor and Marianne to London, where Marianne writes to Willoughby at once to announce her arrival. Marianne waits in vain for a letter from Willoughby, as does Elinor for news of Edward Ferrars. Elinor learns that Mrs. Jennings has let it be known that Marianne is engaged to Willoughby.

Skatoony: Season 1 (English)
For descriptions see individual titles:
Dinosaur
Hoo Loves You, Baby
Hooray for Bollywood
I Stink, Therefore I Am
Invasion
Knights and Daze
Pirates
Quiziatori Gladihost
Quizoo
Skeleton Crew in da House
Superheroes
To the Quiz Cave
Xcqankly
New Resources

Skeleton
L128608,SV
2:07 min PJJS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about skeletons. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Skeleton Crew in da House
L126873,SV
22:29 min P 2009 2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (English) Series - Chudd and Earl strive to keep the crazy antics of Da Skeleton Crew out of sight from Charles' sensitive Granny.

Skyy
L126436,SV
4:12 min PJ 2009 2453
Mark's Moments Series - Host Mark spends the day with Skyy, who is a victim of fire. He has 3rd degree burns.

Sledding Crash
L128160C,SV
4:47 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - Two 7-year-old friends go sledding after an exceptional snowfall. They narrowly avoid sliding under a car at the bottom of the hill. Emergency doctors relate the number of sledding accidents that involve concussions, fractures, and head and neck injuries. Whaddyado Tips are: look for obstacles, find a safe landing area, watch out for bigger children, and young children should wear helmets.

Sleepover Caddy
L126731,SV
2:50 min PJ 2009 2453
Transform It! Series - This series teaches children how to make interesting & fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode Ryan turns an old pillow case into a sleepover tote.

Sleepover Party Room
L126138,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453
Jackie's School of Dance Series - Are you attending a friend's sleepover party or even planning your very own sleepover party? On this episode of JSD - Jackie will be teaching you a ballet inspired dance move that you can try at the next sleepover party you attend. Are you ready to party? Let's dance!

Sleepover Sneak Out
L128194F,SV
1:52 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens what they would do if their friends decided to sneak out from a sleepover.

The Sloppy Sign Painter
L126671,SV
2:45 min PJ 2012 2453
The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - Sam convinces the town sign painter to dry the paint using sunlight and wind instead of wasting electricity.

Old Resources

Skatoony: Season 1 (French)
For descriptions see individual titles:
Bravo Bollywood
Dinosaurs
Invasion
Je pue, donc je suis
Ji t’aime bA(c)bA(c)
A la caverne du quiz
Les Chevaliers
Pirates
Quiziatori Gladihostz
Quizoo
Superheroes
Xcankly
Yà* a des squelettes en tabarouette

Skatoony: Season 2 (French)
For descriptions see individual titles:
˜A*mission super frisson
˜A* qui la chance!
Anim˜A(c) de terreur
B ˜A(c)b ˜A(c)-lala tatati-tatata!
Bonne f ˜A“te CJ!
Caf ˜A(c) le Quiz
Chic Justice
Dans une galaxie loin de chez vous!!
DestinationnA“ flure!!
En pleine mer
J’espionne, donc je te quiz!
La BÀ“te et le Baveux
A la poursuite du quiz
La Puck est cass
Le freak show
Le parc dÀ“ attraction
Le quiz de lÀ“ avenir
Le suspense des suspects
Les changements ding-dongs
Les RA“veries
Les Vikings
PÀ(c)pÀ(c) NoÀ©l!
Passe-moi La Puck!
Saperli-Starlette
Sports AcadA(c)mie
VidA(c)opop!

Skatoony: Season 2 (English)
For descriptions see individual titles:
Amusement Park
Body Swap
Broke Charles
Cafà* le Quiz
Chic Justice
Dans une galaxie loin de chez vous!!
Destination ˆ a*ƒlune!
En pleine mer
J’espionne, donc je te quiz!
La BÀ“te et le Baveux
A la poursuite du quiz
La Puck est cass
Le freak show
Le parc dÀ“ attraction
Le quiz de lÀ“ avenir
Le suspense des suspects
Les changements ding-dongs
Les RA“veries
Les Vikings
PÀ(c)pÀ(c) NoÀ©l!
Passe-moi La Puck!
Saperli-Starlette
Sports AcadA(c)mie
VidA(c)opop!

Skeleton Crew in da House
L126873,SV
22:29 min P 2009 2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (English) Series - Chudd and Earl strive to keep the crazy antics of Da Skeleton Crew out of sight from Charles’ sensitive Granny.

Skyy
L126436,SV
4:12 min PJ 2009 2453
Mark's Moments Series - Host Mark spends the day with Skyy, who is a victim of fire. He has 3rd degree burns.

Sledding Crash
L128160C,SV
4:47 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - Two 7-year-old friends go sledding after an exceptional snowfall. They narrowly avoid sliding under a car at the bottom of the hill. Emergency doctors relate the number of sledding accidents that involve concussions, fractures, and head and neck injuries. Whaddyado Tips are: look for obstacles, find a safe landing area, watch out for bigger children, and young children should wear helmets.

Sleepover Caddy
L126731,SV
2:50 min PJ 2009 2453
Transform It! Series - This series teaches children how to make interesting & fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode Ryan turns an old pillow case into a sleepover tote.

Sleepover Party Room
L126138,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453
Jackie's School of Dance Series - Are you attending a friend's sleepover party or even planning your very own sleepover party? On this episode of JSD - Jackie will be teaching you a ballet inspired dance move that you can try at the next sleepover party you attend. Are you ready to party? Let's dance!

Sleepover Sneak Out
L128194F,SV
1:52 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens what they would do if their friends decided to sneak out from a sleepover.

The Sloppy Sign Painter
L126671,SV
2:45 min PJ 2012 2453
The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - Sam convinces the town sign painter to dry the paint using sunlight and wind instead of wasting electricity.
New Resources

Snake Bite
L128163D,SV 4:45 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - When a man suffers a rattlesnake bite in the Sonoran Desert, his hand swells and the pain is excruciating. Whaddyado Tips are: if bitten by a poisonous snake, elevate the wound and get help, have someone else drive you to the hospital, do not cut the wound or apply a tourniquet. Russ Johnson of the Phoenix Herpetological Society emphasizes that you shouldn’t put your hands where you can’t see.

Snow Disaster
L128168E,SV 4:41 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - Professional snowboarder Meesh Hytner discusses the joy and danger of snowboarding on steep mountain slopes. Meesh’s airbag backpack saved her from being buried in an avalanche during a competition in Colorado. Whaddyado Tips when snowmobiling in backcountry are: take an avalanche awareness class, have a locator beacon, wear proper clothing, ride with other responsible people.

Snowmobile Accident
L128167C,SV 4:54 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - Kyle Pratt enjoys the adrenaline rush of snowmobiling in the mountains of Wyoming. His camera goggles record a video of his near-fatal accident. Whaddyado Tips when snowmobiling in backcountry are: take an avalanche awareness class, have a locator beacon, wear proper clothing, ride with other responsible people.

Snowy Day Party Room
L126635,SV 3:10 min PJ 2007 2453
Time Trackers Series - This Time Trackers series looks at the First Nations people of Canada. Episode two details the history of snowshoes.

Someone is Choking
L128162B,SV 4:23 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - When 12-year-old Nicole found her mother choking, she called 911 and followed the dispatcher’s instructions for the Heimlich maneuver. Whaddyado Tips are: don’t pat the back, check to see if they can cough or speak, perform the Heimlich maneuver correctly.

Someone is Drowning
L128161B,SV 4:42 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - Christine Hamilton presents the story of a family with small children and a backyard pool. When five year old Cody decides to go swimming, his two year old brother follows. Cody rescues his little brother with a long pole. Whaddyado Tips are: use a pole, pull to safety, don’t jump in if not a good swimmer, build a child-proof fence around the pool, have the latch out of reach, take swimming lessons as soon as possible.

Someone is Having a Heart Attack
L128161C,SV 4:53 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - Christine Hamilton presents the story of how a young girl called 911 to report her mother’s seizure. We hear the recorded call to the dispatcher who explains how Sydney followed her directions. Whaddyado Tips if someone is having a seizure are: stay calm and call 911, keep your address by the phone, stay on the phone for instructions.

Someone is Choking
L128165D,SV 4:23 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - Dylan is in charge of his younger sister and cousin after school. Morgan is 9 and suffers from mild cerebral palsy. When Morgan choked on a sandwich, Dylan performed the Heimlich maneuver and saved her life. Whaddyado Tips are: evaluate the situation, learn the Heimlich maneuver, and use the proper technique.

Soccerball Bounce
L126670,SV 2:45 min PJ 2012 2453
The Sci Squad Detective Agency Series - Sam helps soccer superstar David Bakedham figure out why his soccer ball is deflated.

Solar Flares
L126643,SV 1:20 min PJ 2009 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains that solar flares are the explosions that result from violent eruptions in the Sun’s atmosphere.

Solid & Gas Planets
L126640,SV 1:45 min PJ 2009 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains the difference between a terrestrial planet and a Jovian planet.

The Solar System
L126636,SV 2:04 min PJ 2011 2453
Space Trek Series - Star ship Commander Captain Kent explains our solar system to crew mate 32.

The CPR course offered at a Minnesota high school saved a student’s father who was having a heart attack. The Shakopee High School health teacher demonstrates CPR on a dummy. Conner Theis called 911 then pulled his father from the car, giving two breaths followed by 30 compressions as he learned in the CPR course. Whaddyado Tips are: check their pulse, call 911 and describe location, give CPR, place palm on sternum, lock your arms, take a CPR course.

Someone is Choking
L126448,SV 4:12 min PJ 2011 2453
Mark’s Moments Series - Mark spends the day with his friend Sophie, who has Congenital Metaphyseal Dysplasia (knock kneee). Sophie teaches Mark to tap dance, bake cookies and ride a four-wheeler.

Someone is Having a Seizure
L128159B,SV 4:57 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - Christine Hamilton presents the story of how a young girl called 911 to report her mother’s seizure. We hear the recorded call to the dispatcher who explains how Sydney followed her directions. Whaddyado Tips if someone is having a seizure are: stay calm and call 911, keep your address by the phone, stay on the phone for instructions.

Souvenir Placemat
L126735,SV 2:50 min PJ 2009 2453
Transform It! Series - This series teaches children how to make interesting & fun crafts by recycling things. In this episode makes a placemat from postcards & travel brochures.

Transform It! Series - When a man suffers a rattlesnake bite in the Sonoran Desert, his hand swells and the pain is excruciating. Whaddyado Tips are: if bitten by a poisonous snake, elevate the wound and get help, have someone else drive you to the hospital, do not cut the wound or apply a tourniquet. Russ Johnson of the Phoenix Herpetological Society emphasizes that you shouldn’t put your hands where you can’t see.
Space: The Final Soufflé
L126897,SV
21:59 min P 2009 2453

Species
L128610,SV
3:07 min PJIS 2014 2453

New Resources
Sports Party Room
L126139,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453

Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series - In a recipe gone wrong, an exploding soufflÉ(c) sends the contestants into space, only to be saved by the power of super gassy baked beans.

Space Trek
For descriptions see individual titles:
Astronaut Chris Hadfield
Astronaut Dave Williams
Astronaut Julie Payette
Astronaut Robert Thirsk
Astronaut Roberta Bondar
Celestial Navigation
The Changing Surface of Earth
Cloudy with a Chance of Meteors
Do All Planets Have a Moon?
Does the Moon Make Light or Reflect It?
Earth is the Third Planet from the Sun
Light Pollution
Light Travels in a Straight Line
Moon Origins
Northern Lights
The One and Only Liquid Water
Order & Astronomy
Planet vs. Moon
Solar Flares
The Solar System
Solid & Gas Planets
Star Gazing
Sun
Super Sundials
Take-Off Technology
Telescopes
The Times Are Changing
Voyager 1 and 2
What is a Year?
What is an Orbit?
What you Need to Survive in Space

Star Gazing
L126652,SV
2:15 min PJ 2010 2453

ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows two girls who suspect they have a stalker. Seventy-five percent of stalking victims know their stalkers. “Cyber stalking” is on the rise. Be aware of your surroundings, trust your instincts, tell someone and get help.

Start at the Beginning
L126785,SV
3:45 min PJ 2011 2453

Tumbledown Reads Series - Tumbleweed learns that a story must be told with a proper beginning, middle and end for it to make sense.

Start of the Day
L121829A,SV
1:02 min JIS 1996 2453

Start of the Migration
L121915B,SV
4:48 min JIS 1997 2453

Incredible Journeys Series - Depicts the first leg of a Monarch migration that starts with a mated butterfly in Mexico in late winter. The butterfly travels to Texas, where she lays eggs on milkweed plants.

The panel discusses a video sketch of Captain Kent falling over in the Mothership and hurting his back. He takes the opportunity to give star gazing tips to the Space Trekkers.

Start of the Migration
L121917A,SV
7:01 min JIS 1997 2453

Incredible Journeys Series - The migration begins. The swallow avoids a bird of prey and huddles together with other migrating swallows. Instinct directs him. He feeds on the wing, but finds a perch to sleep each night. The weather worsens.

Start of the Migration
L121915B,SV
4:48 min JIS 1997 2453

Incredible Journeys Series - Depicts the first leg of a Monarch migration that starts with a mated butterfly in Mexico in late winter. The butterfly travels to Texas, where she lays eggs on milkweed plants.

Tumbledown Reads Series - Tumbleweed learns that a story must be told with a proper beginning, middle and end for it to make sense.

Species
L128610,SV
3:07 min PJIS 2014 2453

Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about species. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Spectator Spectacle
L126427,SV
2:45 min PJ 2010 2453

League of Super Citizens Series - Atomic Guy angers fans and embarrasses Blue Brain at a sports event. Professor Atlas illustrates the difference between good sports fans and bad ones.

Sports AcadÉ(c)mie
L126922,SV
22:30 min P 2009 2453

Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series - Charles transforms studio en une AcadÉ(c)mie des sports, ce qui inspire Hoo to get involved and â“You play ballâ” with the quiz block.

Sports Party Room
L126139,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453

Jackie’s School of Dance Series - Are you attending a sports party celebrating the end of your season or a tournament? On this episode of JSD - Jackie will be dancing to a move from Orange Room and showing you a brand new sports party inspired clapping stomp that you can try at the next sports party you attend. Are you ready to party? Let’s dance!

Spring Cleaning for Nowruz
L121952A,SV
2:07 min PJ 2010 2453

Let’s Celebrate Series - Thomas Ticker introduces the Iranian Nowruz, celebrated by Zoroastrians. It is New Year’s Day that falls on the spring equinox. Children help to make the home clean and tidy for the new year.

Stalker
L128187B,SV
5:06 min JIS 2013 2453

ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch of two girls who suspect they have a stalker. Seventy-five percent of stalking victims know their stalkers. “Cyber stalking” is on the rise. Be aware of your surroundings, trust your instincts, tell someone and get help.

Start at the Beginning
L126785,SV
3:45 min PJ 2011 2453

Tumbledown Reads Series - Tumbleweed learns that a story must be told with a proper beginning, middle and end for it to make sense.

Start of the Day
L121829A,SV
1:02 min JIS 1996 2453

Deutsch Plus Series - Nico arrives to see the usual start of the day at D Plus. He exchanges greetings with Schiller.

Start of the Migration
L121915B,SV
4:48 min JIS 1997 2453

Incredible Journeys Series - The migration begins. The swallow avoids a bird of prey and huddles together with other migrating swallows. Instinct directs him. He feeds on the wing, but finds a perch to sleep each night. The weather worsens.

Start of the Migration
L121917A,SV
7:01 min JIS 1997 2453

Incredible Journeys Series - Depicts the first leg of a Monarch migration that starts with a mated butterfly in Mexico in late winter. The butterfly travels to Texas, where she lays eggs on milkweed plants.

Starting as an Architect
L121857G,SV
10:20 min IS 2004 2453

Deine Michelangelo Series - After the ceiling was complete, Pope Julius II died. Michelangelo went back to sculpting the pope’s tomb, but he never completed it. He finished one major statue, then deserted the tomb to take on an architectural project for the Medici family. After three years’ work, the commission was cancelled. The Medicis gave him another, smaller commission.
**New Resources**

**Business Financing**
5:34 min  ISA  2011  2453
Businesses are of three types: start-up, franchise, and existing business. Funding for a new business might come from business loans, private investors, friends, or family. Banking sources include operating loans, term loans, and SBA loans.

**Business Location**
2:53 min  ISA  2011  2453
For start-up storefront businesses, location is probably the most important consideration. Zoning laws, taxes, and demographics are location considerations.

**Credits:** "Starting Your Business: Financing, Branding, and Regulations"
1 min  ISA  2011  2453
Credits: "Starting Your Business: Financing, Branding, and Regulations"

**Equipment: Lease or Own?**
1:55 min  ISA  2011  2453
Viewers learn the pros and cons of leasing equipment versus owning equipment.

**Find a Mentor**
2:26 min  ISA  2011  2453
Mentors guide new business owners to take care of business basics such as financing, federal, state, and proprietary requirements, company name, and more. Non-profit organizations offer free services for entrepreneurs.

**Licenses, Permits & Protections**
5:20 min  ISA  2011  2453
Most businesses require specific licenses or permits as well as an employer identification number (EIN). Federal and state requirements must be met. Regulatory ways to protect a business include copyrights, patents, and trademarks.

**Naming Your Company**
5:30 min  ISA  2011  2453
A business name should reflect the product or service, should be memorable and distinct from other company names, and it must be distinct enough to hit the top of a search engine list. Register the business name.

**Starting a New Business**
1:41 min  ISA  2011  2453
It is one thing to imagine being an entrepreneur and quite another to take the first steps in creating a real business. Entrepreneurs share their experiences of starting up their businesses.

**State Hypothesis**
L126549,SV
1:45 min  PJ  2011  2453
*Royal Money Matters Series* - Samantha Sleuth receives a phone call from a mysterious stranger that begins a seven part mystery that can only be solved by the careful application of the scientific method. In episode two Sam talks to Princess P on the phone, who tells her that her baking supplies are missing and the Joker asked how to bake a cake.

**Stealing from Granny**
L128182F,SV
3:18 min  JIS  2012  2453
*ChatRoom Series* - The teens on the panel consider how to handle the situation of a cousin caught stealing from their grandmother.

**Step Pyramid Near Memphis**
L121931A,SV
4:53 min  PJI  1997  2453
*Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series* - Jamie is in Memphis, the first capital city of Ancient Egypt. Marcelle gives him a challenge to find the link between pyramids, obelisks, and temples. Jamie goes to Saqqara, visits the necropolis of Memphis, finds a step pyramid, and sees pyramids of different shapes and sizes. From the data bank, they learn about sand burials and burials under mastabas of mud bricks. Imhotep, Old Kingdom architect, used stone in King Djoser's step pyramid with layers of mastabas, which later became the smooth-sided pyramid.

**Stephen Fry and the Great American Oil Spill**
L122108,SV
50:31 min  JIS  2010  2453
In 2009, actor Stephen Fry visited a number of fishing communities in the southern states of the USA, the very communities that were hit by the BP oil spill some months later. In this warm and personal film, Fry and his zoologist partner Mark Carwardine return to explore the impact of the world's most notorious environmental disaster on the people, the wildlife, and Fry himself. Beside meeting fishing communities, Stephen and Mark get involved in the conservation effort, meet those responsible for the Herculean task of cleaning up the mess, and ask what can be done in the future to prevent such a catastrophe from happening again. Their story is one of warmth, humor, and hope in the face of overwhelming odds.

**Barrier Island Grand Isle**
4:17 min  JIS  2010  2453
The BP oil was tapped six miles down, and the evidence of surface oil was dispersed with Corexit. Fry and Carwardine visit the barrier island Grand Isle where inhabitants report orange oil and dispersant waste picked up daily by BP. Fry finds reports by experts that disclaim the President's assertion that 70 % of the oil spill has been eliminated.

**Complex Problem**
3:50 min  JIS  2010  2453
Fry and Carwardine present their differing conclusions after visiting the area affected by the BP oil spill. We live well thanks to the oil boom without realizing the costs it imposes.

**Decontamination Center**
5:38 min  JIS  2010  2453
Zoologist Carwardine explains why he is worried about the damage to the environment done by the six big oil companies, especially off shore in Nigeria. The viewer sees evidence of the Nigerian spill in January 2009. Fry and Carwardine visit the BP-funded decontamination center for all oil-soiled material, where booms and fishing boats are cleaned. Carwardine notes this is surface cleanup, but the oil is now submerged by dispersant.

**Exxon Valdez Oil Spill**
6:01 min  JIS  2010  2453
Those affected by the Exxon Valdez Alaskan oil spill in March 1989 still claim compensation. BP promised this time would be different and compensates bayou fishermen for loss of earnings. Boat owner Mark Ellis tells Carwardine about losing his boat and usual livelihood. The Arctic habitat affected by the Exxon Valdez spill has not fully recovered.

**Pelican Rehabilitation Station**
9:56 min  JIS  2010  2453
Woods Hole oceanographers found a plume of oil 22 miles across under the surface. The Fish and Wildlife Service searches for sick pelicans daily. A pelican is taken to a Rehabilitation Station funded by BP which gives a strict media message that the problem is being solved but does not address the cause. Fry and Carwardine interview Jay Holcomb, executive director of the International Bird Research Center.
Stop Drop and Roll
Christmas time in July. Everyone works hard to make Santa believe it. A confused Santa out to play during his off-season, and Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series - Charles invites a shoplifting. The panel considers the difference between shoplifting. Peer pressure is the number one reason for teen shoplifting. The panel considers the difference between stealing food and a desired item; need versus want.

Who’s To Blame?
Fry and Carwardine attend a crab party celebrating the reopening of crab fishing on Grand Isle. Sociologist Dr. Shirley Lasker notes the correlation between the loss of income of Alaskan fishermen and domestic violence levels. Grand Isle crab fisherman Liv believes the U.S. demand for oil is to blame, rather than BP. BP’s Gulf Coast Restoration executive can only cite inconclusive research to Fry and Carwardine’s questions.

Stolen Innocence
Fry visits the bayou canals with a local. Jeff, who says a hurricane could carry the oil into the wetlands, even New Orleans. Jeff discusses the ecology of the wetlands. Erosion of the wetlands would leave New Orleans more vulnerable to hurricanes. New Orleans celebrates the fifth anniversary of Hurricane Katrina. Carwardine visits Professor Ed Overton of Louisiana State University, who is researching the environmental impacts of the Corexit dispersant.

Wetlands of Louisiana
Stephen Fry and zoologist Mark Carwardine drive an airboat through the wetlands of Louisiana, and the viewer sees the BP oil rig explosion in the Gulf of Mexico on April 20, 2010. Television news reports the extent of the disaster and its supposed containment within four months. Fry and Carwardine don’t see evidence of oil from their helicopter, but they do see thousands of oil rigs planted in the Gulf.

A Stolen Bike
Charles’ latest episode: Hacky Sack. TVOKids hosts Jackie & Mark Sykes are the Queen & the Jester. They offer kids ideas for interesting summer activities. This episode: Hacky Sack.
Summer: Hop Scotch
Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids hosts Jackie English & Mark Sykes are the Queen & the Jester. They offer kids ideas for interesting summer activities. This episode: Hop Scotch.

Summer: Hula Hoop
Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids hosts Jackie English & Mark Sykes are the Queen & the Jester. They offer kids ideas for interesting summer activities. This episode: Hula Hoop.

Summer: Juggling
Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids hosts Jackie English & Mark Sykes are the Queen & the Jester. They offer kids ideas for interesting summer activities. This episode: Juggling.

Summer: Kites
Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids hosts Jackie English & Mark Sykes are the Queen & the Jester. They offer kids ideas for interesting summer activities. This episode: Kites.

Summer Mystery Contest - Final
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth thanks the viewers for helping her solve Summer Mystery case. Viewers can go online to print up their own mystery badge and watch the mystery again.

Summer Mystery Contest - Week 1
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth asks the viewers to identify the mystery sound. Is it a) a hand mixer, b) an airplane, or c) a hair dryer?

Summer Mystery Contest - Week 2
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth asks the viewers to identify what they think the mystery caller is making. Is it a) a bread, b) buns, or c) cake?

Summer Mystery Contest - Week 3
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth asks the viewers to identify the beige powder found on the computer. Is it a) sawdust, b) sand, or c) whole wheat flour?

Summer Mystery Contest - Week 4
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth asks the viewers what would leave fingerprints without lines. Is it a) something not human, b) someone wearing gloves, or c) someone with dirty hands?

Summer Mystery Contest - Week 5
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth asks the viewers who they think the mystery caller is. Is it a) Enviro Girl, b) Atomic Guy, or c) Captain Kent?

Summer Mystery Contest - Week 6
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth asks the viewers what they think will happen at the Junction Cafe. Is it a) a cake contest, b) a detective test, or c) a party?

Summer: Rhythm Sticks
Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids hosts Jackie English & Mark Sykes are the Queen & the Jester. They offer kids ideas for interesting summer activities. This episode: Rhythm Sticks.

Summer: Skipping
Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids hosts Jackie English & Mark Sykes are the Queen & the Jester. They offer kids ideas for interesting summer activities. This episode: skipping

Summer: Yo-Yo
Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids hosts Jackie English & Mark Sykes are the Queen & the Jester. They offer kids ideas for interesting summer activities. This episode: Yo-Yo
Supersize Me Boffo
L125632,SV
2:40 min PJ 2007 2453
The Bodies Series - Boffo is back and reincarnated as a computer virus, he infects Tim’s computer and corrupts the Bodies menu planner. Boffo gives them all huge portions of food and Tim has to reprogram it and explain to the Bodies what a proper portion is.

Surviving the Winter
L122153E,SV
3:47 min IS 2012 2453
Vikings Series - Experimental archeologists have created an exact replica of the houses built by Denmark’s Bronze Age farmers. A food expert details the ingredients for a fermented drink found in the burial mound for farmers. Pork fat marinated in whey and dried meat afforded a preserved food. Preparation was vital for survival.

Swallow Chicks
L121915A,SV
6:10 min JIS 1997 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - Swallow chicks hatch in England. Their parents feed bugs to their offspring. A young swallow prepares to leave the nest, observed by a cat. The parent birds drive the predator away. The fledglings bask in the sun, practice flying, and learn to hunt. A swallow prepares to migrate.

A Swallow’s Odyssey
L121915,SV
29:48 min JIS 1997 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - Follows a swallow on its dangerous 6000-mile migration from England to South Africa.

Swimming Safety
L126597,SV
2:40 min PJ 2010 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - TVOKids series featuring the Queen, Joker and Prince Henry. In this episode they learn about how to stay safe while swimming.

Swine Flu
L128163B,SV
8:40 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddoyoado Series - When 15-year-old Jessica became ill, with a high fever, head and body aches, and trouble breathing, her mother took her to the emergency hospital. When her hands and feet turned blue, they went to the Cook Children’s Medical Center where Jessica was diagnosed with a dangerous strain of Swine Flu. Whaddoyoado Tips are: pay attention to your symptoms, go to the hospital with breathing problems, and go to ER if abnormalities are present.

Sydney
L126439,SV
4:12 min PJ 2009 2453
Mark’s Moments Series - TVOKids host Mark spends time with his friend Sydney, who suffers from type 1 Diabetes. She tells him about how she manages the disease & still enjoys a normal, active life.

Symmetry
L126470,SV
3:30 min PJ 2010 2453
Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains that an object is symmetrical if its two sides are exactly the same.

Table Mountain Challenge
L121984C,SV
3:01 min P 2002 2453
Megamaths - Division Series - The gargoyles challenge children with a division problem so they can enter the castle for a table mountain challenge.

Tailor Made
L121984A,SV
3:50 min P 2002 2453
Megamaths - Division Series - The Queen of Diamonds wants the tailor to make ten shirts for her cards using 20 yards of gold braid, 40 badges, and 84 buttons.

Take-Off Technology
L126658,SV
1:30 min PJ 2010 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains how space shuttles lift off from Earth and orbit.

Tall Orders
L122008A,SV
4:28 min P 1996 2453
Megamaths - Tables Series - A wood worker is busy filling orders for the King of Spades, Hearts, Clubs and Diamonds. Each King trying to outdo the previous king by ordering more tables and chairs. The wood worker now has to figure out how many legs in total she’ll need at four legs per item.

Tangrams
L126796,SV
4:15 min PJ 2008 2453
Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed buys his friend a tangram & learns that these shapes are made up of 5 triangles, a small square and a parallelogram.

Tara
L126451,SV
4:12 min PJ 2011 2453
Mark’s Moments Series - Tara Dsouza: Today on Mark’s Moments, host Mark Sykes spends the day with Tara, a 12-year-old amputee who lost her left leg to the flesh eating disease when she was 9. Living life with a prosthetic leg hasn’t slowed Tara down, in fact it’s made her life even busier! Watch as Tara shares her passion for swimming, knitting and baking with Mark.

Teacher-Student Boundaries
L128171B,SV
5:29 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The teens talk about their favorite teachers, and Marc points out there are teacher/student boundaries. They debate if the actions in a video crossed that boundary. In many states, a teacher/student sexual relationship is a felony. Technology makes it easier to have relationships outside classrooms. Thirty eight percent of high schoolers claimed harassment by school employees.

Teaching High School Science Through Inquiry and Argumentation
131472,BK
258 p. ISE 2013 2016
Provides guidance and lesson plans for high school science teachers incorporating argumentation into an inquiry-based science curriculum.

Teen Cutter
L128184D,SV
5:45 min JIS 2012 2453
ChatRoom Series - The teens on the panel discuss a video sketch that shows a friend questioning wounds on a girl's arm. Cutting crosses all social and economic groups, and some studies indicate the practice is learned from friends and peers. Ryan says it is a cry for help. They talk about intervention.
New Resources

**Teen Mom**  
L128190B,SV  
6:13 min  
JIS 2013 2453  
*Tumbletown Reads Series* - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a high schooler taking possibly pregnant friend to get medical help. The U.S. has the highest teen pregnancy rate in the industrialized world. Media influences impressionable teens. Only one third of teen moms earn their high school diplomas.

**The Teepee**  
L126686,SV  
3:19 min  
PJ 2007 2453  
*Time Trackers Series* - This Time Trackers series looks at the First Nations people of Canada. Episode four details the history of the teepee.

**Télé-tuerie**  
NF034696,SV  
5 min 1995 4742  
Rien ne résiste aux tueurs d’élite de Télé-tuerie : les balles pleuvent, le verre vole en éclats, le sang coule à flots. Ce film d’animation sur la violence à la télévision nous amène à réfléchir sur les émissions que nous consommons et sur les conséquences de nos choix. Le film comporte des scènes de violence. Il est recommandé de le visionner avant de le présenter à des enfants.

**Telephone Fear**  
L121831A,SV  
6:13 min  
JIS 1996 2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Nico is amazed at how well Huelya speaks German, since she is Turkish and not German. He is uneasy about using the telephone.

**Telephone Practice**  
L121831C,SV  
5:28 min  
JIS 1996 2453  
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Nico and Elke practice telephone etiquette so he can overcome his nervousness. Later he calls her at home to practice more.

**Telescopes**  
L126651,SV  
2:20 min  
PJ 2010 2453  
*Space Trek Series* - Captain Kent wants to buy a new telescope for the Mothership's observatory. He explains the difference between refractor and reflector telescopes.

**Tellytales**  
*Lutek’s Lesson*  
The Golden Duck  
Old Woman’s Promise of Wealth  
*For descriptions see individual titles:*

**Tempers Wear Thin**  
L121848A,SV  
17:13 min  
JIS 1987 2453  
*Diary of Anne Frank Series* - After 18 months, resources are wearing out. Anne celebrates her mother's birthday in a dress made from curtains. Mrs. Van Daan Gripes and argues with her husband as Margot makes peace. The warehouse manager has suspicions. Mr. Van Daan confronts Mr. Dusel about Peter’s cat and a banned book. An irritable Mr. van Daan quits smoking as they run out of money. Nazis load Jewish families into a truck down the street. Anne learns of her school friend's capture.

**Ten Times Table**  
L121984D,SV  
3:07 min  
P 2002 2453  
*Megamaths - Division Series* - The King of Diamonds, Jackie, and Ace Tailor use the ten times table to confirm the figures for ten shirts.

**Terremoto**  
L128564,SV  
3:03 min  
PJIS 2014 2453  
*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acciôn en vivo es sobre la terremoto. El programa está diseÀ±ado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retención del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Théâtre de fond de cour**  
NF060799,SV  
27 min 1973 4742  
Le dramaturge Michel Tremblay et le metteur en scène André Brassard ont su capturer avec talent la truculence et l’irruption de certains critiques comme (S0(Bd’écaill(S1(B. Leur vision et leur style ont fortement influencé les artistes québécois. Nous entrons dans lunivers des Belles-soeurs et de Demain matin, Montréal matteng, et voyons les acteurs se prêter au jeu de l’improvisation..

**Theme Dance**  
L126120,SV  
2:30 min  
PJ 2009 2453  
*Jackie’s School of Dance Series* - Jackie demonstrates the full choreography, which is made up of the moves from all the theme rooms.

**There’s a Flash Flood**  
L128159C,SV  
9:06 min  
JIS 2011 2453  
*Whaddyyado Series* - Amanda Stewart and her 12-year-old son were caught in their car during a flash flood as the car slid deeper into the water. The car's electrical system shorted out, locking the doors and windows. Good Samaritan Thomas Hudson swam out but couldn't break the windows. Firemen break the back window, saving Amanda and Ezekiel. Whaddyyado Tips if you're in a flash flood are: don't go out during flood alerts, stay away from puddles while driving, know which areas are susceptible to flooding.

**Think Local**  
L126423,SV  
3:30 min  
PJ 2009 2453  
*League of Super Citizens Series* - The Super Citizens learn to help out with causes in their own neighbourhood.

**Thinking Global**  
L126425,SV  
3:30 min  
PJ 2009 2453  
*League of Super Citizens Series* - Nifty Girl learns that she can help people in other countries by donating to a global charity.
This series features seven-year-old Daniel Cook as he discovers the world from his perspective. Daniel explores, learns, and creates with everyone from veterinarians to dog sledders, scientists to stuntmen. Daniel explores the world through his own candid questions which quickly disarm everyone he meets, resulting in a show that entertains as well as teaches.

For descriptions see individual titles:
- This is Daniel Cook in a helicopter
- This is Daniel Cook in a rainforest
- This is Daniel Cook inventing a toy
- This is Daniel Cook lawn bowling
- This is Daniel Cook learning about beekeeping
- This is Daniel Cook learning about butterflies
- This is Daniel Cook learning about dinosaurs
- This is Daniel Cook learning about dog guides
- This is Daniel Cook learning about Egypt
- This is Daniel Cook learning about electricity
- This is Daniel Cook learning about fish
- This is Daniel Cook learning about poetry
- This is Daniel Cook learning about ponds
- This is Daniel Cook learning about raptors
- This is Daniel Cook learning about space
- This is Daniel Cook learning about stunts
- This is Daniel Cook learning about the desert
- This is Daniel Cook learning about trains
- This is Daniel Cook learning about visual effects
- This is Daniel Cook learning about whales
- This is Daniel Cook learning how to bowl
- This is Daniel Cook learning how to figure skate
- This is Daniel Cook learning Tae Kwon Do
- This is Daniel Cook learning to conduct
- This is Daniel Cook learning to fly a plane
- This is Daniel Cook learning to milk a cow
- This is Daniel Cook learning to ride a horse
- This is Daniel Cook learning yo-yo tricks
- This is Daniel Cook learning yoga
- This is Daniel Cook making a birdhouse
- This is Daniel Cook making a book
- This is Daniel Cook making a clay dragon
- This is Daniel Cook making a gingerbread house
- This is Daniel Cook making a holiday ornament
- This is Daniel Cook making a pizza
- This is Daniel Cook making a puppet
- This is Daniel Cook making a self-portrait
- This is Daniel Cook making a Valentine’s Day card
- This is Daniel Cook making a yule log
- This is Daniel Cook making an animal totem
- This is Daniel Cook making apple pie
- This is Daniel Cook making candy canes
- This is Daniel Cook making chocolate
This is Daniel Cook making cookies
This is Daniel Cook making felt art
This is Daniel Cook making ice cream
This is Daniel Cook making maple syrup
This is Daniel Cook making paper
This is Daniel Cook making plasicine art
This is Daniel Cook making soap
This is Daniel Cook making This is Daniel Cook
This is Daniel Cook meeting an elephant
This is Daniel Cook on a rollercoaster
This is Daniel Cook on a safari
This is Daniel Cook on a tall ship
This is Daniel Cook on an eco adventure
This is Daniel Cook painting a giraffe
This is Daniel Cook painting with watercolours
This is Daniel Cook playing baseball
This is Daniel Cook playing drums
This is Daniel Cook riding in a hot air balloon
This is Daniel Cook rock climbing
This is Daniel Cook setting up an aquarium
This is Daniel Cook singing jazz
This is Daniel Cook studying rocks
This is Daniel Cook taking pictures
This is Daniel Cook tap dancing
This is Daniel Cook tasting new fruits
This is Daniel Cook tobogginning
This is Daniel Cook training a puppy
This is Daniel Cook trick-or-treating
This is Daniel Cook trying new vegetables
This is Daniel Cook whale watching
This is Daniel Cook with a veterinarian
This is Daniel Cook with a zookeeper
This is Daniel Cook with the Earth Rangers
This is Daniel Cook with the Famous People Players
This is Daniel Cook writing a song

This is Daniel Cook at a pool
L126971,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited to a water park to try the different slides and attractions. Daniel learns how waves are made in the wave pool, how to control your speed in the water tube and how to race down the water slide.

This is Daniel Cook at a recycling plant
L127035,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about the importance of recycling when he visits a recycling depot. Daniel learns how to sort recyclables into different categories and watches the process as old newspapers are broken down and recycled into new paper.

This is Daniel Cook at a street festival
L127006,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook tours a Greek street festival where he gets to try new foods and play games. Daniel is joined at the festival by the mayor who teaches him about the role a mayor plays in leading the community.

This is Daniel Cook at a theme park
L127077,SV
6:01 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is going to the most magical place in the world—a theme park! Daniel learns how theme parks are created around a story, discusses what his theme park would be and enjoys a few rides.

This is Daniel Cook at a water park
L127061,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited to a water park to try the different slides and attractions. Daniel learns how waves are made in the wave pool, how to control your speed in the water tube and how to race down the water slide.

This is Daniel Cook at a waterfall
L127054,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits Niagara Falls! Daniel learns how much water goes over the falls when he takes a boat ride to the base of the falls.

This is Daniel Cook at a winter festival
L127018,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited to tour a winter festival. Daniel visits a rural town to try his hand at the pancake cook-off, try some new cuisine and participate in a lumberjack sawing contest.

This is Daniel Cook at Medieval Times
L126989,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook jumps back a thousand years to the exciting, action filled world of knights and armor when he visits Medieval Times. Daniel puts on an authentic medieval costume and watches as two knights joust!

This is Daniel Cook at the airport
L127071,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook takes a guided tour through an airport and learns how many different people work together to make sure passengers take off safely and on time. Daniel inspects an airplane, welcomes passengers and even gets to ride the conveyor belt!

This is Daniel Cook at the art gallery
L126999,SV
6:02 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about priceless paintings and hundred year old sculptures as he explores an art gallery. Daniel tours several galleries and plays à”¹I spyà” with his favourite painting.

This is Daniel Cook at the dentist
L126996,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has a dental appointment to get his teeth cleaned. Daniel learns what each of the dentistà’s tools is used for and why ità’s important to brush his teeth everyday.

This is Daniel Cook at the doctorà’s office
L127006,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has an appointment for his annual doctorà’s check-up. Daniel learns what each of the doctorà’s tools is used for, what the medical tests tell him and how he uses medicine to keep his patients healthy.
This is Daniel Cook at the farm
L126879,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits a local farm and learns about the different animals that live there. Daniel helps feed the sheep and goats before exploring the barn.

This is Daniel Cook at the fire station
L126974,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook tours a fire station and learns about the different tools fire fighters use to fight fire. Daniel suits up in a fire fighter’s outfit, sprays a fire hose and even sounds the fire engine’s siren!

This is Daniel Cook at the library
L126959,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook tours a local library and learns how to find the perfect book for bedtime. Daniel gets his very own library card and learns the different services libraries offer the community.

This is Daniel Cook at the market
L126949,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook tours a local market to see and taste all the different things a market has to offer. Daniel visits an art store, tours a fish shop and tastes different types of cheeses.

This is Daniel Cook at the police station
L126994,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook tours a police station and learns about the different vehicles police officers use to help the community. Daniel takes a ride on a police boat before exploring the inside of an actual police cruiser.

This is Daniel Cook at the science centre
L126969,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook tours the new KidSpark exhibit at the Ontario Science Centre. Daniel gets to help build a miniature house, use a crane, change the direction of a waterway and learn about camouflage.

This is Daniel Cook at the zoo
L126955,SV
6:01 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits the zoo and discovers the animals that live there. Daniel learns about elephants before getting to see and touch some animals up close.

This is Daniel Cook baking a birthday cake
L127019,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook’s brother is having a birthday party and Daniel wants to bake him a cake. Daniel and a chef work together to make and decorate a train cake.

This is Daniel Cook break dancing
L126981,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook takes his first break dancing lesson. Daniel learns how to listen and dance to the beats in a song before creating his own break dancing moves.

This is Daniel Cook building a road
L127021,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about all the different pieces of equipment that work together to make a road. Daniel watches as construction workers prep the area before bringing in the big vehicles to finish the job. In the end, Daniel assists the construction workers to finish a segment of the road.

This is Daniel Cook building a robot
L127057,SV
6:02 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is taking over the world, one robot at a time. Daniel has been invited to the science centre to build his very own, customized robot. Daniel learns about the different pieces that go together to build a robot and gets to compare his creation with a real police robot.

This is Daniel Cook building a sidewalk
L126951,SV
6:02 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns how sidewalks are built while visiting a construction site. Daniel helps operate a backhoe and smooth out freshly poured cement.

This is Daniel Cook busking
L127001,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins a traveling troupe of busker performers! Daniel learns how to make balloon animals and walk on stilts before being called up on stage to participate in a puppet show.

This is Daniel Cook camping
L127066,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook loves the great outdoors. Especially slumber parties in the wilderness! Daniel learns how to pitch a tent, make smores and rules about fire safety, all under the beautiful blanket of stars.

This is Daniel Cook canoeing
L126991,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins a local camp to try canoeing for the first time. Daniel learns how to use a paddle to control the direction and speed of the boat, knowledge that will prove useful when steering towards the sprinklers!

This is Daniel Cook carving a pumpkin
L127023,SV
6:01 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits a pumpkin patch to choose a pumpkin he would like to carve. Using stencils, Daniel maps out the pieces he needs to cut out to make his scary pumpkin face complete.

This is Daniel Cook clowning
L127003,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins a traveling troupe of busker performers! Daniel learns how to make balloon animals and walk on stilts before being called up on stage to participate in a puppet show.

This is Daniel Cook composting
L126980,SV
6:01 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns to sort and identify what can go in a composter. Daniel learns about the different insects that work in compost heaps and how to start composting at home.
This is Daniel Cook creating a paper mache monster
L127037.SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Don't be scared, that's just Daniel Cook's paper mache monster. Daniel joins a local artist to create his own paper mache creation. Daniel learns how to mix flour, water and salt to make the paste for his paper mache monster.

This is Daniel Cook creating stop motion animation
L127042.SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook meets a stop motion animator and learns how he slowly manipulates a piece of the clay to give the illusion that the clay is moving by itself. Daniel helps move his clay pieces and operate the camera to create his own animated story.

This is Daniel Cook creating stories
L126958.SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins children's writer Robert Munsch and learns how to create a story. Together, Robert and Daniel create an exciting dragon story.

This is Daniel Cook curling
L127020.SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited to a curling club to get his very first lesson in the sport. Daniel learns how to play the game before challenging other kids to a match. Sweep! Sweep!

This is Daniel Cook decorating eggs
L127032.SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook wants to decorate eggs for Easter. A local artist teaches Daniel how to prepare and handle the eggs so that the eggs don't break as he paints them.

This is Daniel Cook digging for dinosaur bones
L127065.SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is going dinosaur hunting! Daniel has been invited by a renowned giganotosaurus expert to join him on a dinosaur dig for Daniel's favourite dinosaur. Daniel learns what tools paleontologists use to uncover dinosaur bones and how to log his findings.

This is Daniel Cook disco dancing
L127060.SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has caught some Saturday Night Fever when he takes his first disco dance lesson. Daniel learns a few key moves before hitting the light-up dance floor to show off his new steps with his new friends.

This is Daniel Cook dogsledding
L127014.SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about different forms of travel when he learns about dogsledding. On snowy day Daniel helps care for a pack of huskies before learning the call signs to tell them where he wants to go.

This is Daniel Cook doing ballet
L126977.SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited to a local dance studio to try a ballet lesson. Daniel learns how to stand on his tiptoes, pirouette and spin.

This is Daniel Cook doing gymnastics
L126954.SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook sits in on his first gymnastics class. Daniel learns how to walk across a beam and why gymnasts practice on the trampoline.

This is Daniel Cook doing magic
L126968.SV
6:02 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins magician Bill Abbott and learns how to perform some magic tricks. Daniel watches Bill perform before sharing a magic trick of his own.

This is Daniel Cook downhill skiing
L127016.SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is let loose on a ski slope! Daniel learns about ski equipment and safety before hitting the slopes with his ski instructor for some downhill fun.

This is Daniel Cook drawing a dragon
L126948.SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins artist Michael Martchenko and learns how to draw a dragon. Daniel watches Michael before creating his own three-headed robotic dragon.

This is Daniel Cook drawing a turtle
L127056.SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins Franklin illustrator Brenda Clark and learns how to draw turtles. Daniel watches Brenda draw before creating his own turtle picture. (Special Guest: Brenda Clark)

This is Daniel Cook exercising
L126966.SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins the YMCA for a fitness class. Daniel learns the importance of stretching and how a little bit of exercise can go a long way to staying healthy.

This is Daniel Cook exploring a beach
L127074.SV
6:05 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is spending the day at the beach on the coast with a friend. Together, they search through seaweed, find snails hiding in the mud and learn about how ocean tides work.

This is Daniel Cook exploring a cave
L127067.SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits a cave and learns about the different kinds of animals that live in the dark. Daniel learns about bats before helping a scientist collect samples for study.

This is Daniel Cook feeding giraffes
L126950.SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits the zoo and learns what types of snacks giraffes like to eat. Daniel helps prepare the giraffe food before helping to deliver the snacks.

This is Daniel Cook fishing
L127072.SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook gets to do one of his favourite things when he joins a local fisherman to go fly fishing. Daniel learns how to make a lure, throw a line and the importance of the â€”catch and releaseâ€” philosophy.
This is Daniel Cook getting an eye exam
L127022,SV  5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has an optometrist appointment to get his eyes checked. Daniel learns what each of the doctor’s tools is used for and why it’s important to get your eyes checked every year.

This is Daniel Cook go-carting
L127036,SV  5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook feels what it must be like to be a professional racecar driver when he visits a go carting arena for a few spins around the track. Along side his new racing buddy, Daniel challenges his Dad to a race.

This is Daniel Cook hiking
L126970,SV  6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook takes a guided tour through a forest and learns about the different animals and plants that live there. Daniel follows animal trails, looks through binoculars and investigates an abandoned birds nest.

This is Daniel Cook in a helicopter
L127053,SV  6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook takes to the sky! Daniel has been invited to help co-pilot a helicopter. Daniel learns about all the different controls pilots use to fly their helicopters and how these aircraft can be used to help rescue people.

This is Daniel Cook in a marching band
L127044,SV  5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about marching bands when he is invited to join a band practice. Daniel gets to play with a few instruments before leading the marching band as they perform a special selection.

This is Daniel Cook in a rainforest
L126960,SV  6:01 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook experiences first hand what it feels like to be in a rainforest when he visits the Science Centre. Daniel learns about tortoises before getting to see and hold some giant insects.

This is Daniel Cook inventing a toy
L127063,SV  5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is going to the toy store! Daniel learns how toys are made when he meets an actual toy inventor. Daniel has a few ideas of his own on what would make the perfect toy.

This is Daniel Cook lawn bowling
L126961,SV  6:01 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited to a lawn bowling club to get his very first lesson in the sport. Daniel learns how to play the game before challenging other club members to a doubles match.

This is Daniel Cook learning about beekeeping
L127000,SV  6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits a beehive and learns how bees use flowers to make honey. Daniel assists the beekeeper to open up the hive, take out the panels and watch the honey ooze out.

This is Daniel Cook learning about butterflies
L127051,SV  5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook gets to get up and close to hundreds of butterflies when he visits a butterfly conservatory. Daniel tours the conservatory before helping the curator release a new batch of day-old butterflies.

This is Daniel Cook learning about dinosaurs
L126990,SV  6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook gets to see dinosaur bones up close for the first time when he visits the dinosaur exhibit at the Royal Ontario Museum. Daniel will look at several dinosaurs including his favourite T-Rex before getting to touch and examine real dinosaur bones!

This is Daniel Cook learning about dog guides
L127039,SV  5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been asked to help train a dog guide. Daniel will learn why these animals are so important and how they help blind people to feel independent.

This is Daniel Cook learning about electricity
L126976,SV  6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has an electrifying experience when he visits the science arcade at the Ontario Science Centre. Daniel learns about how electricity is created before getting to experience static electricity first hand.

This is Daniel Cook learning about fish
L127079,SV  5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits an aquarium to see different kinds of fish. Daniel learns about the difference between salt and fresh water fish and even gets to help feed a shark!

This is Daniel Cook learning about poetry
L126993,SV  6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins poet Loris Lesynski and learns how to write poetry. Daniel listens to some of Loris’s work before creating his own snake poem.

This is Daniel Cook learning about ponds
L126975,SV  6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook explores a pond and discovers the animals and insects that live there. Daniel learns about snails and turtles before getting to see and touch some animals up close.

This is Daniel Cook learning about raptors
L127005,SV  6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits a local wildlife preserve and learns how wounded birds are cared for. Daniel learns about screech owls before heading outside to assist one of the instructors in a hawk flying demonstration.

New Resources
This is Daniel Cook learning about space
L127070,SV
6:03 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has always wondered what it feels like to be in space. Heâ€™ll get his answer when a real astronaut joins him on a tour of the science centerâ€™s space exhibit. Daniel will experience a simulated shuttle launch and get to examine a real asteroid.

This is Daniel Cook learning about stunts
L127078,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited to see a stunt show. Daniel investigates one of the stunt cars, talks to an actual stunt car driver and gets to sit in the front row to see the stunt cars in action.

This is Daniel Cook learning about the desert
L127031,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about different types of animals and plants can survive in the dry desert environment. Daniel learns how snakes, scorpions and cactuses have adapted to the desert climate.

This is Daniel Cook learning about trains
L127004,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook tours a historic train station before learning from the Motorman how to control the big electric trains. Daniel learns how trains have evolved over time and which trains people use today.

This is Daniel Cook learning about visual effects
L127069,SV
6:02 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook finally gets to be a superheroâ€™s sort of. Daniel learns how visual effects artists use computers and green screens to create all kinds of superhero effects for movies.

This is Daniel Cook learning about whales
L127052,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited to learn about whalesâ€™ fur close. Daniel brings food for both the beluga and killer whales and learns how the two species are different and how they communicate under water.

This is Daniel Cook learning how to bowl
L127011,SV
6:01 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook shoots for a strike! Daniel teams up with a champion bowler for his first bowling lesson. Daniel learns how to use his arms and legs to control the direction he wants his bowling ball to go.

This is Daniel Cook learning how to figure skate
L127002,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins world-champion skater Kurt Browning for his first figure skating lesson. Daniel learns how to skate forward, how to stop and how to spin on the ice.

This is Daniel Cook learning Tae Kwon Do
L126952,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins a childrenâ€™s Tae Kwon Do class and learns some of the philosophy and techniques behind the art form. Daniel uses this knowledge to break a board in two.

New Resources

This is Daniel Cook learning to conduct
L127026,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited to be the guest conductor of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra. Daniel will learn how to use his conductorâ€™s baton to speed up, slow down and increase the volume of the orchestra.

This is Daniel Cook learning to fly a plane
L126987,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook takes to the sky! Daniel has been invited to help co-pilot a small airplane. Daniel learns about all the different controls pilots use to fly their airplanes. Good thing Danielâ€™s not afraid of heights!

This is Daniel Cook learning to milk a cow
L126985,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about the different types of cows on a farm and how farmers take care of their animals. Daniel brushes and feeds a cow before learning how to milk her.

This is Daniel Cook learning to ride a horse
L126995,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook gets his first horseback-riding lesson. Daniel learns how to properly sit on the saddle and how to use the reins to tell the horse where he wants to go.

This is Daniel Cook learning yo-yo tricks
L126956,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook meets a yo-yo master and assists him with some tricks. Daniel learns the basics of using a yo-yo before creating his own special trick.

This is Daniel Cook learning yoga
L127064,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook tours a local fitness center and learns about the different exercises and stretches people use to stay healthy. Daniel joins in on an all-kids yoga lesson.

This is Daniel Cook making a birdhouse
L127033,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins a bird enthusiast and learns how different types of birds live in different types of environments. Daniel uses this knowledge to build a birdfeeder for his favourite type of bird â€“ the robin.

This is Daniel Cook making a book
L126998,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns how books are made while watching as his own â€“ This is Daniel Cookâ€™s book is put together at a local printer. Daniel watches as big machines print, cut, fold and staple all the various pieces to make a book.

This is Daniel Cook making a clay dragon
L126988,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns how to work clay into a dragon shape. Daniel paints his clay dragon before putting it in the kiln.
**This is Daniel Cook making a gingerbread house**

L126997, SV  
6:01 min  P  2004 2453  
*This is Daniel Cook Series* - Daniel Cook sits down with a local baker to create his very own gingerbread house. Starting with the frame, Daniel constructs a house out of gingerbread pieces before decorating his creation with different candies.

**This is Daniel Cook making a holiday ornament**

L127043, SV  
6 min  P  2004 2453  
*This is Daniel Cook Series* - Daniel is getting ready for the holidays. Daniel sits by the fire and learns how to toss the dough and how to add just the right amount of ingredients.

**This is Daniel Cook making a pizza**

L126992, SV  
6:01 min  P  2004 2453  
*This is Daniel Cook Series* - Daniel Cook learns first hand how his favourite food is made. Daniel learns the art of pizza making from a local pizza maker including how to use felt, glue and bells to create beautiful Christmas decorations.

**This is Daniel Cook making a puppet**

L127041, SV  
5:59 min  P  2004 2453  
*This is Daniel Cook Series* - Daniel has been invited to a local puppet shop to learn how to put on a puppet show. Daniel works with a puppeteer and learns how to use his hand and cutouts to create various puppet characters.

**This is Daniel Cook making self-portrait**

L127034, SV  
5:59 min  P  2004 2453  
*This is Daniel Cook Series* - Daniel meets an artist before sitting down in front of a mirror to paint his own portrait. Daniel learns how to mix different colors to get the color of his skin tone and how to use different paint brushes for different effects.

**This is Daniel Cook making a Valentine’s Day card**

L127030, SV  
5:59 min  P  2004 2453  
*This is Daniel Cook Series* - Daniel Cook wants to make a Valentine’s day card for his mom. Daniel is joined by a local artist who shows him how a little bit of creativity can go a long way in designing the perfect card.

**This is Daniel Cook making a yule log**

L127059, SV  
5:59 min  P  2004 2453  
*This is Daniel Cook Series* - Daniel is in the holiday spirit when he visits a local chef to make a holiday yule log. Daniel mixes all the ingredients together and gets to decorate the final product with different types of candy. (Special guest: Susur Lee)

**This is Daniel Cook making an animal totem**

L127040, SV  
5:59 min  P  2004 2453  
*This is Daniel Cook Series* - Daniel Cook joins a local craftsman and learns how to make an aboriginal animal totem. Daniel listens to the history behind the craft and chooses his own animal guide before sitting down to build his totem creation.

**This is Daniel Cook making apple pie**

L126972, SV  
6 min  P  2004 2453  
*This is Daniel Cook Series* - Daniel Cook has been invited to a local bakery to help make his favourite pie - apple. Daniel rolls out the dough, molds it into the pie plate and pours in the filling.
This is Daniel Cook making This is Daniel Cook hitting a ball.
L127008,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns how to properly
hold a baseball bat, throw a ball and how to time his swing for the
best hit. (With Special Guest The Toronto Blue Jays)

This is Daniel Cook meeting an elephant
L127047,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins a zoologist
to visit an elephant he’s taking care of. Daniel learns
what snacks elephants like to eat and how they use their
trunks to drink water.

This is Daniel Cook on a rollercoaster
L127076,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits a theme
park for a spin on a rollercoaster. Daniel learns how the
rollercoasters are attached to the track and how some
rollercoasters can even do loops.

This is Daniel Cook on a safari
L127048,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited
go on a safari expedition. Daniel’s safari guide introduces him to all the different animals that live in the
park including giraffes, impalas and rhinos.

This is Daniel Cook on a tall ship
L127012,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook boards a historic
tall ship and learns how to tie a knot and let the sails out.
Daniel tours the great ship with the Captain before
assuming the role of acting Captain and directing the ship
to open waters.

This is Daniel Cook on an eco adventure
L127068,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is going on an eco adventure! Daniel learns how eco adventures help the
environment by not disrupting it as he walks from treetop to
treetop.

This is Daniel Cook painting a giraffe
L126963,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins painter
Robert Bateman and learns how to paint animals.
Together, Robert and Daniel paint a giraffe eating from a
tree.

This is Daniel Cook painting with watercolours
L127027,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns how
coloring with watercolours can liven up a picture. Daniel
sits down with an artist and sketches a picture using a
pencil before adding watercolour paint to liven up his
artwork.

This is Daniel Cook playing baseball
L127050,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Bottom of the ninth, bases
are loaded and Daniel Cook is up to bat. Daniel learns
from the pros of the Toronto Blue Jays on how to properly
hold a baseball bat, throw a ball and how to time his swing
for the best hit. (With Special Guest The Toronto Blue Jays)

This is Daniel Cook playing drums
L126973,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins a local
musician for a lesson on how to play the drums. Daniel
learns to mix different drum noises to create his own
musical number.

This is Daniel Cook riding in a hot air balloon
L127062,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is going on a hot air
balloon ride! Daniel learns how to set up the balloon, fill it with hot air and control how high you fly as he assists
the hot air balloon operator in controlling the big machine.

This is Daniel Cook rock climbing
L127007,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel learns about the safety
equipment rock climbers use and why it is important to
have someone with you when you rock climb. With his
harness on, Daniel climbs his way up to the top of the
rock-climbing wall.

This is Daniel Cook setting up an aquarium
L127029,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel sits down with a fish expert and learns how the different parts of a fish tank
work. After setting up his aquarium, Daniel chooses a few
fish to go inside.

This is Daniel Cook singing jazz
L127058,SV
5:59 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about the
different noises he can make with his voice when he visits
a professional singer. Daniel does some warm up
exercises before belting out a few of his favourite songs at
the piano. (With Special Guest Molly Johnson)

This is Daniel Cook studying rocks
L127075,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about all
the different types of rocks that exist when he goes rock
collecting with a geologist. On his expedition, Daniel finds
rocks, crystals, rocks with fossils in them and the perfect skipping
stone.

This is Daniel Cook taking pictures
L126983,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns how to take pictures with a pinhole camera. Daniel helps
develops the pictures and watches as the pictures he took come into focus.

This is Daniel Cook tap dancing
L126986,SV
6 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook gets his first
formal tap dancing lesson. Daniel learns about tap shoes
before hitting the dance floor to create his own tap dancing
moves.

This is Daniel Cook tasting new fruits
L126957,SV
6:01 min P 2004 2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns the
importance of trying new things when he sits down with a
nutritionist. Daniel tries fruit from all over the world and
learns not to judge something by how it looks.

New Resources

This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns
how his television show is made by following the production
process from start to finish. Daniel learns about directing,
how to use a camera and even edits his own show
opening.
This is Daniel Cook trick-or-treating
L127024,SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook loves collecting 4 especially when itâ€™s collecting candy! Daniel chooses his Halloween costume and sets out to go Trick-or-Treating with his police officer friend who offers Daniel safety tips on how to have a fun, safe Halloween experience.

This is Daniel Cook training a puppy
L126965,SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook meets a dog trainer who teaches him how to help take care of a new puppy. Daniel works with the trainer to teach a six-week-old puppy to sit and stay.

This is Daniel Cook trick-or-treating
L127024,SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook loves collecting 4 especially when itâ€™s collecting candy! Daniel chooses his Halloween costume and sets out to go Trick-or-Treating with his police officer friend who offers Daniel safety tips on how to have a fun, safe Halloween experience.

This is Daniel Cook trying new vegetables
L127049,SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is playing with his foodâ€™s fagain! Daniel and his nutritionist friend visit a local produce market to choose some new vegetables that he would like to try.

This is Daniel Cook whale watching
L127073,SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about the different animals that live in the ocean when he goes whale watching in a small coastal fishing village. Daniel sees a porpoise, a seal colony and a minkley whale.

This is Daniel Cook training a puppy
L126965,SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook meets a dog trainer who teaches him how to help take care of a new puppy. Daniel works with the trainer to teach a six-week-old puppy to sit and stay.

This is Daniel Cook training a puppy
L126965,SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook meets a dog trainer who teaches him how to help take care of a new puppy. Daniel works with the trainer to teach a six-week-old puppy to sit and stay.

This is Daniel Cook trying new vegetables
L127049,SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook is playing with his foodâ€™s fagain! Daniel and his nutritionist friend visit a local produce market to choose some new vegetables that he would like to try.

This is Daniel Cook whale watching
L127073,SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook learns about the different animals that live in the ocean when he goes whale watching in a small coastal fishing village. Daniel sees a porpoise, a seal colony and a minkley whale.

This is Daniel Cook with a veterinarian
L127028,SV
5:59 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook explores a veterinary clinic and learns about the different animals that are helped. Daniel learns about some of the things a vet does before getting to assist him in performing a routine check-up on Daniellâ€™s cat Russell.

This is Daniel Cook with a zoookeeper
L127055,SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook has been invited by a zoookeeper to give him a hand for the day. Daniel relocates some large turtles, takes care of some baby beavers and feeds two hungry lions!

This is Daniel Cook with the Earth Rangers
L127010,SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook joins the Earth Rangers and learns about the different animals that live in the ocean when he goes whale watching in a small coastal fishing village. Daniel sees a porpoise, a seal colony and a minkley whale.

This is Daniel Cook with the Famous People Players
L126964,SV
6 min  P  2004  2453
This is Daniel Cook Series - Daniel Cook visits the Famous People Players and learns how this theatre group uses bright costumes and special lighting to create their magical performances.
This is Emily Yeung making origami
This is Emily Yeung making strawberry jam
This is Emily Yeung making sushi
This is Emily Yeung on a rainy day
This is Emily Yeung planting a tree
This is Emily Yeung playing basketball
This is Emily Yeung playing road hockey
This is Emily Yeung playing soccer
This is Emily Yeung putting on a puppet show
This is Emily Yeung riding a bike
This is Emily Yeung riding on a tractor
This is Emily Yeung skipping rope
This is Emily Yeung snorkeling
This is Emily Yeung snowboarding
This is Emily Yeung swimming with dolphins
This is Emily Yeung taking care of horses
This is Emily Yeung taking care of kittens
This is Emily Yeung touring Quebec City
This is Emily Yeung training to be an astronaut
This is Emily Yeung visiting a hot spring
This is Emily Yeung with Cirque du Soleil
This is Emily Yeung with the Blue Man Group
This is Emily Yeung with the Humane Society
This is Emily Yeung with the paramedics

This is Emily Yeung at an amusement park
L127119,SV
6:02 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits Ontario Place for a little fun in the sun. Emily tries climbing through a giant 3 storey tall jungle gym before hitting the bumper boats for a little wet crashing action. Emily ends her day with a fast ride down a waterslide in a giant inner tube. Wheeeeee!

This is Emily Yeung at an ice hotel
L127113,SV
6:10 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits a hotel made completely of ice! Emily learns how to sculpt a dolphin out of a block of ice, visits an ice chapel, and even tries out an ice bed. Brrrrrr! Who sleeps on an ice bed?!

This is Emily Yeung at the post office
L127134,SV
6:03 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Neither hail, nor sleet, nor snow will stop Emily Yeung from learning how to deliver the mail. Emily mails a letter to her grandma and watches as it travels through a gigantic mail processing plant before finally being delivered to grandma’s house.

This is Emily Yeung baking bread
L127154,SV
6:08 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits a Pioneer Village and learns how people baked bread in the past. Emily mixes all the ingredients, kneads the dough and helps put the bread in an old fashioned stove. Emily passes the time waiting for the bread to rise by visiting some horses before getting to try her fresh bread!

New Resources

This is Emily Yeung ballet dancing
L127137,SV
6:04 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung meets Canada’s premiere ballerina Karen Kain for a ballet dancing session. Emily learns what the names are for the ballet dance moves she likes to do before putting on a small ballet performance of Snow White.

This is Emily Yeung beading
L127100,SV
6:01 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits a local beading store and chooses from hundreds of colourful beads to make a necklace. She even finds a unique cat bead that she includes in her sparkling creation.

This is Emily Yeung becoming a cowgirl
L127139,SV
6:01 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Yee haw! Emily Yeung is putting on her cowgirl hat to visit a horse ranch in Alberta. Emily rides a horse, learns what cowgirls do and even tries her hand at roping. Emily lazes away the rest of the day roasting marshmallows over an open flame, fahh, the life of a cowgirl.

This is Emily Yeung building a sand sculpture
L127151,SV
6:02 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung teams up with a world champion sand sculptor to make a giant sand dolphin that she can actually ride! Emily learns how to use simple kitchen and garden utensils to make wild sand creations.

This is Emily Yeung building a tree house
L127136,SV
6:01 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung joins Mike Holmes to build a tree house. Emily helps make sure the planks are level, measures the wood and builds a sun design out of leftover wood scraps to glue onto the front of their new wooden play house.

This is Emily Yeung cross country skiing
L127108,SV
6:05 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung loves winter activities. Working with a ski instructor, Emily learns how to cross country ski down a beautiful wooded path and even has a chance to practice her birdcalls, tweet tweet!

This is Emily Yeung doing science experiments
L127129,SV
6:14 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung has become a mad scientist in the kitchen! She’s making volcano like eruptions and creating mucky sludge that drips through your fingers! Now who’s going to clean all this mess up?

This is Emily Yeung dressing up
L127144,SV
6:06 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung works with a costume specialist to create her very own one of a kind princess dress. Emily starts with a drawing of her dress, then chooses fabric and accessories to bring her design to life.

This is Emily Yeung exploring a castle
L127122,SV
6:02 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung is on the hunt for Easter eggs! Emily visits historic Casa Loma and searches its many secret passageways looking for hidden chocolate Easter eggs.
This is Emily Yeung exploring the forest
L127126,SV
6:12 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Who knew there were so many cool things living under a log? Emily Yeung does! Thatâ€™s why sheâ€™s exploring the forest floor with a local naturalist to see how many cool bugs they can find. Maybe sheâ€™ll even find a salamander!

This is Emily Yeung exploring the Rocky Mountains
L127142,SV
6:07 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung is exploring the Rockies! Emily learns about how these giant mountains came to be and meets some of the animals that like to live around them including a skunk, a porcupine and even a wolf named Nitro.

This is Emily Yeung ice fishing
L127114,SV
6:01 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung is going fishingâ€”if in the winter! Emily joins an ice fishing enthusiast and together, they cut a hole in the ice and sip hot chocolate as they wait patiently for any fish to bite. Here, fishy fishy fishyâ€”f brrr!

This is Emily Yeung knitting
L127120,SV
6:06 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung meets a young knitting enthusiast who teaches her how to make a bean bag toy using knitting needles, wool, and a simple pattern.

This is Emily Yeung learning about an eco-house
L127127,SV
6:07 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits an eco-house and learns how they use the wind and the sun to power their home. Emily tours the garden before heading inside to learn some easy environmental tricks.

This is Emily Yeung learning about camels
L127135,SV
6:02 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - One hump or two? Emily Yeung will have the chance to figure that out when she visits the zoo to learn about camels. Emily helps feed and groom a camel before saddling her up to go for a camel ride!

This is Emily Yeung learning about chickens
L127133,SV
6:04 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits an organic farm to help them collect chicken eggs. Emily learns what chickens eat and where they sleep in their coops before putting on her gloves gently removing some eggs. Merci Madame!

This is Emily Yeung learning about fireworks
L127145,SV
6:05 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Boom! Emily Yeung has been invited to watch one of the most spectacular fireworks spectacles on Earth. Emily heads down to Disney World, the largest buyer of fireworks in the world, to learn how they create their explosive fireworks shows â€” um, maybe Emily will come up with an idea for her own fireworks spectacular!

This is Emily Yeung learning about rabbits
L127158,SV
6:02 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Did you know people make clothes and scarves out of rabbit fur? Neither did Emily Yeung until she met with a rabbit farmer who shows her how to brush cute angora rabbits and spin their fur into yarn.

This is Emily Yeung learning about snakes
L127110,SV
6:02 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung loves reptiles, especially snakes. Emily gets up close and personal with her favourite slithery friends when she visits the zoo to meet several different types of snakesâ€”including giant boa constrictors.

This is Emily Yeung learning about water safety
L127160,SV
6 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung joins the marine police department and learns how they rescue people from the water. Emily learns she should always find an adult if she hears someone calling for help and watches as the police practice a helicopter rescue!

This is Emily Yeung learning about worms
L127130,SV
6:08 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits a unique composting facility that uses 3,000,000 worms to make fertilizer. Emily helps sort the wormâ€™s food, before learning how worm poo is one of a plantâ€™s favourite foodsâ€”fyuck!

This is Emily Yeung learning an African dance
L127118,SV
6:10 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung learns about African dancing when she joins an African dance troupe. Emily Yeung learns how to make music with her body after she attaches beads to her legs and arms.

This is Emily Yeung learning karate
L127111,SV
6:03 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Watch Emily Yeung hit the karate mat and take no prisoners. Emily earns her white belt as she learns to throw, kick, and punch from a black belt karate master. Back off!

This is Emily Yeung making a clay dolphin
L127109,SV
6:09 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits a clay studio to make a dolphin plate. But why stop there; Emilyâ€™s imagination compels her to add a shark, a mermaid riding the dolphin and an octopus grabbing the mermaidâ€™s foot. Sounds like a busy day on the ocean floor!

This is Emily Yeung making a collage
L127152,SV
6:05 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung joins a collage artist to learn how to use different materials to make a really cool collage. Emily decides to make her collage of her favourite animal species â€” < cats!

This is Emily Yeung making a mask
L127163,SV
6 min P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung loves making facesâ€”especially ones out of clay! Emily tours an art exhibit for ideas before sitting down with an artist friend to make her very own horse mask.
This is Emily Yeung making a medicine wheel
6:05 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung learns about the importance of colour and how different colours mean different things to different people.

This is Emily Yeung making a snowman
6 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung puts on her winter jacket because she’s heading outside to build a snowman! Emily learns how to roll bigger and bigger balls out of snow and how to stack them on top of each other to create a snowman figure. Now all she has to do is figure out how to decorate her new snowy creation.

This is Emily Yeung making a stuffed animal
6:06 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung joins a creative artist to learn how to twist balloons into different animal shapes. Emily rides a giant balloon motorcycle before climbing into a huge balloon dome to make her favourite animal. Let’s hope they don’t pop too many balloons!

This is Emily Yeung making bubble tea
6:03 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung joins a creative chef at Monsoon Restaurant and learns how to turn bubble tea and fruit into a delicious and colourful dessert. Yum!

This is Emily Yeung making goat cheese
6:05 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung combines two of her favourite things: animals and eating when she visits a farm to make goat cheese. Emily helps milk a goat and learns how to separate the curds and whey to make her very own cheese. Emily even collects fruits and herbs from the garden to add flavour to her goat cheese.

This is Emily Yeung making juice
6:06 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung can’t wait to use the big juicing machine when she visits a local juice restaurant. Emily combines her favourite fruits and vegetables to make a tasty healthy drink treat.

This is Emily Yeung making muffins
6:01 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung joins a baker to make one of her favourite breakfast treats! Emily learns how to mix all the different ingredients together and shares her own yoghurt topping recipe secret.

This is Emily Yeung making origami
6:02 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung joins an origami artist to learn how to fold paper into different shapes. Emily tries her hand at making an origami dolphin before the two join forces to make a helmet out of paper... that they can actually wear.

This is Emily Yeung making strawberry jam
6:03 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - There are two things Emily Yeung loves, strawberries and strawberries in ice cream. Emily has a chance to enjoy both when she goes on a strawberry picking expedition. Emily learns how to turn some of her strawberries into jam to pour over cold vanilla ice cream! Yum!

This is Emily Yeung making sushi
6:07 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - It’s raining... it’s pouring! One of the players from the Raptors to a game of one on one. Emily Y eung is forming her own basketball team: â””The Mermaidsâ”” to challenge one of the players from the Raptors to a game of one on one. Emily learns how to pass the ball, dribble and slam-dunk. Go Mermaids go!
This is Emily Yeung playing road hockey
L127140,SV
6:01 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Game on! Emily Yeung joins two time Olympic hockey gold medalist Hayley Wickenheiser for a one on one road hockey lesson. Emily learns how to pass, shoot and do slap shots. All of which comes in handy when Emily challenges Hayley to a road hockey match.

This is Emily Yeung playing soccer
L127164,SV
6 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Goal! Emily Yeung meets a member of the Canadian Women’s National Soccer Team and learns the basic of playing soccer. Emily puts her newfound knowledge to good use when she joins her friends in a game.

This is Emily Yeung putting on a puppet show
L127121,SV
6:05 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung is putting on a puppet show and you’re invited. Emily works with a professional ventriloquist to learn how to throw her voice and how to make a puppet come to life. Together, the two put on a puppet show for a group of day care kids.

This is Emily Yeung riding a bike
L127138,SV
6:03 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung is racing the fastest woman cyclist on the planet! Emily chooses a bike and learns about bike safety before hitting the track to race her cycling guest.

This is Emily Yeung riding on a tractor
L127132,SV
6:01 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung learns how farmers use big machines to make large jobs easier. Emily learns how to operate a tractor before grabbing a seat on the back with her farmer friend to plant seeds.

This is Emily Yeung skipping rope
L127161,SV
6:04 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung joins a champion skipping team and learns how they combine gymnastics with skipping (two of Emily’s favourite things). Emily decides to show them a few of her own moves, including her super special move “The Twist.â”

This is Emily Yeung snorkeling
L127147,SV
6:01 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Daaah.fnahâ’fdahah, nahâ’fEmily Yeung is snorkeling with sharks! Very small ones but sharks nonetheless. Emily goes snorkeling and learns about the different fish that live in the ocean. Emily meets manta rays, a parrot fish and bonnet sharks!

This is Emily Yeung snowboarding
L127105,SV
6 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Watch Emily Yeung hit the ski slopes for her first lesson in snowboarding. Emily learns how to use both her feet to control the direction of the board as she zips down the hill. Watch out Emily, wipe out!

This is Emily Yeung swimming with dolphins
L127146,SV
6:08 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits a marine centre to learn about one of her favourite ocean mammals â’< dolphins! Emily learns how they use sounds to find their food and why their skin feels like rubber, she even gets to have a very special dolphin piggyback ride, wheeeeee!

This is Emily Yeung taking care of horses
L127106,SV
6:01 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits a stable and learns how horses are fed and cared for during the winter. Emily even gets to saddle up her favourite horse for a special winter ride.

This is Emily Yeung taking care of kittens
L127125,SV
6:09 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung joins a fellow cat enthusiast to help her take care of some new kittens. Emily learns how to properly feed and play with her new feline friends before making them a bed, complete with an opening and closing ramp!

This is Emily Yeung touring Quebec City
L127115,SV
6:01 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Bonjour mes amis! Emily Yeung has been invited to tour Quebec City. Emily takes a scenic ride in an elevator to the top of a hill to tour the historic Chateau Frontenac before skating on an outdoor rink during a snowfall.

This is Emily Yeung training to be an astronaut
L127149,SV
6:04 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung is training to be an astronaut at NASA. Emily joins real life astronaut Cady Coleman and learns what it takes to become a space explorer. Emily feels what it like to twists upside down and all around in a training machine before stepping into a shuttle simulator and pretending to launch into space. All systems are go!

This is Emily Yeung visiting a hot spring
L127141,SV
6:04 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung explores a natural hot spring in Banff Alberta. Emily learns how hot water from within the Earth bubbles up to the surface and stays warm even on cold winter days. Emily also meets some unlikely animals that like to live in the hot springs.

This is Emily Yeung with Cirque du Soleil
L127148,SV
6:01 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung is heading under the big top to experience the magical world of Cirque du Soleil. Emily will be joined by various performers who will teach her how to perform special tricks, ride miniature bikes and jump on a trampoline.

This is Emily Yeung with the Blue Man Group
L127153,SV
6:05 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung is getting blue! Emily joins the Blue Man Group and learns about who they are and how they create their amazing performances. Emily even gets to get painted blue and joins them on stage for a rehearsal.

This is Emily Yeung with the Humane Society
L127102,SV
6:02 min  P 2006 2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung visits a Humane Society and learns what the Humane Society does for the community. Emily meets several different animals that live at the Humane Society including a cute black kitten that looks just like Emily’s cat Misty!
This is Emily Yeung with the paramedics
L127124,SV
6:02 min  P  2006  2453
This is Emily Yeung Series - Emily Yeung learns how and when to call 911 when she visits the paramedics. Emily practices a 911 call before exploring an ambulance and learning about how the different equipment inside is used to help people.

Three Golden Ages
L122102,SV
29:55 min  JIS  1996  2453

Three Golden Ages: The Netherlands
L122102A,SV
5:36 min  JIS  1996  2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - In the 17th century, three countries had a Golden Age at the same time: Spain, France, and the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, we see paintings of landscapes, scenes of merriment, and still lifes showing the status of the owner and their clothes, like Frans Hals’ Laughing Cavalier. Vermeer painted his city, Delft, and domestic interiors like The Woman With a Letter. Sister Wendy notes the contemplative stillness of the painting.

Tiempo
L128618,SV
3:01 min  PJIS  2014  2453
Video Vocab Series - Este programa de video de acciÃ³n en vivo es sobre la palabra tiempo. El programa estÃ¡ diseÃ±ado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensiÃ³n y retenciÃ³n del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secciones de video, fotografÃ­as, diagramas y etiquetas y grÃ¡ficas. Los espectadores verÃ¡n y escucharÃ¡n la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cÃºmo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

Time Out
NF060801,SV
9 min  1984  5270
The hero of this film which has earned many awards, is a small cat with a long striped tail. The little animal bustles about the room doing morning house chores. He is already busy with the next one before he has properly completed the previous one.

Time Trackers
For descriptions see individual titles:
Banting & Best - Part 1
Banting & Best - Part 2
Banting & Best - Part 3
Banting & Best - Part 4
The Canoe
Emily Carr - Part 1
Emily Carr - Part 2
Emily Carr - Part 3
Emily Carr - Part 4
Explorers - Part 1 (John Cabot)
Explorers - Part 2 (Jacques Cartier)
Explorers - Part 3 (Samuel de Champlain)
Explorers - Part 4 (William Baffin)
First Nations - Full Version
First Nations - Part 1 (Canoe)
First Nations - Part 2 (Snowshoe)
First Nations - Part 3 (Lacrosse)
First Nations - Part 4 (Tepee)
Hamlet
Harriet Tubman: Part 1
Harriet Tubman: Part 2
Harriet Tubman: Part 3
Harriet Tubman: Part 4
John A. MacDonald - Part 1
John A. MacDonald - Part 2
John A. MacDonald - Part 3
John A. MacDonald - Part 4
Joseph Tyrell - Part One
Joseph Tyrell - Part Three
Joseph Tyrell - Part Two
Laura Secord - Part 1
Laura Secord - Part 2
Laura Secord - Part 3
Laura Secord - Part 4
Playing Shakespeare: Romeo & Juliet
Playing Shakespeare: Midsummer Night's Dream
Playing Shakespeare: MacBeth
Playing Shakespeare: King Lear
Snowshoes
The Teepee
Tom Longboat - Part 1
Tom Longboat - Part 2
Tom Longboat - Part 3
Tom Longboat - Part 4
Word Wizard Bike
Word Wizard Car
Word Wizard Chicken
Word Wizard: Cinderella Part 2
Word Wizard: Emperor's New Clothes Part 2
Word Wizard: Jack & The Beanstalk Part 2
Word Wizard: Three Little Pigs Part 2

The Times Are Changing
L126629,SV
1:35 min  PJ  2011  2453
Space Trek Series - Ship commander Captain Kent discusses when and why we change our clocks twice a year.

Tips for Nine Times Table
L122011D,SV
1:59 min  P  1996  2453
Megamaths - Tables Series - This animated segment provides tips for remembering the nine times tables.

Titian, Entombment
L122095C,SV
3:06 min  JIS  1994  2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy discusses Titian’s painting Entombment, perhaps his last painting, when the plague and old age reminded him of his own mortality. The old man crawling toward Christ's body is Titian's self portrait as he pleads for deliverance for himself and his son from the plague.

To a Safer Place
NF018457,SV
58 min  1987  1183
This inspiring film is the story of how one woman has come to terms with her life as a survivor of incest. Sexually abused by her father from infancy to early adolescence, Shirley Turcotte is now in her thirties and has succeeded in building a rich and full life. In To a Safer Place, Shirley takes a further step to reconcile her past and present. The film accompanies her as she returns to the people and places of her childhood. Her mother, brothers and sister, all of whom were also caught up in the cycle of family violence, openly share their thoughts. Their frank disclosures will encourage survivors of incest to break through the silence and betrayal to recover and develop a sense of self-worth and dignity.
To Air is Human
L127080,SV
5:59 min  PJI 2003  2453
Deaf Planet Series - While searching for a way to replace the broken oxygen canisters on Max’s ship, a trip to the ocean results in the gang being swallowed whole by a giant Whopper Fish. Quick thinking and the aide of the Infomatic may be the only difference between surviving and being supper. *À Á*  

To Bripe or Not To Bripe
L128181F,SV
2:04 min  JIS 2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - Marc presents the dilemma of paying a bribe when pulled over for speeding. The teens on the panel question the situation and discuss the consequences.  

To Tell or Not To Tell
L128171E,SV
4:33 min  JIS 2012  2453
ChatRoom Series - The teens discuss relationships and see a video sketch that asks whether you should warn a friend about a cheating boyfriend. Rachel relates her experience of telling a good friend who refused to believe and stopped talking to her. Some warning signs of cheating are noted. The panel agrees that trusted friends should tell what they saw, but let the friend decide what to do about it.  

To the Quiz Cave
L126876,SV
22:29 min  P 2009  2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (English) Series - Competition is in the air as contestants from rival schools are on the show, and Chudd quizzes them out of a hole in the studio floor.  

Tobago Climate and Tourism
L121936A,SV
6:20 min  PJ 1998  2453
Landmarks - Caribbean Islands Series - The two seasons on the Caribbean islands are the dry season, from December through May, which is the hottest part of the year, and the wet season, from June to December, when the rains come. Tourists like the Bradbury family enjoy the dry season on Tobago at the Grafton Beach Resort. Damien, a trainee in guest relations, shows the room amenities. The guests visit downtown Scarborough where the tourist industry provides work for many.  

Today is Quiet
L126777,SV
3:45 min  PJ 2010  2453
Tumbletown Reads Series - Tumbleweed learns how to make assumptions based on clues he reads.  

Tofu for Tutu
L125638,SV
2:49 min  PJ 2007  2453
The Bodies Series - Tutu announces that she doesn’t want to eat meat. Tim is concerned that she won’t be getting all of the nutrients she needs that meat helps provide. Master Control adds that there are many nutritious foods that can provide enough protein and nutrients. Tutu decides to give it a try with Master Control keeping an eye on her diet.  

Tom Longboat - Part 1
L126696,SV
2:25 min  PJI 2011  2453
Time Trackers Series - Part 1: Agent Scotty has a new assignment for the Time Tracker Agents: Tom Longboat. Tom Longboat was born a fast runner, however, he soon learns that he needs more work with other skills!  

Tom Longboat - Part 2
L126697,SV
2:25 min  PJ 2011  2453
Time Trackers Series - Part 2: Agent Scotty continues the story of Tom Longboat. In this episode, Tom runs in the Caledonia One Mile Race and wins. With more focused training and races, Tom’s next challenge is to run in the Boston Marathon.  

Tom Longboat - Part 3
L126698,SV
2:25 min  PJ 2011  2453
Time Trackers Series - Part 3: Agent Scotty continues the story of Tom Longboat. In this episode, Tom begins his training to run in the Boston Marathon.  

Tom Longboat - Part 4
L126699,SV
2:25 min  PJ 2011  2453
Time Trackers Series - Part 4: Agent Scotty concludes the story of Tom Longboat. In this episode, Tom runs the Boston Marathon and learns an important lesson.  

Tomb of King Tutankhamun
L121932B,SV
6:29 min  PJI 1997  2453
Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series - Marcelle researches King Tutankhamun of the New Kingdom and finds information about the discovery of his tomb in 1922 by archeologist Howard Carter. Jamie goes to the Tomb of King Tutankhamun to see the mummy in his tomb. The tomb guide names the Ancient Egyptian gods and goddesses among the paintings, the mummy’s Ka, or King Tut’s double in the afterlife, and Khephri, the scarab god.  

TonDoc - À la vôtre
NF059591,SV
4 min  2012  4742
Atteindre l’âge légal de consommation est une étape importante dans la vie d’un adolescent. Mais avec de nouvelles libertés viennent également de nouvelles responsabilités.  

TonDoc - Baisse le son!
NF060827,SV
5 min  2012  4742
La musique est bien meilleure lorsqu’on la joue forte, mais ce plaisir peut avoir des effets à longs termes! Ce film se veut une mise en garde pour tous les rockers en herbe!  

TonDoc - C K1 jeu
NF059308,SV
5 min  2011  4742
Quel est l’impact des jeux vidéo sur ta santé.  

TonDoc - Choc culturel
NF059592,SV
5 min  2012  4742
Un jeune homme venu du Congo pour vivre au Canada veut une mise en garde pour tous les rockers en herbe!  

TonDoc - Énergie liquide : les boissons énergisantes
NF059071,SV
4 min  2011  4742
Est-ce que le stéréotype du gars ou de la fille cool qui pousse, mais il faut savoir s’arrêter!  

TonDoc - Fais-moi signe
NF059593,SV
5 min  2012  4742
DansFais-moi signe,nous suivons un jeune homme sourd dans sa vie de tous les jours afin de mieux comprendre sa réalité.  

TonDoc - La cigarette : j’allume ?...J’arrête!
NF059151,SV
3 min  2011  4742
Est-ce que le stéréotype du gars ou de la fille cool qui fume est en train de disparaître?
**TonDoc - La santé physique : tout un cirque!**
NF059305,SV  
3 min 2011 4742  
L'Art du cirque! Où l'expression artistique se marie aux exploits physiques.

**TonDoc - Le rêve de Patrick**
NF059152,SV  
5 min 2011 4742  
Un groupe de jeunes sensibilise sa communauté pour honorer la mémoire d'un ami.

**TonDoc - Le stress, c’est la vie**
NF060050,SV  
5 min 2012 4742  
Plus la vie va vite, plus tu stresses! Comment faire pour ne pas t'étouffer?

**TonDoc - Le taxage, ça touche tout le monde**
NF059310,SV  
5 min 2012 4742  
Des jeunes décident de sensibiliser leur école aux effets dévastateurs du taxage.

**TonDoc - Notre centre, notre succès!**
NF059311,SV  
5 min 2011 4742  
Un centre culturel métis au Collège Boréal.

**TonDoc - Quand t’as la motoneige dans le sang!**
NF059072,SV  
5 min 2011 4742  
Dans le Nord de l’Ontario, la motoneige est populaire, mais pas sans risque.

**TonDoc - Sauve ta peau**
NF060046,SV  
5 min 2013 4742  
Des jeunes discutent de l’acné, cet incontournable de l’adolescence, et comment cela affecte notre estime de soi.

**TonDoc - Se remettre en selle**
NF059307,SV  
5 min 2011 4742  
Des jeunes reprennent le goût à la vie en suivant une thérapie hors de l’ordinaire.

**TonDoc - S’entraîner aux arts martiaux mixtes**
NF059306,SV  
4 min 2011 4742  
La prévention des blessures pour les combats d’arts martiaux mixtes.

**TonDoc - Tu es parfait tel que tu es**
NF060049,SV  
5 min 2012 4742  
Cinq ados discutent de l’impact des médias sur l’estime de soi.

**TonDoc - Un coup à la tête**
NF059594,SV  
5 min 2012 4742  
Que l’on soit un joueur amateur ou en route vers la ligue nationale, la sécurité au hockey est un sujet qui prend de plus en plus d’importance. Et toi, qu’en penses-tu ?

**TonDoc - Un métier en santé**
NF059309,SV  
5 min 2011 4742  
Qu’est-ce que ça prend pour devenir médecin?

**TonDoc - Une caf santé**
NF059073,SV  
4 min 2011 4742  
À Thunder Bay, un groupe d’étudiantes prend la santé de leur école en main.

**New Resources**

**TonDoc - Une vie virtuelle**
NF059595,SV  
4 min 2012 4742  
La vie en ligne est-elle aussi excitante que la vraie vie?

**Tornado**
L128612,SV  
2:55 min PJIS 2014 2453  
*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about tornados. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**Tornado**
L128624,SV  
2:55 min PJIS 2014 2453  
*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acciÃ³n en vivo es sobre la palabra tornado. El programa estÃ­ diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensiÃ³n y retenciÃ³n del estudiante de la palabra mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografÃ­as, diagramas y etiquetas y grÃ­ficas. Los espectadores verÃ¡n y escucharÃ¡n la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cÃ³mo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Tornado at an Airport**
L128165C,SV  
4:21 min JIS 2012 2453  
*Whaddyado Series* - The Temple softball team was waiting to catch their plane home from St. Louis when a sudden tornado struck. Airport officials ushered all the passengers downstairs, away from windows. The tornado smashed the air terminal windows, flipped over vehicles, causing extensive damage, but no one was seriously hurt. *Whaddyado Tips* if a tornado is approaching are: stay low and head for the basement, keep clear of windows, and take cover from flying debris. If outside, stay low in a ditch.

**Tournament**
L122006D,SV  
4:41 min P 1996 2453  
*Megamaths - Tables Series* - In this animated scenario, the Queen hosts a multiplication tournament where we’ll learn some short cuts to the four times table.

**Tous sous le même ciel**
L128529,SV  
9:31 min JI 2009 2453  
Depuis des centaines de millions d’années, les animaux occupent les continents, les mers et les cieux de la planète Terre. Dans ce programme pédagogique, nous allons découvrir comment les animaux comptent de bien des manières.

**Tracking Expenses**
L126800,SV  
3:45 min PJ 2012 2453  
*Tumbletown Tales Series* - Tumbleweed asks his boss for a raise. Instead, the Editor asks him to write down all of his expenses so he can track exactly where his money is going. He does, and together they determine where all the money is going and come up with a plan for Tumbleweed to stay on budget.
Introduce your students to new perspectives and unexpected twists and turns with this collection of traditional and non-traditional fairy tales.

Contents:

Wolf Wanted by Ana Maria Machado. Manny is looking for a job. He sees an ad in the paper “Wolf Wanted,” and although a real wolf is wanted, he responds anyway since his surname is “Wolf.” Luckily for Manny, so many wolves respond to the ad that a new job has to be created to answer all the letters.

The Girl in Red Story and pictures by Roberto Innocenti. Written by Aaron Frisch. This is a modern take on the centuries-old tale of an ailing grandmother, a wicked wolf, and a young girl in a red coat. Innocenti’s brilliantly detailed illustrations present a city as a wilderness, while text by Aaron Frisch narrates the journey of a girl named Sophia through the twists and turns of a stormy day.

Really Rapunzel Needed a Haircut! OF COURSE you think I was a horrible old witch, locking fair haired Rapunzel in that tall, tall tower. You don’t know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you.

Frankly, I Never Wanted to Kiss Anybody! OF COURSE you think I needed a kiss from a beautiful princess to end my “toadally” awful curse. You don’t know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you...

Trust Me, Jack’s Beanstalk Stinks! OF COURSE, you think I was the bad guy, terrifying poor little Jack. You don’t know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you...

Honestly, Red Riding Hood was Rotten! OF COURSE you think I did a horrible thing by eating Little Red Riding Hood and her granny. You don’t know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you...

Seriously, Cinderella is So Annoying! OF COURSE, you think Cinderella was the sweetest bell of the ball. You don’t know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you...

Rapunzel: Stories Around the World by Cari Meister. Think there’s just one fairy tale with a girl locked away in a tall tower? Think again! Cultures all around the world have their own Rapunzel stories. Visit Germany, Italy, and the Philippines, and find out who is guarded by a flesh eating monster, and whose hero flies off on a magical winged horse.

Little Red Riding Hood: Stories Around the World by Jessica Gunderson. Think there’s just one fairy tale with a girl who meets danger in disguise? Think again! Cultures all around the world have their own Little Red Riding Hood stories. Visit Germany, Italy, and Taiwan, and find out whose sick grandmother is a tiger, and who is saved not by a kind hunter but by a talking river.

Snow White: Stories Around the World by Jessica Gunderson. Think there’s just one fairy tale with a beautiful girl and an evil stepmother? Think again! Cultures all around the world have their own Snow White stories. Visit Albania, Germany, Mozambique, and Turkey, and find out who meets 40 dragons instead of seven dwarfs, and on whose forehead a bright star shines.

Cinderella: Stories Around the World by Cari Meister. Think there’s just one fairy tale with an overworked girl and wicked stepsisters? Think again! Cultures all around the world have their own Cinderella stories. Visit Canada, China, Egypt, and France, and find out whose glass slippers are made of red silk, and whose fairy godmother is a fish.

Whatever After: Fairest of All by Sarah Mlynowski. Mirror, mirror, on the basement wall...

Once upon a time my brother and I were normal kids. The next minute? The mirror in our basement slumped us up and magically transported us inside Snow White’s fairy tale. I know it sounds crazy, but it’s true.

Cinderella (as if you didn’t already know the story) by Barbara Ensor. You’ve heard the story a million times before. Mean stepmother. Lots of sweeping. Fancy ball. You remember. Or do you? Did you remember that Cinderella was such a nice girl—so smart and funny? You probably would’ve liked her. Did you know that “Cinderella” was just a nickname? And that her handsome prince loved Jell-o and was a wonderful dancer?

Cassie and the Wolf by Olivia Snowe. A hungry beast prowls the city streets, searching for Grandmother’s house. Caleb Woolf spots Cassie Cloak. She’s carrying a huge box of food . . . and he is very, very hungry.

The Twelve Dancing Princesses Retold by Mary Hoffman. The king has a problem. His twelve daughters wake up every morning with their slippers in rags and tatters. Where are they going? The palace is guarded to the hilt, and the shoemakers are exhausted. The king has promised his kingdom to anyone who can solve the mystery in three days and three nights.

The Snow Queen Retold by Sarah Lowes. An exquisitely illustrated retelling of the classic story by Hans Christian Anderson. An evil troll creates a mirror which reflects the bad and ugly sides of people. Shards of its glass enter a young boy, causing him to reject his loving family and best friend Gerda. Helped by kind strangers and guided by her warm heart, Gerda makes the perilous journey to rescue her friend from the icy palace of the Snow Queen.

Once Upon a Golden Apple by Jean Little. In this hilarious fractured fairy tale, everything seems to go wrong. Goldilocks lives with the seven dwarfs, a princess kisses a reluctant dragon, and she and her prince rescue the Wicked Witch of the West...until all mischief is sorted out and everyone lives happily ever after.

Fairy Tale Comics edited by Chris Duffy. Seventeen fairy tales are wonderfully adapted and illustrated in comics format by seventeen different cartoonists, including Raina Telgemeier, Brett Helquist, Cherise Harper, and more.

Puss in Boots retold by John Cech. When a poor miller dies, he has nothing to leave his son but a cat—but, fortunately, it’s a very smart cat. With just a pair of boots, a feathered hat, and a cloth bag, the wily Puss changes his master’s luck, transforming him from a peasant into a prince.

Rapunzel Paul O Zelinsky. Trapped in a tower with no door, Rapunzel is allowed to see no one but the sorceress who has imprisoned her—until the day a young prince hears her singing to the forest birds.

The Complete Grimm’s Fairy Tales This early works is a comprehensive and absorbing collection of some of the most popular fairytales ever written.

The Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly Stupid Tales by Jon Scieszka.
The entire book, with its unconventional page arrangement and eclectic, frenetic mix of text and pictures, is a spoof on the art of book design and the art of the fairy tale.

Train to Amsterdam
L121839F,SV
1:53 min JIS 1996 2453
*Deutsch Plus Series* - Nico buys a train ticket for Amsterdam. The drug dealer and a second man watch him board, then the second man follows Nico onto the train.

Transform It!
*For descriptions see individual titles:*
- Accessory Pack
- Book Bag
- Bottle Lanterns
- Cookie Sheet Memo Board
- Cookie Sheet Memo Board
- Cupcake Twinkle Lights
- Decorated Picture Frames
- Decorated Picture Frames
- Fabric Ball Necklace
- Fabric Ball Necklace
- Game Tray
- Gift Box
- Glass Jar Lanterns
- Jersey Pillow
- Juice Box Wallet
- Juicebox Wallet
- Mini Lighthouse
- Mini Lighthouse
- Napkins
- No Sew Hat
- No Sew T-Shirt Bag
- No Sew T-Shirt Bag
- Painted T-Shirt
- Painted T-Shirt
- Painted T-Shirt
- Paper Bracelets
- Paper Bracelets
- Pencil Holder
- Plastic Bottle Lanterns
- Plastic Bottle Patio Lanterns
- Ponytail Necklace
- Ponytail Necklace
- Rock Animals
- Rock Dominoes
- Rubber Band Message Board
- Rubber Band Message Board
- Sewn T-Shirt Bag
- Sewn T-Shirt Bag
- Sleepover Caddy
- Souvenir Placemat
- Twinkle Lights
- Twinkle Lights

Trapped in the Snow
L128166B,SV
9:10 min JIS 2012 2453
*Whaddyado Series* - James Drummond is a regular snowboarder at the Mt. Shasta ski park where he fell into a tree well and was buried six feet deep in the snow. His portable camera recorded the incident. He made a breathable space, found his cell phone, and called his wife to give his number to ski park rescue. He had been upside down for 50 minutes and hypothermia was setting in when search volunteer Joshua Key located him. Whaddyado Tips are: wait for the snow to settle after a big snowstorm, avoid trees, try to stay upright if falling, use legs or arms to make airway, use the buddy system, dress appropriately, and bring a cell phone.

Trash Talk
L126902.SV
21:59 min P 2009 2453
*Skatoony: Season 2 (English) Series* - Zammo and the Reggae-Singing Recycling Rats are called in to clean up the trash, but they get carried away giving Skatoony a new recycled look.

Trinidad and Tobago
L121935C,SV
7:21 min PJI 1998 2453
*Landmarks - Caribbean Islands Series* - Trinidad's production of oil and gas provides work for many Trinidadians. Curt, a gas platform worker, and his wife use compressed natural gas for their stove. He refuels his car with compressed natural gas as an environmentally friendly fuel. Curt arrives on the oil platform by helicopter. He will work on the platform for a week. Curt explains the process for extracting and separating the gas and condensate. From the control room, he controls the amount of gas produced on the platforms and sent to Trinidad and Tobago.

Trinidadians Enjoy the Dry Season
L121936B,SV
5:46 min PJI 1998 2453
*Landmarks - Caribbean Islands Series* - In Trinidad, the hot, dry season sees a local family on an outing. The family gathers cool drinks, sunscreen, and hats from their house for their day at the beach. Curtains are used as doors to allow for air circulation. Maracas Beach is a popular beach on the north coast where Bake and Shark is a popular delicacy prepared right on the beach.

Trip to Meryton
L122055B,SV
11:40 min IS 1979 2453
*Pride and Prejudice Series* - The sisters are talking with Captain Denny, who introduces them to Wickham when Bingley and Darcy arrive. Darcy's abrupt reaction puzzles Elizabeth. At the Meryton home of Mrs. Bennett's sister, Mrs. Phillips, Wickham pays attention to Elizabeth, tells her how Darcy refused him a living and reveals the supposed engagement of Darcy to Lady Catherine's daughter.

Triptych
NF060387,SV
94 min 2013 5268
*Triptych* is a contemporary urban saga that tells the story of Michelle, a schizophrenic bookseller, her sister, Marie, a singer and actress, and Maries future husband, Thomas, a German neurosurgeon. Against a backdrop of written and visual poetry, the film depicts three pivotal moments in the lives of these characters while touching on an array of subject-artistic expression, social engagement versus solitude, the many nuances of emotion. In this study of human communication in all its forms and complexity, these three lives intersect in their quests for personal identity and a burning desire for self-expression. Directed by Robert Lepage and Pedro Pires, this film adaptation of Lepages epic, nine-hour play *Lipsynch* captures the essence of the original work, which deals with the human voice.
Triptyque est une adaptation cinématographique de Lipsynch, pièce mise en scène par Robert Lepage.

**Tropical Rainforest**
L128607,SV
4:49 min PJIS 2014 2453

*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about Tropical Rainforests. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**Trouble Brewing**
L121835D,SV
2:21 min JIS 1996 2453

*Deutsch Plus Series* - Nico stops by the newspaper stand and has a coffee. Anna and Frau Weiss meet with the police to research the drug trade in Cologne. The police show the two women photos of a drug dealer. Nico is one of two men in the pictures.

**Truancy**
L128158F,SV
2:31 min JIS 2010 2453

*Whaddaya-do Series* - Absences in some schools are up to 30%, and officials are unsure how many are legitimate. Students may feel peer pressure to skip school, but they don't realize that cutting school will come back to you. You will eventually get caught, causing legal problems for your parents, school work will suffer. Ask yourself if these are really your friends.

**Tsunamis**
L128613,SV
2:16 min PJIS 2014 2453

*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about tsunamis. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**The Tumble Town Poetry Jam**
L126778,SV
3:45 min PJ 2011 2453

*Tumbletown Reads Series* - Tumbleweed learns that reading aloud requires pacing to be effective.

**Tumbletown Reads**

For descriptions see individual titles:
- Another Time Another Place
- Best Boy From Another Town
- Borrowing From Charlie
- Buying Designer
- Counting Money
- Finding Money
- Flyers
- Garage Sale
- Giving To Charity
- Hamster For Hire
- How To Count Change
- Master of Degrees
- Needs and Wants
- Pool Haul
- Researching a Purchase
- Saving
- Seeds 4 Life
- Sharing With My Friends
- Super See-Saw 6000
- Tracking Expenses
- Where To Keep Money, Literally
- Why People Go To Work

**TVO Science Mystery: The Portrait Episode 1**
L126555,SV
2:35 min PJ 2011 2453

*Royal Money Matters Series* - Sam Sleuth is brought in on the case of the Runny Nose Portrait of Princess P.

**TVO Science Mystery: The Portrait Episode 2**
L126556,SV
2:35 min PJ 2011 2453

*Royal Money Matters Series* - Sam Sleuth is brought in on the case of the Runny Nose Portrait of Princess P. Sam tries to investigate the gallery more closely, but as word of the portrait spreads more people arrive.
New Resources

TVO Science Mystery: The Portrait Episode 3
L126657.SV 2:35 min PJ 2011 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth is brought in on the case of the Runny Nose Portrait of Princess P. Sam talks to Al the creator of the Portrait. They decide it's best to test the portrait's "snoot" to solve the mystery.

TVO Science Mystery: The Portrait Episode 4
L126658.SV 2:35 min PJ 2011 2453
Royal Money Matters Series - Sam Sleuth is brought in on the case of the Runny Nose Portrait of Princess P. Sam solves the case by discovering the portrait's runny nose is caused by condensation.

Twinkle Lights
L126750.SV 2:59 min PJ 2013 2453
Transform It! Series - Transform It is a series about taking objects you can find around your house and TRANSFORM them into new treasures. In this episode, Kara makes paper and plastic shades for twinkle lights.

Two Science Questions
L125604.SV 1:24 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask Sara Series - Viewers want to know why Sara likes science, and how old you have to be to be a scientist.

Two Step Problems
L121934.SV 14:17 min PJ 2002 2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - MegaMaths uses comedy sketches to teach children how to use visualization in math.

Two-Step Problems
L121934A.SV 4:49 min PJ 2002 2453
Megamaths - Problem Solving Series - Mathsman solves two-step math problems at an Isle of Wight train station.

Two Step Subtraction
L122038.SV 14:29 min P 2001 2453
Numbertime - Addition and Subtraction Series - Addition, subtraction, and estimation are presented using animations, songs, and sketches in this 1999 BBC educational television series for primary schools.

Unbreakable Minds
NF061339.SV 52 min 2004 5182
Filmed over three years, Unbreakable Minds is the poignant story of three charming and engaging individuals struggling with schizophrenia and depression. The film captures the emotional journeys of Randy, Brad and Rob, who, with the help of their families and a unique housing and support centre, try to remain hopeful despite the age-old stigmas and stereotypes surrounding mental illness.

Under One Sky
L128528.SV 9:31 min JI 2009 2453
From the smallest insects to the largest mammals, animals are vital threads in the web of life that sustains us all. The Under One Sky video, narrated by actor and environmentalist Leonardo DiCaprio, explores the many ways animals matter in our complex web of life. Lessons incorporating the video including warm-up activities to prompt thinking and discussion of why animals matter, along with a reproducible student quiz can be found in the accompanying Animal Action Education Education pack.

Units of Measurements
L126458.SV 3:30 min PJ 2009 2453
Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains that units of measurement are just as important as the numbers that accompany them.

Unwanted Intruder
L128161D.SV 4:12 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - Larry Wickland has bird feeders in his backyard that attracted an unwanted intruder. A motion-detecting infrared camera caught a big black bear raiding the feeders. Whaddyado Tips are: bird feeders attract bears, bring feeders in at night or hang them up high, eliminate odors, wash trash cans and grills.

Upgrade for Bodies
L125631.SV 2:49 min PJ 2007 2453
The Bodies Series - Tim (Healthy Boy) decides to upgrade the Bodies and their environment. He adds lots of bright and colourful fruits and vegetables to the Bodies diet to liven things up and give them lots of phytochemicals, which protect against sickness.

Vancouver Island
L121918D.SV 5:15 min JIS 2000 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - By May, the whales reach Vancouver Island, Canada, where they find schools of herring in the colder waters. At last the mother can feed. The whales uncover scampi from the sea bottom. Arriving gray whales compete for food, and the threat of killer whales urge the mother and calf northward.

Venice
L122095.SV 3:20 min JIS 1994 2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour takes her to Venice, Italy, where she marvels at the splendor and endurance of the city and its love affair with the sea. She visits palaces, the Church of San Giorgio, and Accademia Gallery where she discusses paintings by Carpaccio, Giorgione, and Titian.

Verbs
L126531.SV 3:30 min PJ 2013 2453
Reading Rangers Series - Book thefts are happening in Docville juts as a mysterious verb specialist appears in town.

Veronese
L122088C.SV 3:51 min JIS 1994 2453
Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series - Sister Wendy discusses how Veronese paints Greek myths to show everyday life. She describes the stories of lost loves in two paintings by Veronese: Venus and Adonis, and Hercules, Deianeira and Nessus.
**Victory at Toulon**
L122159F,SV
10:04 min  IS  2007  2453

*Warriors Series* - When the approved attack flounders, Napoleon and his reserves charge the British fort. Napoleon is seriously wounded, but the French prevail. This victory is the first step leading to Napoleon’s eventual accession as emperor.

**VidA(c)opop!**
L126941,SV
22:30 min  P  2009  2453

*Skatoony: Season 2 (French) Series* - Charles tente de rassembler un nouveau public pour donner plus de style à Skatoony. Mais à leur arrivée, le bon goût n’est pas au rendez-vous; heureusement que Ki réalise un coup d’âge clat.

**Video Vocab**

*For descriptions see individual titles:*
- Animal Kingdom
- Animal Skeletons
- Atmosphere
- Avian
- Bioaccumulation
- Biomagnification
- Blood Vessels
- Bosque
- Breathing
- Cave
- Class
- Cloud
- Coal
- Combustibles Fossil
- Concrete
- Cueva
- Desert
- Desierto
- Deslizamiento de Terra
- Drought
- Earthquake
- Ectotherms
- Efecto Invernadero
- EmbriA‡n
- Embryo
- Endotherms
- ErosiA‡n
- Erosion
- Especies
- Esqueleto
- Everglades
- Everglades
- Familia
- Family
- Filo
- Flood
- Forest
- Fossil Fuel
- GA(c)nero
- Genus
- Glaciar
- Glacier
- Grassland
- Greenhouse Effect
- Human Digestive System
- Human Skeleton
- HuracA¡n
- Hurricane
- InundaciA‡n
- Kingdom
- Kingdom Fungi
- Kingdom Monera
- Kingdom Plantae
- Kingdom Protista
- Landslide
- Marisma
- Marsh
- Metamorphosis
- Metamorphosis
- Monogastric
- Muscle Function
- Muscle Types
- Nube
- Orden
- Order
- Phylum
- Praderas
- Precipitation
- Precipitaciones
- Pseudo-Ruminant
- Red Blood Cells
- Reino
- Reino Animalia
- Reino Hongos
- Reino M‡fera
- Reino Plantae
- Reino Protista
- Ruminant
- Selva Tropical
- SequA*a
- Skeleton
- Species
- Terremoto
- Tiempo
- Tornado
- Tornado
- Tropical Rainforest
- Tsunamis
- Tsunamis
- VolcA¡n
- Volcano
- Weather
- White Blood Cells
- Wind Turbine

**Vie pigmentée**
NF060155,SV
85 min  2013  4742

Dans Vie Pigmentée, le réputé réalisateur et directeur photo Vic Sarin mène une enquête personnelle sur un sujet qui lui tient à cœur: l’histoire trop souvent tragique du colorisme une discrimination intra-ethnique fondée sur les nuances de peau. Asie, Afrique, Caraïbes et Amérique du Sud Sarin trouve partout des témoins directs d’une problématique touchant toutes les cultures, à commencer par une entrepreneuse philippine qui fait des affaires dor dans industrie milliariare du blanchiment de la peau. Vie Pigmentée entraîne le spectateur dans un étonnant tour du monde où l’on remonte aux sources mêmes d’un dysfonctionnement social d’autant plus sournois qu’il est tout en nuances.

**Vienna**
L122088,SV
9:33 min  JIS  1994  2453

*Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series* - Sister Wendy visits the Imperial Hapsburg City of Vienna where she visits the Kunsthistorisches Museum and discusses attitudes depicted in female and male nudes of the period. She tells the stories of the paintings and discusses themes in Rubens’ Angelica and the Hermit, Mantegna’s Saint Sebastian, Veronese’s Venus and Adonis, and Veronese’s Hercules, Deianeira and Nessus. Please preview prior to using this video as it contains subject matter which may not be appropriate for all audiences.

**Viking Ancestry**
L122153C,SV
6:03 min  IS  2012  2453

*Vikings Series* - Oliver investigates the proto-Vikings shaped by the land and sea on the island of Gotland in the Baltic Sea, where longboat technology began. He spies the submerged Faro Rock Carvings from c. 1500-1100 BC. Rock carvings are found all over Scandinavia, from the Bronze Age and beyond, showing ships and weapons.
The Ansarve Stone Ship from 1000 BC testifies to the symbolic importance of the sea.

**Viking Burials and High Status Women**
L122153J,SV
5:41 min IS 2012 2453
*Vikings Series* - Oliver revisits Oslo and the Oseberg Viking Ship to discuss the Viking burial. Sacrifices of horses, hunting dogs, and valuables were often placed beside the corpse. Archeologists were surprised that the Oseberg ship contained two women. The older died of cancer, and the younger had DNA from the Middle East.

**Viking Longboat**
L122153B,SV
4:26 min IS 2012 2453
*Vikings Series* - Oliver views the preserved remains of the Gronnhaug Viking, buried in Viking style and set adrift in a Viking ship to Valhalla. Oliver visits Oslo to see the Oseberg Ship. The Viking longboat was carved with sea serpents by a talented artist.

**Vikings**
L126903,SV
21:59 min P 2009 2453
*Skatoony: Season 2 (English)* - A Viking ship captures the Skatoony crew and contestants for their own entertainment, before plundering and pillaging the quiz block into the deadly waters of the legendary Sweater Sharks.

**Vikings 1**
L122153S,SV
51:24 min IS 2012 2453
*Vikings Series* - Neil Oliver heads for Scandinavia to reveal the truth behind the legend of the Vikings. In the first episode of the series, Neil begins by discovering the mysterious world of the Vikings' prehistoric ancestors. The remains of weapon-filled war boats, long-haired Bronze Age farmers, and the Swedish site of a royal palace and gruesome pagan ritual conjure up an ancient past from which the Viking Age was to suddenly erupt.

**Vincent van Gogh**
L122090C,SV
3:20 min JIS 1994 2453
*Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series* - Sister Wendy visits the new Amsterdam museum dedicated to Vincent van Gogh where she discusses his painting, The Artist's Bedroom. She notes the inner turmoil, loneliness, and tension of his painting. Sister Wendy warns the viewer to look at the painting rather than assume the meaning from the topic or title.

**The Virgin, the Copts and Me**
NF060972,SV
85 min 2011 5273
One filmmakers revealing and personal exploration of Egypt's Coptic community.

---

**New Resources**

**Visualization**
L121933D,SV
2:49 min PJI 2002 2453
*Megamaths - Problem Solving Series* - Princess Nebulous and Mathsman meet back at the farm to practice visualization.

**Visualization**
L121934D,SV
4:46 min PJI 2002 2453
*Megamaths - Problem Solving Series* - Mathsman practices visualization to solve a two-part math problem.

**Vitamin See**
L125634,SV
2:49 min PJ 2007 2453
*The Bodies Series* - Tim is having trouble seeing the computer screen and he is bumping into things at night. The Bodies are concerned that something is wrong. Master Control suspects that Tim isn’t getting enough vitamin A, because vitamin A would improve his eyesight. Tim begins a regime of vitamin A rich food and so do the Bodies. It turns out that Tim needs glasses, but after so much vitamin A, he can now see better without them.

**Vittore Carpaccio, St. George and the Dragon**
L122095A,SV
3:01 min JIS 1994 2453
*Sister Wendy’s Grand Tour Series* - The Doges filled palaces with paintings by artists Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese, and others. Sister Wendy discusses Vittore Carpaccio’s St. George and the Dragon and the significance of the dragon.

**Volcán**
L128616,SV
4:37 min PJIS 2014 2453
*Video Vocab Series* - Este programa de video de acci\-\on en vivo es sobre la palabra volcán. El programa está diseñado para reforzar y apoyar la comprensión y retener la palabra del estudiante mediante el uso de secuencias de video, fotografías, diagramas y etiquetas y gráficas. Los espectadores verán y escucharán la palabra utilizada en una variedad de contextos, proporcionando a los estudiantes un modelo de cómo utilizar adecuadamente la palabra.

**Volcano**
L128615,SV
4:37 min PJIS 2014 2453
*Video Vocab Series* - This live-action video program is about volcanoes. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the word through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**Volunteering**
L126424,SV
3:30 min PJ 2009 2453
*League of Super Citizens Series* - Nifty Girl learns that volunteering is just as important to a charity as cash donations.
In the War of 1812, when she undertook a dangerous thirty-two-kilometer trek to warn the commander of an impending American attack on the British outpost at Beaver Dams.


**Warriors**

For descriptions see individual titles:

- Advance on Jerusalem
- Alternate Plan
- Challenging Command
- Crusades
- First Battle
- Lack of Support
- Leadership in Disarray
- Napoleon
- Peace
- Political Machinations
- Retreat and the Siege of Jaffa
- Revolution and Toulon
- Richard the Lionheart
- Scorched Earth
- Victory at Toulon

### New Resources

**You n’aimez pas la vérité - 4 jours à Guantanamo**

NF061156,SV

99 min 2010 5280

Vous n’aimez pas la vérité - 4 jours à Guantanàmo est un documentaire basé sur l’enregistrement d’une caméra de surveillance de la prison de Guantanàmo. La rencontre, jamais vue auparavant, d’une équipe d’intervieweurs canadiens avec un enfant détenu dans la prison de Guantanàmo. Basé sur les sept heures de l’enregistrement vidéo déclassifiées par les tribunaux canadiens, ce documentaire rend compte de l’intensité de cet interrogatoire qui a duré quatre jours. S’appuyant sur le style d‘un écran de surveillance, le film analyse les portées scientifiques, légales et politiques d’un dialogue forcé.

**Voyager 1 and 2**

L126644,SV

1:44 min PJ 2009 2453

Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains that Voyager 1 and 2 are robotic space crafts that were created in 1977 to explore our solar system. They are still out there, sending back data.

**Wake**

NF060375,SV

2 min 2013 1183

A woman looks out across a lake, where each drop of water contains a memory of a pioneer in women’s sports, preserved forever. This short was made for the ninth edition of the NFB’s animation program for emerging filmmakers, Hothouse.

**Walking Versus Running**

L128190F,SV

2:08 min JIS 2013 2453

ChatRoom Series - Marc asks the teens to consider who would burn more calories: a walker or runner who covers two miles, or a walker or runner who runs for two minutes? Distance covered determines the amount of burned calories.

**War of 1812 Historical Fiction**

996429,LC

1 I 3096

This literature circles kit consists of 5 historical novels.

**Bully Boys** by Eric Walters. Thomas Roberts dreads looking after the family farm while his father fights in the War of 1812, until his own involvement in war makes him realize the horror.

**Zack** by William Bell. The son of a Jewish father and African-American mother, high school senior Zack has never been allowed to meet his mother’s family, but after his friend began to breathe and they were rescued. Tips for water safety are: be aware of your surroundings, keep an eye on kids, and wear a life vest.

**War Water Safety**

L128158C,SV

4:32 min JIS 2010 2453

Whaddyado Series - Two young friends go on a shared family trip to the Island of St. Martin where they rent jet skis. When Bailey saw his friend face down in the water, he attempted to give CPR while floating in the water until his friend began to breathe and they were rescued. Tips for water survival are: wear your life jacket, don’t attempt risky stunts, use the buddy system, and keep a safe distance from other water vehicles.

**Watermelon Room**

L126130,SV

2:25 min PJ 2010 2453

Jackie’s School of Dance Series - TVOKids host Jackie English teaches kids how to flavour-up their freestyle dancing with various dance moves. The move in the watermelon room is called The Push Pull.

**Weather**

L128617,SV

3:01 min PJJS 2014 2453

Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about weather. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the word through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

**Weekend**

L121830A,SV

4:01 min JIS 1996 2453

Deutsch Plus Series - Ulli is happy it is Friday. He makes plans to have dinner with Anna and Nico.
Math City Series - Math City introduces children in grades 2 and 3 to specific math concepts. This episode explains that something small can weigh more than something big, depending on what it's made of.

Whaddyado
For descriptions see individual titles:
- Anabolic Steroids
- Animal Attack
- Animal Emergency
- Avalanche
- Bike Thieves
- Carbon Monoxide Poisoning
- Collapsed and Unresponsive
- College Choices
- Cosmetic Surgery
- Cyber Bully
- Dangerous Texting
- Eating Disorder
- Enabling Mom
- Explosion at the Pump
- Flash Flood
- Harassment on the Job
- Helicopter Mom
- Home Invasion
- House Fire
- House Fire
- Identity Theft
- Junk Food Junkie
- Lightning Strikes
- Lost in the Cold
- Lost in the Woods
- Mean Girls
- Medical Emergency
- Missing Child
- Natural Danger
- Pedestrian Safety
- Reckless Driving
- Romantic Biting
- Sales Scam
- Sledding Crash
- Snake Bite
- Snow Disaster
- Snowmobile Accident
- Someone Has a Seizure
- Someone is Choking
- Someone is Choking
- Someone is Drowning
- Someone is Having a Heart Attack
- Stuck Accelerator
- Swine Flu
- There's a Flash Flood
- Tornado at an Airport
- Trapped in the Snow
- Truancy
- Unwanted Intruder
- Water Safety
- Water Sport Accident
- Whaddyado: Drowning in Pool / Heart Attack / Bear Feeding / Driving Distraction
- Whaddyado: Drowning in Pool / Heart Attack / Bear Feeding / Driving Distraction Introduction
- Whaddyado: Eating Disorder / Snowmobile Accident / Bear Invasion / Helicopter Mom
- Whaddyado: Eating Disorder / Snowmobile Accident / Bear Invasion / Helicopter Mom Introduction
- Whaddyado: Girl Choking / Pedestrians Hit by Car / Mom Suffers Allergic Reaction / Cosmetic Surgery
- Whaddyado: Girl Choking / Pedestrians Hit by Car / Mom Suffers Allergic Reaction / Cosmetic Surgery Introduction
- Whaddyado: Intruder Breaks Into a Home / Snowmobiling Avalanche / Alligator on Doorstep / Obesity
- Whaddyado: Intruder Breaks Into a Home / Snowmobiling Avalanche / Alligator on Doorstep / Obesity Introduction
- Whaddyado: Kidnapping / Teens and Steroids / Flash Flood / Python Attack / Choosing the Right College
- Whaddyado: Kidnapping / Teens and Steroids / Flash Flood / Python Attack / Choosing the Right College Introduction
- Whaddyado: Lost in Snowy Mountains / Sledding Accident / Dog Falls Through Ice / Scam Artists
- Whaddyado: Lost in Snowy Mountains / Sledding Accident / Dog Falls Through Ice / Scam Artists Introduction
- Whaddyado: Lost in Woods / Jet Ski Accident / House Fire / Truancy
- Whaddyado: Lost in Woods / Jet Ski Accident / House Fire / Truancy Introduction
- Whaddyado: Mom Collapse / Car Stuck in Flood / Gas Pump Explosion / Bullying
- Whaddyado: Mom Collapse / Car Stuck in Flood / Gas Pump Explosion / Bullying Introduction
- Whaddyado: Snowboarder Buried / House Fire / Alligator Attack / Cyber-bullying
- Whaddyado: Snowboarder Buried / House Fire / Alligator Attack / Cyber-bullying Introduction
- Whaddyado: Stolen IPod / Car Out of Control / Stolen Bicycles / Caught in Avalanche / Enabling Parent
- Whaddyado: Stolen IPod / Car Out of Control / Stolen Bicycles / Caught in Avalanche / Enabling Parent Introduction
- Whaddyado: Struck by Lightning / Dog Needs CPR / Carbon Monoxide Poisoning / Sexual Harassment
- Whaddyado: Struck by Lightning / Dog Needs CPR / Carbon Monoxide Poisoning / Sexual Harassment Introduction
- Whaddyado: Swine Flu / Boy In an Emergency / Rattlesnake Bite / Mean Girls
- Whaddyado: Swine Flu / Boy In an Emergency / Rattlesnake Bite / Mean Girls Introduction
- Whaddyado: Wild Buffalo Attack / Mom Choking /12-Year-Old Driving a Van / Neck Biting
- Whaddyado: Wild Buffalo Attack / Mom Choking /12-Year-Old Driving a Van / Neck Biting Introduction
- Your Dog is in Trouble
- You're Getting Bullied

New Resources
Whaddyado: Drowning in Pool / Heart Attack / Bear Feeding / Driving Distraction
L128161,SV
21:49 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - A 3-year-old nearly drowns in his family's swimming pool. He is rescued just in time by his 5-year-old brother. Father and son are walking home from a basketball game when the father suffers a heart attack. The son gives him CPR and saves his life. A critter has been disturbing a man's bird feeder, so he sets up a motion detecting camera in his back yard. The very next night, he discovers it's a huge black bear. In our Moral Dilemma this week, we take a hard look at teenage drivers and the dangerous distraction of their cell phones.

Whaddyado: Drowning in Pool / Heart Attack / Bear Feeding / Driving Distraction Introduction
L128161A,SV
0:49 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving drowning in a pool, reacting to a heart attack, giving CPR, bird feeders and bears, and driving distracted.

Whaddyado: Eating Disorder / Snowmobile Accident / Bear Invasion / Helicopter Mom
L128167,SV
21:32 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - In this episode, a teenage girl who is a type 1 diabetic decides to skip her insulin in order to lose weight. As a result, she almost dies. A man who loves to ride his snowmobile in the back country narrowly escapes death when he almost rides off a cliff. His ride is caught on tape. A town in Florida is invaded by aggressive black bears. Our Moral Dilemma features the hazard of having a helicopter mom.

Whaddyado: Eating Disorder / Snowmobile Accident / Bear Invasion / Helicopter Mom Introduction
L128167A,SV
0:50 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving a snowmobile incident, a diabetic girl, black bears, and an overprotective mom.

Whaddyado: Girl Choking / Pedestrians Hit by Car / Mom Suffers Allergic Reaction / Cosmetic Surgery
L128162,SV
21:42 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - An 8-year-old girl begins choking, but she is saved by her 14-year-old cousin, who uses the Heimlich maneuver to save her life. In some cities, pedestrians are hit by a car once a day, on average. We'll see some actual accidents and examine what can be done to make walking safer. A mom suffers an allergic reaction and falls unconscious. We'll see the brave response from her 10-year-old son, who calls 911 and gives her medication. Our Moral Dilemma segment features the growing trend among teenagers who seek cosmetic plastic surgery.

Whaddyado: Girl Choking / Pedestrians Hit by Car / Mom Suffers Allergic Reaction / Cosmetic Surgery Introduction
L128162A,SV
0:50 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving a choking incident, pedestrian safety, an allergic reaction, and the teenage trend to seek cosmetic surgery.

Whaddyado: Intruder Breaks Into a Home / Snowmobiling Avalanche / Alligator on Doorstep / Obesity
L128170,SV
21 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - In this episode, a 12-year-old boy gets lost for 16 hours in the freezing, snowy mountains. He tells the amazing story of how he survived. Two young boys are sledding down a hill when they veer off course. See their chilling ride as they nearly get run over by a car. What could they have done differently? A pet dog falls through a window. Two buddies are snowmobiling when an avalanche buries one of them. A Florida family finds an unwelcome guest on their doorstep: a large alligator. And our Moral Dilemma looks at the growing problem of obesity.

Whaddyado: Intruder Breaks Into a Home / Snowmobiling Avalanche / Alligator on Doorstep / Obesity Introduction
L128170A,SV
0:50 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction presents a preview of the following program with situations involving an intruder, an avalanche, an alligator and obesity.

Whaddyado: Kidnapping / Teens and Steroids / Flash Flood / Python Attack / Choosing the Right College
L128169,SV
21:14 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - In this episode, a teenager hears about a missing girl, and all by himself, he tracks down her abductor. A mother tells the story of her son, who was nearly destroyed by steroids. Three teens are hanging out by a creek when a flash flood turns the creek into a raging river. In the Florida Everglades, a tour guide encounters a 10-foot python. Our Moral Dilemma looks at the stress involved with choosing the right college.

Whaddyado: Kidnapping / Teens and Steroids / Flash Flood / Python Attack / Choosing the Right College Introduction
L128169A,SV
0:50 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving a kidnapping, teens and steroids, a flash flood, a python attack, and the stress of choosing the right college.

Whaddyado: Lost in Snowy Mountains / Sledding Accident / Dog Falls Through Ice / Scam Artists
L128160,SV
21:44 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - A 13-year-old boy gets lost for 16 hours in the freezing, snowy mountains. He tells the amazing story of how he survived. Two young boys are sledding down a hill when they veer off course. See their chilling ride as they nearly get run over by a car. What could they have done differently? A pet dog falls through the ice and struggles to survive. Witness an elaborate rescue attempt by the local fire department. In this week's Moral Dilemma segment we investigate the dangers of scam artists on the internet.

Whaddyado: Lost in Snowy Mountains / Sledding Accident / Dog Falls Through Ice / Scam Artists Introduction
L128160A,SV
0:52 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving being lost in snowy mountains, a sledding accident, a dog rescue, and encountering scam artists.
and he can’t slow down. A neighborhood bike race turns
down the highway when his car’s accelerator gets stuck,
business with a swindler. A 16-year-old boy is driving
sell his iPod on the internet, and he ends up doing
Whaddyado Series -
21:02 min JIS 2010 2453
L128158,SV
0:50 min JIS 2010 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving selling an iPod on the internet to a swindler, an out-of-control car, and enabling parents.

Whaddyado: Stolen IPod / Car Out of Control / Stolen Bicycles / Caught in Avalanche / Enabling Parent Introduction
L128168A,SV
0:50 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving selling an iPod on the internet to a swindler, an out-of-control car, and enabling parents.

Whaddyado: Stolen IPod / Car Out of Control / Stolen Bicycles / Caught in Avalanche / Enabling Parent
L128168,SV
21:02 min JIS 2013 2453
Whaddyado Series - In this episode, a teenager tries to sell his iPod on the internet, and he ends up doing business with a swindler. A 16-year-old boy is driving down the highway when his car’s accelerator gets stuck, and he can’t slow down. A neighborhood bike race turns grim when two men try to steal the bicycles. A snowboarder narrowly escapes death when she is caught in an avalanche. Our Moral Dilemma looks at the dangers of enabling parents.

Whaddyado: Struck by Lightning / Dog Needs CPR / Carbon Monoxide Poisoning / Sexual Harassment Introduction
L128164A,SV
0:54 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving a teenager struck by lightning, giving a dog CPR, carbon monoxide poisoning, and sexual harassment at work.

Whaddyado: Struck by Lightning / Dog Needs CPR / Carbon Monoxide Poisoning / Sexual Harassment
L128164,SV
21:42 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - A 15-year-old teenager suffers from the Swine Flu and nearly dies. We’ll feature the symptoms in case you suffer from the Swine Flu. A 6-year-old boy is faced with a life-threatening emergency and needs to call 911. An Arizona man is walking his dogs when a venomous rattlesnake bites him. We will tell you the steps to take in case a rattlesnake bites you. Our Moral Dilemma segment features the social problems caused by “mean girls.”

Whaddyado: Swine Flu / Boy In an Emergency / Rattlesnake Bite / Mean Girls
L128163,SV
21:42 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - A 15-year-old teenager suffers from the Swine Flu and nearly dies. We’ll feature the symptoms in case you suffer from the Swine Flu. A 6-year-old boy is faced with a life-threatening emergency and needs to call 911. An Arizona man is walking his dogs when a venomous rattlesnake bites him. We will tell you the steps to take in case a rattlesnake bites you. Our Moral Dilemma segment features the social problems caused by “mean girls.”

Whaddyado: Swine Flu / Boy In an Emergency / Rattlesnake Bite / Mean Girls Introduction
L128163A,SV
0:50 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving symptoms of Swine Flu, a child reacting to a life threatening emergency, a rattlesnake bite, and social problems caused by “mean girls.”

Whaddyado: Wild Buffalo Attack / Mom Choking /12-Year-Old Driving a Van / Neck Biting
L128165,SV
21:42 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - A wild buffalo attacks a spectator at a famous national park. A tornado hits a busy airport, and the passengers need to run for cover. A mother chokes on a piece of steak, and her 13 year old daughter must save her. After a high speed chase, a police officer discovers that the reckless driver is only 12 years old. Our Moral Dilemma looks at the recent sad of romantic neck biting, an affection that can lead to an infection.
New Resources

Whaddyado: Wild Buffalo Attack / Mom Choking /12-Year-Old Driving a Van / Neck Biting
Introduction
L128165A,SV
0:55 min JIS 2012 2453
Whaddyado Series - This introduction is a preview of the following program with situations involving a wild buffalo attack, refuge from a sudden tornado at an airport, a high speed chase with an unlicensed driver, and a neck-biting fad.

A Whale's Voyage
L121918,SV
29:20 min JIS 2000 2453
Incredible Journeys Series - Follows the 11,000 mile migration of a gray whale from a tropical Mexican lagoon to the Arctic Chukchi Sea.

What Ancient Egyptians Ate
L121929A,SV
5:11 min PJ 1997 2453
Landmarks - Ancient Egypt Series - Jamie and Marcelle find tomb paintings that portray hunting and fishing, but decide they need to find out what else the Ancient Egyptians ate.

What Goes Up Must Come Down
L127099,SV
6 min PJ 2003 2453
Deaf Planet Series - While on a trip to the fair, Max learns about gravity after failing to impress Kendra at the hammer strike game. Later, when the trio find themselves suspended in mid-air on a ride, they must use quick thinking and the help of gravity to get them down.

What is a Year?
L126635,SV
2:08 min PJ 2011 2453
Space Trek Series - Star ship Commander Captain Kent explains why a year is 365 days on Earth and a different amount of time on Mercury and Neptune.

What is an ice cream headache?
L125610,SV
2:15 min PJ 2011 2453
Ask Sara Series - Why do we get ice cream headaches?

What is an Orbit?
L126645,SV
1:38 min PJ 2009 2453
Space Trek Series - Captain Kent explains that an orbit is the curved course an object continually travels around another object.

What is at the core of the earth?
L125589,SV
1:22 min PJ 2011 2453
Ask Sara Series - What is at the core of the earth?

What is Static Electricity?
L125597,SV
1:55 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask Sara Series - What is static electricity?

What To Wear
L128191D,SV
6:06 min JIS 2013 2453
ChatRoom Series - The panel discusses a video sketch that shows a high schooler putting on make-up and wearing different clothes than when she left home. TV and music videos influence teen fashion trends. Provocative dress styles invite unwanted attention. Some schools have dress codes.

What you Need to Survive in Space
L126634,SV
2:47 min PJ 2011 2453
Space Trek Series - Star ship Commander Captain Kent explains the five most important things you need to live in space.

What's Up Tumbletown!
L126786,SV
3:45 min PJ 2011 2453
Tumbletown Reads Series - Tumbleweed’s friend Twiggy learns how to write properly, using punctuation.

Where do maggots come from?
L125586,SV
2:05 min PJ 2011 2453
Ask Sara Series - Where do maggots come from?

Where does dust come from?
L125560,SV
1:36 min PJ 2010 2453
Ask Sara Series - Where does dust come from?

Where To Keep Money, Literally
L126813,SV
3:45 min PJ 2013 2453
Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed can’t seem to keep track of his money and loses the $20.00 he needs to buy a ticket to the Tristan Beaver concert.

Which way does a compass point in space?
L125572,SV
1:57 min PJ 2011 2453
Ask Sara Series - Which way does a compass point in space?

White Blood Cells
L128645,SV
2:20 min PJJS 2014 2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about white blood cells. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student’s comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.

Who Was Michelangelo?
L121851A,SV
3:17 min IS 2004 2453
Divine Michelangelo Series - Outlines Michelangelo’s achievements, and asks the question: who was Michelangelo?

Why are there holes on the moon?
L125612,SV
2:30 min PJ 2011 2453
Ask Sara Series - Why are there big holes on the moon?

Why are worms good for the soil?
L125591,SV
2:24 min PJ 2011 2453
Ask Sara Series - Why are worms good for the soil?

Why can birds fly?
L125580,SV
2:25 min PJ 2011 2453
Ask Sara Series - Why can birds fly?

Why do fingers wrinkle after a bath?
L125585,SV
1:56 min PJ 2011 2453
Ask Sara Series - Why does our skin wrinkle after we’ve been in the water?
New Resources

Why do snakes shed?
L125609,SV  1:59 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why do snakes shed their skin?

Why do volcanoes explode?
L125613,SV  2:54 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why do volcanoes explode?

Why do we blink?
L125588,SV  1:38 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why do we blink?

Why do we get cavities?
L125592,SV  1:42 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why do we get cavities?

Why Do We Get Dizzy?
L125596,SV  1:59 min  PJ  2012  2453
Ask Sara Series - Scientist Sara explains why we feel dizziness.

Why do we get hiccups?
L125614,SV  2:57 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why do we get hiccups?

Why do we have snow?
L125601,SV  1:10 min  PJ  2010  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why do we have snow?

Why Do We Have To Have Change?
L121983A,SV  6:03 min  P  1997  2453
Megamaths - Money and Division Series - At the auction, the Queen of Diamonds is selling her purse as she has no need for change, and the bids go up to 5 pounds. The Queen of Diamonds proceeds to buy items costing less than a pound, paying with pounds and leaving the change. She rails against the necessity of change and sings, why do we have to have change.

Why do we see rainbows?
L125583,SV  1:49 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why do we see rainbows in the sun when it has rained?

Why Does Mould Grow on Cheese
L125602,SV  2:53 min  PJ  2010  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why does mould grow on cheese?

Why does my heart beat faster when I run?
L125570,SV  2:20 min  PJ  2011  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why does my heart beats faster when I run?

Why don't space shuttles burn up?
L125607,SV  1:35 min  PJ  2010  2453
Ask Sara Series - If meteorites burn up when they pass through our atmosphere, why don't space shuttles burn up?

Why is it important to brush our teeth?
L125605,SV  1:43 min  PJ  2010  2453
Ask Sara Series - Why is it important for us to brush our teeth?

Why People Go To Work
L126806,SV  3:45 min  PJ  2013  2453
Tumbletown Tales Series - Tumbleweed takes a trip down memory lane and reflects on the lessons his Aunt Gussie taught him about why people need to work and the rewards involved with doing a good job

Why We Sneezee
L125594,SV  1:40 min  PJ  2012  2453
Ask Sara Series - Scientist Sara explains how and why we sneeze

Wilhjalmur Stefansson - Explorer de l'Arctique
NF003166,SV  16 min  1965  4742
Ce fils de l'Islande choisit de vivre de longues années dans l'Arctique pour découvrir les secrets de cette terre implacable. En 1906, il séjourne à la Terre de Victoria et, en 1913, il met sur pied une expédition d'envergure pendant laquelle il étudie les richesses de la mer et des terres et trace la carte de régions dont personne ne soupçonne encore l'existence. Le film relate l'aventure palpitante et authentique de l'explorateur.

Willem de Kooning
L122106B,SV  3:21 min  JIS  1996  2453
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting Series - De Kooning stowed away on a ship from Holland and landed in New York, where he found it hard to survive. Sister Wendy discusses his abstract, expressionist paintings of women.

Willoughby Sweeps Marianne Off Her Feet
L122080A,SV  7:21 min  IS  1980  2453
Sense and Sensibility Series - Episode 2 of "Sense and Sensibility" begins as Colonel Brandon visits the Dashwoods, who are unpacking at their new cottage. He compliments Marianne on her playing the night before and offers the assistance of his carpenter. Marianne sprains her ankle while walking and is carried home by John Willoughby.

Willoughby's Betrayal of Eliza
L122082C,SV  10:01 min  IS  1980  2453
Sense and Sensibility Series - Mrs. Jennings is determined to find another suitor for Marianne. Colonel Brandon tells Elinor about Willoughby's betrayal of his ward, Eliza. John Dashwood invites the sisters to a dinner party where they will meet Mrs. Ferrar. He tells Elinor about Mrs. Ferrar's intentions for Edward to marry the wealthy Miss Morton.

Wind Turbine
L128646,SV  3:26 min  PJIS  2014  2453
Video Vocab Series - This live-action video program is about wind turbines. The program is designed to reinforce and support a student's comprehension and retention of the term through use of video footage, photographs, diagrams and colorful, animated graphics and labels. Viewers will see and hear the word used in a variety of contexts providing students with a model for how to appropriately use the word. Related words are also used and reinforced with visuals and text.
New Resources

Winter Refuge
L121919B,SV
4:13 min JIS 2000 2453
_Incredible Journeys Series_ - Infant snakes are in danger from the venomous giant centipede and the constrictor king snake. The snakes add a segment to their tails when they shed their skin until it becomes a fully segmented rattle. After four years the snake is an adult, one meter long, and ready to start its journey to a winter refuge for hibernation: a south facing cave, sometimes shared with other reptiles.

Women and Work
L121831B,SV
2:47 min JIS 1996 2453
_Deutsch Plus Series_ - Dieter and Annette watch a documentary about women and work. Nico talks to the librarian.

Won and One
L126627,SV
0:59 min PJ 2012 2453
_Same But Different Series_ - The series is about homophones - words that sound the same but have different spelling and different meaning. This episode: won.

Word Up!
L126772,SV
3:45 min PJ 2010 2453
_Tumbletown Reads Series_ - Tumbleweed learns the benefit of proofreading and revising his work before handing it in.

Word Wizard Bike
L126676,SV
0:59 min PJ 2007 2453
_Time Trackers Series_ - HB & Pearl discuss how punctuation can change the meaning of a sentence. HB & Pearl are played by Mark Sykes & Nicole Stamp Shoot Date: Mar 4, 2006

Word Wizard Car
L126678,SV
0:59 min PJ 2007 2453
_Time Trackers Series_ - HB & Pearl discuss homonyms. HB & Pearl are played by Mark Sykes & Nicole Stamp Shoot Date: Mar 4, 2006

Word Wizard Chicken
L126677,SV
0:59 min PJ 2007 2453
_Time Trackers Series_ - HB & Pearl discuss how punctuation can change the meaning of a sentence. HB & Pearl are played by Mark Sykes & Nicole Stamp Shoot Date: Mar 4, 2006

Word Wizard: Cinderella Part 2
L126690,SV
1 min PJ 2007 2453
_Time Trackers Series_ - This Word Wizard episode is a telling of the fairytale Cinderella. Included is part 2 of an on-air game which asks the viewer to rewrite the story of Cinderella. HB & Pearl are played by Mark Sykes & Nicole Stamp. Shoot Date: Mar 4, 2006

Word Wizard: Emperor’s New Clothes Part 2
L126692,SV
1 min PJ 2007 2453
_Time Trackers Series_ - This Word Wizard episode is a telling of the fairytale The Emperor's New Clothes. Included is part 2 of an on-air game which asks the viewer to rewrite the story of the Emperor's New Clothes. HB & Pearl are played by Mark Sykes & Nicole Stamp. Shoot Date: Mar 4, 2006

Word Wizard: Jack & The Beanstalk Part2
L126691,SV
1 min PJ 2007 2453
_Time Trackers Series_ - This Word Wizard episode is a telling of the fairytale Jack & the Beanstalk. Included is part 2 of an on-air game which asks the viewer to rewrite the story of Jack & the Beanstalk. HB & Pearl are played by Mark Sykes & Nicole Stamp. Shoot Date: Mar 4, 2006

Word Wizard: Three Little Pigs Part 2
L126689,SV
1 min PJ 2007 2453
_Time Trackers Series_ - This Word Wizard episode is a telling of the fairytale The Three Little Pigs. Included is part 2 of an on-air game which asks the viewer to rewrite the story of the Three Little Pigs. HB & Pearl are played by Mark Sykes & Nicole Stamp. Shoot Date: Mar 4, 2006

Words for the Train Station
L121833A,SV
6:54 min JIS 1996 2453
_Deutsch Plus Series_ - Nico handles a Russian telephone for Frau Weiss after Frau Maier leaves the office. Later he tells Elke that he is comfortable with the telephone now. She teaches him words he will need to buy a train ticket to Amsterdam. For the show, Frau Weiss asks passersby in the train station for help.

Words Spelled Differently Than They Sound
L126530,SV
3:30 min PJ 2013 2453
_Reading Rangers Series_ - A Stranger rides into Docville and is surprised that words may be spelled differently than they sound.

Work
L121935,SV
19:33 min PJ 1998 2453
_Landmarks - Caribbean Islands Series_ - A look at Trinidad and Tobago and Dominica.

Wrap up
L126554,SV
1:45 min PJ 2011 2453
_Royal Money Matters Series_ - Samantha Sleuth receives a phone call from a mysterious stranger that begins a seven part mystery that can only be solved by the careful application of the scientific method. In episode seven Sam goes to the Junction Cafetera with Captain Kent and everybody yells, surprise., It is a party for Sam and all of the ,missing items, were being used for the party.

Wrestling for a Mate
L121919E,SV
3:14 min PJ 2000 2453
_Incredible Journeys Series_ - In the pack rat's nest, the snake finds shelter from the summer heat. It will return here every year if the rat population remains high. Thunderstorms signal the time to return to its winter cave. Seeking mates on the way, male diamondbacks compete with rivals in ritualized jousts, in which smaller males are wrested to the ground.

Write Like a Reader
L126787,SV
3:45 min PJ 2011 2453
_Tumbletown Reads Series_ - Tumbleweed learns how to write stories so that a reader can easily follow a chain of events.

Xcgankly
L126874,SV
22:29 min P 2009 2453
_Skatoony: Season 1 (English) Series_ - An unknown demon monster turns out to be a sore loser. Chudd and Earl try to stop him from wreaking havoc on everything, and destroying Skatoony once and for all.
Xcqankly
L126887, SV
21:54 min P 2009 2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (French) Series - Un monstre d'A(c)moniaque se r'A(c)v'A=tre un trA=A*s mauvais perdant. Chudd et Earl tentent de l'emp'A*cher de causer des ravages irrA(c)mA(c)diables et de mettre fin A* Skatoony une fois pour toutes.

Yâ* a des squelettes en tabarouette
L126886, SV
21:51 min P 2009 2453
Skatoony: Season 1 (French) Series - Chudd et Earl s'effortcent de garder les joyeux lurons du groupe Skeleton Crew loin des yeux rA(c)probateurs de la grand-mA¤re de Charles.

Yes or No, Jean-Guy Moreau
NF014553, SV
58 min 1979 1183
Jean-Guy Moreau is a Québécois impersonator and political satirist who rises far above the level of being merely funny. In this film he prepares to perform in English before a Toronto audience. He will impersonate Premier René Lèvesque conducting a press conference. Moreau becomes so caught up with his subject that at times his personality merges with that of Lèvesque, as he fends off the questions of an equally involved audience.

Yoghurt Mania
L125643, SV
2:50 min PJ 2007 2453
The Bodies Series - The Bodies use the studio use their new media room to create a show about yoghurt. They have yoghurt themed skits, songs that showcase the great taste and nutritional benefits of yoghurt in this show within a show.

Your Dog is in Trouble
L128160D, SV
4:51 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - Working dog Beth keeps geese off the golf course. She fell through the ice while chasing geese and the firefighters came to the rescue. We see the rescue operation. Whaddyado Tips are: stay off the ice, call 911, and accurately describe the location.

You're Getting Bullied
L128159E, SV
2:36 min JIS 2011 2453
Whaddyado Series - Subtle forms of bullying may be name calling, malicious teasing, taunting, or encouraging exclusion. Ignore them, but if they don't stop, ask for adult help.